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Summary

As the prominence of the service sector is increasing in developed nations, new and

exciting opportunities are arising for operational researchers to develop and apply

models which offer managers solutions to improve the quality of their services. The

development of time-dependent stochastic models to analyse complex service systems

and generate effective personnel schedules are key to this process, enabling organisa-

tions to strike a balance between the provision of a good quality service whilst avoiding

unnecessary personnel costs. Specifically within the healthcare sector, there is a need

to promote efficient management of an Emergency Medical Service (EMS), where the

probability of survival is directly related to the speed of assistance.

Motivated by case studies investigating the operation of the Welsh Ambulance Service

Trust (WAST), this thesis aims to investigate how operational research (OR) techniques

can be developed to analyse priority service systems subject to demand that is of an

urgent nature, cannot be backlogged, is heavily time-dependent and highly variable. A

workforce capacity planning tool is ultimately developed that integrates a combination

of forecasting, queueing theory, stochastic modelling and optimisation techniques into

a single spreadsheet model in order to predict future demand upon WAST, set staffing

levels, and optimise shift schedules and rosters. The unique linking together of the

techniques in a planning tool which further captures time-dependency and two priority

classes enables this research to outperform previous approaches, which have generally

only considered a single class of customer, or generated staffing recommendations using

approximation methods that are only reliable under limited conditions.

The research presented in this thesis is novel in several ways. Primarily, the first section

considers the potential of a nonparametric modelling technique known as Singular

Spectrum Analysis (SSA) to improve the accuracy of demand forecasts. Secondly,

the main body of work is dedicated to adapting numerical queueing theory techniques

to accurately model the behaviour of time-dependent multi-server priority systems

across shift boundaries and evaluate the likelihood of excessive waits for service for two

customer classes. The final section addresses how shifts can be optimally scheduled

using heuristic search techniques. The main conclusions are that in addition to offering

a more flexible approach, the forecasts generated by SSA compare favourably to those

obtained using traditional methods, and both approximate and numerical modelling

techniques may be duly extended to set staffing levels in complex priority systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introductory remarks

This thesis primarily aims to investigate how operational research (OR) techniques

can be developed to analyse priority service systems subject to demand that is of an

urgent nature, cannot be backlogged, is heavily time-dependent and highly variable.

Motivated by case studies investigating the operation of the Welsh Ambulance Service

Trust (WAST), it demonstrates how efficient management of such service systems can

be promoted through developing techniques to generate optimised staffing profiles

that allow a minimum service quality to be consistently provided. The research

compliments ongoing work at Cardiff University in collaboration with WAST focussing

on interrelated issues such as maximal survival modelling; and the use of simulation

models to assist Emergency Medical Service (EMS) planning for the location, capacity

and deployment of emergency vehicles.

This chapter sets the general research context and provides the background to the

role of OR in the service sector. Section 1.2 deals with the use of OR to set staffing

requirements, and the particular research questions are addressed in Section 1.3. A

brief description of WAST for whom the research was primarily conducted is contained

in Section 1.4, followed by an overview of the thesis structure in Section 1.5.

1.2 Background

Over the last few decades, the importance of the service sector has increased in many

developed countries. In the UK, the service sector now accounts for more than three

1
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quarters of total gross domestic product; covering a range of activities concerning

the provision of services to other businesses as well as consumers in a wide variety

of industries such as government, healthcare, education, banking, insurance, tourism

and retail sales (Office for National Statistics, 2011). As the service industry has

evolved and greater competition has emerged between organisations, managers have

become ever keen to gain more information about their own services with an aim of

enabling them to be in a position to deliver what their customers want as quickly and

inexpensively as possible.

In response to this, OR techniques have developed substantially. While the mathe-

matical frameworks surrounding the techniques of stochastic modelling, heuristics and

optimisation are all well-established, there has recently been a major effort to develop

the theory with applications of the models (see, for example, Erdogan et al. (2010),

Ingolfsson et al. (2010) and Izady and Worthington (2012)); thus providing businesses

with improved operations to increase their opportunities. In particular the branch

of queueing theory, which helps managers to make judicious decisions regarding the

resources they need to provide an efficient service through revealing analytical details

of system quality under a range of scenarios, has moved away from basic analyses of

single server queues with consistent random arrival and service rates (as first proposed

by Erlang (1918)), to analysing systems with time-dependent arrival rates, multiple

servers and different service priorities for distinct customer classes. Whilst queueing

models may be used to inform decisions relating to the resources needed to provide

a service, their effectiveness is dependent on accurate forecasts of demand upon the

system. Thus thorough system evaluation involves an amalgamation of a large range

of statistical and OR techniques, ranging from forecasting future demand levels,

translating the forecasts into employee requirements and advising ways the service

could be modified to become more efficient through producing staff rosters, ensuring

appropriate numbers of employees are present at appropriate times.

Whilst there is a wealth of literature providing guidance on advising staff require-

ments (summarised in Chapters 5 and 8), further work is still required in the area of

time-dependent queueing theory to evaluate more complex systems that do not ex-

hibit assumed traditional features such as consistent Poisson arrival and service rates;

and especially multi-server priority systems where the complexities of time-dependent

demand and priority routing occur simultaneously. Fildes et al. (2008) comment that

OR has made many substantial contributions to forecasting as practitioners continue
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to recognise that the accuracy of predictions is important to their organisations; yet

the authors note that major research opportunities in this area still remain, as the

quantity of study invested in this topic is relatively small to date. They advise that fu-

ture study should shift away from traditional statistical analyses and into methods that

can appropriately deal with the stochastic nature of demand, and that are assessed via

organisational performance measures. This thesis responds to the call by the authors

to improve the accuracy of forecasts through the use of Singular Spectrum Analysis

(SSA) (introduced as a novel method in Chapter 4) to predict future demand. The

technique is demonstrated to not only produce superior forecasts to other methods, but

to also benefit from being flexible in approach, model-free, able to capture periodici-

ties in the data, not reliant upon artificial assumptions and easily implemented within

Excel. Furthermore, this research devotes particular attention to the development,

solution and validation of sufficiently detailed stochastic models for time-dependent

multi-server systems with varying service types, which can be ultimately be employed

to optimise resource allocation.

1.3 The research problem

This thesis investigates how OR techniques may be applied to promote effective and

efficient management of EMS, which is widely recognised as a significant challenge

in many developed nations (Channouf et al., 2007; Setzler et al., 2009). A particular

difficulty for EMS planners is to allocate often limited resources, whilst managing

increasing demand for services in a way to ensure high levels of geographical coverage

and to improve key performance targets. To aid with the decision of the number of

ambulances and paramedics to be deployed, much OR study has been invested in

the strategies to optimise optimal fleet sizes and vehicle deployments; yet for these

deployment schemes to be effective, the values use to forecast future EMS demand

must obviously be accurate (Setzler et al., 2009).

This research begins by responding to the need to produce accurate forecasts of

demand, investigating methods that adequately account for nonstationarities; and

subsequently considers the staffing problem of emergency response vehicles to provide

sufficient coverage and efficient responses to patients requesting assistance with

varying degrees of urgency. Whilst the problem of staffing a multi-class multi-type

system is recognised as notoriously hard even when demand rates are perfectly

predictable (Gurvich et al., 2010), this thesis describes a practical method for finding
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staffing requirements in such systems, while simultaneously selecting shifts that cover

these requirements, that minimise costs and achieve pre-defined performance standards.

The methodology developed throughout the thesis is evaluated in several case studies

which test the applicability of the techniques to predict and simulate data provided

by WAST, who provide the real-life context and needs for developing the operational

models. The service system lends itself to advanced forecasting and queueing theory

analysis through its requirement to provide a consistent service quality, to respond to

different categories of calls within set time targets and to operate around-the-clock,

while responding to widely fluctuating levels of demand for assistance. WAST is

primarily interested in determining the minimum number of ambulance officers

required to ensure that given proportions of calls are reached within set time frames,

as outlined by governmental targets.

Since the rostering of employees using low-costs shifts that match stochastic de-

mand levels requires the investigation of several inter-related techniques, employee

scheduling has received a great deal of attention in the literature (Atlason et al., 2008;

Ingolfsson et al., 2010). The process begins with the conversion of demand profiles to

coverage requirements, and then progresses to generate an optimised shift schedule.

The resulting shift schedule can be subsequently used as input to a rostering system

to provide low-cost working schedules for each member of the workforce. Most current

practice to optimise personnel scheduling follows the general approach originally pre-

sented in Buffa et al. (1976). The paper recommends that the following steps be taken

to roster employees:

i. Forecast demand

ii. Convert demand forecasts into staffing requirements

iii. Schedule shifts optimally

iv. Assign employees to shifts

Although the integration of the four processes may allow the creation of the best overall

roster, the methodology described allowing the decomposition of the task into several

distinct parts makes the problem more tractable. Therefore to allow the generation of

a roster in computationally efficient manner, the task is generally approached in a step

by step procedure. Step (i) is often assumed known as a precursor in scheduling models
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(Setzler et al., 2009), or achieved by extracting historical data from a database on the

number of calls received within hourly periods in the past, and estimating the arrival

rates for future periods based on the average number of calls received for that period

for a given number of previous weeks. Several potential errors can however arise from

estimating the arrival rate for a future period in this fashion, including forecasting

errors resulting from estimation error associated with taking the average of a finite

number of random variables, failure to detect nonstationarities that could be present

in the data, and the failure to account for the presence of a random arrival rate which

may be a function of external factors e.g. weather conditions (see Setzler et al. (2009)).

The presence of a time-dependent arrival rate makes step (ii) extremely difficult, hence

it is often accomplished through the use of simple queueing models and approximation

techniques (see Chen and Henderson (2001)). These consider each period of the day

independently of other periods, the arrival rate to be stationary within each period

and evaluate performance within each period using steady-state measures. The

complicating factor however is that the staffing level in one period can considerably

impact the service level in subsequent periods, and approximation techniques do

not take this into account. Numerical methods may be employed to allow transient

analysis of the system in such scenarios, but these provide accurate results at the

expense of computation speed. Ingolfsson (2002) recently developed appropriate

extensions to allow for the numerical analysis of time-dependent systems; but the

techniques have not previously been extended to time-dependent systems which

simultaneously deal with more than one class of customer. The implementation of

approximation methods is further complicated in such systems when the performance

measure of interest is a function of the customer waiting time distribution, since

steady-state expressions are not available for this metric (Chen and Henderson, 2001).

Step (iii) is commonly solved through a set-covering problem (see Hari et al. (2011))

and step (iv) is often considered outside the scope of papers investigating the staffing

problem. Whilst an entire field of literature is devoted specifically to this topic

(especially to the nurse rostering problem, see Burke et al. (2004)), the rostering of

ambulance officers to satisfy a large set of working time directives has specifically been

approached using an integer programming model in Li and Kozan (2009).

This thesis considers an overview of the techniques required to promote service

efficiency and ultimately develops a workforce capacity planning and scheduling tool
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which amalgamates several of the techniques into a single integrated model. The

self-contained workforce tool is designed with a user-friendly interface and contains

several parameters which may be flexibly adjusted by the user to provide staffing

recommendations for various scenarios that satisfy the response time targets (set by

the Welsh Government). Several features embedded in the tool make it more likely to

outperform previous approaches, as whilst prior research works have generally used

multi-step procedures to roster staff and restricted in-depth analysis of systems to

those with a single class of customer, this research presents a macro view of all the

techniques linked together in an integrated planning tool which further captures both

time dependency and two priority classes. Yet since the main aim of the thesis is to

utilise the wealth of real-life data supplied by the Trust to evaluate the potential of

the models developed as workforce planning tools, rather that to accurately model the

entire WAST service system; the final model is based on a simplified representation of

the EMS division of WAST. In effect, it recommends the number of ambulances and

paramedics necessary to provide acceptable first responses to emergencies (based on

the government targets), whilst in reality additional resources may also be required to

aid the first responders at the scene of the incident.

Specific objectives and questions

While taking into account the importance of accurately estimating future demand,

the need to develop OR methodology to evaluate service quality in time-dependent

priority multi-server systems, and generate efficient shift schedules, this research aims

to address each of the complexities discussed above and integrate the techniques into

a self-contained workforce capacity planning tool that:

(a) Incorporates time-series methods that adequately account for the stochastic nature

of demand to produce accurate forecasts of future demand;

(b) Provides both accurate and approximate evaluations of system performance over

time;

(c) Permits a certain service quality to be met as inexpensively as possible by gener-

ating an efficient staffing function that accurately matches resources to fluctuating

demand levels;

(d) Generates an optimised shift schedule;
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(e) Assigns staff to shifts in an efficient manner, whilst adhering to governmental

regulations and working time directives (WTD);

(f) Is user-friendly and practical; so it could be used to inform WAST staffing

decisions and readily adopted by planners to optimise resources independently.

Seven main research questions arise from these objectives:

(I) Is it possible to improve the accuracy of demand forecasts, by adequately ac-

counting for seasonality in the data?

(II) Can time-dependent queueing theory techniques be extended to appropriately

model system behaviour as servers enter and leave the system in differing fashions

across shift boundaries?

(III) To what degree do staffing levels in one period affect another? Can guidelines

be provided regarding situations under which it is appropriate to approximate

time-dependent behaviour, how accurate the approximations are, and if steps

can be taken to increase their accuracy?

(IV) Can time-dependent and approximate queueing theory be extended to compute

waiting-time probabilities in time-dependent multi-class, multi-server systems?

(V) Is it possible to increase the efficiency of numerical methods to accurately eval-

uate system performance?

(VI) Is it possible to develop suitable heuristics to optimise shift schedules and rosters

that minimise cost and ensure satisfactory customer service?

(VII) Can the individual forecasting, modelling and optimisation techniques be com-

bined into a generic integrated workforce planning tool to optimise staffing sched-

ules in stochastic environments that must consistently deliver a certain service

quality?

In addressing these problems, the research presented in this thesis is novel is several

ways. Firstly, it specifically improves the accuracy of demand forecasts using a novel

modelling technique known as SSA, and further adapts queueing theory techniques to

model a complex time-dependent multi-server priority system. Moreover the unique

feeding of novel time-dependent modelling and forecasting techniques, together with

links to crew rostering, allows resource allocation to be optimised in an efficient manner.
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1.4 WAST

As mentioned above, the methodology developed throughout the thesis is evaluated

in several case studies which test the applicability of the techniques to predict and

simulate data provided by WAST, who provide the real-life context and needs for

developing the operational models. Akin to many developed nations, demand for

ambulances in Wales is increasing year on year and is growing at a faster rate than the

UK average (Lightfoot Solutions, 2009). Calls made to the service have tripled over

the last 20 years (Welsh Government, 2012a), and with above average proportions

of patients requiring transportation to hospital, it is unsurprising that WAST has

recently struggled to meet key performance targets set by the Welsh Government.

WAST is the only organisation that provides urgent care services on a day to day

basis across the whole of Wales and is thus a critical part of the national healthcare

system. Whilst this research concerns the role of the EMS arm of WAST which

provides urgent and unplanned services to emergency requests, the Trust also has a

Patient Care Services (PCS) branch that provides non-emergency transport to care

facilities. Operated from 86 ambulance stations, 3 control centres and 3 regional

offices, the Trust endeavours to improve the health of patients by delivering a range of

effective and appropriate healthcare services which aim to improve clinical outcomes

for patients. Facing ever increasing pressures to provide rapid responses, WAST is

keen to develop new initiatives to overcome the wide range of challenges presented

throughout the country, such as poor transport networks impeding efficient responses

in sparsely populated areas of Mid Wales, and the presence of high demand pressures

in the South (Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust, 2010).

When 999 calls are received, they are immediately categorised into one of three cat-

egories of urgency by the calltaker who uses a triage system known as the Advanced

Medical Priority Dispatch System (AMPDS) (see Lightfoot Solutions (2009)) as fol-

lows:

• Category A - immediately life threatening condition/injury.

• Category B - serious but not life threatening condition/injury.

• Category C - neither life threatening or serious condition/injury.

The Welsh Government specifies a set of response time targets that are considered as
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‘acceptable’ times to reach emergencies within. Whilst these are continually revised

and updated, the set of Annual Operating Framework (AOF) targets for Category A

calls, reported by the Welsh Government (2011), coinciding with the period of data

supplied for this thesis were as follows:

• To achieve a monthly minimum performance of 60% of first response to Category

A calls (immediately life-threatening calls) arriving within 8 minutes in each

Local Health Board (LHB) area;

• To attain and maintain a month on month all-Wales average performance of at

least 65% of first responses to Category A (immediately life-threatening) calls

arriving within 8 minutes.

• Performance in all geographical areas needs to reflect continuous improvement in

achieving the overall target.

There were additional standards for response times for Category A calls (where the

first response was not a fully equipped ambulance), Category B and C calls, and urgent

journeys; namely:

• To follow up first responder vehicles to Category A calls with a fully equipped

ambulance to a level of 95% within 14, 18 or 21 minutes respectively in urban,

rural or sparsely populated areas;

• To respond to all other emergency calls to a level of 95% within 14, 18 or 21

minutes respectively in urban, rural or sparsely populated areas;

• For 95% of responses to doctors urgent calls to arrive no later than 15 minutes

after the requested arrival time.

Since WAST’s establishment in 1998, it has been scrutinised in respect of performance

issues (Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust, 2007). In 2006, the Wales Audit Office

was commissioned to produce a report into the problems that WAST was facing. It

identified the primary areas of concern as (i) the mismatch of the levels of people,

vehicles and equipment on the road with those outlined in the plan, (ii) poor manage-

ment of the 999 cycle process from call receipt to availability for the next job and (iii)

driving times in rural areas; and accordingly made a number of recommendations for

improvements. In an attempt to revitalise the service, a modernisation plan for both

the ambulances services and NHS Direct Wales named ‘Time to make a difference’
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(Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust, 2007) was introduced.

The plan consisted of two key elements: firstly to focus on ‘getting the basics right’

in terms of the strategy, people, processes and systems; and secondly to aim to

reduce bureaucracy and develop new ways of delivering patient care in the long term.

Following a significant number of these recommendations being introduced, the follow

up review published in 2008 found that WAST’s performance relating to the target

to respond to 65% of Category A calls within 8 minutes had significantly improved;

but there was little improvement in the Category B, Category C and Category A

14/18/21 minute standards, outlined above. This underperformance was deemed to

be due to insufficient staffing levels with a high reliance on overtime to fill core shifts,

and the estimated costs of employing additional staff to meet the performance targets

surpassed £3,000,000 (Lightfoot Solutions, 2009).

As a new policies are being continually devised and implemented, WAST has become

a much improved organisation and achieved its best ever responses to Category A

calls in 2009/10 (see Appendix A.1, Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust (2010)).

There is however some way to go in terms of achieving consistency both across the

various LHBs in Wales and over time (Welsh Government, 2012b). Whilst the latest

released statistics are not directly comparable to the data and standards that are used

within this thesis (since new rules have recently been placed on the ambulance service

- see Appendix A.2 for further information), they show that WAST has failed to meet

the target of responding to 65% of the most urgent calls within eight minutes for the

last four successive months analysed at the time of writing this thesis, from June -

September 2012.

The ‘Time to make a difference’ report additionally recommended a re-organisation of

NHS Wales, which came into effect on 1st October 2009. This has established seven

integrated LHBs throughout the country in place of the previous twenty-two Unitary

Authorities (UAs) that were previously responsible for delivering all healthcare within

the segregated geographical areas (see Figure 1.1 and accompanying Table 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Map of LHBs across Wales

Table 1.1: NHS re-organisational structure

Current LHB Ambulance Region Previous UA

Powys Teaching LHB Central & West Wales Powys Teaching UA

Abertawe Bro Morgannwg
University LHB

Central & West Wales
Bridgend UA
Neath Port Talbot UA
Swansea UA

Cwm Taf LHB Central & West Wales
Merthyr Tydfil UA
Rhondda Cynon Taf UA

Hywel Dda LHB Central & West Wales
Carmarthenshire UA
Ceredigion UA
Pembrokeshire UA

Aneurin Bevan LHB South East Wales

Blaenau Gwent UA
Caerphilly UA
Monmouthshire UA
Newport UA
Torfaen UA
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Cardiff & Vale University
LHB

South East Wales
Cardiff UA
Vale of Glamorgan UA

Betsi Cadwaladr University
LHB

North Wales

Anglesey UA
Conwy UA
Denbigshire UA
Flintshire UA
Gwynedd UA
Wrexham UA

Data relating to various LHBs are reported on in chapters throughout this thesis and

may be described in the following way. The data discussed for the purpose of demand

modelling in Chapter 4 relates to data for the whole of Wales (i.e. accumulation of all

seven LHBs), and the models are applied to smaller regions as more in-depth analysis

is performed in the latter part of this thesis. The data utilised in the regional analysis

in Chapter 6 relates to the data from the South East (SE) Region (accumulation

of two LHBs) that allows direct comparisons to be made with current demand

predictions and rostering patterns used by WAST. This region has been selected as

the principal region for the purpose of comparison, as it covers the largest area in

Wales in terms of population and has readily available data that covers a wide range

of topographies. Finally the data employed in Chapters 7 and 9 relates to the Cardiff

UA only (part of the Cardiff & Vale LHB), as the government response targets are

not consistent for the other areas of the South East Region (i.e. 95% of Category B

calls should be reached within 14 minutes in the Cardiff region, but 18 minutes outside).

The rules governing the dispatch of ambulances and targeted performance measures are

continually changing; the latest being amended to comply with standards that focus

more upon clinical outcomes for patients (see Appendix A.2). Despite the fact that

the standards fluctuate, in order not to constantly recalculate scenarios, the research

conducted within this thesis is based upon the initial criteria, provided in conjunction

with the data from WAST in December 2009. The assumptions are based on com-

munication with WAST officials and documented guidance available at this time (see

Lightfoot Solutions (2009)). The two targets considered throughout this thesis strictly

relate to EMS demand, and may be summarised as follows:

• Target 1: To attain and maintain a month on month performance of at least

60% of first responses to Category A calls arriving within 8 minutes in each LHB

area; and to follow up with a fully equipped emergency ambulance to a level of

95% within 14, 18 or 21 minutes respectively in urban, rural or sparsely populated
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areas.

• Target 2: To send a fully equipped emergency ambulance to all other emergency

calls (Category B and Category C) to a level of 95% within 14, 18 or 21 minutes

respectively in urban, rural or sparsely populated areas.

A large fleet of vehicles may be called upon by WAST to respond to an emergency

request for assistance; however the primary vehicles used are Rapid Response Vehicles

(RRVs) and fully equipped Emergency Ambulances (EAs). RRVs cannot be used

to transport patients as they are typically small vehicles operated by a single health

worker; however they offer the advantage that they can rapidly reach the scene of the

incident. EAs can be used to transport patients and are typically manned by two crew

members (at least one of whom must be a fully trained paramedic). This research

assumes the following rules apply when dispatching vehicles to emergencies:

• RRVs: A single RRV is sent to every Category A incident. RRVs are reserved

for this purpose only, and 65% should arrive within 8 minutes to attain Target 1.

• EAs: A single EA is sent to all emergency calls (as a first responder to Category

B and C calls; and in conjunction with an RRV to category A calls). In order

to achieve Target 2, 95% of EAs should arrive within 14, 18 or 21 minutes in

urban, rural or sparsely populated areas respectively.

It should be noted that whilst the situation may be more complex in reality, and

ad-hoc decisions may be made on a day-to-day basis, the above assumptions are

required in order to allow consistency in the investigations. Since the workforce

capacity planning tool developed in conjunction with this thesis is based on the above

assumptions, it essentially provides a simplified version of the WAST service system;

as in reality additional resources may also be required to aid the first responders at

the scene of the incident. Devotion has however been given in the development stage

of the models to ensure that they have been constructed in a generic fashion, so they

may be readily adapted to incorporate various information, and consider different

parameter values to reflect revised performance standards.

In order to ensure the that assumptions made by the models are reasonable and the

ultimate results they provide are highly beneficial for WAST, a strong working relation-

ship has been developed with the Trust over the course of the research period. WAST
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is keen to develop new initiatives to improve their performance, and the analytics team

has accordingly been enthusiastic to maintain contact throughout the project, obtain

research updates, provide ideas of direction for future research and answer various

queries as they have arisen. Since the receival of the data from the Health Informatics

Department in January 2010, several meetings, conference calls and site visits have

been made to WAST to gain an appreciation of the day-to-day operations and en-

sure the forthcoming models reflect the service as accurately as possible. The research

has benefitted from discussions with Nicki Maher, Andrew Rees and Jason Weall in

the analytics team in North Wales, the Research and Development Manager Richard

Whitfield in Cardiff and a site visit to an Ambulance Control Centre in Cwmbran.

By holding regular meetings and maintaining close contact with WAST, it has been

possible to gain answers to various queries as and when they have arisen, obtain an

indication of the main challenges facing the service (and how they have changed over

the course of the investigation), and provide regular research updates to management

who have been keen to receive progress updates, in anticipation of the opportunity to

implement the tools developed to support current practice.

1.5 Thesis structure

The work described is thesis is presented in 11 chapters with appendices, which may

be segmented into six primary parts that are designed to follow a logical sequence

through the subject matter. A graphical representation of the thesis illustrating the

interrelation of the parts and chapters is given in Figure 1.2.
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PART 6: WORKFORCE PLANNING TOOL AND CONCLUSIONS

Chapter 10: Spreadsheet tool

Chapter 11: Conclusions and future work

PART 3: DEMAND 

MODELLING

Chapter 4: Demand forecasting

PART 4: QUEUEING THEORY

Chapter 6: M(t)/M/s(t) queue

Chapter 7: M(t)/NPRT/s(t) queue

PART 5: CREW REQUIREMENT

Chapter 9: Scheduling and 

rostering

PART 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Chapter 3: Part 1 – Overview and forecasting

Chapter 5: Part 2 – Queueing theory

Chapter 8: Part 3 – Scheduling and rostering

PART 1: INTRODUCTION AND DATA DESCRIPTION

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2: Data description and preliminary analyses

Figure 1.2: Thesis Structure

Part 1 is used to set the context of the work and accordingly comprises the intro-

duction and a description of the data used to test the application of the methods

developed throughout this thesis. Part 2 provides a brief overview of the previous

research performed in the literature related to the topics investigated. Due to the

wide scope of literature relevant to discuss, it is formed of three chapters (3, 5 and

8) which are presented at various points throughout the thesis in conjunction with

the investigation of each of the relevant fields. The discussions surrounding the key

concepts aim to equip the reader with a wider knowledge of the general approach

taken by operational researchers, and to justify the methods selected for investigation.

Parts 3 through 5 describe the research work itself; and part 6 consists of two

chapters (chapters 10 and 11) which draw together the key parts of the thesis. It

includes a summary of the workforce capacity planning tool, followed by a discussion

of the key findings, limitations and contributions of this work. The appendices

supplied at the end of this document contain further information, supporting ta-

bles and research papers that summarise some of the major contributions of this thesis.
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The chapters are introduced below in turn. A brief synopsis of each is included, with

a description of it’s links to the other chapters.

Chapter 1 describes the general importance of the issues discussed in this thesis and

sets the research objectives. It additionally provides the motivation for the work

and describes the background of WAST (for whom the research is primarily conducted).

Chapter 2 provides a description of the data provided by WAST for analysis.

The structure of the data provided for analysis is explained, together with prelimi-

nary investigations that summarise the main patterns and trends exhibited in the data.

Chapter 3 examines the literature specifically related to demand modelling and

forecasting. It provides a review of conventional forecasting methods, the SSA

modelling technique and outlines the development of models devoted to the prediction

of demand for emergency response purposes. This chapter informs the research

conducted in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 investigates the potential of SSA to produce superior forecasts of demand

to the conventional methods proposed in the literature. For this purpose, a detailed

description of the theory underpinning the SSA technique is provided prior to the

execution of a comparative study of the ability of several methods to forecast held-back

demand data obtained from WAST. These experiments show that in addition to

being more flexible in approach, SSA produces superior longer-term forecasts that are

especially helpful for EMS planning, and comparable shorter-term forecasts to well

established methods.

Chapter 5 provides the literature review of queueing theory that is divided into

four main segments: preliminaries, time-dependent approximation methods, time-

dependent numerical methods and priority queueing theory. The literature on these

topics is wide-ranging, thus the review is highly selective. The chapter aims to give

the reader a flavour of some of the general methods used in the literature to deal

with non-stationary and priority queues, and to justify the methods investigated and

developed in chapters 6 and 7.

Chapter 6 evaluates the potential of various approximation and numerical methods
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commonly used by operational researchers to determine staffing levels in service

systems subject to time-varying demand. The chapter includes the proposal of

novel revisions to SIPP approach which potentially allow the generation of improved

forecasts, and explains how the numerical methodology can be employed to accu-

rately track the system behaviour over shift boundaries. So as to illustrate the

practical application of the methodology, the chapter applies the models to WAST

data to determine staffing requirements for RRVs within the SE region. The case

study clarifies the way in which the methods can be used and applied in a practical way.

Chapter 7 focusses on the development of the time-dependent methods discussed in

Chapter 6 to enable their application within time-dependent priority systems. This

study represents the first time that the techniques have been developed to allow

accurate analysis of time-dependent systems with two priority classes; hence some of

the most noteworthy contributions of this thesis lie within this chapter. The chapter is

composed of identical structure to Chapter 6, but the methodology is applied to gener-

ate staffing requirements for EAs which are required to attend to all types of emergency

requests, giving priority to the more serious incidents (in place of determining staffing

requirements for RRVs which are only assumed to respond to life-threatening requests).

Chapter 8 details the array of different methods that have been used by operational

researchers to tackle the problems of scheduling and rostering. The chapter repre-

sents the final component part of the literature review and is used to inform Chapter 9.

Chapter 9 explores several issues associated with the staffing of time-dependent

priority queues. Drawing upon existing analytical models for staffing systems with

time-varying demand, the first section of this chapter reports on the development of

integer programming models with heuristic search techniques to effectively schedule

shifts for RRV crews in the Cardiff region. The second section proposes a simple

rostering algorithm that assigns a hypothetical set of staff at WAST to low-cost shifts.

The chapter examines the potential for the optimised shift schedule developed in the

first section of the chapter to be subsequently inputted into the rostering system,

concluding that it is beneficial to integrate the shift scheduling and the rostering task

into a single problem, so the selection of shifts and assignment of shifts to staff can be

optimised simultaneously.

Chapter 10 contains a description of the workforce capacity planning and scheduling
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tool to optimise resource allocation at WAST. The methodology required to forecast

future demand, generate staffing requirements, optimise shift schedules and design a

roster that is developed throughout this thesis, are all embedded within the model,

and an explanation of the parameters that may be adjusted in the model is given.

Finally, Chapter 11 summarises the contents of this thesis, in addition to describing

some potential further work arising from the investigations undertaken. The findings

ultimately suggest that the workforce and capacity planning and scheduling tool

(which includes an accumulation of the techniques discussed and developed through-

out this thesis) may be readily revised and adopted by ambulance service trusts to

efficiently and effectively allocate future resources. In particular, it highlights the

scenarios under which each of the functions programed in the tool provide reliable

results, and highlights the major contributions of this thesis to allow for the accurate

tracking of system behaviour across shift boundaries and development of appropriate

formulae to calculate the probability that patients are responded to within acceptable

time frames.

1.6 Summary

In summary, this chapter has set the general research context, outlined the method-

ology and discussed the structure of this thesis. In identifying distinct research

questions, it has highlighted the need to develop, solve and validate sufficiently

detailed stochastic models for planning and managing EMS resources.

Before reporting upon the methodology to be investigated and developed in the main

body of this thesis, Chapter 2 first provides a brief description of the data supplied

for analysis by WAST.



Chapter 2

Data description and preliminary

analyses

2.1 Introductory remarks

This chapter provides an overview of the data that shall be used to test the application

of the methods developed within this thesis. It details trends observed in the data

and identifies the primary characteristics of the real-life system to be modelled using

mathematical techniques.

All the data for this piece of work have been generously supplied by WAST. The

primary database provided for analysis is sizeable with 2,500,000 data records; thus

for practical purposes, various portions of this data set are used in case studies that

test the application of individual models, before they are ultimately integrated in

a single workforce capacity planning tool. This chapter aims to inform the reader

of the selection of data used for investigations in later chapters, the attributes

related to each incident recorded in the data set, and of underlying structures in

the data that must be accounted for by the following forecasting and scheduling models.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 overviews the information provided in

the primary database. It details the most common types of injuries reported to WAST,

lists the attributes associated with each incident that are recorded in the database and

includes a description of the type of incidents considered to represent a true case

of ‘unique demand’ for the purpose of this thesis. Section 2.3 explains the major

stages of the response process, how further categories of service (such as response and

19
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service times) can be computed from the time-stamps recorded in the database, and

details corresponding summary statistics relating to WAST’s current performance. A

summary of the temporal variations observed in demand, focussing on periodicities

that can be attributed to the hour-of-day, day-of-week and month-of-year effects, is

given in Section 2.4. Finally the chapter ends with a summary in Section 2.5.

2.2 The data source

The primary database corresponds to around 2,500,000 data records from 1st

April 2005 to 31st December 2009. Each of these records corresponds to either a

submission of request for WAST assistance, the dispatch of a response vehicle, or

both. Exploratory analysis reveals that around 7% of incidents reported are instantly

discarded by WAST e.g. in cases where the injury is seen as too trivial to justify the

dispatch of an ambulance. Over the reported period, 2,335,352 responses were made

to 1,754,455 unique incidents, giving a vehicle to incident ratio of about 4
3
. Due to

the disparity between the injuries classed as real emergencies by the AMPDS system

and those seen as sufficient to justify a 999 call by the general public, there is no

singular agreed definition as to what constitutes true demand for WAST assistance.

For the purpose of this thesis, demand is considered to be the number of unique

emergencies reported to the service that require the deployment of at least

one emergency response vehicle.

Table 2.1 contains the names and descriptions of the 24 variables recorded in the

database for each data entry: variables 1-10 relate to attributes of the injury (e.g.

time, location, incident type, etc); variables 11-16 list the vehicles and hospitals used

to treat the patient; variables 17-22 detail important time-stamps constituting marker

points of the response operation; and variables 23-24 indicate the reason a response

vehicle is stood down, if applicable.
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Table 2.1: Variables recorded in database

Field Field header Description of header

1 ID Unique incident identifier
2 Incident Date Date reported of the incident
3 Incident Time Time reported of the incident
4 Hour Of Call Hour that the call originated
5 Incident Weekday Weekday that the incident originated
4 Postcode Area Postcode area of the scene of the incident
7 PCT Code Unitary Authority Code
8 Nature Coded medical nature of the incident
9 Incident Type Type of call requiring service
10 AMPDS Category of incident based on the priority
11 Dispatch Code Coded information of the dispatch including region
12 Vehicle Order Specific allocation order of vehicle to the incident
13 Vehicle Type Type of vehicle allocated
14 Vehicle Station Base station the vehicle is assigned to
15 Hospital Attended Hospital the vehicle transports the patient to
16 Units Vehicle call sign/identifier
17 Time Allocated Time vehicle assigned/allocated to the incident
18 Time Mobile Time the vehicle goes mobile
19 Time At Scene Time vehicle arrives at scene
20 Time Left Scene Time vehicle leaves scene
21 Time At Hospital Time vehicle arrives at hospital
22 Time Clear Time vehicle becomes clear for another call
23 Stood Down Yes and No for vehicle stepping down
24 Reason Stopped Reason why the vehicle is stood down

One of the first issues to address is the large range of incidents that prompt a request

for WAST assistance (variables 8-10). Table 2.2 displays the percentage of unique

incidents requiring the mobilisation of at least one emergency response vehicle, re-

ported by clinical category. For clarification purposes, all injuries that were reported

less than 1,500 times for the investigated period are grouped into a single category

‘other’ (representative of less than 0.1% of the total), whilst those classed as ‘missing’

relate to instances where no entry is recorded for this field in the database. More than

half of the calls requiring emergency transportation relate to traumatic falls/back in-

juries, breathing problems, chest pain, unconscious/passing out or the general ‘urgent

admission’ category.
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Table 2.2: Number of unique incidents by nature of emergency, Apr 2004 - Dec 2009

Nature Number of unique records Percentage
Falls/Back Injuries - Traumatic 224,943 12.82%
Urgent Admission 205,237 11.70%
Breathing Problems 184,223 10.50%
Chest Pain 157,913 9.00%
Unconscious/Passing Out 104,739 5.97%
Sick Person - Specific Diagnosis 98,324 5.60%
Overdose/Ingestion/Poisoning 72,755 4.15%
URGENT TRANSFER 63,131 3.60%
MISSING 62,938 3.59%

Convulsions/Fitting 58,916 3.36%
Haemorrhage/Lacerations 56,381 3.21%
Traffic Accidents RTA 55,567 3.17%
Abdominal Pain/Problems 52,988 3.02%
Assault/Rape 49,334 2.81%
Traumatic Injuries - Specific 44,693 2.55%
Unknown Problem - Collapse-3rd Pty 30,879 1.76%
Stroke - CVA 28,755 1.64%
Psychiatric/Suicide Attempt 26,581 1.52%
Pregnancy/Childbirth/Miscarriage 24,409 1.39%
Cardiac/Respiratory Arrest 21,863 1.25%
Diabetic Problems 21,119 1.20%
Heart Problems 15,153 0.86%
Use code UKN 14,036 0.80%
Burns/Explosion 14,015 0.80%
Back Pain - Non-Traumatic 12,851 0.73%
Headache 11,096 0.63%
Call From Other Ambulance Service 9,547 0.54%
OTHER 8,621 0.49%

Allergies/Rash/Med Reaction/Stings 7,411 0.42%
Choking 5,449 0.31%
Stab/Gunshot Wound 3,795 0.22%
Running Call 3,242 0.18%
Eye Problems/Injuries 1,871 0.11%
Carbon Monoxide/Inhalation 1,680 0.10%
Total 1,754,455 100%

Whilst the majority of injuries listed in Table 2.2 are life-threatening, some are less

severe (although potentially still serious); and WAST vehicles are also required to

these incidents. In fact, the injuries recorded in the database correspond to three

different types of demand: EMS demand (i.e. Category A/B/C calls (see Chapter

1) arriving by means of 999 calls), urgent demand (cases where an ambulance is
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requested by a doctor to transport the patient to a hospital within a specified time

frame) and routine demand (any incident within the alert system that falls outside

EMS and urgent). Variable 9 defines the type of demand that relates to each record,

and variable 10 further partitions all EMS demand into Category A, B and C injuries.

Figure 2.1 shows that EMS calls accounted for 80% of all incidents reported to WAST

over the 5 year period. The second pie chart shows that of these calls, there were

approximately even number of Category A and B incidents reported, and a smaller

proportion of Category C calls.

Figure 2.1: Pie charts of demand, by incident type (April 2005 - December 2009)

The demand analysed in Section 2.2, Section 2.4 and Chapter 4 corresponds to all three

types of demand; but since EMS demand is the major object of study in this thesis,

only the data contained in the second pie chart is used to test the application of the

methodology in the latter chapters (as the targets outlined in Chapter 1 specifically

relate to particular categories of EMS demand). Urgent and routine demand can

generally be viewed as a separate entity, and can sometimes be dealt with by other

responders such as a high dependency service vehicle or a 24 hour Patient Transport

Service (PTS) vehicle designated for the non-emergency transport of passengers for

medical purposes.

2.3 The response process

The resource requirements per incident are of the order of a few minutes for call

evaluation and dispatch, but around an hour for an ambulance and its crew. The
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time required for crew members to deal with each incident is increasing in many

locations due to lengthy patient handover times at hospitals (Channouf et al., 2007).

As mentioned in Section 1.4, WAST is expected to attain and maintain a month on

month all-Wales average performance of at least 65% of first responses to Category

A calls arriving within 8 minutes. The purpose of this is to give a patient who has

suffered a heart attack a reasonable chance of resuscitation, so the response may

consist of any suitably trained person who has access to a defibrillator which they

have been trained to use. In the case of WAST, this ‘response time’ includes the time

taken to mobilise the vehicle and for it to travel to the scene of the incident, plus

an additional 15 seconds to allocate the vehicle - see Figure 2.2 (Lightfoot Solutions,

2009). The figure demonstrates that assuming best practice processes and technology,

the time that is available for the responder to travel to the scene is 7 minutes.
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Figure 2.2: The components of the Category A response process

In response to Category B and Category C calls, WAST is expected to send an EA to

the scene within 14, 18 or 21 minutes, depending on the area; thus the response times

to such calls are generally more variable.

Direct analysis of WAST data reveals that the actual response times vary considerably

from those given as guidelines in Figure 2.2. The distribution of first response times

to all Category A calls, and first EA responses to Category B/C calls calculated from

the database are displayed in Figure 2.3. (Recall from Chapter 1 that only EA’s

are sufficient to achieve the Category B/C target; thus for such incidents, the first
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response time has been calculated for this vehicle type specifically and any response

vehicles arriving at the scene of such incident before the first EA have been excluded

from the analysis). There is a long-tail in the distribution of precise response times,

which extend to over 10 hours in extreme cases, but for clarification purposes the

number of responses with times above 30 minutes have been grouped into a single

category in the chart.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of first response times to Category A and B/C incidents

Notably high volumes of incidents are responded to in 1 minute or less (common in

settings where an ambulance is placed at the scene of a large event as a precautionary

measure). Although the mode response time for the relevant first responders is

around 5 minutes (for both categories), the long tails increase the average response

times considerably. Whilst both distributions are positively skewed, the degree of

skewness and kurtosis is higher for Category A responses, and the slower degree of

decay for the Category B/C curve plotted in Figure 2.3 demonstrates that higher

proportions of B/C calls experience longer response times. On the whole, WAST did

not quite achieve the Category A target at the all-Wales level over the investigated
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period, with an average of 63% of responses to Category A incidents occurring

within 8 minutes; although notable improvements have been made in recent years

(see Appendix A.1). The response targets for Category B calls are dependent on

the area of the country in which the incident was reported in, and thus there is no

directly comparable all-Wales target. Yet even if the target that applies to sparsely

populated areas (i.e. to respond to 95% of calls within 21 minutes) was treated as the

all-Wales standard, WAST’s true performance (90%) would be classed as sub-standard.

The response times plotted in Figure 2.3 were calculated using the interval defined

in Figure 2.2, from the fields listed in the database (i.e. response time = time at

scene - time allocated + 15 seconds allocation time). As the targets only concern the

time that the first responder/EA arrives at the scene, the time lag was calculated

between the earliest non-empty arrival time at scene and the corresponding vehicle

allocation time, for each incident. Several cases were removed in the data cleaning

process prior to the analysis, as some incorrect time entries were observed that

provided infeasible negative response times. Immediate responses were also recorded

for numerous cases (i.e. 0 minute response times); but these cases have been re-

tained for analysis as WAST officials have verified that such cases are feasible in cases

such as sports events, where vehicles maybe placed on standby at the scene of the event.

Correspondingly, service times have been calculated as service time = time clear -

time mobile. The calculations are summarised in Figure 2.4, which portrays the main

stages of the WAST service system using the time-stamps recorded for each journey

in the database.
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In addition to the main target to attain a monthly all-Wales average performance

of 65% of first responses to Category A calls arriving within 8 minutes; secondary

standards for response times are also specified for such calls. The targets state that

WAST should achieve a monthly all-Wales average performance of 70% and 75% of

first responses to Category A calls arriving within 9 and 10 minutes respectively.

Figure 2.5 shows that WAST came close to upholding these standards between April

2004 and December 2009; achieving the guidelines in 68% and 73% of cases respec-

tively, although it should be noted that the performance levels varied considerably

throughout the country. The chart highlights that response times in excess of 20

minutes applied to around 5% of calls, and 99% of calls were responded to within

30 minutes. Due to the long tail of response times extending to over 10 hours, the

response times for the remaining 1% of calls have been excluded from the chart.
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Figure 2.5: Cumulative proportion of first responses to Category A incidents

Both response and service times are critical inputs required by the scheduling models

developed in the latter section of this thesis. A summary of the differences between the

response and service times for to all unique Category A and Category B/C incidents

recorded in the database is given in Table 2.3. Since the target for Category B/C

incidents refers to EAs, the times recorded in the table refer specifically to the first EA

to arrive at the scene of the incident, whilst the times recorded for Category A inci-

dents relates to the first vehicle to reach the scene of the incident, regardless of its type.

Table 2.3: Summary statistics for response and service times, Apr 2004 - Dec 2009

Statistic
Response time (mins) Service time (mins)

Category A Category B/C Category A Category B/C
Mean 8.22 10.89 49.17 52.96
SD 6.18 7.88 45.60 40.75

The average response times for Category A and B/C incidents appear as expected. It

is logical that a patient exhibiting Category B/C symptoms waits longer for service

than a Category A patient since these injuries are of lower priority, and RRVs (which

are generally able to travel at quicker speeds) do not count as sufficient responses
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for the Category B/C target. This factor may also contribute to the marginally

longer service times reported for Category B/C first EA responders, since if the first

responder to a Category A incident is not sufficient to transport the patient to hospital

then an additional vehicle may be called upon for such purposes, if required. The RRV

is often released from its current duty and deemed free to respond to another call at

the time it leaves the scene of the incident, but if the patient requires transportation

to hospital, the RRV sometimes follows the EA, and will thus be busy for a longer

period of time in such a scenario.

Whilst an exact arrival time is recorded for each call in the database, this research

primarily considers the total number of calls received each day, or in latter chapters

the number of calls within each hour of each day, to facilitate the application of time

series and scheduling models. The next section explains that demand is more volatile

during weekends and winter months, and that there are daily, weekly and monthly

cycles in the data that must be accounted for by the stochastic models. Similarly to

the data used for the forecasting investigation in Chapter 4, the data analysed here

relates to all EMS, urgent and routine demand at an all-Wales level; and a reported

incident is defined as an event if one or more emergency medical vehicle is deployed in

response.

2.4 Exploratory demand analysis

Figure 2.6 is the time series of the total number of unique calls arriving in each day

throughout the whole of Wales over the 57 month period. The series indicates that the

total number of requests for assistance fluctuates greatly from 697 to 1,485 each day.

Preliminary analysis reveals daily, weekly and yearly periodicities; special-day effects;

autocorrelations and a positive trend. Linear regression of daily demand against time

yields a slope coefficient of 0.045 (p = 0.003) and a distribution analysis reveals that

the daily demand level exerted upon WAST follows a normal distribution (p < 0.0001)

with an average of 1,011 requests (SD= 68.43). The four high extreme values

displayed in the chart all occur on January 1st, representing the repeating pattern of

extreme demand for the service following annual New Year’s Eve celebrations. Whilst

forecasting models are not expected to explain these extreme values, they have been

retained in the analysis in Chapter 4 so as to maintain the weekly structure inherent

in the data. The notable troughs occur on 21st March 2006, 31st October 2007 and

18th May 2009. There however appears no obvious reason for these low counts.
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Figure 2.6: WAST daily demand, April 2004 - December 2009

Figure 2.7 shows the average volumes, by month, over the yearly cycle. The graph

reveals a clear increase in demand levels over the five-year period and one can observe

a marked peak for ambulance services in December.
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The box plots in Figure 2.8 highlight the marked differences in demand volumes by

month of the year and day of the week. December is the busiest month with a median

of 1,063 incidents requiring WAST mobilisation a day. With the exceptions of January

and July, higher demand is generally demonstrated during the winter months. Clear

weekday effects are notable with larger volumes of incidents observed on Fridays

and Saturdays. All such observations will become of key importance when designing

schedules for ambulance crews.
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Figure 2.8: Box plots of demand volumes for each month and each day of week

Assuming that the latent call arrival intensity function can be well approximated

as being constant over one hour periods, Figure 2.9 displays the average number of

requests for WAST assistance for each hour on each day of the week. The chart shows

that the pattern of call arrivals has a distinct shape over a typical weekday, but the

volumes are notably different on weekends. For weekdays, call volumes generally

increase in the late morning and peak around the middle of the day - lunchtime

perhaps - about 11am to 1pm, before falling again throughout the afternoon and

early evening. Substantially lower volumes are seen overnight with a trough around

5-6am. One can also observe increased activities over Friday and Saturday evenings

and overnight, as may have been expected. Recall from Figure 2.8 that larger values

are also observed on these days with respect to daily volume.
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Figure 2.9: Mean number of incidents reported per hour, by weekday, April 2005 -
December 2009

Due to the heavily time-dependent nature of demand throughout the day, discussions

with WAST officials have revealed that three separate time periods are generally con-

sidered for the purpose of scheduling staff and generating resource allocation plans for

each day of the week: Morning (6am-12pm), Afternoon (12pm-7pm) and Night (7pm-

6am). The research contained to generate staffing profiles in Chapter 6 accordingly

generates outputs that satisfy these standard periods, but additional shifts are consid-

ered as the shift pattern is scrutinised in the investigation of scheduling and rostering

techniques in Chapter 9.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the data made available by WAST, defined

key intervals of interest and concluded with an exploratory analysis revealing the main

trends and patterns in the data. The provision of such a rich data set containing so

many variables has awarded the researcher with great potential to test the application

of a wide range of statistical and OR techniques; and the data will be utilised
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for such purposes in later chapters of the thesis. Yet for practical purposes, the

models developed require several assumptions and information provided by different

sub-sections of the data. This chapter has attempted to provide the reader with such

key definitions and assumptions before the analysis was performed. In summary of

the key points outlined, the research performed in the remainder of this thesis relates

to all emergencies reported to WAST between April 2004 and December 2009 for

which at least one ambulance was dispatched (and for Chapter 6 onwards, the analysis

concerns only the EMS division).

It is good practice for all statistical modelling processes to start with an exploratory

statistical analysis of the data in order to provide insights into the data set, uncover

underlying structures and detect outliers; and the last section of the chapter was

devoted to such preliminary analysis. It revealed that large variation is apparent in

the daily arrival rates; with increased demand in recent years, on weekends, during

peak travel times and throughout certain months. This is not surprising since certain

accidents are linked with activities that occur on cyclical bases; and such patterns

must be incorporated in forecasting and scheduling models.

The next few chapters will look at mathematical techniques that can be used to forecast

call arrival rates and model the operations of service systems subject to time-dependent

arrivals, with differing priority levels of requests. Once the techniques have been es-

tablished, the data discussed in this chapter shall be used to form models and evaluate

their potential to inform real-life scheduling decisions. In the subsequent modelling pro-

cess, sufficient attention will be devoted to ensure that the main system characteristics

highlighted in this chapter are accounted for in the following ways:

i. Seasonal and stochastic variations in demand:

• The potential of a relatively modern time series technique, SSA, shall be

considered to produce forecasts that adequately account for the seasonal

and stochastic variations in the data.

ii. Time-dependent demand:

• The demand for WAST assistance is highly non-stationary; thus it is the

intention of this thesis to develop a suite of methods that adequately deal

with non-stationary data. The SSA forecasting technique is an innovative

flexible data-adaptive method for analysing non-stationary time series, and
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time-dependent queueing theory techniques shall further be investigated in

conjunction with sophisticated rostering patterns to provide staffing profiles

that accurately match the fluctuating demand levels.

iii. Distinction between Category A and Category B/C emergencies:

• Priority queueing theory techniques shall be developed (in conjunction with

the time-dependent models) to account for the priority awarded to life-

threatening emergencies.

iv. WAST’s accountability to meet key performance targets:

• Through devoting sufficient attention to capture the aforementioned char-

acteristics of WAST, the integrated workforce capacity planning tool that is

summarised in Chapter 10, amalgamates several of the advanced stochastic

modelling techniques that are developed throughout this research in a sin-

gle spreadsheet tool. It ultimately outputs staffing requirements and rosters

that allow the performance targets to be met.



Chapter 3

Literature review (part 1):

Forecasting demand

3.1 Introductory remarks

This chapter is dedicated to research specifically related to forecasting demand. The

review focusses on the major milestones presented in the development of forecasting

of ambulance demand, but is not restricted to ambulance demand alone since such

models are comparable to those designed for call centres, and police and fire services

(see Holcomb and Sharpe (2007)).

This chapter begins with a description of the current forecasting methodology used by

WAST (in Section 3.2) and a summary of the main trends and patterns discovered

in ambulance demand by the early exploratory papers (in Section 3.3). Section 3.4

overviews conventional statistical models that have been researched and developed

in the literature to generate predictions, followed by Section 3.5 which focusses on

the applications and theory of the SSA technique (used to generate forecasts for the

queueing models employed in the latter chapters of this thesis). Whilst SSA has been

shown to be successful in many diverse areas to date (see for example Rodo et al. (2002)

(climatology), Weare and Nasstrom (1982) (meteorology) and (Hassani et al., 2010)

(socio-economic science)), it has not previously been applied to ambulance demand.

35
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3.2 Current Practice

Despite the potential of advanced statistical models to offer accurate demand forecasts,

current practice to forecast call arrival rates is often rudimentary. For example, WAST

currently use a demand pattern analysis technique known as average peak demand,

that is intended to provide sufficient capacity to respond to requests for aid during

periods with peak demand levels. For each hour of each day, the number of requests

made for an ambulance at that hour on that day for the 50 weeks previous is calculated

and then the maximum number in each 10-week period is selected to provide 5 ‘peak’

demand values. The average of these values is selected as the average peak demand

value for this hour of this day, and the number of ambulances deployed during this

hour in future weeks is based on the concept that there must be a sufficient number

to cope with such demand. A numerical example of this methodology is contained

in Figure 3.1. It reports the number of EMS requests arising within the SE Region

between 13:00-14:00 for each Monday for a 50 week period, with peak call rates

highlighted for each 10 week block.

Weeks 1‐10 35 40 41 40 43 31 30 35 34 40

Weeks 11‐20 42 38 32 40 40 39 38 31 26 25

Weeks 21‐30 51 50 33 29 22 45 30 39 35 27

Weeks 31‐40 37 31 29 35 41 40 34 45 35 29

Weeks 41‐50 40 27 40 30 35 39 33 39 42 45

Figure 3.1: Unique EMS incidents reported, Hour 13, Monday, 50 weeks beginning
21st September 2009

Taking an average of all the data in Figure 3.1 would give 1, 807÷ 50 = 36.1 requests

per hour, but averaging out the peaks gives a higher value of 226 ÷ 5 = 45.2.

Thus the rosters constructed for future Monday 13:00 periods are designed to

provide sufficient coverage to respond to 45.2 incidents, as from the data sample

above this would only leave 2 days out of the 50 which would be over the ‘peak’ demand.

The methodology followed by WAST is quite common in the industry, although
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different trusts use varying numbers of historic observations in their formulations

(e.g. Setzler et al. (2009) document a EMS agency in North Carolina which consider

the twenty previous observations). Noting that EMS system managers commonly

utilise historical data to calculate their anticipated call volumes via a method of

prediction known as demand pattern analysis, Brown et al. (2007) analysed three

variations of the method: average peak demand, smoothed average peak demand

and 90th percentile rank; to predict demand for each hour of each day for 52 weeks,

based on known values for an initial 20 week period. Whilst average peak demand

makes predictions for each hour based upon the average of the highest number of

calls recorded for that hour in the first 10 weeks and last 10 weeks of the initial 20

week period; smoothed average peak demand takes a weighted average of the average

peak prediction for the hour in question along with the preceding and following hour;

and 90th percentile rank distinctly considers the demand for each of the 20 weeks in

the initial period, and takes the value at the 90th percentile from the rank list. The

authors concluded that demand pattern analysis generally either accurately estimated

or overestimated call volume; making it a reasonable predictor for ambulance staffing

patterns. In particular, they discovered that 90th percentile rank accurately predicted

call volume more consistently than the other methods. Yet even though this was found

to be the best of the three methods, it was shown to accurately predict call volumes (±
1 call) 19% of the time. It underestimated demand 7% of the time, and overestimated

the remaining 74% of the time. It is at the discretion of individual communities

to determine if these over- and under-estimation rates are acceptable for their situation.

Although the demand pattern analyses take into account some stochastic variation

of the inputs, they do not necessarily take into account seasonal variations and

other stochastic effects that might arise; and a great deal of information is lost

through using summary measures to inform the forecasts in place of the data itself

(Gillard and Knight, 2012). Furthermore, the predictions generated by the demand

pattern analysis techniques are infrequently updated in practice, meaning the coverage

requirements are often repeated on cyclical bases, and the forecasts can provide

inaccurate forecasts if the ‘peak’ demand values are extreme.

It is of course imperative to develop appropriate estimates of future demand since

excessively large estimates lead to over-staffing and unnecessarily high costs, while low

estimates lead to under-staffing and slow response times. In recognition of the shortfalls

of the elementary methods to produce accurate demand forecasts, numerous statistical
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models have been investigated and developed by operational researchers to provide

advanced forecasts by simultaneously dealing with trend, seasonal fluctuations, and

random error. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe several such models commonly employed

to achieve this goal in the literature; together with their potential, drawbacks and

applications. When developing planning models for EMS systems, researchers have

used both regression models to explain the spatial variation of demand, and time

series models to account for variations over time. Before considering the potential

of methods to explain variation in demand over time, Section 3.3 firstly overviews

the early papers investigating EMS demand which focus upon exploratory analysis of

trends, patterns and spatial variations in demand, which must be accounted for in the

scheduling models.

3.3 Early exploratory analysis

In the 1960’s authors such as Weinerman et al. (1966), King and Sox (1967),

Lavenhar et al. (1968) and Alpert et al. (1969) recognised the necessity for knowledge

of the nature and distribution of emergency cases following a period of increased

numbers of people attending emergency facilities over the previous few decades. The

main reasons for the analyses were to provide basic statistics relating to the number

and characteristics of patients attending the facilities, to allow investigations into

the established systems and evaluation of proposed changes. King and Sox (1967)

gathered data relating to ambulance usage in the San Francisco area between April

1963-April 1964 to primarily determine the nature and distribution of emergencies,

and Lavenhar et al. (1968) analysed data obtained through a screening procedure

at Yale-New Haven hospital (the largest hospital in Connecticut) to develop more

appropriate indices for the prediction of use of the hospital emergency service. The

reports suggested that much of the increase related to non-urgent usage and was due

to dependence on the hospital for medical needs by the inner-city population, as they

relied on the hospital for general care and often failed to seek prompt attention from

private physicians. Common findings were that people were more likely to use an

emergency facility if they were young, male, single, non-white, living in an inner-city

area, of lower socio-economic class or unemployed.

The study by King and Sox (1967) discovered that approximately half of the am-

bulance runs were made between 4pm and midnight, with peak loads occurring on

Saturdays and Sundays, and that no patient was delivered to an emergency facility
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in about one third of cases. A few specific studies were performed alongside the

exploratory papers, such as that by King (1968) who exclusively analysed highway

accidents, recognising that almost all such accidents involving injury required the

assistance of the ambulance service.

In the early 1970’s, several authors began to tackle the problem of ‘ambulance demand

prediction’; attempting to explain the demand in small regions of the USA using a

limited number of demographics, alongside land use and socio-economic variables as

discussed in Aldrich et al. (1971), Kvalseth and Deems (1979) and Kamentzky et al.

(1982). The earliest models, based on multiple regression, were often performed on

incomplete data sets with outdated socioeconomic and population data; nevertheless

they generated models capable of predicting total yearly demand to a high degree of

accuracy due to the significant effects of sociodemographic characteristics.

Aldrich et al. (1971) used 31 independent variables to predict per capita EMS demand

in 157 areas of Los Angeles; in addition to per capita demand for 6 different incident

types (namely traffic accidents, other accidents, dry runs, cardiac cases, poison cases

and other illnesses). Socioeconomic variables were found not to be as powerful in

the analysis as other variables, but housing density and land use had some effect.

Despite the problems with outdated data and incomplete records of emergency calls,

the linear model predicting total per capita demand achieved an adjusted R2 value

of 0.93. The regression models developed for the distinct incident categories were

reasonably accurate, but did not achieve as high R2 values as total demand. The

paper concluded that a linear model employing sociodemographic variables was

capable of predicting total ambulance demand to a high degree of accuracy and

found that areas with high densities of low-income families, non-whites, elderly people

or children tended to use the public ambulance service more often than others.

Although Aldrich noted in his work that the method described in his paper would

be applicable to any region, he highlighted that the specific regression model would not.

Aldrich’s work was extended by several authors such as Siler (1975),

Kvalseth and Deems (1979) and Kamentzky et al. (1982), who recognised that

yearly demand for public ambulances appeared to be highly predictable within a

certain city or country. By simply adjusting the variables considered, they developed

regression models capable of predicting demand variations for specific ambulance

trusts. Siler (1975) produced a simplified model using linear and non-linear forms of
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only four socioeconomic explanatory variables selected through stepwise and multiple

regression analyses; and Kvalseth and Deems (1979) concentrated on specifically

predicting demand in the city of Atlanta by experimenting with first- and second-order

regression models.

Kamentzky et al. (1982) further successfully explained the variation in demand in

Southwestern Pennsylvania using only four independent variables selected using both

stepwise and forced entry procedures. The final model to explain total demand pro-

vided an excellent fit to the data (R2 = 0.90); and those developed to separately predict

the number of life-threatening cases, minor-moderate cases and trips in which there

was no patient obtained adjusted R2 values ranging from 0.68 to 0.91. More recent

work using regression techniques has been performed by McConnel and Wilson (1998)

who gave particular focus to the age distribution of the population. Their research

found that pattern of utilisation of EMS services associated with age was tri-modal,

with rates rising geometrically for individuals aged 65 and over, to the extent that

the utilisation rate was 3.4 times higher (p < 0.001) for those aged 85 years and over

compared to those aged 45 - 64.

3.4 Time series models

A new collection of models was established at the end of the 1980’s as authors

considered classical time series models such as Autoregressive Integrated Moving

Average (ARIMA) models, which were successful in overcoming some of the shortfalls

of regression techniques such as multicollinearity, autocorrelation and the difficulty of

selecting covariates. The optimisation technique of goal programming (which extends

general linear programming methods to consider multiple objectives), was used as

part of a multistep approach taken by Baker and Fitzpatrick (1986) to choose the

optimal smoothing parameters in a Holt-Winters exponential smoothing model (HW)

to forecast daily ambulance demand in South Carolina. The specific time series

they investigated was an aggregate of two separate series recording emergency and

non-emergency calls, which the researchers first disaggregated to separately forecast

the distinct types of demand using the HW model. The models for each of the demand

types included terms to account for average, trend, seasonal and day-of-week effects,

with goal programming subsequently used to select the best parameter estimates for

the overall model, giving higher priority to the forecasting of emergency demand. By

means of forecasting the distinct types of demand separately and aggregating the
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results, the model allowed a prioritised forecast to be generated and provided more

accurate forecasts for total demand levels. This model however was not primarily

selected by the researchers because it was the ‘best’ model, but because it could

be easily explained to local planners, and required a minimal amount of technical

expertise.

Few studies have focussed specifically on the use of conventional time series models

to forecast EMS call arrival rates, but ARIMA and HW methods have received much

more study in the closely related problem area for forecasting call centre demand.

ARIMA models, originally described by Box and Jenkins (1970), provide a class of

models to approximate a time series using a large class of autocorrelation functions

after allowing the time series to be stationarised through transformations such as

differencing and logging. These models account for temporal dependencies using

autoregressive (AR) terms, which are lagged observations of the dependent variable

and moving average (MA) terms, which are lagged error terms, as explanatory

variables. Practitioners have long recognised the potential of ARIMA models to model

time series data with strong seasonal patterns. For example, Tomasek (1972) used the

methodology to forecast aggregate telephone installations and disconnects, Nijdam

(1990) demonstrated the capability of the models to account for seasonal trends in call

volumes, Bianci et al. (1993) illustrated their effectiveness to model calls to AT&T call

centres and Andrews and Cunningham (1995) demonstrated their ability to be applied

to time series to ultimately develop efficient schedules for telephone agents two weeks

in advance. The ability of other autoregressive and ARIMA models to specifically

predict ambulance demand levels has been recently analysed by Channouf et al.

(2007) who developed and compared time series models to generate daily and hourly

forecasts of EMS calls in Calgary, Alberta. They concluded that autoregressive models

were able to forecast a few days into the future with a higher degree of accuracy than

ARIMA.

HW models offer an alternative methodology to generate forecasts with both trend

and seasonal variations through predicting future demand using a set of simple

recursions that rely on a weighted average of historical data values, with the more

recent values carrying more weight. When selecting an appropriate model to predict

future estimations, both ARIMA and HW are commonly applied to the same test

time series, to determine the most appropriate to handle the specific data in question.

Both methods have been applied to specifically estimate call volumes to the Cleveland
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City Police Department in Holcomb and Sharpe (2007).

The time series approaches discussed above are all parametric in nature and require

restrictive distributional and structural assumptions, such as stationarity of the data.

The empirical studies performed in Taylor (2008) additionally claim that there is no

clear ‘winner’ amongst the univariate methods to forecast call volumes because they

perform differently under various lead times and different workloads. Whilst these

traditional methods prove useful for upper-level capacity planning and budgeting,

recent advances in location analysis allowing ambulance deployment strategies to

become more flexible and dynamic in nature, call for more responsive predictions

of demand and model-free methods to predict call volumes (Brotcorne et al., 2003;

Smith et al., 2009). Some more recent methods developed to produce forecasts have

proven to be successful, such as those based on the Singular Value Decomposition

(SVD) (explained in Chapter 4.2). A statistical model to forecast call volumes based on

the use of SVD, which additionally allowed intraday forecast updating was proposed in

Shen and Huang (2008). With minor technical modifications, with particular reference

to forecasting, this SVD approach is essentially SSA (discussed in Section 3.5); and

the case studies included within the paper that test the approach against standard

industry practice and a multiplicative effects model yield very promising results.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) may alternatively be used to forecast demand

volumes for specific areas at various times of the day by first segregating a large county

or region into smaller areas (commonly through fitting a data grid over the given

region, and obtaining summary statistics for a number of characteristics to use as

input data for each of the individual grid squares) and then using a training algorithm

to calibrate the model and discover the underlying relationships. However, whilst they

do not require assumptions about the error inherent in the data and are not affected

by multicollinearity, they still have many limitations since they cannot be easily

generalised to new data sets, disregard the temporal nature of the data and require

considerable computational effort to calibrate. In order to perform well, ANNs are

further dependent upon the availability of a large diversity of data for training purposes.

In conjunction with the investigation of the conventional time series methods to predict

future demand levels, this thesis analyses the capability of the model-free technique

of SSA to account for both trend and seasonality patterns exhibited in the data; and

to subsequently estimate future demand levels, weighting the importance of over- and

under-estimating demand accordingly. SSA generates forecasts using a SVD (observed
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to generate high quality forecasts by Shen and Huang (2008)) and the problems inher-

ent with the traditional methods are not present in SSA as it is able to expose impor-

tant characteristics of the time series without requiring either a parametric model, or

assumptions concerning the signal or noise (Golyandina et al., 2001).

3.5 SSA

SSA has been shown to be a powerful and effective technique for nonparametric time

series analysis and forecasting in many diverse areas. It is essentially a model-free tech-

nique that combines elements of classical time series analysis, multivariate statistics,

multivariate geometry, dynamical systems and signal processing (Golyandina et al.,

2001). From its origins associated with the papers of Broomhead and King (1986)

and Broomhead et al. (1987), SSA has been applied to many practical problems

ranging from physics and meteorology to economics. Within the physical sciences,

SSA has already become a standard tool in the analysis of climatic, meteorological

and geophysical time series; see for example, Yiou et al. (1996), Ghil et al. (2001)

(climatology), Weare and Nasstrom (1982) (meteorology) and Colebrook (1978)

(marine science). SSA has also recently been used to model of Cholera outbreaks in

accordance with the El Niño cycle (Rodo et al., 2002). In the socio-economic sciences,

SSA has been used to predict daily exchange rates and the volatility of the financial

market (Thomakos et al., 2002; Hassani et al., 2010).

The Basic SSA method comprises of two operations known as ‘decomposition’ and

‘reconstruction’, which are fully explained in Section 4.2. In the decomposition

phase the original series is decomposed into a number of individual time series (each

representing either a slowly varying trend, an oscillatory component or ‘structureless’

noise) and in the reconstruction phase a certain number of these time series are selected

to reconstruct the main series so it may be used for forecasting. The technique is

based on the SVD of a specific matrix constructed upon the time series. There are two

parameters to choose in the basic version: the window length L and the number of

individual time series selected in the reconstruction stage. Guidelines on the optimal

values to assign to these parameters are contained in Golyandina et al. (2001), but

the choice is somewhat dependent on the task SSA is being used for. In addition to

forecasting, Basic SSA can also be used to find trends of different resolution, extract

seasonal components, fill in missing values, find structure in short time series, for

change-point detection and for smoothing data. Technical details concerning SSA may
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be found in Chapter 4.

The basic method has several extensions. ‘Caterpillar-SSA’ is similar to the Basic SSA

method in terms of the algorithmic details, but differs in the assumptions necessary

to apply SSA. In the Basic model, the time series should be interpretable in the form

‘signal plus noise’. In Caterpillar-SSA, the main emphasis in the methodology is

placed on the separability of one series from another and neither a parametric model

nor stationarity-type conditions need to be assumed for the time series; allowing the

technique to be employed in a large range of scenarios: the singular characteristic

necessary for the time series to possess is a potential structure (Zhigljavsky, 2010).

For further information on the developments of Caterpillar-SSA and the software, see

www.gistatgroup.com.

Other recent developments in SSA focus on aspects of classical time series analysis,

classical signal processing and classical statistics. A method known as Toeplitz SSA

has been developed which slightly outperforms the Basic SSA if the original time

series is stationary (Golyandina, 2010); whereas Monte-Carlo SSA may be used to test

the hypothesis of the presence of a signal based on simulations in situations where

the noise is not ‘white’ (i.e. a random signal with a sequence of uncorrelated random

variables with zero mean and finite variance) but ‘coloured’. If the signal is weak

then it can only be detected, but not extracted (Allen and Smith, 1996). Cadzow

iterations which are repeats of the Basic SSA, have also been investigated but Gillard

(2010) found no perceived advantage in running several iterations over the Basic SSA,

although there were subtle differences in the forecasts produced.

The multivariate version of SSA (MSSA) is particularly useful for analysing several

series with similar structures as it allows simultaneous extraction of the time series

and may additionally be used to improve forecasts through considering the influence

of causality between time series (Patterson et al., 2011; Hassani et al., 2009). Also,

the same ideas used in MSSA are utilised for change-point detection in time series,

outlined by Golyandina et al. (2001).

SSA has been shown to have superior performance when compared to traditional time

series modelling methods; see for example Hassani et al. (2009) and Hassani et al.

(2010). Whilst many successful applications have been made of SSA, to the best of

the researcher’s knowledge this study represents the first time the technique has been
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applied to emergency demand.

3.6 Summary

The reviews contained throughout this chapter identify issues related to the first main

research focus of this thesis: to produce accurate forecasts of demand, and highlight

the importance of inputting reliable demand predictions to resource planning models.

When decision models assume a longer term perspective, hourly and daily fluctuations

in demand are generally overlooked; yet staffing models that aim to optimise resources

on an hourly basis require more precise estimations of demand, and this chapter has

summarised several advanced models developed by operational researchers to achieve

this goal.

The current ‘average peak demand’ methodology used to predict ambulance demand

by WAST is based on the concept that there must be a sufficient number of emergency

response vehicles to cope with peak demand levels at all times, but it is calculated in an

elementary fashion. More formal time series approaches have been shown to be capable

of accounting for possible differences from week to week and allow consideration of the

expected demands in the hours immediately preceeding/following the hour in question.

This review has demonstrated that researchers have used both regression models

to explain the spatial variation of demand, and time series models to account for

variations over time. With regards to modelling time variations in EMS demand,

ARIMA and HW methods have been presented as two general approaches employed to

capture the fluctuations. However, most conventional time series techniques are based

on Gaussian type models of stationary series, which may provide highly inaccurate

estimates when the call volume is low (typical of EMS calls at the hourly level).

The model-free technique of SSA has been proposed to overcome the restrictive

distributional and structural assumptions of such models.

In light of the review which demonstrates the successful application of SSA in several

areas, this thesis progresses to investigate the potential of the technique to improve

the quality of WAST forecasts in Chapter 4. The potential of several traditional time

series models to generate forecasts is also considered, providing benchmark statistics

that allow for the evaluation of SSA performance.



Chapter 4

Demand forecasting

4.1 Introductory remarks

Whilst Chapter 3 demonstrates that intensive research has been conducted in the

field of demand forecasting; relatively little work has been initiated in incorporating

these forecasts in vehicle deployment and staffing models (Gans et al., 2003), as these

models often assume that demand is known as a precursor (sometimes based on

coarse ad hoc estimates (Matteson et al., 2011)). Yet for these deployment schemes

to be effective, it is essential that the values in the demand forecasts are accurate

(Setzler et al., 2009). Use of inaccurate parameter estimates in these models can

result in poor allocation of resources, and within emergency response settings, this

can lead to unacceptable response times to emergency calls. This chapter aims to

generate improved forecasts of call volumes by considering the potential of a relatively

new nonparametric technique for time series analysis known as SSA (as outlined in

Chapter 3), along with two conventional time series models (namely ARIMA and

HW) to predict the daily demand for ambulances in Wales. Through exploring

the prediction power of a relatively new nonparametric technique, this research

further responds to the call by Fildes et al. (2008) to improve the forecast quality

by considering techniques with a shift away from traditional statistical analysis.

Furthermore, the SSA technique allows the count-valued arrivals per hour to be di-

rectly modelled, and thus avoid dependence upon the artificial assumption of normality.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 is devoted to the SSA technique: it

begins with a description of the theory, and outlines the forecasting methodology which

is based on linear recurrent formulae (LRF). The formulations of the conventional time

series methods are given in Section 4.3, followed by a summary of the results gener-
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ated from the case study investigating the potential of all three methods to predict

the total number of unique incidents requiring WAST assistance each day. The model

performances are evaluated by inspecting the root mean square errors (RMSEs) asso-

ciated with the predictions, and SSA is motivated as a suitable tool for WAST demand

prediction. The chapter ends with a short summary in Section 4.4.

4.2 SSA Theory

SSA decomposes a time series into a sum of time series. Each component within this

sum might be a trend component, periodic component, quasi-periodic component or

noise. The main stages of SSA are as follows:

Stage 1: Decomposition




Step 1: Embedding

Step 2: Singular value decomposition (SVD)

Stage 2: Reconstruction




Step 1: Grouping

Step 2: Diagonal averaging

This Section will outline these stages for a real-valued nonzero time series with N

observations YN = (y0, . . . , yN−1).

4.2.1 Decomposition and reconstruction

4.2.1.1 Decomposition: Embedding

The first step of SSA is to map the given time series YN to a multidimensional series

X1, . . . , XK . Here Xi = (yi−1, . . . , yi+L−2)
T for i = 1, . . . , K where K = N−L+1. The

parameter L is known as the window length and is an integer such that 2 ≤ L ≤ N .

Usually L is selected so that it is proportional to the periodicity within YN and lies

between N
3
and N

2
. Some advice is given to the choice of L in Golyandina et al. (2001)

and Hassani (2007).

The trajectory matrix X is formed:

X = [X1, . . . , XK ] = ‖yi+j−2‖L,Ki,j=1

X is a Hankel matrix as all elements along the anti-diagonals are identical.
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4.2.1.2 Decomposition: Singular value decomposition (SVD)

Let λ1, . . . , λL denote the eigenvalues of XXT (ordered by magnitude such that

λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λL ≥ 0) and U1, . . . , UL denote the orthogonal system of the eigenvectors

of the matrix XXT corresponding to λ1, . . . , λL.

If we denote Vi =
XT

i Ui√
λi

for i = 1, . . . , d then the SVD of the trajectory matrix can be

written as

X = X1 + . . .+Xd (4.1)

where d = rank(X) = max(i : λi > 0) and Xi =
√
λiUiV

T
i . The matrices {Xi,

i = 1, . . . , d} have rank 1. The collection (
√
λi, Ui, Vi) is called the i-th eigentriple of

the matrix X .

4.2.1.3 Reconstruction: Grouping

Carefully selecting sets of the matrices within {Xi, i = 1, . . . , d} will give various

trend or periodic components of YN . The grouping procedure partitions the set of

indices {1, . . . , d} (obtained in expansion (4.1)) into b disjoint subsets I1, . . . , Ib.

Let I = {i1, . . . , ip}. The resultant matrix XI is defined as XI as XI = Xi1 + . . .+Xip .

This is computed for I = I1, . . . , Ib and leads to the decomposition X = XI1+ . . .+XIb.

For example, let d = 10 and b = 2. Then the set of indices is {1, . . . , 10}. Let I1 = {1}
and I2 = {3, 4}. Then X = XI1 +XI2 where XI1 = X1 and XI2 = X3 +X4.

Auxiliary information may help the researcher to select particular components. For

example, if it is known that there is a monthly periodicity within our time series, one

may wish to identify the component(s) that reflect this. A plot of the singular values

identifies the number of components to be taken (in a similar manner to principal com-

ponent analysis, see (Jolliffe, 2008)). Explicit plateaux in the singular value spectra

indicates pairs of components that are likely to be important. Pairwise scatter plots

of components allow the visual identification of the components corresponding to har-

monic elements of YN . Analysis of the periodograms from the original series, and of its

components, will inform of the frequencies that need to be considered to reconstruct

the time series. The “art” of SSA is in the selection of the subsets I1, . . . , Ib, and

further details are provided in Golyandina et al. (2001). As more and more indices

from {1, . . . , d} are selected, then more of the original signal is reconstructed. If too

few indices are selected, then the reconstructed signal might not adequately explain
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the variation in YN (this might be sufficient to describe the overall trend of the series,

however). If YN is a noisy time series, then taking too many indices would result in

the noise forming part of the reconstructed signal, or we would ‘over-fit’ the original

series.

4.2.1.4 Reconstruction: Diagonal Averaging

Selecting I1, . . . , Ib and computing X = XI1 + . . . + XIb results in a matrix that is

not of Hankel structure. In order to find the approximated time series, X must be

transformed into a Hankel matrix. This may be done via diagonal averaging, described

as follows.

If zij is an element within a matrix Z, the k-th term of the resulting time series

is obtained by averaging zij over all i, j such that i + j = k + 2. This diagonal

averaging operates on an L×K matrix Z (L ≤ K) in the following way. For i+ j = s

and N = L+K−1 the element z̃ij as a result of the diagonal averaging of Z is given by:

z̃ij =





1
s−1

∑s−1
l=1 zl,s−l 2 ≤ s ≤ L,

1
L

∑L
l=1 zl,s−l L+ 1 ≤ s ≤ K + 1,

1
K+L−s+1

∑L
l=s−K zl,s−l K + 2 ≤ s ≤ K + L.

4.2.2 Forecasting

SSA uses LRF in order to forecast future time series points. LRFs are extremely

flexible; if a series is representable by a LRF then it may also be represented as a

product of exponentials, polynomials and harmonics (and vice versa). Technical details

are provided in Golyandina et al. (2001). YN satisfies a LRF (of order q) if

yi+q =

q∑

k=1

akyi+q−k 1 ≤ i ≤ N − q + 1

The eigenvectors of XXT provided in the SVD step yield the coefficients a1, . . . , aq.

Confidence intervals for such forecasts can be obtained by bootstrapping (for further

information see Efron and Tibshirani, 1993).
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4.3 Model comparison

In this Section, the ability of the SSA technique to forecast daily demand levels at

an all-Wales level is evaluated and compared with the well-established ARIMA and

HW forecasting methods based on the precision of the model fits as reflected by the

RMSE. All the models are formulated using the first 51 months of data (1st April

2005 - 30th June 2009) and the forecasting error is measured using the data from

the following six months. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 illustrated that July and December are

volatile months, and are thus expected to be harder to forecast; for this reason the

errors associated with these distinct two months are also individually investigated and

reported. The results show that whilst all methods produce reasonably accurate results

for certain time periods, SSA is superior for the longer forecasting horizons. Section

4.3.1 proceeds to define the RMSE which is used to evaluate the goodness of fit of the

models, Section 4.3.2 provides the formulation of the particular SSA model developed

to predict ambulance demand in Wales, and Section 4.3.3.2 briefly outlines the well-

known forecasting algorithms of the conventional models, which are used to benchmark

the forecasting accuracies.

4.3.1 Measures of accuracy: RMSE

As a measure of prediction accuracy and to compare the goodness of fit of the models,

the RMSE is calculated for various models and for different forecast lags, defined as:

RMSE =

√∑N−1
n=0 (yn − en)2

N

where yn is the observed value, en is the estimated value and there are N fitted points

in the time series. The RMSE is a commonly used forecast-accuracy metric in time

series analysis to report how close forecasts or predictions are to the known data

(Channouf et al., 2007; Matteson et al., 2011). Similar conclusions may be drawn if

the results are evaluated using the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) or Mean Absolute Per-

centage Error (MAPE), but the RMSE is reported for this investigation as in addition

to overcoming the common problem encountered with the MAPE (that the percentage

error may become inflated if the actual value yn in the denominator is relatively small

compared to the forecast error); this performance measure also gives relatively higher

weight to large errors, which are particularly undesirable for ambulance services.
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This evaluation criteria will now be applied to benchmark the ability of the SSA,

ARIMA and HW methods to forecast to the all-Wales daily demand levels for WAST

assistance using the data described in Section 2.4.

4.3.2 SSA model formulation

As discussed in Section 4.2, the choice of the number of components to retain in

the methodological process requires careful consideration. As a series of pure noise

generally produces a slowly decreasing sequence of singular values, further guidance

may be obtained by checking for breaks in the plot of logarithms of the eigenvalues.

Explicit plateaux in the plot correspond to the components representative of clear

periodicities within the data (because harmonic components with different frequencies

produce two eigentriples with close singular values) and elbows in the chart demon-

strate points at which retaining a larger number of components in the data explains

little extra variation within the original series. When the methodology is applied

WAST daily demand data (truncated at various points of the post-sample period for

investigation purposes), an elbow in the chart is commonly seen to correspond to

the 14th eigenvalue; hence it is the decision of the researcher to construct the SSA

model using the first 14 components and a window length L = 581 (between 1
3
and

1
2
of the series). All of the results and figures in the following application are ob-

tained by means of Caterpillar-SSA 3.30 software, available from www.gistatgroup.com.

Figure 4.1 displays the eigentriples of the first two components generated from

the SVD of the trajectory matrix, with the proportion of the variation accounted

for by each component printed in brackets after the component number. The

majority of the variation (99.6%) is captured in the trend element accounted for

by the first component, whilst the second plot reveals a periodic component in the data.
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Figure 4.1: Principal components related to the first 2 eigentriples. [The second
graph depicts up to the 42nd lagged vector only, to allow the 7 days periodicity to be
clearly visible].

Analysis of the pairwise scatter plots and their corresponding periodograms allows

visual identification of the harmonic components. Two components that form clearly

defined polygons when the points of intersection of their eigenvectors are plotted

against each other in scatter plots are indicative harmonic components, since their

eigenvectors will intersect at regular intervals; and the periodicity accounted for by

the component is represented by the number of sides of the polygon. Equivalently,

periodograms of the eigenvectors with sharp peaks around some period may be

used to identify harmonic components. Figure 4.2 depicts the scatter plot and

periodogram corresponding to the second and third components. The 7-sided polygon

and spike at x = 7 in the periodogram demonstrate that these components account

for the 7 day (weekly) periodic effect. Other periodicities are accounted for by the

remaining components. By means of retaining all significant components in the series

reconstruction, one can account for the main periodicities in the data and build an

accurate representation of demand.
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot and periodogram of paired eigenvectors (2-3)

4.3.3 Conventional models

This section compares the SSA technique with two well-known methods, namely the

traditional Box-Jenkins ARIMA model and the Seasonal HW algorithm. Hassani

(2007) applied these methods to forecast six future data points of a well-known time

series data set reporting monthly accidental deaths in the USA, and discovered that

SSA provided a more accurate forecast than the conventional methods. These methods

are described below and their forecasting power to predict WAST demand is compared

against the SSA method in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.3.1 ARIMA model

ARIMA models, originally described by Box and Jenkins (1970), provide a class of

models to approximate a time series after allowing the time series to be stationarised

using transformations such as differencing and logging. These models account for

temporal dependencies using autoregressive (AR) terms, which are lagged observations

of the dependent variable and moving average (MA) terms, which are lagged error

terms, as explanatory variables. Selection of the appropriate AR, MA and differencing

terms to include in the model is usually considered subjective, but it does not have to

be (Hyndman and Khandakar, 2008) as many attempts have been made to automate

the ARIMA process. To select the optimal parameters, we use the ‘forecast’ package

in R as described in Hyndman and Khandakar (2008). For all models built to forecast

demand starting on the 1st day of the month between July-December 2009, the optimal

model is ARIMA(1,0,1)(1,0,1).
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4.3.3.2 HW forecasting method

Exponential smoothing is a simple, but one of the most widely used, techniques for

adaptive time series forecasting (Gardner, 1985). The model generates forecasts using

a set of simple recursions and relies on a weighted average of historical data values, with

the more recent values carrying more weight. Given the seasonality in the data, this

research considers the HW extension of the basic exponential smoothing model which

includes additional terms to account for the linear trend and seasonality exhibited

in the data (see Chatfield, 2001; Brockwell and Davis, 2002). For the data in this

case study, one may observe that the HW additive model predicts the historic data

more accurately, and thus this version of the model is selected to forecast forward.

The optimal model parameters are selected using the time series forecasting system

within SAS, which includes a completely automatic forecasting model selection feature

that selects the best fitting model for a time series and reports diagnostic check results.

When forecasting for each month post June 2009, the optimal parameter values selected

for the model vary slightly.

4.3.4 Results

In this Section, the models outlined in Sections 4.3.2 - 4.3.3 are evaluated in terms of

their quality of fit and their forecasting performances are compared using the RMSE.

For identification and estimation of the models, the first 1,552 daily counts (from 1st

April 2005 - 30th June 2009) are entered as input data to the models, and the last

6 months of daily counts from July - December 2009 are held back to measure the

forecasting performance of the models. The accuracy of the forecasts are evaluated by:

i. Performing a series of 1-through-28 day step-ahead forecasts beginning with the

first ‘unknown’ observation on 1st July 2009;

ii. Updating the within-sample period by one observation and again performing a

series of 1-through-28 day step-ahead forecasts;

iii. Repeating step 2 until less than 28 post-sample observations are available for

evaluation purposes;

iv. Combining all forecasts to calculate the average RMSE for each forecasting

method.
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To allow a comprehensive evaluation of the model capabilities, the average RMSE is

calculated individually for 7-day, 14-day, 21-day and 28-day forecasting horizons to

provide a number of comparisons between the time series methods. It is desirable for

EMS planners to have an estimate of forecasts one month in advance so rosters may

be finalised.

The following results correspond to the performance of the models when estimating

daily counts on a rolling basis over the entire post-sample six month period, starting

with the first ‘unknown’ observation on 1st July 2009 and ending with the first

‘unknown’ observation on 4th December 2009 (to retain a 28-day post-sample period

of known data for comparison purposes). The ARIMA and HW models are permitted

to re-parameterise at the start of each new month to ensure that the parameters

selected in the models are optimised for every forecast horizon, but whilst the HW

parameters are discovered to vary slightly from month to month (using SAS software),

the optimal ARIMA model (found using the ‘forecast’ package in R as described in

Hyndman and Khandakar (2008)) remains consistently ARIMA(1,0,1)(1,0,1). For a

fair comparison, 14 components are consistently used in the SSA model as the plot of

logarithms of the eigenvalues suggests that this is a reasonable number of components

to retain for all months. However, SSA does also provide flexibility for different

components to be selected; hence the SSA model may be fine-tuned if necessary.

Table 4.1 reports the RMSE for each forecasting horizon, averaged over the 184 model

runs between July and December. The first line of the table reports the retrospective

error, representing the closeness of fit of the model predictions with the initial true

data used for the model construction (the period from 1st April 2005 - 30th June

2009). One may observe that the predicted values are very close to the data for all

models considered.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of model forecasts for daily demand (July - December 2009).
Standard deviations are included in brackets.

Average RMSE SSA ARIMA HW

Retrospective 6.19 (35.32) 6.11 (35.26) 6.37 (36.34)
7-day forecast 42.20 (12.92) 41.55 (13.69) 45.46 (15.79)
14-day forecast 42.86 (8.71) 44.06 (9.18) 47.47 (13.85)
21-day forecast 43.87 (7.14) 46.16 (9.50) 48.32 (12.74)
28-day forecast 45.46 (8.66) 48.75 (13.86) 51.14 (14.11)

The second part of Table 4.1 summarises the model forecasting performances. Values

generated using the SSA technique generally follow the data more accurately than

those predicted by the standard models, especially for the longer-term forecasts. The

standard deviations show that the forecasts are additionally of consistent high-quality

across all model runs.

Tables 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) display the segregated results when the rolling forecasts are

individually computed for the first month (July) and last month (December). Recall

from Figure 2.8 that these months have the highest demand levels and are thus the

most volatile months to forecast. Whilst the models were updated and re-run 31 times

throughout July, lower numbers of runs were possible for December (e.g. the 28-day

forecast could only be updated and re-run on 4 occasions as the true demand is only

known until 31st December 2009).
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Table 4.2: Comparison of model forecasts for daily demand (July & December 2009).
Standard deviations are included in brackets.

(a) July 2009

Average RMSE SSA ARIMA HW

7-day forecast 44.77 (11.03) 44.69 (13.20) 60.12 (15.87)
14-day forecast 44.25 (4.80) 48.96 (7.84) 63.52 (13.83)
21-day forecast 45.04 (3.31) 50.75 (4.63) 60.87 (12.20)
28-day forecast 45.76 (3.02) 50.74 (3.86) 62.50 (10.73)

(b) December 2009

Average RMSE SSA ARIMA HW

7-day forecast 70.38 (35.52) 69.63 (38.26) 52.58 (29.80)
14-day forecast 70.96 (25.22) 86.32 (33.01) 63.20 (27.43)
21-day forecast 73.87 (10.87) 97.24 (13.00) 71.40 (6.98)
28-day forecast 80.85 (0.72) 105.47 (1.25) 90.19 (4.62)

Both tables show that SSA often produces improved forecasts, especially for the longer

forecasting horizons, but remains comparable at the least to other well-established

methods for shorter periods. Further investigations have found that by selecting 200

components for December, far superior forecasts can be generated (this is an example

of how SSA may be modified to produce even better forecasts for precise months).

Yet the researcher has chosen to display the results for the simpler 14-component

model in this thesis, as although the selection of a higher number of components

can prove useful for forecasting the more volatile months, fewer components provide

higher quality results over the greater part of the year.

An illustration of the 1-month SSA forecast beginning on 1st July is given in Figure

4.3. All 1,552 daily counts up to 30th June 2009 are used in the estimation of the

SSA model shown, although only the within-sample data for the month of June

2009 is displayed in the chart (to aid with clarity). In addition to the RMSE, visual

inspection of Figure 4.3 shows that the HW method captures some element of the

periodic nature of demand, but not the full variation of peaks and troughs throughout

July. In contrast the SSA and ARIMA forecasts follow the true demand values

reasonably closely, but of the two methods, the SSA forecast maintains the lowest

RMSE when the rolling forecast is computed until December, as shown in Table 4.1.

95% confidence intervals for the SSA forecast are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: 28-day forecasts beginning on 1st July 2009
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Figure 4.4: Confidence intervals for 28-day SSA forecast by the bootstrap method
(1,000 repetitions) beginning on 1st July 2009

For practical purposes, forecasts would additionally be updated as new demand

levels are obtained and inputted in to the system, to finalise rostering and scheduling
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plans. Figure 4.5 illustrates the 7-step-ahead daily forecasts where the total demand

levels for the current day are used to predict the demand levels for the same day

one week ahead. In the same way, any “n-step” ahead forecast could be produced

as required to allow WAST to update forecasts as and when required, leading to the

researcher’s decision to evaluate all 7-day, 14-day, 21-day and 28-day forecasts in the

preceding tables. One may observe the immeasurable value of updating forecasts, as

the predicted SSA values forecasted one-week in advance in Figure 4.5 follow the SSA

trend far more closely than those in the 28-day ahead forecast in Figure 4.3. However,

the clear benefit that the SSA model provides more accurate predictions for longer

forecasting horizons is a major advantage of the technique, as it is a costly operation

to change staff rosters at the last minute.
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Figure 4.5: Original time series with 7-step-ahead daily SSA forecasts for July 2009,
beginning with forecast when demand is known until 30th June

4.4 Summary

This chapter has outlined the theory of three time series methods whose capability

to model and forecast demand has been evaluated in a case study investigating

ambulance demand levels in Wales. Whilst two of the time series methods (ARIMA

and HW) are well-established in the literature, the investigation of the nonparametric

SSA method responds to the call by Fildes et al. (2008) to improve the accuracy
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of forecasts through considering novel methods. Motivation for the utilisation of

SSA as a tool to accurately predict Welsh ambulance demand has been provided,

with empirical results demonstrating that it produces superior longer-term forecasts

(which are especially helpful for EMS planning), and comparable shorter-term

forecasts to well-established methods. The benefit of the SSA technique is however

not only in its ability to forecast as it produces superior, or in the least, compara-

ble forecasts to other methods; but in its capability to recognise periodicities in the

data and be flexible in approach, with the advantage that it may be easily implemented.

As demand for EMS assistance is rising in Wales, it is becoming ever more critical

to ensure accurate demand forecasts are input to WAST scheduling models as use of

inaccurate parameter estimates in these models can result in poor resource allocation,

leading to low performance. The workforce capacity planning and scheduling tool

discussed in Chapter 10 illustrates how the SSA technique may be ultimately embed-

ded into a spreadsheet model, and directly used to inform scheduling functions that

are also integrated within it. Precise details regarding the optimisation of the SSA

technique for such purposes, run times, the default values programmed within the

model and details regarding the adaption of the technique to produce forecasts for two

categories of patients requesting WAST assistance are included within Chapter 10. It

is however worth noting here that the technique can produce forecasts fairly efficiently:

for example it takes around 5 minutes to produce demand estimates at an hourly

level for two categories of emergencies in the SE region of Wales for a 3 month period

(based on 4 years worth of known historic demands) on a 3GHz machine with 2.96GB

RAM. Through generating estimates of the total number of emergency calls per

period that are highly accurate, straightforward to implement, and have the potential

to simultaneously lower operating costs while improving response times, the tool

illustrates how the advanced forecasts can be readily embedded into OR methodologies

to determine the minimum number of ambulances to be deployed at any given time.

The necessary SSA software to execute the program may further be readily obtained

and provided to WAST employees to allow automatic revisions of the forecasts as new

data becomes available, so the Trust can prepare more appropriately for future demand.

The idea of this chapter was to provide the reader with the methodology of the SSA

technique and to demonstrate its prediction power. Following on from the motivation

provided for SSA as a suitable tool to accurately predict demand; future chapters will

consider the ability of the technique to predict WAST demand at regional levels, for
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different shift periods and for different call priorities, in order to provide forecasts that

can ultimately be input into the workforce capacity planning tool. Where SSA is used

to generate different forecasts in various case studies in the remainder of this thesis,

the precise data used has been clearly outlined in the methodological sections. When

forecasts are required at finer levels of granularity, it appears to be more fitting to

forecast on a shift, rather than hourly, basis in order to maintain an accurate SSA

performance through allowing for a rostering algorithm to be more readily embedded

in the forecasts, retaining a large degree of seasonality in the data and reducing the

number of ‘zero’ counts in the time series. To estimate hourly counts, the shift fore-

casts may subsequently be apportioned to provide the expected number of requests for

emergency assistance per hour, and full details of this process are provided in Chapter

10.



Chapter 5

Literature review (part 2):

Queueing theory

5.1 Introductory remarks

Queuing theory techniques are utilised in Chapters 6 and 7 to analyse the EMS division

of WAST, which is modelled as a time-dependent multi-server priority service system.

Before the implementation and evaluation of such methods, this review intends to pro-

vide the reader with a comprehensive background of the literature related to the topic

and is organised as follows. The chapter begins with some preliminaries (including the

general assumptions and main terminology used in queueing theory), and then pro-

gresses to review several approximation and numerical methods that are employed to

evaluate service quality in time-dependent systems in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Section

5.4 summarises the major milestones presented in the research of priority queues, and

a summary of the chapter is provided in Section 5.5.

5.2 Preliminaries

Queueing theory is the mathematical study of how systems distribute their resources

to customers, who sequentially arrive at a service facility in order to obtain a service.

Queues commonly form because resources are not always readily available, and

queueing theory attempts to model the system performance and evaluate the service

quality expected to be provided to customers under different scenarios. Much of the

theory is devoted to the derivation of performance measures evaluating characteristics

such as the throughput, probability of delay, number of queueing customers and the

62
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expected waiting time of customers in the queue (Bhat, 2008). Where the goal is

to strike a balance between service quality and economic considerations, queueing

theory may be utilised to optimise resource allocation and recommend staffing levels,

ensuring that queues do not build up excessively, whilst servers are active a reasonable

proportion of time.

In the context of queueing theory, one may think of a service system as comprising

of two elements: (i) the service facility itself, which may be staffed by a number of

servers; and (ii) a queue for service (except in specific cases where it may be specified

that queueing is not permitted). At each facility, customers arrive and queue for some

activity. Such a situation is depicted in Figure 5.1:

SERVICE FACILITY

ARRIVAL DEPARTURE
QUEUE

(INPUT) (OUTPUT)

Figure 5.1: The fundamental diagram of queueing theory

Every queueing network is characterised by two major components: the arrival process

and the service process. Queueing theory involves setting up mathematical models

corresponding to Figure 5.1, analysing the system, and evaluating various performance

measures. The system performance will depend on a number of characteristics and

since these processes are usually stochastic by nature, queueing theory is based on

probabilistic analysis. The main characteristics are outlined below, and further details

are given in Gross and Harris (1998).

The arrival process defines how customers arrive at the service facility (e.g. singly

or in groups) and how these arrivals are distributed in time. The Poisson process

generates uniformly distributed arrival times with an arrival rate λ and is thus often

selected to model random arrivals of customers. Throughout this thesis it is assumed

that customers arrive at random, in a Poisson fashion, so the inter-arrival times are

independently and exponentially distributed.

The queue discipline describes the order in which customers enter and leave the

queue. This may be on a “first-in, first-out” (FIFO) basis, “first-in, last out” (FILO)
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basis, “random-in, random-out” (RIRO) basis or in terms of priority. In the situation

of a priority queueing system, it is also necessary to define whether preemption is

allowed. Preemptive priority (PRP) means that a customer of higher priority

is able to replace a customer of lower-priority already in service, whilst the terms

head-of-the-line discipline or non-preemptive priority (NPRP) are used to

represent the non-preemptive priority case where the service in currently in operation

must first be completed.

The service mechanism outlines the resources needed for service to occur. The

service time distribution defines how long the service will take, whilst other parameters

such as the number of servers available, and whether the servers are in series (each

server has a separate queue) or in parallel (one queue for all customers), must all be

known before meaningful analysis of the system may be performed. In systems where

the exponential distribution is assumed to provide an accurate representation of the

distribution of service times, it’s Markovian (memoryless) property allows one to

map the system to a continuous-time Markov chain which can be solved analytically.

Similarly to the Poisson distribution, the exponential distribution is defined by a

single parameter. To distinguish between the mean arrival and mean service rate, it is

common to denote the mean service rate by µ, so that 1
µ
represents the mean service

time.

Additional notation commonly used in the literature to analyse queueing systems, and

that shall be followed throughout this thesis, may be outlined as follows:

• pn, n = 0, 1, ... : the probability that there are n customers in the system

• s: the number of servers on duty

• x: the maximal acceptable waiting time permitted for a customer

• Wq: the time that a customer waits in the queue before commencing service

• W n
q : the time that a customer that arrives to find n people ahead in the system

waits in the queue before commencing service

The quantity ρ = λ
sµ

which may be referred to as server utilisation rate, traffic

intensity or load per server is a common measure of interest that represents the

behaviour of the queue over time, whilst r = ρ
s
quantifies the offered load to the
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system i.e. the amount of traffic in the queue (Gross and Harris, 1998). Thus the

relationship between these quantities and the system capacity gives meaningful insight

as to the performance of the system, provided that all servers have the same service

rate. Essentially, if ρ ≤ 1 then the servers are able to process customers faster than

the rate at which they arrive, on average, so the queue will not grow infinitely long. If

the system runs with ρ ≤ 1 for an adequate period of time with stable mean service

and inter-arrival rates, then all system characteristics (such as number of customers

in the system, the number in the queue and expected waiting times) will eventually

settle down and the system will run at a consistent level, considered as ‘stable’ or

‘stationary’. When the system reaches this point of time, it is said to be operating

in a steady-state fashion. It is this steady-state behaviour which has been intensely

researched and is well-understood in the literature, since closed-form formulas have

been derived to evaluate performance measures under these stationary conditions.

The analysis of systems with non-stationary arrival rates is however far more complex

(Green et al., 2007) and the literature on this topic is overviewed in Sections 5.3.1 and

5.3.2.

In order to describe the various elements that form specific queueing systems, Kendall

devised a notation to represent six components of a queueing system using six charac-

ters 1/2/3/4/5/6 (Gelenbe and Pujolle, 1998), where:

(1) The first character describes the arrival process:

• M represents exponential, independent and identically distributed (iid) inter-

arrival times

• D represents deterministic inter-arrival times

• Ek represents Erlang (with parameter k) iid inter-arrival times

• GI represents general iid inter-arrival times

(2) The second character specifies the distribution of the service times (again com-

monly categorised as M,D,Ek or GI. Phase-type (PH) distributions may also

be used to specify systems with inter-related Poisson processes occurring within

phases)

(3) The third character lists the number of parallel servers, s

(4) The fourth character specifies the queue discipline e.g. FIFO, FILO, RIRO, ...
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(5) The fifth character details the maximum allowable number of customers in the

system

(6) The sixth character indicates the size of the population from which the customers

are drawn

Kendall’s notation is commonly simplified to list only the first three characters 1/2/3.

In this format it is assumed that the queue discipline is FIFO, and no limits are

imposed on the system capacity or the size of the population.

The M/M/s model (see for example Ulukus (2011), and references therein) is one

of the most widely researched models in the classic queueing literature since it is

simultaneously capable of capturing randomness in arrival and service times, permits

the number of servers to be greater than one, and possesses the appealing benefit of a

tractable steady-state solution. It represents a system with a single queueing facility

in which customers arrive at, and possibly queue, before being served by one of s

identical servers. Arrivals occur according to a time-homogenous Poisson process with

a constant rate, and the service time has an exponential distribution with a constant

mean. Such a system may be modelled as a basic birth-death process as described

below (Gross and Harris, 1998).

A birth-death process can be considered as a continuous time stochastic counting

process {N(t), t ≥ 0}. Letting pn(t) = Prob {N(t) = n} be the probability that the

system is in state n at time t, the transition diagram of the birth-death process may

be depicted as in Figure 5.2. When a birth occurs, the system goes to state n to n+1

and when a death occurs it conversely goes from state n to n − 1. The process is

specified by birth rates {λi}i=0,..,∞ and death rates {µi}i=1,..,∞.
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Figure 5.2: State transition diagram for a birth-death process

In queueing systems that directly model the behaviour of people, who arrive at a

service facility requiring a specific service to be performed, the number of customers

in the system is an appropriate state variable; thus pn(t) can be used to denote the

probability that there are n customers in the system at time t. If λn does not depend

on the number of customers in the system, then λ can be used to represent the mean

arrival rate of customers. If µ represents the mean service rate provided each of the

s identical servers at all points in time regardless of the number of customers in the

system, then µn = sµ for n ≥ s and µn = nµ for 0 ≤ n < s. Under these conditions

the state probabilities evolve according to the following differential-difference equations

(see, for example, Gross and Harris (1998)):

dpo(t)
dt

= −λp0(t) + µp1(t),
dpn(t)

dt
= λpn−1(t) + (n + 1)µpn+1(t)− (λ+ nµ)pn(t), 1 ≤ n < s,

dpn(t)
dt

= λpn−1(t) + sµpn+1(t)− (λ+ sµ)pn(t), n ≥ s.

(5.1)

The equations presented in (5.1) are often referred to as the balance or Chapman-

Kolmogorov forward differential equations. As the behaviour of the system

settles to steady-state (as t → ∞) then p0(t) and pn(t) are independent of time, so
dpo(t)
dt

= dpn(t)
dt

= 0, giving:

−λp0 + µp1 = 0,

λpn−1 + (n+ 1)µpn+1 − (λ+ nµ)pn = 0, 1 ≤ n < s,

λpn−1 + sµpn+1 − (λ+ sµ)pn = 0, n ≥ s.

(5.2)

The steady-state probabilities defining the mean number of customers in the system are
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given by equation (5.3) (for a derivation of the summary measures, see Gross and Harris

(1998)).

p0 =

[
s−1∑

n=0

λn

n!µn
+

∞∑

n=s

λn

sn−ss!µn

]−1

pn =





λn

n!µnp0, if 1 ≤ n ≤ s− 1,

λn

cn−cc!µnp0, if n ≥ s.
(5.3)

The first rigorous consideration of queueing theory is attributed to Erlang. In the

early 1900’s, he modelled a telephone exchange as an M/M/s system and determined

the optimal size of the exchange to ensure as few calls as possible were not connected

because the exchange was busy (Erlang, 1918). The papers written by Erlang over the

following few decades contain many of the fundamental concepts and techniques used

in modern queueing theory, including formulas to calculate performance measures

(Izady, 2010). The characteristics of M/M/s systems permit relatively simple

derivation of a number of performance measures relating to the queue, such as the

expected number of customers in the queue (Lq), the expected waiting time in the

queue (Wq). While these measures both give insights into the degree of congestion

that exists within a system, the distribution of the queueing time, and especially the

probability of waiting greater than time x in the queue P (Wq > x), is often of greater

interest, although more difficult to obtain analytically (Utley and Worthington, 2011).

Since P (Wq > x) directly relates to Targets 1 and 2 (outlined in Chapter 1.4), this

thesis devotes a great deal of attention to the calculation of this probability, and a

detailed discussion surrounding the methodology developed to allow its evaluation in

more complex time-dependent and priority queueing systems is presented in Chapters

6 and 7.

Numerous authors such as Hershey et al. (1981) and Artalejo and Lopez-Herrero

(2001) have since progressed Erlang’s analysis of steady-state systems through de-

riving additional measures, including the moments of the length of a busy period and

expected utilization for constrained network facilities. In service systems governed by

targets that specify minimum required standards, models can be set up to simulate the

performance of the system under various staffing levels and find the minimum num-

ber of staff required to ensure the expected measures exceed the threshold levels. Yet
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since the steady-state formulas are only capable of giving a single recommendation of

an optimal staffing level (as they can only be applied to situations where the arrival

of customers is strictly stationary), the earlier papers tend to place greater emphasis

on system insights than the use of performance measures for this type of exploratory

investigation.

5.3 Time-dependent queueing theory

Whilst much literature is devoted to the analysis of a service system with constant

arrival and service times (Green and Kolesar, 1991); most actual systems today are

subject to time-varying demand, where arrival rates and the number of servers vary

throughout the period of operation. Call centres, banks, airports and EMS systems

are just a few examples of systems subject to both predictable and stochastic sources

of variation. Figure 5.3, for example, depicts a typical profile of patients requiring

urgent ambulance transportation to hospital in Wales over a 24-hour period. Unlike

emergency demand, urgent demand is not heavily dependent on weekday; thus the

demand plotted in the chart has been averaged over all week days.
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Figure 5.3: Urgent demand for ambulance transportation

Figure 5.3 highlights that the majority of requests for urgent ambulance transfers
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occur during the hours of GP surgery operation, particularly between 10am-4pm, and

substantially lower demand volumes are seen overnight. Given such demand levels,

it is logical to vary the number of crews employed over time. These variations in

the number of staff are intended to mirror the variations in the arrival process, so

a consistent service quality can be provided throughout the course of the day. The

investigation into the optimal staffing profile, referred to as the staffing problem,

is a critical component of workforce scheduling of service systems subject to time-

dependent demand.

If one allows the number of servers to change for certain shifts in response to the

workload, then when a server who is scheduled to leave at the end of the shift is still

busy, two situations are possible: the server may complete the service currently in

operation and leave when it is complete, or they may leave the system instantaneously

so the customer in service is re-routed to join the queue. The first case is called the

exhaustive discipline and the latter is known as the preemptive or non-exhaustive

discipline. (The term non-exhaustive is less common in the literature, but nevertheless

used in this thesis to avoid confliction with the ‘preemptive’ discipline which addi-

tionally refers to the situation in priority queues where a customer of higher priority

requesting service may replace a customer of lower priority currently in service (see

Section 5.2)). For clarification purposes, Table 5.1 summarises the terminology used

to represent the various disciplines in this thesis.

Table 5.1: Terminology used to describe queue disciplines

Term Type of queue Definition

Exhaustive Time-dependent A server scheduled to leave must first com-
plete any service currently in operation.

Non-exhaustive Time-dependent A server scheduled to leave exits the system
instantaneously, so the customer in service is
re-routed to join the queue.

Head-of-the-line Priority A high priority customer can move ahead
of all the low priority customers waiting in
the queue, but cannot preempt a non-priority
customer in service.

Preemptive Priority A high priority customer can move ahead of
all the low priority customers waiting in the
queue and can preempt a non-priority cus-
tomer in service. The non-priority customer
is re-routed to join the queue.
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The motivation for the research in this thesis lies with the ambulance service where

paramedics must remain with a patient until they have fully completed their duty,

and life-threatening injuries are prioritised in the queue for response above those

of less-serious natures, to be attended to by the next available responder. Hence

the subsequent modelling processes considered in Chapters 6 and 7 shall focus

simultaneously on the exhaustive and head-of-the-line queue disciplines.

Pollaczek (1934) noted that the steady-state theory developed by Erlang was in-

adequate for time-dependent systems, and began numerical investigations into the

behaviour of the system during a finite interval. The study of time-dependent

queues remains a vibrant area of research. The processes involved are far more

complex and as a consequence more sophisticated mathematical procedures are

necessary (Channouf et al., 2007; Holcomb and Sharpe, 2007; Feldman et al., 2008;

Bekker and de Bruin, 2010; Caiado, 2010; Izady and Worthington, 2012). Analytical

models for such situations are often intractable, but in addition to numerical ap-

proaches, approximation methods have been developed that provide reliable results

in suitable scenarios (Green et al., 1991). Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 outline several

approximation and numerical methods that have been used in the literature to analyse

such queueing systems. Whilst the approximation methods provide rapid solutions,

the numerical approaches are able to offer solutions with a higher degree of accuracy

at the expense of computation speed.

Before describing the time-dependent methods, it is important to note how the notation

described for Kendall’s model (see Section 5.2) may be extended to take into account

this time-dependency and allow measures such as the arrival rate, service rate and

number of servers, to vary over time. For the simplified 3-character 1/2/3 version of

Kendall’s notation:

(1) The first character describes the arrival process:

• M(t) represents exponential time-dependent inter-arrival times

• D(t) represents deterministic time-dependent inter-arrival times

• Ek(t) represents Erlang (with parameter k) time-dependent inter-arrival times

• GI(t) represents general time-dependent inter-arrival times

(2) The second characters specifies the distribution of the service times (again cate-

gorised as M(t), D(t), Ek(t) or GI(t))
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(3) The third character gives the fluctuating number of parallel servers, s(t)

Hence the dependence on time is represented by the inclusion of ‘(t)’ into the standard

notation. For example, an arrival rate described as M(t) = 2 may be used to represent

exponential time-dependent arrivals, with a rate equal to 2 at the given time t. As

a more comprehensive example, M(t)/M(t)/s(t) denotes a service system with time-

dependent exponential arrival and service rates; and a fluctuating number of servers,

s(t).

5.3.1 Approximation methods

To estimate the behaviour of systems with non-stationary demand, several approxi-

mation methods have been proposed in the literature which use a series of tractable

stationary models to estimate the time-dependent nature. The methods however only

give reliable results under certain conditions as they do not consider non-stationary

and transient effects, so will only be accurate if the rate of change of arrival rate rela-

tive to the throughput of the system is sufficiently slow to allow the system to quickly

achieve the steady state associated with any arrival rate (Utley and Worthington,

2011).

Two methods which make use of compartmentalized steady state models to find

the minimum number of servers required to meet a desired service target in each

planning period are the stationary independent period-by-period approach (SIPP)

and the pointwise stationary approximation (PSA). Whilst variants of these methods

have been developed in the literature over the last four decades (Kolesar et al., 1975;

Green and Kolesar, 1991; Green et al., 1991; Green and Kolesar, 1997; Green et al.,

2001, 2006, 2007; Ingolfsson et al., 2007), an alternative method known has the

modified-offered-load (MOL) has also been investigated (Massey and Whitt, 1994,

1997; Ingolfsson et al., 2007).

The SIPP approach works by segmenting the time period into distinct intervals,

finding the average arrival rate in each period and inputting these average rates into

a series of stationary M/M/s finite-server system formulas (importantly assuming

the system reaches steady-state within each period) to evaluate the performance

measures and set staffing levels based on system performance. The PSA is effectively

a limiting version of the SIPP approach when the period length approaches zero: the

primary difference between the methodologies is that whilst the PSA is computed
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by integrating over time (taking the expectation of) the formula for the stationary

performance measure with the arrival rate that applies in each point in time, SIPP

initially averages the arrival rate over the staffing period and thus restricts staffing

changes to occur at the boundary of each interval (Green et al., 2007). It is important

to remember that these methods however fail to account for the dependence between

periods which occurs in practice, as the queue length at the start of each period is

reliant on the number of customers remaining in the system at the end of the previous

period.

Green and Kolesar (1991) comprehensively investigated the PSA approach and con-

clude that it provides a tight upper bound on key performance measures. They analysed

its performance under varying conditions, with models based on variables spanning a

broad spectrum of parameter values, including:

• Number of servers, s: varied from 1 to 12

• Service rate, µ: varied from 0.2 to 20

• Average traffic intensity, ρ: varied from 0.25 to 0.75

• Relative amplitude of the arrival rate, RA: varied from 0.1 to 1.0 (RA = A
λ
,

where A represents the amplitude of the demand curve, calculated as the average

of the maximum and minimum displacement from the mean level)

The study revealed that the performance of PSA is primarily affected by the service

rate, and it generally produces accurate results for systems with service rates exceeding

2 per hour, assuming a 24-hour cycle. Improved performance is also seen in systems

with higher service rates and lower traffic intensities.

Green et al. (2001) similarly tested the accuracy of the SIPP methodology under vari-

ous scenarios and found that the technique provides good approximations for systems

comprised of short planning periods; and its predictions become more accurate as ρ

and RA decrease. It is difficult to put a limit on the parameter values which should

be considered as appropriate to enable PSA to perform well, since the interaction

between all system components has a significant effect on the model’s performance;

but for example, if RA = 0.1 then SIPP provides accurate predictions for planning

periods of 0.25 or 0.5 hours whenever µ ≥ 4; or equivalently whenever µ ≥ 16 for

1 hour planning periods. When put into context, these results are hardly surprising

since although longer planning periods increase the likelihood of convergence to steady
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state within each period, the individual periods tend to be subject to more variable

arrival rates and higher relative amplitudes which can violate the assumption of

independent periods. Furthermore if servers are not heavily utilised, then provided

customers are served quickly, the system should rapidly converge to steady state so it

is less likely that congestion will carry over from the previous period, as the time lag

between peak arrival rate and peak congestion is smaller for higher service rates. In

situations where this the arrival rate is decreasing and this lag is significant, SIPP is

commonly found to understaff (Green et al., 2001).

In some cases, the accuracy of SIPP can be improved by adjusting the arrival

rate function prior to its application. For a comprehensive summary of the effects

arising from the application of a wide range of such transforms upon model per-

formance, the reader is referred to Green et al. (2001). A popular revision to the

arrival rate is known as Lag Avg (or ‘Lag SIPP’) (Green and Kolesar, 1991) which

uses a modified arrival rate to account for customers who arrived in an earlier

period, but receive service in a subsequent period. The technique works by first

estimating the lag between peak arrivals and peak congestion, and subsequently

taking the expected arrival rate in each period to be equal to the arrival rate

for the period shifted backwards by the time lag. It is reliable and efficient when

relative amplitude is low (RA ≤ 0.5) and planning periods are short (0.25 or 0.5 hours).

Alternatively, SIPP Max is effective if there is a problem of understaffing. SIPP

Max uses the maximum arrival rate over the entire planning period, rather than

the average, and provides reliable results in situations where the service rate is high

(µ ≥ 8) , the relative amplitude is small (RA < 0.5) or planning periods are long

(for µ ≥ 4 when planning periods are 0.5 hours or longer). Results can be inaccurate

when the service rate is low due to the lag between the arrival rate curve and delay

rate curve. Due to this time lag which commonly occurs in practice, standard SIPP

is more likely to understaff when the arrival rate is decreasing. An alternative way

to overcome this problem is to employ SIPP Mix which uses the average arrival rates

for phases where this is strictly increasing, and the maximum arrival rate otherwise.

However, this is not reliable for large relative amplitudes. When RA = 1, even for

shorter planning periods, SIPP Mix may be unreliable for large values of both λ and

µ.

The SIPP and PSA approaches have been used to generate staffing requirements in
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numerous settings; in some implementations workforce schedules are then constructed

by managers without the benefit of additional models, while in others staffing

schedules are generated using the requirements output by SIPP as constraints in an

integer programming model (Green et al., 2003). Both SIPP and PSA have been

successfully applied in several service establishments where managers need to adjust

staffing levels in an attempt to provide a uniform level of service at all times, whilst

customers arrive in a random but cyclic pattern (e.g. call centers (Quinn et al., 1991;

Brigandi et al., 1994; Green et al., 2003), banking (Brewton, 1989) and airline services

(Holloran and Byrne, 1986)); and the usefulness of the SIPP approach to aid in making

emergency department scheduling decisions was confirmed in Green et al. (2006). The

authors used a Lag Avg approach to account for the fact that peak congestion lags

behind the peak arrival period in emergency departments, and improved performance

rates by recommending that some provider hours should be switched from the night

to much earlier in the day.

More difficult cases with very long service times and other complicated features, can

often be treated by a MOL approximation. This technique recommends a staffing

function by first numerically solving the M(t)/M(t)/∞ queue, then subsequently

using the approximation given in equation (5.5) to derive an arrival rate function

based on the mean number of busy servers in a non-stationary infinite-server system

(Massey and Whitt, 1994, 1997; Ingolfsson et al., 2007).

Applying Little’s Law to a stationary M/M/s system (see Gross and Harris (1998))

gives the expected number of busy servers, B(t), as λ
µ
. Thus

λ

µ
= E[B(t)] (5.4)

so:

λ = E[B(t)]µ (5.5)

Hence by approximating a stationary M/M/s system with the arrival rate equal to

the expected number of busy servers at each time point, service rate 1 and s(t) servers,

MOL is capable of generating a staffing function that satisfies the performance target

level at all times. The approximation works particularly well when the utilisation is
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low enough that the approximation of the expected number of busy servers in the

system is accurate or when the system is overloaded for an extensive period of time

(Ingolfsson et al., 2007).

Ingolfsson et al. (2007) compared the performance of the MOL and a lagged stationary

approximation (essentially PSA with a revised arrival rate function), amongst other

methods, in computing service levels for M(t)/M/s(t) systems. Of the two aforemen-

tioned approximations, they concluded that the MOL approximation was most fre-

quently the more accurate. Although the lagged stationary approximation was found

to produce results at a quicker speed, the authors commented that the advantage was

small in comparison.

5.3.2 Numerical methods

There are however many time-dependent queues, especially in health care, where

the approximation approaches will not work well, so other methods are required to

provide accurate insights of system behaviour. Whilst the M/M/s model possesses

the benefit of a tractable steady-state solution; the non-stationary nature of the arrival

process in its time-dependent counterpart (M(t)/M(t)/s(t)) renders the queueing

model analytically intractable i.e. there is no closed-form expression by which one can

evaluate various performance metrics of interest over time. This section accordingly

considers numerical methods which have been proposed in the literature to analyse

time-dependent queues, and provide accurate insights in cases where the results

provided by approximation methods do not necessarily hold.

When the assumption of a homogeneous arrival rate is relaxed and replaced by a

piecewise function, the balance equations may be modified (replacing λ with λ(t)) and

solved numerically to model the progression of the system over time. If one also allows

the number of servers to become a time-varying function which changes in accordance

with the workload (replacing s with s(t)), then the balance equations given in equation

(5.1) are revised to:

dpo(t)
dt

= −λ(t)p0(t) + µp1(t),
dpo(t)
dt

= λ(t)pn−1(t) + (n+ 1)µpn+1(t)− (λ(t) + nµ)pn(t), 1 ≤ n < s(t),
dpo(t)
dt

= λ(t)pn−1(t) + s(t)µpn+1(t)− (λ(t) + s(t)µ)pn(t), n ≥ s(t).

(5.6)
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Although it is also possible to replace the service rate µ with a time-varying rate

µ(t), this would inadvertently imply that the service rate changes according to the

queue length at time t. The implication arises since the service rate would affect the

customers being served at time t in place of the more logical scenario where the mean

rate of service provided to a customer would be related to the time at which they

arrived (and therefore what type of service they desired). Thus for all time-dependent

methods considered in this thesis, it is assumed that µ(t) = µ. The assumption is

fairly realistic and commonly used in the literature, for the reason that in addition

to the fact that the service rate more commonly varies in relation to the change of

customers needs over time rather than the queue length, it also generally varies more

slowly than the arrival rate (Ingolfsson et al., 2007).

The equations given in (5.6) hold for an M(t)/M/s(t) system; thus customers are

assumed to arrive according to an inhomogeneous Poisson process with rate λ(t) and

are served by the first available server (the number of which may fluctuate from one

constant level to another throughout the service operation). Servers are assumed to

have iid service durations that are exponentially distributed with mean 1
µ
.

In a survey of the research, four numerical methods emerged as prominent techniques

used to solve the balance equations in (5.6) and allow the subsequent analysis of the

performance measures in time-dependent systems. These are the Euler method, the

Runge-Kutta method, the randomization method and the discrete time modelling

(DTM) method. Further detail regarding the theoretical underpinnings of the

numerical methods used to solve the balance equations is provided in Fogiel (1983);

Gross and Harris (1998) and Stewart (2009), and the main methods are discussed in

turn below.

The Euler and Runge-Kutta methods are general approaches for solving ordinary dif-

ferential equations. The Runge-Kutta method has the advantage that its calculation

error may be limited to a desired level by choosing appropriate parameter values,

and the solutions generated by the technique are often referred to as ‘exact’ since the

only approximations required are the approximation of the infinite set of equations

in (5.6) with a finite set, and those inherent in any numerical solution of ordinary

differential equations. The Euler method however has the advantage that it may be

implemented to provide solutions at a quicker rate and does not require an ordinary

differential equation solver (Izady, 2010). For this reason, it is used as a benchmark in
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a number of papers evaluating service quality, such as those by Davis et al. (1995) and

Massey and Whitt (1997); and is utilised within this research to produce numerical

solutions to specific WAST case studies. The Euler method approximates the solution

by evaluating the equations at a starting value, and then at steps separated by small

time intervals (between which the solution is not expected to have changed greatly).

Smaller step sizes generate solutions with higher accuracies, but this requires greater

computation time. Figure 5.4 geometrically illustrates how such periods may be con-

structed, and demonstrates the workings of the Euler method to consider the slope of

the tangent line to approximate the solution at each interval.
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Figure 5.4: Graphical illustration of Euler methodology to solve the balance equations

When evaluating performance methods as a function of time over a period of service

operation (0, T ], it is commonly assumed that the period (0, T ] is divided into planning

periods of length δpp and the performance measure is evaluated at calculation periods

separated by an interval of length δc, which is a divisor of δpp small enough to

guarantee convergence to the actual solution. Figure 5.4 illustrates that for each

planning period of length δpp = 1 hour, the performance measure is evaluated (by

calculating the slope of the tangent line) at at each step δc = 0.05 hours, as illustrated
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at three example points in the chart. In reality the value would be calculated at every

step for δc, but for clarification purposes only three points are illustrated in Figure

5.4. The graph clearly demonstrates how choice of δc significantly effects the accuracy

and speed of the method: as δc is decreased, both the accuracy and computation time

increase (Izady, 2010). Further details regarding the computation of the Euler method

are given in conjunction with the application of the method in Chapter 6.2.2.

The randomization method (described in Grassmann (1977)) was originally suggested

for transient analysis of homogeneous, discrete-state, continuous time Markov chains.

As transition rates from different states are not equal in most chains, this technique

equalises them by adding fictional self-transitions i.e. it defines transitions for the

fictitious case where system moves from a state to itself. Whilst the solutions

generated by the method are not ‘exact’; it was found to provide similar results as

the Runge-Kutta method in Ingolfsson et al. (2007), but was more computationally

efficient.

The DTM approach has also been shown to produce accurate results at a much

faster speed than several approximation methods (Wall and Worthington, 2007) -

especially in situations where the time-dependent performance is important. The

approach uses discrete-time models to approximate the behaviour of continuous time

queues by dividing the time of operation of the system into a set of non-overlapping

intervals. The system state is only observed at interval boundaries and assuming

that the probability distribution of the number of arrivals in a slot can be calculated

independently of arrivals in other slots, the technique constructs a transition matrix

(updated at each interval) to take account of the various states that occur at each

time step and evaluate the probabilities associated with each state.

Comparative studies investigating the potential of the methods to compute service

quality have been performed in Ingolfsson et al. (2007) and Izady (2010), revealing

that approximately the same level of accuracy as the Runge-Kutta method can be

obtained by the randomization method in shorter times. DTM was discovered to

be the slowest method with modest accuracy, although some of its inaccuracy was

attributed to variance mismatch resulting from approximating the service time with a

discrete Geometric distribution. The Euler method was declared as the fastest method

whose accuracy is not as good as randomization, but was very close and seems good

enough for most practical purposes. For this reason, combined with the advantage
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that the Euler method can be embedded into an Excel spreadsheet and incorporated

into a workforce capacity scheduling tool in line with the ultimate aim of this thesis,

its potential to compute WAST performance is investigated in the form of case studies

in Chapters 6 and 7.

In situations where systems allow the arrival rate and number of servers to vary at

the start of pre-specified shifts, but then remain constant for the entire duration of

each shift, the system can be modelled as a mixed discrete-continuous time Markov

chain (MDCTMC) (Ingolfsson, 2002). The difficult component to understand in such

a system is the behaviour at shift boundaries and the effect of a departing server

if they are providing service when they are scheduled to leave. Ingolfsson (2002)

comprehensively investigated the influence of departing servers actions under the

exhaustive discipline in a MDCTMC, further covering scenarios where servers may

stop accepting customers ∆t units before their shift is due to end. It was noted that

the equations in (5.6) hold between each shift, but that the state probability vector

(denoting the probabilities of various numbers of customers in the system) undergoes

instantaneous transitions at shift boundaries as servers join/leave the system.

Kao and Wilson (1999) also commented that it is impractical to avoid truncation (in

terms of the number of equations considered in the set of balance equations) in a

numerical solution of the problem, since the infinite set must be reduced to a finite set

to be solved numerically. Thus to ensure the dimension of the Markov chain is finite,

a limit G is imposed on the number of customers considered in the system. Whilst

no formal methodology exists to determine the value of G, it must be large enough

to approximate an infinite capacity system with reasonable accuracy. Ingolfsson et al.

(2007) selected the value so that it was the greater of 100 or ⌈maxtǫ(0,T ] s(t)⌉ if the

solution satisfied PG(t) ≤ 10−6 for all t. If not, they increased G by 50% until the

condition was satisfied.

Several summary measures can be computed as a direct function of the number of

customers in the system. For example, the average number of customers in any queue

is given by
∞∑

n=s(t)

nPn(t), but this expression can only be converted to a closed-form

formula for a limited number of queueing systems with specific characteristics.

Discussions surrounding methods that allow computation of the time that a customer

would have to wait for service if they arrived to a queueing system at instant t,

referred to as the virtual waiting time, are included in Ingolfsson (2002); and
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extensions to the standard formulation that allow the quantity to be computed in

systems with a time-varying number of servers are proposed. Since closed-form

expressions are unobtainable for such time-dependent systems, the methods are

based on the logical concept of aggregating the products of the probability of n

customers present in the queue and the probability of a wait longer than time x

given n customers in the queue. The main challenges faced by WAST relate to

limiting the proportion of patients with unacceptable waiting times; thus this thesis

devotes considerable attention to develop the research contained in Ingolfsson (2002)

to allow the virtual waiting time distribution to be computed in time-dependent

systems that are additionally subject to varying levels of priority requests. Chapters

6 and beyond accordingly describe the proposed extensions to the methods, with

a particular focus on the computation of the virtual waiting time over shift boundaries.

In cases where numerical methods are implemented to determine the minimum

number of servers required to meet a given service level, the equations in (5.6) may be

solved iteratively using a single dimensional search over the number of servers in each

period, to find the minimum number required to meet the the desired performance

target. The incorporation of a preemptive or exhaustive discipline however drastically

affects the performance of the system under time-dependent conditions. Discussions

surrounding this issue are contained in Ingolfsson (2002).

Whilst this thesis investigates the potential of the aforementioned approximation and

numerical techniques to analyse the WAST service system, it is also worth noting that

simulations have long been used to explore analytically intractable models. Drawing

upon infinite-server models’ results and a square root staffing law as well as the strength

and stability of simulation models, Izady (2010) recently proposed a heuristic iterative

approach for staffing emergency departments, based on the concept of time-stable

performance. The square root safety-staffing principle recommends a number of servers

s given by

s = r +∆ = r + β
√
r, −∞ < β < ∞, (5.7)

where β represents the performance quality, which may be appropriately selected for

each particular model (for example, as a ratio between hourly staffing and waiting

time costs). The idea is that if r is large enough, then staffing the system with

r + β
√
r servers (for some parameter β) will achieve both short customer waiting

times and high service utilisation (Koole and Mandelbaum, 2002). The form of s has
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been shown to be extremely accurate for M/M/s systems, and also robust for systems

with multiple queues where agents have different skills (Askin et al., 2007).

The use of simulation is also explored in Defraeye and Van Nieuwenhuyse (2012) to

analyse system performance under staffing levels proposed by an extension of the

Iterative Staffing Algorithm (ISA). The ISA is a simulation-based approach to deter-

mine staffing requirements under time-varying arrivals, which targets a stable delay

probability throughout the day. It operates by evaluating the delay probability for

each period, and subsequently updating the staffing function with a more appropriate

number of servers and re-analysing system performance, until the stopping criterion

is met. The extended ISA specifically considers the probability of an excessive wait as

the performance measure of interest; and is therefore more relevant to this study.

In many real life queueing systems, customers are not served in the direct order in

which they arrive, but in terms of a pre-assigned ‘priority’ level. There is a wealth of

literature devoted to the analysis of multi-server priority queues (Sleptchenko, 2005);

however priority queueing theory in a multi-server setting with time-dependent arrivals

is unsurprisingly less tractable to analyse. Section 5.4 outlines some of the existing

research in the field of priority queueing theory, and notes the current gaps in the

literature that the research contained in this thesis aims to narrow.

5.4 Priority queueing theory

Priority queueing is relevant to a range of real-life systems such as profit-making busi-

nesses which allow their users to pay additional capital for their jobs to be completed

with priority, medical environments where patients suffering life-threatening conditions

are attended to by paramedics before those exhibiting minor injuries, and hospital units

which serve both emergency and elective patients. In priority systems higher priority

customers are served before those with lower levels of priority, and only when there is

no higher priority unit awaiting service is a lower-level priority unit taken into service.

Figure 5.5, for example, depicts a typical profile of routine requests for ambulance

transportation to Wales over a 24-hour period, which must be responded to in con-

junction with urgent requests (previously discussed with Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.5: Urgent and routine demand for ambulance transportation

Figure 5.5 illustrates that the two sources of demand are time-dependent (especially

urgent demand). Both are subject to stochastic and predictable sources of variation;

yet the urgent requests must be prioritised over the routine requests at all times,

even when the number of urgent requests far outweigh the routine demand, which

varies little in comparison. Governed by the rules of priority queueing theory, an

ambulance may only be sent to attend to a routine request if there are no urgent

patients currently awaiting assistance. Thus to provide a constant service quality to

both customer classes, the number of crews and ambulances on duty must rise along

with the total number of requests; otherwise patients with routine requests would

be significantly backlogged in periods with high demand volumes. Hence whilst the

number of unacceptable waiting times for urgent requests may rise at such times,

the proportion of routine patients experiencing excessive waiting times would rise

significantly more.

For the purpose of this research, only two priority classes will be considered: high

priority (HP) and low priority (LP) customers, and within each class of customer the
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queue discipline is first come first served. When representing such a priority system as

a queueing model, the following notation is commonly used in the literature:

• λH and λL denote the average arrival rates of HP and LP customers respectively

• µ denotes the mean service rate (assumed equal for HP and LP customers)

• ρH = λH

sµ
and ρL = λL

sµ
represent the server utilisation rates of each category of

customer

• rH = λH

µ
and rL = λL

µ
represent the offered loads from each category of customer

Priority queueing theory falls into two branches according to the priority structure

governing the order in which customers are served, as when a HP item arrives at

a facility requesting service, two situations are possible. The HP customer arriving

when no other customers of its class are present may either go directly into service

and replace any LP customer in service (if one is present), or it may wait for the

non-priority unit to complete service. Recall from Section 5.2 that the former of

these is known as the preemptive priority discipline and the latter is called the

head-of-the-line discipline. This thesis concerns the analysis of the the head-of-the

line priority discipline, since once an ambulance is assigned to deal with a patient, it

cannot be re-routed to attend another incident until it has completed its service.

The head-of-the line priority discipline for a single-server queue was first studied by

Cobham (1954). Morse (1955) extended this work to obtain the probability generating

function of queue lengths for systems with Poisson arrivals and exponential service

times. More recently, Miller (1992) used the embedded Markov chain technique (see

Gross and Harris (1998)) to analyse queues with Poisson arrivals and general service

times, which was found to provide different solutions to the generating function

approach.

In general, priority queueing is difficult to analyse in a multi-server setting because

customers of different priority classes may be in service at the same time. In order to

predict which customer will leave in a time interval, it is necessary to know the precise

composition of all customers in the system within that interval and their position

within the facility (i.e. the number of HP customers in the system, HP customers in

service, LP customers in the system and LP customers in service). Thus the Markov

chain representation of the multi-class, multi-server queue requires tracking the number
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of jobs of each class through the system, meaning that a chain must be constructed

which grows infinitely in k dimensions (where k is the number of priority classes)

(Harchol-Balter et al., 2005). For smaller numbers of priority classes, it is possible to

illustrate the Markov chain representation of the system in diagrammatic form. Figure

5.6 displays this chain for the case of an M/M/2 queue with two priority classes, which

is simpler to analyse since it grows infinitely in only two dimensions. It demonstrates

that HP customers are served according to an M/M/2 queue; but LP customers may

be served according to an M/M/2 or M/M/1 queue, or may not have access to a

any server. Thus whilst closed-form formulas exist to evaluate performance measures

relating to HP customers (at least under steady-state conditions); the task of evaluating

the service quality to LP customers is more complex (Harchol-Balter et al., 2005)).

Figure 5.6: Markov chain representation of M/M/2 queue with 2 priority classes.
The numbers presented for each state represent the number of HP (H) and LP (L)
customers within the system

Of all the papers analysing multi-server priority queues, almost all are restricted

to two priority classes with exponential service times. Other papers not restricted

to two priority classes often use coarse approximations based on assuming that the

multi-server behaviour is related to that of a single-server system (Bondi, 1984), or

approximations based on aggregating the many priority classes into two classes, see

Ngo and Lee (1990).
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A survey of methods used in the literature until 2005 for solving priority queueing

systems with two classes by Harchol-Balter et al. (2005) revealed that analytic methods

may be divided into four main types:

• Approximations via aggregation or truncation

– Several papers have investigated methods to simplify the representation of

the Markov chain, which grows infinitely as the number of priority classes

considered in the system is increased. For example, Kao and Narayanan

(1990) truncate the chain by limiting the number of high priority jobs and

Nishida (1992) aggregates states. However these methods provide poor ap-

proximations for large values of ρ.

• Matrix analytic methods

– Matrix analytic methods model the birth-death process illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.2 using matrices that encode transitions from various states to track

system behaviour over time. They have been shown to offer a numerical

solution to the problem (see Wagner, 1997; Kao and Wilson, 1999), and al-

though transition matrices can be constructed to track the probability of

specific states in infinite Markov chains with k = 2, they are far more com-

putationally efficient in infinite chains with k = 1. For this reason, many

researchers choose to use additional approximations (e.g. by truncating the

state space) alongside these methods.

• Generating function methods

– In queueing systems with exponential service times, probability generating

functions may be defined that provide the probability that the system is in

different states (see Cohen, 1956). However, the solutions generated by the

approach are susceptible to larger errors as the traffic intensity grows.

• Particular cases where the classes have the same mean service times

– In systems where the service rate is identical for all priority classes, the re-

sulting analysis may be simplified so closed-form formulas may be developed

for certain performance measures, and Chen and Henderson (2001) explain

how the probability of an excessive wait may be approximated when the

mean service time is the same for all customers. Most papers assume that the
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service times are exponentially distributed for all classes, but Sleptchenko

(2005) further analyses systems with two hyper-exponential service distri-

butions using a combination of generating functions and matrix analytic

methods.

Whilst the methods discussed above provide accurate results under restricted circum-

stances, the first near-exact analysis of the M/PH/s queue with several priority classes

was recently proposed by Harchol-Balter et al. (2005). Their analysis developed a

new technique known as Recursive Dimensionality Reduction (RDR). RDR allows the

k-dimensional infinite Markov chain (resulting from tracking the k priority classes) to

be reduced into a one-dimensional infinite Markov chain, which may be readily solved

via numerical methods. It reduces the chain by firstly analysing the system only con-

sidering the highest priority (class 1) customers, and then using the analysis of the class

1 customers to analyse the performance of the class 2 customers etc, until all k priority

classes have been considered. Since the behaviour of the highest priority customers

is not influenced by the lower priority customers, the queue for the highest priority

customers can be treated as an M/M/s/FIFO/∞/∞ queue. By recursively analysing

the length of busy periods resulting from higher priority customers in the system,

approximating the busy periods using PH distributions and using the PH distributions

to construct one-dimensional Markov chains for lower priority customers, RDR ulti-

mately allows the system to be represented as a one-dimensional infinite Markov chain.

RDR can handle systems with any number of servers, any number of classes and PH

service times. In addition, RDR involves no truncation and results in only a small

inaccuracy when compared to simulation (< 2% error for all the cases studied) and

is extremely efficient. However, the complexity of the RDR method does increase

with both the number of servers and the number of classes. As the method becomes

less practical in situations where these numbers are high, a simpler (but slightly less

accurate) approximation RDR-A has been developed which works by collapsing the k

classes into two classes.

Many of the analytic methods researched in the papers discussed above have been

used to provide insights into expected waiting times; and into how these vary among

customers of different priority classes. In addition, Jaiswal (1962) considered the

transient solution of two-class priority queues with Poisson arrivals and general service

rates with two servers (by developing a Laplace transform of the time-dependent

priorities for the general case, and deriving an explicit solution for queue length
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probabilities for exponential service-time distributions with equal mean rates). The

solutions found were different to the generating function approach; revealing that

for complex queues, the asymptotic probability distribution obtained by considering

the evolution of the queueing process may be different from the one obtained by

considering the queue lengths at regeneration points (i.e. points at which the system

is permitted to change state). Cohen (1956) provided analytical solutions for the

delay probability, the average number of HP and LP customers in the queue, and the

average delay experienced by both priority of customers in a M/M/s system with

two priorities and infinite waiting capacity; and also additional formulas to evaluate

the number of LP customers ‘lost’ in systems where they are not able to wait if all

servers are busy when they arrive. Whilst exact solutions (derived from probability

generating functions) were provided for the case where the mean service time was

identical for both categories of customers, only a general solution was provided for the

case where the service time differed. Thus although the analysis of mean response time

has been well understood in the case of a single-server priority M/GI/1 queue since

the 1950’s (Cobham (1954) and Cohen (1956)), the analysis of M/GI/s and M/M/s

systems when services have different service rates has only been investigated in more

recent years. A solution detailing the mean waiting time experienced by two classes

of customers subject to exponentially distributed service times with different means

was successfully provided by Gail et al. (1988), through solving a matrix equation to

obtain the generating function of the steady-state probability distribution.

By means of applying matrix-analytic methods, Wagner (1997) further developed

Laplace-Stieltjes Transforms (LSTs) to calculate the moments of the waiting time

distribution for the different priority classes awaiting service (with equal average

service times) for a head-of-the-line priority system with finite capacity. Whilst

expressions for the steady-state customer waiting time distribution are not available

for such models (Chen and Henderson, 2001), the LSTs can be used to calculate the

probability that virtual waiting times for each class of customer exceed threshold levels.

The use of these LSTs to set staffing levels in a call centre with priority customers was

investigated in Chen and Henderson (2001). Whilst the authors noted that the LST

for the call waiting time of the highest priority group could be easily inverted, allowing

the probability of an excessive wait to be estimated for such customers, they observed

that the same methodology could not be applied to lower priority customers. In order

to avoid the calculations required by the algorithms given in Abate and Whitt (1995)

to compute the tail probabilities of the waiting time distribution (that are not easily
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implemented in a spreadsheet setting), the paper proposed easy-to-implement inequali-

ties to obtain a lower-bound on the waiting tail probabilities for the lower priority calls.

Whilst the analysis of priority queueing systems remains a thriving area of research

in OR today, only a few papers have been devoted to the analysis of such systems

that are also subject to time-dependent demand. Through considering methods to set

staffing call center levels in call centers with priority customers, the research contained

in Chen and Henderson (2001) draws the most parallels to the key issue investigated

within the following few chapters of this thesis. Chen and Henderson’s analysis is

however restricted to constructing staffing profiles based on the SIPP approximation

technique, which has been shown to be inaccurate for many service systems, as its

performance is heavily reliant upon the system possessing several necessary charac-

teristics. The main insight provided by the research however relates to the scrutiny

of the considerable error that can emerge when estimating performance for given

staffing levels, resulting from estimating the arrival rates for future periods based on

the average number of calls in a hourly periods throughout the week in the past. The

paper identifies three main sources of potential error in estimating the arrival rate in

this fashion: (i) estimation error arising from taking the average of a finite number

of random variables, (ii) failure to detect nonstationarities that could be present in

the data, and (iii) the presence of a random arrival rate (which may be a function of

external factors e.g. weather conditions). In particular, the pilot study performed in

Chen and Henderson (2001) revealed that the presence of a random arrival rate can

lead to overpredictions of service performance, so if one ignores randomness, the risk

of underestimating the number of staff required to achieve a given performance level

is increased. Despite the importance of this fact, the need to account for random

arrivals was found to be of second-order for the case study performed in the paper, as

it revealed that for the few cases where the failure to account for random fluctuations

produced different staffing requirements, the recommendation only differed by a

single call taker. As far as queueing models are concerned, the paper provides strong

motivation for considering the case where, conditional on the realisation of the random

arrival rate, calls arrive according to a Poisson process. Whilst the shortfall to neglect

randomness was deemed to be of second-order for the particular scenario investigated,

the paper concluded by emphasising that it might be important in other setting and

recommended future studies should consider different forecasting methods that are able

to adequately deal with nonstationarities in the data to achieve lower forecasting errors.
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More recent papers investigating priority systems have focussed on systems with various

attributes such as impatient customers, the analysis of the impact of buffer finiteness,

developing new techniques to track the number of HP and LP customers, and improv-

ing the accuracy of numerical solutions (Harchol-Balter et al. (2005) and Sleptchenko

(2005)). Gurvich et al. (2010) recently considered solving the problem of staffing a

multi-class multi-type call centre facing demand uncertainty by translating the prob-

lem of staffing with uncertain demand forecasts to one of solving a small set of prob-

lems with perfectly predictable demand-rate vectors. The paper also highlighted the

importance of taking the uncertainty of arrival rates into account and addressed two

main issues in call centre staffing: (i) that arrival rates are forecasted in advance (and

are rarely precise), and (ii) different customer classes have different service require-

ments so cannot be considered as a single customer class. The researchers proposed a

‘chance-constrained’ formulation of the problem to set staffing levels in service systems

to achieve pre-specified target service levels. This chance-constrained formulation is

based on the concept that the performance measure should met with high probability

(chosen by management) with respect to the uncertainty in the demand rate; and by

means of considering a staffing frontier approach, it translates a complex staffing prob-

lem with uncertain rates into one of solving multiple problems with predictable rates.

Whilst the paper does not directly consider time-varying arrival rates, the authors

note that the method could be extended to consider such issues. However, although

the procedure generates solutions that are nearly optimal for large call centers, the

solutions are subject to greater errors in smaller service systems.

5.5 Summary

This chapter has outlined many preliminaries required for the analysis of time-

dependent and priority queues. Beginning with a summary of the various components

of a queueing system, it has described key assumptions required in queueing theory

analysis, explained how performance measures may be computed in time-dependent

systems and outlined the most common methods used in the literature to analyse

priority queues.

Section 5.3 was specifically devoted to the analysis of time-dependent systems. It

explained that whilst the non-stationarity of the arrival process renders queueing

models analytically intractable, numerical and approximation methods have been

proposed in the literature that allow analysis of performance measures. Numerical
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methods can provide high degree of accuracy at the expense of computation speed,

whilst approximation methods are fast, but not so accurate. Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2

outlined the main methods that have been investigated in the literature, together

with the benefits and drawbacks of each approach. In particular, the SIPP and Euler

approaches were presented as suitable techniques to evaluate performance measures in

time-dependent systems, which shall be further studied and applied to WAST data in

Chapter 6. In conjunction with the application of these methods, more specific details

of the techniques will be provided, along with suggestions of potential improvements

that could be applied to enhance the performance of the models.

The review of priority queueing systems highlighted that whilst detailed solutions have

been provided for the mean waiting times experienced by two priority groups of cus-

tomers, little research has been devoted to the analysis of other performance measures

in time-dependent priority systems. Section 5.4 explained how a priority queue may

be modelled as a Markov chain, and summarised the most popular methods that have

been developed to analyse such queues in the literature. The work contained in Chap-

ter 7 of this thesis aims to narrow the observed gap in the research relating to the

evaluation of performance measures systems that are simultaneously subject to prior-

ity and time-dependent demand, through considering extensions that may be applied

to the time-dependent methods discussed in Section 5.3, to enable their application

within priority queueing systems. The analysis shall attempt to enhance the methods

previously considered in the literature by investigating revisions that can be applied

to the arrival rate in the SIPP approach, examining the behaviour of the system over

shift boundaries to enable the numerical approach to be applied within time-dependent

priority systems, and proposing a hybrid approach that employs both numeric and ap-

proximation methods.



Chapter 6

Computing service levels in

M (t)/M/s(t)/FIFO systems

6.1 Introductory remarks

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the potential of the methods summarised

in the queueing theory literature review (Chapter 5) to evaluate the performance of

non-stationary systems, together with their drawbacks and possible extensions. For

the approximation method, the focus is on the SIPP approach due to its capacity to

restrict changes to occur at the boundaries of staffing intervals; and a Euler solver

is employed to provide a numerical solution, as introduced in Chapter 5. For the

numerical method, a detailed study examining the true behaviour of the system at

shift boundaries is included, focussing on the adjustment of the waiting time formulas

and distribution of the expected number of customers in the system at such epochs.

On the application front, the models are used to predict a portion of the full EMS

problem: the minimum number of paramedics required to respond to Category A

incidents arising within the SE Region, so that 65% of all such incidents are responded

to within 8 minutes as specified by the AOF targets (Welsh Government, 2011). Model

comparisons allow for empirical specification of the conditions under which each of the

methods perform well, whilst consideration is also given to the effort required for their

execution. The chapter serves as a precursor to Chapter 7, where the investigated

approaches are extended to model a priority queueing system, so the minimum number

of ambulances required to respond to Category A and Category B calls can be computed

simultaneously.

92
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The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2.1 outlines the SIPP

methodology and includes discussions surrounding the calculation of excessive wait

probabilities (the system performance measure of interest to WAST) in stationary

M/M/s systems, since these systems are adjoined in a series by the approximation

technique. Details of the numerical method follow in Section 6.2.2 with explanations

clarifying how the standard queueing theory expressions may be extended to accurately

evaluate performance measures in time-dependent systems. Particular attention is de-

voted to the behaviour of the system performance at shift boundaries, and descriptions

of the extensions necessary to allow for meaningful analysis at such epochs are given.

Section 6.3 provides an overview of the data used to test the application of the methods

and demonstrates how the techniques may be employed to model particular scenarios

before evaluating the potential of several variations of the SIPP approach to determine

staffing requirements in an emergency response setting. Supplementary case studies are

performed which reveal greater insights into the numerical methodology and illustrate

the effects arising from the incorporation of the varying types of server behaviours at

shift boundaries. A short summary of the chapter is ultimately provided in Section

6.4 which brings together the applied and theoretical aspects of the time dependent

queueing theory techniques.

6.2 Approximation and numerical methods

This section provides further details regarding approximation and numerical methods

that can be used to analyse systems subject to time-dependent demand.

6.2.1 Approximation methodology

Service systems with time-varying arrival rates commonly use the M/M/s model

(which assumes a constant arrival rate, service rate and number of servers) as part

of a larger SIPP model to allow staffing requirements to change throughout the

operation period (Green et al., 2001, 2006, 2007). Both SIPP and PSA methodologies

are outlined in Chapter 5.3.1, and for the reason that the SIPP approach additionally

restricts changes to occur at the boundaries of staffing intervals, this method is widely

recognised as a practical technique that will be accordingly investigated to analyse the

data within this thesis. Hence all references to the approximate methodology herein

directly refer to the SIPP approach.
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In order to allow a time-varying arrival rate that occurs in many service systems, the

methodology followed by SIPP is to first divide the full operation period into distinct

staffing intervals, find the average the arrival rate of customers in each interval, and to

use this average as input to a series of stationary M/M/s queueing models to estimate

the number of servers required in each period. The advantage of this approach is

that formulae for performance measures such as the probability of delay can be

easily obtained for each independent M/M/s queue and programmed in a spread-

sheet tool, so recommendations of the minimum number of servers required to meet

the service target in each period can be instantly generated for any forecasting horizon.

The methodology assumes that delays in consecutive periods are statistically in-

dependent (which is clearly a fundamental flaw of such models), that the system

reaches steady state within each planning period (so the probability of the number of

customers in the system follow the formulae in equation (5.2)), and that the arrival

rate does not change within each planning period. Thus the accuracy of the results is

strongly reliant upon a number of parameters possessing suitable properties outlined

in Chapter 5.3.1: in particular the magnitude of the service rate, the amplitude of

the arrival rate, and how these interact together. Thus despite its very widespread

use, SIPP may not always provide appropriate staffing levels (Green et al., 2001).

In cases where these assumptions are violated, the accuracy of the approach can be

improved by adjusting the arrival rate function before the applications of the approxi-

mation methods (Thompson (1993); Green et al. (2001)), as described in Section 5.3.1.

Delay systems are service systems which operate with a finite number of agents and

an infinitely large waiting space, so that all customers prepared to queue may even-

tually be served. A common performance measure of interest for evaluating service

quality in such systems (e.g. WAST) is the probability of an excessive wait and several

organisations have devised targets that specify that this wait should be kept below

a given threshold for a given proportion of customers. For example, up until the

first quarter of 2011, there was a target for 98% of patients in A & E departments

to be discharged, transferred or admitted to inpatient care within 4 hours of arrival

(Izady and Worthington, 2012), whilst call centers often aim to answer a given pro-

portion of calls within 20 seconds of a connection being made (Atlason et al., 2008).

Moreover this performance measure is used as the primary indicator of service quality

of the ambulance service, and the specific targets for the different categories of incidents

have been detailed in Section 1.4. As mentioned in Section 5.2, closed-form formulas
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exist to calculate the probability of excessive waits in M/M/s systems. The analysis

contained in the following section explains how these formulas may be derived and

applied to a series of M/M/s systems adjoined by the SIPP technique, to ultimately

approximate the probability of an excessive wait within each period.

6.2.1.1 Virtual waiting time distribution

Using the notation as described in Chapter 5.2, it is clear that the probability of an

excessive wait (also known as the waiting tail probability) may be expressed as:

P (Wq > x) =
∞∑

n=s

P (W n
q > x)pn (6.1)

Thus if the values for the infinite dimensional vector (pn) = (p0, p1, p2, ...) are known,

the likelihood that a customer waits greater than time x before commencing service may

be computed instantaneously. For stationaryM/M/s systems, the Poisson distribution

may be employed to provide the values for this vector since it evaluates the probability

of exactly r services finishing in time t. Observing that the wait in the queue will be

greater than time x if less than n services are completed in the time x, equation (6.1)

may be reduced to the following closed-form formula (see Gross and Harris (1998)):

P (Wq > x) =

(
(λ
µ
)s p0

s!(1− λ
sµ
)

)
(
e−(sµ−λ)t

)
(6.2)

Whilst equation (6.2) allows for the evaluation of this probability in a steady-state

system, the computation of the same measure in a time-dependent system must

capture the change in probability distribution of the number of customers in the

system as servers join and leave the system at shift boundaries. Whilst the question

of how to evaluate this probability for inhomogeneous time periods is considered in

detail in Section 6.2.2.2, an approximate probability may be obtained by embedding

equation (6.2) as part of a larger SIPP model: by dividing the period of operation into

distinct staffing intervals, assuming steady-state conditions in each and inputting the

relevant arrival rate for each shift, it is possible to iteratively compute the probability

of an excessive wait with varying quantities of staff, s, and estimate the minimum

required per shift to meet the target guidelines.

It is important to remember however that the results are strictly approximations as
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when adjoining multiple M/M/s systems, SIPP fails to account for the dependence

between periods which occurs in practice as the queue length at the start of each

period is reliant on the number of customers remaining in the system at the end of the

previous period. In cases where the assumptions of SIPP are violated, more accurate

predictions may be determined by appropriately adjusting the arrival rates input to

equation (6.2), using techniques as discussed in Section 5.3.1.

Before applying SIPP to the ambulance data, a description is given of the particular

numerical method that shall be employed in this work to provide exact probabilities

of excessive waits and used to benchmark the performance of the approximation tech-

nique.

6.2.2 Numerical methodology

In order to evaluate the quality of the SIPP approach, the Euler method is used

to provide a numerical solution of the balance equations for the reasons that it has

been used as a benchmark in a number of other papers evaluating service quality

(Davis et al. (1995); Massey and Whitt (1997)), is relatively straightforward to

implement and provides accurate results since the only approximations required (after

the substitution of the arrival rate function with one that is piecewise constant over

the calculation periods) are the replacement of an infinite set of equations with a

limited set and those to numerically solve a set of differential equations. Hence all

references to numerical approaches from this point onwards assume that the solutions

are those generated by a Euler solver.

Section 5.3.2 presented the balance equations for anM(t)/M/s(t) system (see equation

(5.6)), explained that a limit G must be imposed on the number considered in the

system to reduce the infinite set of balance equations to a finite set, demonstrated

how the Euler method may be used to solve the equations, and stated that the service

quality function is generally evaluated at calculation intervals of length δc across the

period of operation (divided into shifts of length δpp, assumed to be an integer multiple

of the length of δc). When choosing a sensible calculation interval, it is desirable to

select one such that it provides a fairly accurate representation of the system in a

reasonable computation time. Until recently there has been no formal method used to

control the accuracy of the Euler method, but Izady (2010) advises that this quantity

be chosen such that δc =
1
2v

where v refers to the rate at which the process leaves its
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current state (as a result of a customer arrival, departure or change in the number of

servers), defined in Appendix A.3.

Systems which allow the arrival rate and number of servers to vary at the start of

pre-specified shifts, and remain constant for the entire duration of each shift, can be

modelled as MDCTMCs. Considering a birth-death process {N(t)} (defined in Section

5.2), and letting pn(t) = Prob {N(t) = n} and tz, z = 1, 2, ... represent the times that

shifts start and finish, when the number of servers and arrival rates are permitted

to change; then at shift boundaries tz the stochastic process {N(t)} behaves as a

discrete time Markov chain, and like a continuous time Markov chain between these

time points. Thus during the intervals (0, t1), (t1, t2) the probabilities pn(t) satisfy

the balance equations given in (5.6). If (pn(t)) represents the vector (p0(t), p1(t), ...)

then at shift boundaries (i.e. time points where t = tz), the vector is subject to an

instantaneous transition (pn(t)) = (pn(t))
−B(t) where (pn(t))

− = limy→tz(pn(y)) (i.e.

the probability vector immediately before the shift boundary) and B(t) is a probability

matrix. Further information regarding the theory of the MDCTMC may be found in

Ingolfsson (2002) who defines the model, and investigates the analysis of the Markov

chain if servers stop accepting customers ∆t units before they are due to finish duty.

The research contained within this thesis extends the approach by Ingolfsson (2002)

through converting the formulae to a format that may be applied to (i) various types

of shift boundaries and (ii) priority systems; so they may ultimately be readily applied

to the WAST service system in Section 6.3, where crew members cannot decline calls

for assistance before their shift ends due to the severity of the incidents requiring their

assistance.

6.2.2.1 Mappings of state probability vector across shift boundaries

In the representation of a system as a MDCTMC, it may be desirable to allow the

arrival rate and number of servers to vary at set times throughout the duration of a

long shift. For example, in situations where shifts are pre-defined (say morning (6am-

12pm), afternoon (12pm-7pm) and evening (7pm-6am)), then if the arrival rate changes

significantly across the course of a shift, a more appropriate staffing profile could be

formulated by employing a consistent set of base staff who work for the entire duration

of the shift (i.e. all hourly periods throughout the shift in succession), with a small

number of additional staff who may start/stop work for certain hourly periods as the

demand rises/falls throughout the shift to consistently match the demand for services.
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In recognition of these scenarios, this research defines and analyses two types of shift

boundaries:

• A true shift boundary: These boundaries mark the set times at which pre-

defined shifts (e.g. morning, afternoon, night) finish. It is assumed that all

staff leave at the end of this shift under exhaustive discipline guidelines, and are

replaced by an entirely new set of staff in the following shift.

• A dummy shift boundary: This type of boundary occurs at epochs at which

the number of servers is permitted to change, say at the end of every hourly

period. At a dummy shift boundary, it is assumed that the same servers are

employed if the equivalent number (or more) are required for the following period.

If more staff are required, these work alongside the existing servers for as many

hourly periods as needed. Since customers are assigned to servers at random,

then if some servers are idle at a dummy shift boundary when staff are scheduled

to leave, it is possible that the idle servers are those assigned to leave or remain

within the system. All busy servers departing the system adhere to the rules as

specified by the exhaustive discipline.

Under the exhaustive discipline, all servers that are busy at a true shift boundary

continue serving the patients they are currently dealing with until they complete their

service - thus all patients being attended to by such servers at the shift boundary are

consequently ‘ejected’ (i.e. removed) from the system as they no longer require the

assistance of a resource scheduled to work. In reality, the customers continue to be

served by the departing servers until their work is completed. The servers scheduled

to work in the next period immediately begin attending to the patients waiting in the

queue.

Since busy staff who are scheduled to leave the system at the shift boundary are

assumed to continue working until they complete their current service under the

exhaustive discipline, at the same time that new servers begin serving customers at

the front of the queue, this research implicitly assumes that resource shortages never

arise i.e. sufficient equipment is available for both crew sets to operate simultaneously.

In the case of WAST, this implies that new crews may acquire separate RRVs/EAs

to those deployed for the preceding shift, and that the the previous crews are not

required to return to base to pass on any equipment to new staff commencing duty.
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Motivated by the scenario where there are 3 busy servers and 4 customers in the queue

awaiting service before the shift boundary, Figure 6.1 provides a visual representation

the effect of applying each type of shift boundary on the number of customers in the

queue, when various staffing levels are required after the boundary (see Figure 6.1(b -

d)).

• If the number of servers is decreased from 3 to 2 (as in Figure 6.1(b)), then:

– For a true shift boundary: 2 customers remain in the queue since the original

3 staff leave the system (continuing to serve the customers in service) and

are replaced by a new set of 2 employees who immediately see the first 2

customers in the queue.

– For a dummy shift boundary: 4 customers remain in the queue since only

one server departs and the remaining two continue their duty as normal, so

there is no effect on the number of customers in the queue.

• If the number of servers remains constant (as in Figure 6.1(c)), then:

– For a true shift boundary: 1 customer remains in the queue since the orig-

inal set of staff are replaced by an entirely new set so the queue length is

effectively reduced by the original number of servers.

– For a dummy shift boundary: 4 customers remain in the queue since the sys-

tem continues to operate in a standard fashion, so the queue length remains

unchanged.

• If the number of servers is increased from 3 to 4 (as in Figure 6.1(d)), then:

– For a true shift boundary: 0 customers remain in the queue since the entire

set of original staff leave in the case and are replaced by a new set of 4, who

are able to deal with all customers awaiting service in the queue.

– For a dummy shift boundary: 3 customers remain in the queue since no staff

leave the system, but an extra employee is assigned works to work along side

the existing servers and accordingly takes on the first customer in the queue.
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TRUE SHIFT BOUNDARY DUMMY SHIFT BOUNDARY

(a) Representation of system before shift 

boundary

s1

s2

s3

3 customers in service ; 4 customers in queue.

(a) Representation of system before shift 

boundary

s1

s2

s3

3 customers in service ; 4 customers in queue.

Off-duty

(b) Three staff before shift boundary; two after

s4

s5

s1

s2

s3
3 customers ejected; 

2 customers in service;

2 customers in queue.
Off-duty

(b) Three staff before shift boundary; two after

s�s�
s�

1 customer ejected; 

2 customers in service;

4 customers remain in queue.

Off-duty

(c) Three staff before shift boundary; three after

s4

s5

s6

s1

s2

s3
3 customers ejected; 

3 customers in service;

1 customer in queue.
Off-duty

(c) Three staff before shift boundary; three after

s�
s�s1

3 customers remain in service;

4 customers remain in queue.

Off-duty

(d) Three staff before shift boundary; four after

s1

s2

s3

s5

s6

s4

s7
3 customers ejected; 

4 customers in service;

0 customers in queue.
Off-duty

(d) Three staff before shift boundary; four after

s�
s3

s�
s4

4 (3 + 1) customers 

in service; 

3 customers in queue.

Figure 6.1: Representation of system before shift boundary (a), and movement of
customers after true and dummy boundaries with varying number of servers (b - d)

In view of the above observations, it is necessary to apply instantaneous transitions to

the state probabilities pn(t), n = 0, 1, ... over each type of shift boundary to account

for the effect of departing servers.
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Case A: True shift boundary

At true shift boundaries, all servers exit the system, so the probabilities evolve accord-

ing to the mapping:

p0(t) =
s(t)−∑
n=0

pn(t)
−,

pn(t) = pn+s(t)(t)
−, for 1 ≤ n ≤ G− s(t)−.

(6.3)

where pn(t)
− = limr→tz pn(r) and s(t)− = limr→tz s(r) (i.e. the probability vectors and

number of servers on duty immediately before shift boundaries, assumed to occur at

time points t = tz).

Case B: Dummy shift boundary

The transitions are more complex to define in the case of a dummy boundary, as it

becomes necessary to account for the actions of departing servers. If no servers leave,

then the state probability vector requires no modification over the boundary. However,

if some servers depart the vector undergoes an instantaneous transition according to

(p(t)) = (p(t))−B(t). The formulation of the matrix B(t) for the exhaustive discipline

where some servers stop accepting customers ∆t units before they are due to finish

duty, is presented in Ingolfsson (2002). With slight modifications to the assignment

of the variables proposed in this paper, the same form of the matrix may be used

to model the case of a dummy shift boundary, where the departing servers follow

an exhaustive discipline. Whilst only a small modification is necessary to develop

an matrix that appropriately accounts for the effect of departing servers at dummy

shift boundaries, the workforce capacity planning tool provided in conjunction with

this thesis establishes how it contributes greatly to the existing literature with a

demonstration of a beneficial application of the formulae. In the workforce planning

tool, shift schedules are developed around the hourly period requirements that are

produced by the SIPP and Euler methodologies: thus since the exact type of shift

boundaries are unknown at the stage that the hourly period requirements are gener-

ated, it is appropriate to apply a dummy shift boundary to every period; since shifts

are flexible and will be selected to match the period requirements as closely as possible.

For the case of a dummy shift boundary in a standard time-dependent queue, the

matrix B(t) used to calculate the probability that δn customers are ejected from the
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system is derived as follows.

If all servers are busy at a dummy boundary, the number of customers ejected will be

equivalent to the number of departing servers, so a value of 1 is assigned to the entries

in the relevant positions of the matrix B(t) to reflect this fact.

Contrarily, if not all servers are busy before the dummy boundary, then the number

of customers ejected can be less than the number of servers that leave (i.e. if an idle

server is selected to depart). It is assumed that customers are randomly assigned to

servers and the probability that each server is selected to leave at the boundary of

an interval is independent of whether they are busy or idle; thus following a similar

argument to that presented in Ingolfsson (2002), it is clear that that the number of

customers ejected follows a hypergeometric distribution (Johnson et al., 1993). Letting

δs represent the number of departing servers over the shift boundary and n represent

the total number of customers in the system before the boundary, then the probability

that δn customers are ejected from the system is:

φ(δn; δs, s(t)−, n) =

(
n
δn

)(
s(t)−−n
δs−δn

)
(
s(t)−

δs

) (6.4)

Thus the transition matrix B(t) has the following nonzero entries:

Bn,n−δs = 1 for n = s(t)−, s(t)− + 1, ...

Bn,n−δn = φ(δn; δs, s(t)−, n)





for n = 0, 1, ..., s(t)− − 1 and

(n− (s(t)− − δs))+ ≤ δn ≤ min(δs, n)

(6.5)

where (n− (s(t)− − δs))+ = max(0, n− (s(t)− − δs)).

As a motivating example of the above, consider a service system with 3 servers on duty

at a dummy shift boundary, where 1 server is scheduled to leave. If all servers are busy

at the shift boundary, then one customer will certainly be ejected from the system; but

if some servers are idle then it is possible that either 0 or 1 customer could be ejected.

For this simple example it is possible to logically determine the mappings that provide

the probabilities of varying numbers of customers in the system, before using B(t) to

confirm the results, since it is clear that:

• If no customers are in the system before the boundary, none can be present after.
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• If 1 customer is present before the boundary, this customer must be in service

so 1 server will be busy and 2 will be idle at the shift boundary. This gives a 1
3

chance that the customer will be ejected from the system (if being served by the

departing server), and a 2
3
chance they will continue to receive normal service.

• If 2 customers are in the system before the boundary, there is a 2
3
chance that 1

customer will be ejected and a 1
3
chance that both will remain in the system.

• If 3 or more customers are in the system before the boundary, then all servers

must be busy, so 1 customer will be ejected with certainty.

The matrix B(t) may be used to formally provide the probability mappings to be

applied to each of the state probability vector (pn(t)) under such a scenario to account

for the occurrences described above, as follows:

(p0(t) p1(t) p2(t) p0(3) · · · ) = (p0(t)
− p1(t)

− p2(t)
− p0(3)

− · · · )




1 0 0 0 · · ·
1
3

2
3

0 0 · · ·
0 2

3
1
3

0 · · ·
0 0 1 0 · · ·
0 0 0 1 · · ·
...

...
...

...
. . .




Multiplying out the matrix gives:

p0(t) = p0(t)
− + 1

3
p1(t)

−

p1(t) =
2
3
p1(t)

− + 2
3
p2(t)

−

p2(t) =
1
3
p2(t)

− + p3(t)
−

pn(t) = pn+1(t)
− ∀n ≥ 3 (i.e. s(t)−),

as desired.

6.2.2.2 Virtual waiting time distribution

In time-dependent systems, the probability distribution of the number of customers in

the system varies throughout the day, so the formula to calculate the probability of an

excessive wait must capture this element of change. The performance measure may be

calculated as a function of the state probability vector, but the expression must be re-

fined to account for the transitions over shift boundaries. Ingolfsson (2002) states that

the incorporation of a preemptive or an exhaustive discipline can have a considerable

impact on performance predictions, especially when average service times are relatively
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long and the number of servers changes quite drastically. This research hypothe-

sises that the incorporation of a dummy or true shift boundary is also vitally important.

Green and Soares (2007) explain how the probability of an excessive wait may be

computed under the non-exhaustive discipline, assuming that the infinite dimensional

vector (pn(t)) is known in their derivations as a result of solving the balance equations.

However in extension to the work presented in this paper, as well as contrastingly

dealing with a exhaustive discipline, this research recognises that the state probability

vector experiences an instantaneous transition at the shift boundaries to account for

the actions of a leaving server (as described above); and thus additionally allows for

the application of the adjustments defined in Section 6.2.2 in conjunction with the

waiting time formulae. For the case of a true shift boundary, it is observable that the

virtual waiting time Wq(t) of a customer in the queue is equivalent to the first passage

of time that the continuous Markov chain tracking the number of customers in the

system N(t) reduces to match the number of servers available in the shift after the

boundary, since if customers are served in a FIFO fashion then when there are the

same number of customers as servers, all customers are able to be served. However,

more complex formulations of the expression are required if the number of servers on

duty change within the target waiting time (Green and Soares, 2007).

The calculation is surprisingly simpler under the exhaustive discipline, since it is not

necessary to account for customers being preempted back into the queue. This chapter

furthers the work of Ingolfsson (2002) on this subject (who define the case for the

exhaustive discipline with allowances for servers to stop accepting customers ∆t units

before their shift is due to end) by defining how the tail probability of the waiting

time may be computed for both dummy and true shift boundaries, in a format readily

extendable to priority systems.

The derivation of the formula to calculate the probability of an excessive wait requires

the notation defined in Chapter 5.2 to be extended to incorporate time-dependent

behaviour, such that Wq(t) denotes the virtual time that a customer arriving at time

t must wait before commencing service. In particular, this research is concerned with

limiting the waiting tail probability, P (Wq(t) > x), to a pre-determined proportion.

Letting W n
q (t) denote the waiting time in the queue for a customer that arrives to the

system at time t to find n people in the system ahead and s servers on duty, then this
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may be computed for a time-dependent system as:

P (Wq(t) > x) =
∞∑

n=s

P (W n
q (t) > x)pn(t) (6.6)

Queueing models for non-stationary M(t)/M/s(t) systems are analytically intractable

(Izady and Worthington, 2012); thus unlike the steady-state case, no closed-form

expressions exist to provide the values of the infinite dimensional vector (pn(t)). In

such situations, P (Wq(t) > x) can be evaluated by computing the state probability

vector at small intervals throughout the operation period (during which the system

is not expected to have changed much), and considering the minimum number of

customers required to leave within the target time for the target measure to be met

at each of these epochs.

The expression formulated to evaluate P (Wq(t) > x) at a time t, when time t and

t + x lie within the same interval (e.g. within (0, t1), within (t1, t2) etc) forms the

basis of the formula developed to compute the measure over shift boundaries. The

formula will initially be derived for the first case; henceforth referred to as the case

where the maximal allowed target wait time lies within a singular interval. Within such

intervals, the arrival rate and number of servers remains constant so {N(t)} behaves like
a continuous time Markov chain. One may exploit this property to compute the waiting

tail probability using the fact that the departure process behaves as a nonhomogeneous

Poisson process over the entire interval with rate µs (for periods when all servers are

busy over t interval), so the mean number of departures over [t, t+x] is given as below

(for further details see Green et al. (2007)):

a = µsx (6.7)

Thus the probability of the event P (“n − s or fewer departures over [t, t + x]”) is

equivalent to:
n−s∑

b=0

abe−a

b!
(6.8)

Hence,

P (W n
q (t) > x) =





n−s∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s,

0 if n < s.

(6.9)
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Yet if number of servers changes over [t, t + x], the derivation is complicated by

the fact that the event depends not only on s(t), the number of servers available at

time t, but also the number of servers in the period immediately after i.e. s(t + x).

In this case, the waiting time formula cannot be simply extended by replacing s

with s(t); as if the number of servers is increased exactly once over the interval for

example, say at time t + ∆t, where ∆t < x, then fewer than n − s(t) departures

may result in an arriving customer waiting less than time x before being served

(Green et al., 2007). This is because the additional staff starting at time ∆t will each

acquire a customer as soon as their shift begins, so fewer departures than service

commencements need to occur across the interval, to meet the waiting time target.

The following research adapts the approaches followed by Green et al. (2007) and

Ingolfsson (2002) to derive distinct waiting time formulae for both dummy and true

shift boundaries. The expressions presented are applicable to the case where the

number of servers change at most once during the maximal allowed waiting time since

this is a valid assumption in the ambulance service where the target response time

is measured in minutes and staffing numbers may only change on an hourly basis;

and the calculation of the waiting tail probability for situations where the number

of servers change more than once can only be approximate, at best (Green et al., 2007).

For the case where the maximum allowed waiting time overlaps two intervals and the

number of servers changes exactly once in [t+∆t, t+ x], there exists some ∆ ≤ x such

that:

s(u) =




s(t)− if u ∈ [t, t +∆t],

s(t)+ if u ∈ [t +∆t, t+ x].
(6.10)

In this case a must be redefined as:

a = µ

∫ t+x

t

s(u) du, u ∈ [t, t+ x] = µs(t)−∆t+ µs(t)+(x−∆t) (6.11)

to reflect the mean number of departures expected over an interval covered by two

different staffing teams.

Note that when n < max(s(t)−, s(t)+), it will always be true that P (W n
q (t) > x) = 0

because the (n+ 1)st customer will begin either begin service immediately (if s(t)− >

s(t)+) or at time t+∆t if s(t)− < s(t)+. When n ≥ max(s(t)−, s(t)+), then P (W n
q (t) >

x) will be dependent on the number of servers in time period [t, t + x].
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Case A: True shift boundary

At a true shift boundary where an exhaustive discipline applies, all s(t)− servers em-

ployed for the first shift continue to serve any customers they are dealing with at

the shift boundary (working overtime), so all customers currently in service are ejected

from the system. The s(t)+ new servers concurrently commence work and begin serving

customers in the queue immediately (assuming there is no resource shortage resulting

from equipment needing to be acquired from a departing server). Thus greater than

n− s(t)−− s(t)+ departures in [t, t+x] would permit an arriving customer to wait less

that time x before being served, such that:

P (W n
q (t) > x) =





n−s(t)−−s(t)+∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)− + s(t)+,

0 otherwise.

(6.12)

The formula presented in equation (6.12) remains consistent, no matter if the number

of servers increase, decrease or remain the same over the boundary. The formulation

of the expression is essentially equivalent to that in Ingolfsson (2002), but specifically

concerns evaluating the number of customers in the system, rather than the number in

the queue alone, to maintain consistency with the formulae derived in the remainder

of this thesis.

Case B: Dummy shift boundary

For the case of the dummy shift boundary, it is necessary to define different formulae

for each of the three scenarios (i.e. an increase, decrease or no change in staffing levels

over the boundary). All formulae are based on the same expression, but are summed

over different quantities, depending on the number of customers that need to be served

within the acceptable waiting time threshold x to allow the performance target to be

met. These formulations further the research by Ingolfsson (2002) and Green et al.

(2007), to incorporate the behaviour emulated by servers at a dummy shift boundary.

Case B1: Number of servers remains consistent

First consider the case where the number of servers remains unchanged over the shift

boundary. Since the same servers are employed either side of the boundary and their

actions are not affected by its occurrence, the same formula applies as if no boundary

was imposed:
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P (W n
q (t) > x) =





n−s(t)+∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)+,

0 otherwise.

(6.13)

Note, that since s(t)− and s(t)+ are equal, they are interchangeable within the

expression. Following the same argument, the expression given for a in equation (6.11)

is also equivalent to that in equation (6.7).

Case B2: Number of servers is increased

Conversely, if the number of servers increases at time t+∆t, the waiting tail probability

P (W n
q (t) > x) may be calculated by computing the probability that there are n−s(t)+

departures over [t, t+ x], given by:

P (W n
q (t) > x) =





n−s(t)+∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)+,

0 otherwise.

(6.14)

where a is defined as in equation (6.11).

Case B3: Number of servers is reduced

If the number of servers decreases at time t + ∆t, then the event P (W n
q (t) > x) and

the probability that n − s(t)− or fewer customers leave within time [t, t + ∆t] are

equivalent, as the only way that a customer arriving at time t will wait longer than

time x before being served is if there were not enough departures for the customer to

have entered service even if the number of customers had not been reduced, with the

adjusted departure rate a = y0 + y1 to account for the fact that there are less servers

for time period (x − ∆t). The event that not enough departures occurred before the

shift change and the number of departures after the shift change left more than s(t)+

people in the system at time t + x is impossible, as the additional (s(t)− − s(t)+)

customers that would not have completed service under the non-exhaustive discipline,

can be considered to have been ejected from the system for the exhaustive case. Thus
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P (W n
q (t) > x) may be computed as:

P (W n
q (t) > x) =





n−s(t)−∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)−,

0 otherwise.
(6.15)

The tree diagram presented in Figure 6.2 summarises the results of the analysis

presented in Section 6.2.2.2.

Figure 6.2: Waiting time formulae for various shift boundaries and server numbers

Section 6.3 presents an application of the above theory to the a subsection of the data

described in Chapter 2. The SIPP methodology is used as the exemplary approxima-

tion approach, and the Euler solver is used to demonstrate the numerical approach

throughout. By considering the results obtained from the numerical method as a ‘gold

standard’, variations of the approximation approach are evaluated.

6.3 Application to WAST data (SE region)

This section examines how well SIPP and its variants perform on a model derived

from empirical data, by benchmarking its performance against a Euler solver. In order

to suitably test the application of the methods discussed above, which are relevant

for M(t)/M/s(t) queueing systems, the methods are applied to a subsection of the
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full ambulance system at this stage; leaving scope for the body of data they consider

to be increased as more complex queues are investigated in latter chapters of this

thesis. For example, Chapter 7 introduces priorities to the system, so the quantity of

vehicles required to respond to Category A and Category B/C calls may be computed

simultaneously.

In addition to evaluating the SIPP approach in terms of its accuracy, case studies

are included that reveal greater insights into the numerical methodology through

examining the effect of applying different shift boundaries to hourly periods.

An overview of the data of the system that will be modelled by some of the methods

developed in this chapter is provided below. The primary aim is to determine the

minimum number of paramedics, s, required to operate RRVs throughout the day

(assuming that each RRV is operated by a single paramedic), to provide acceptable

responses to Category A emergency calls in the SE region of Wales. The precise

problem, data inputs and constraints that are used to determine the optimum staffing

levels are as follows:

• The investigation considers setting minimum staffing levels for RRVs that allow

Target 1 to be attained at a minimum cost within the SE region of Wales for July

and December 2009 (i.e. provide minimum coverage levels that enable responses

to at least 60% of Category A calls to be achieved within 8 minutes).

• The expected number of Category A emergencies for each period of each day in

the scheduling horizon are obtained from SSA forecasts (see Chapters 3 and 4)

based on historic demand from 2005.

– Following the guidance provided in Chapter 4, the first 20 components and a

window length of 1,367 are selected to construct the forecasts, and to reduce

the risk of understaffing, the predicted counts are uplifted by 10%.

– Individual counts are predicted for the total number of unique incidents

requiring emergency assistance for each shift, pre-defined by WAST as 6am-

12pm, 12pm-7pm and 7pm-6am (see Chapter 2.4).

– SSA is initially applied to the the time series recording all EMS calls, and in

order to estimate the proportion of calls per shift that are strictly Category

A, the technique is subsequently re-applied to the time series recording the

proportion of Category A calls for the period of known historic demand
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(with 6 components and a window length of 1367). The forecasted series

specifying the expected number of Category A calls in each shift is ultimately

obtained by applying the projected proportions to the projected counts.

– Finally the expected counts per shift are converted to expected counts per

hour by analysing the typical distribution of calls for each shift for each

weekday throughout 2008 (to gain a relatively recent representation of the

system), and applying the average determined proportions to each shift

projection. Distinct proportions are specified for each weekday to improve

the forecast quality, since a two-way ANOVA reveals that the expected

hourly demands are not equal for all weekdays (p < 0.05).

• The queueing model is based on the assumption that exactly one RRV is required

to attend each Category A incident reported to WAST, and that each RRV is

operated by a single paramedic, who operates under the exhaustive discipline.

• Preliminary analysis of 2008 data finds that the average journey time (defined

in Chapter 2.3) to Category A incidents in the SE region is notably lower than

the average all-Wales 2005-2009 average presented in the same section, and equal

to 6.65 minutes. Since the targeted response time for Category A incidents is 8

minutes, the maximum acceptable waiting time x before an RRV is mobilised is

considered as 8− 6.65 = 1.35 minutes for 60% of emergencies.

• Similar analysis reveals that the average service time is 39.7 minutes.

The final issue to consider is the setting of an appropriate duration for the planning

periods that average arrival rates are determined for and staffing requirements are

produced. Green et al. (2001) find that the performance of SIPP improves when the

planning periods are shortened. Preliminary investigations examining the performance

of SIPP against the Euler solver on 2009 Category A data for the SE region for periods

of 1-hour, 2-hour, 3-hour durations (in addition to the pre-defined shifts) confirm this

theory, leading to the decision to construct staffing requirements for shifts of

1-hour durations; since requirements developed for periods of any shorter durations

could lead to difficulties when developing practical schedules and assigning staff to

shifts in future work. To achieve a fair comparison, the arrival rate function is input

to both Euler and SIPP methodologies as a piecewise step function revised at hourly

intervals with the average rate for that hour. Within each hour, it is assumed that the

time between arrivals follows the exponential distribution with the corresponding mean.
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The service rate µ may change as well. However, this is expected to change more

slowly than the arrival rate (see Ingolfsson et al. (2007)). The models therefore

assume that the service rate is constant to simplify the analysis and limit the number

of varying parameters in the study.

Section 6.3.1 describes how the above system may be modelled as a M(t)/M/s(t)

system with exhaustive discipline, so the Euler methodology may be employed to find

staffing requirements that, if followed, will provide a specified level of service, and the

time-varying service level resulting from the given staffing schedule can be evaluated.

An implicit assumption in this approach is that the minimum service level must hold

for every time point in the scheduling horizon (rather than being considered as an

aggregate service level that is to be achieved on average across all hourly periods in

the planning horizon), to ensure a consistent quality of service is provided.

6.3.1 Numerical requirements

The underpinnings of the Euler methodology have been outlined in Chapter 5.3.2

and Section 6.2.2 above. Assuming that Category A incidents are reported to WAST

with rate λ(t) at time t, patients served by the first available server (selected at

random if more than one server is available), servers have identical capabilities,

service rates are independent and exponentially distributed with mean rate 1
µ
, and

that a busy server who is scheduled to leave will complete the current service before

leaving, then the system may be modelled as a MDCTMC (see Section 6.2.2).

Thus during the intervals (0, t1), (t1, t2) the probabilities pn(t) satisfy the balance

equations given in (5.6), but the state-probability vector (pn(t)) is subject to instan-

taneous transitions (pn(t)) = (pn(t))
−B(t) at shift boundaries (i.e. times where t = tz).

For computational efficiency, the infinite capacityM(t)/M/s(t) system is approximated

by a finite equivalent, with a cap of G = 80 imposed on the number of patients

considered in the system at any specific time instance; and following the discussion

surrounding the selection of appropriate calculation intervals presented in Chapter

5.3.2, calculation periods are selected as δc = 0.04 hours (i.e. 2.4 minutes) which is a

common divisor of the length of the planning periods δpp = 1 hour. To ensure that

dynamic steady state is reached, the service quality is also computed for a one-day

warm-up period (using the forecasted demand data for the first day in the scheduling

horizon) before meaningful analysis of the system is performed.
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This investigation is concerned specifically with calculating the service level

P (Wq(t) > x) defined for various types of shift boundaries in Section 6.2.2.2, and

limiting the fraction of customers experiencing a wait longer than time x = 1.35

minutes (before a RRV is mobilised) to 40%, as specified by the AOF guidelines.

The ultimate goal is to find the minimum staffing levels, s, that allow the targeted

service level to be met for each hourly period. Ingolfsson (2002) observes that

the incorporation of a preemptive or exhaustive discipline drastically affects the

performance of the system under time-dependent conditions. Since ambulances cannot

be re-routed to attend other incidents until they have completed their current service,

the analysis models the EMS using an exhaustive service discipline and develops

appropriate formulae to calculate the time-varying virtual waiting time distribution,

illustrating that customers receiving service from servers working past their scheduled

end times do not influence the waiting times of customers that arrive later.

Whilst the approach followed by Ingolfsson (2002) is appropriate for the purpose of

developing staffing levels for pre-defined shifts (at the end of which all crew members

exit the system and are replaced by an entirely new set of staff), the period require-

ments provided for each hour here do not coincide with hourly shifts - they are simply

used to construct minimum hourly requirements to be satisfied by a subsequently

developed shift schedule. Suitable methods to develop desirable schedules around

these requirements are later considered in Chapter 9. Since a large variety of shifts

are permitted to be scheduled in this chapter, so paramedics may begin and end their

duty at various times throughout the day, it appears most appropriate to apply the

exhaustive discipline that arises over a dummy shift boundary for each hourly period.

This implies that if the same (or more) staff are needed in the consecutive period,

the paramedics will continue their duty as normal, but if less are required then the

paramedics that finish their shift operate under the exhaustive discipline. Although

this may occasionally provide an artificial representation of the number of ejections

(for example, in cases where shifts cannot be selected to provide the exact hourly

requirements, so some periods have more than the minimum quantity of staff on

duty); it is certainly far more accurate than the application of a truly exhaustive shift

boundary which would considerably overestimate the number of ejections by assuming

that an entirely new set of staff is employed for every hourly period.

Figure 6.3 shows the effect arising from the application of the dummy and true of

shift boundaries upon the recommended staffing levels for hourly periods and set shifts
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(taken as the three defined shifts specified for the SSA forecasts at the start of Section

6.3 as Morning, Afternoon and Night) for a typical day in the scheduling horizon,

selected as 1st July 2009.
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Figure 6.3: Minimum staffing levels suggested by numerical methodology, for various
boundary types (01/07/2009)

Figure 6.3 shows the that the incorporation of the truly exhaustive shift boundary can

greatly impact on a patients expected waiting time in the system for a short duration

after the boundary, as the blue and red lines demonstrate that lower requirements

are consistently suggested when a true boundary is applied to hourly periods. This is

because a true shift boundary implies that all paramedics exit the system after their

one hour stint, but continue to serve the patients they are currently serving until the

service is complete, whilst the patients awaiting assistance at the front of the virtual

queue are simultaneously served by a new set of staff. Since the mean service times

(39.7 minutes) are relatively long compared to the period durations (1 hour), this

considerably impacts on the number of servers needed to uphold the targets since

the system fails to reach steady state conditions within each period. Lower staffing
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quantities are needed primarily because a large proportion of the work is completed

by servers working past their specified ‘end’ times.

However the incorporation of a dummy or true shift boundary has little effect on

staffing levels suggested for set shifts which span several consecutive hours, as the

impact of the initial conditions for each shift is reduced over time as the system

settles down to operate under steady state conditions, resulting in the recommen-

dation of identical staffing levels no matter if a dummy or true shift boundary

is applied (shown by the green line). Hence, although it is correct to apply the

true shift boundary to such shifts (assuming that the paramedics are each employed

for the exact shift durations), the causal effect upon staffing levels is of secondary order.

The staffing levels recommended by the black dotted line in Figure 6.3 are appropriate

for the scenario where a base set of staff are employed to work pre-defined shifts,

but where additional staff may be added to the base set for certain hourly periods,

to allow the demand profile to be matched as closely as possible. Figure 6.3 shows

that the consideration of such an instance provides an identical staffing function to

the case where dummy boundaries are applied to all periods, except for the period

immediately following the application of the true shift boundary. Thus for the

particular problem instance investigated, the application of a true shift boundary only

impacts greatly upon the system characteristics for the period immediately following it.

The central insight provided by Figure 6.3 is that the incorporation of a dummy

or true shift boundary impacts greatly on the resulting staffing profile, when the

staffing requirements are produced for hourly periods (or in the more general

case, periods that are not considerably longer than the average service time).

Assuming that the minimum staffing levels constructed for the hourly periods are

ultimately desired to inform the development of appropriate shift schedules, the

dummy shift boundary will accordingly be applied to each period in the remainder

of the investigations in this thesis, to most closely mirror the true action of paramedics.

The presence of a time-dependent arrival rate makes a numerical analysis of the sys-

tem computationally intensive; hence approximation techniques are commonly used to

analyse such problems, in place of numerical methods. One may note that the system

described above possesses low presented loads (around 0.65) and relatively low am-

plitudes (around 0.5); thus the main elements required for SIPP to perform well, as
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discussed in Section 5.3.1, are met. Its potential to construct period requirements for

this problem instance is explored is Section 6.3.2; and enhanced with further investi-

gations that examine the potential to improve the forecasts by modifying the arrival

rate function and employing some of the model revisions discussed in Chapter 5 (e.g.

Lag Avg).

6.3.2 Approximate requirements

This section uses the RRV staffing requirements recommended by the numerical

method to benchmark the ability of SIPP and its variants to approximate state prob-

abilities and generate hourly staffing requirements. The main simplifying assumption

in the SIPP methodology is that staffing requirements for a particular period can

be determined independent of staffing in previous periods, and further details of

the technique have been given in Chapter 5 and Section 6.2.1. The case studies

investigated in this section recommend the minimum number of paramedics to be

employed for each hour of the day for two distinct 28-day periods: one beginning on

1st July 2009 and the other on 1st December 2009.

Prior to discussing the results generated by all methods for longer 28-day periods, the

results generated for a specific day (chosen as 06/07/2009: the first Monday of July

2009 in this case) are focused upon, as an opportunity to discuss the suitability of the

application of the approximation methods based on the magnitude of the parameter

values on a typical day. The staffing levels suggested by SIPP compared to Euler for

6th July 2009 are shown in Figure 6.4. The average arrival rate of unique Category A

incidents requiring assistance for this day is forecasted as 6.2 incidents per hour (varying

from 2.8 to 7.8), with a service rate of µ = 1.5, 0.57 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.74 and 0.32 ≤ RA ≤ 0.88

for each 1-hour interval throughout the day. The conclusions reported in Green et al.

(2001) suggest that the staffing levels provided by SIPP should be reliable estimations

due to the low service rate, low server utilisation and relatively low proportion (60%)

of reported incidents that are required to be responded to within the target time.

In fact, as the average rates for ρ and µ are so small, they are below the lowest

considered by Green et al. (2001), but as the authors found that SIPP reliability is

almost always nondecreasing as the service rate increases, the values should ensure an

accurate performance. Although there is an undesirable high RA in some periods, the

overall performance should still be relatively accurate due to the low service and server

utilisation rates.
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Figure 6.4: Minimum staffing levels recommended per hour (06/07/2009)

Figure 6.4 illustrates that whilst SIPP recommends the same staffing levels as the

numerical method for a large proportion of the day, it overstaffs several periods by

one paramedic. The main reason for the disparity is that SIPP does not account

for the effect of the service level in the previous period upon the current period and

assumes the system operates in a steady-state fashion throughout each one-hour

period. As such, the methodology fails to recognise that in periods where demand

is strictly increasing (e.g. between 7:00-9:00), it takes time for the queue to build

up to a level great enough to justify the employment of additional staff. Moreover

between 09:00-22:00 SIPP recommends that a constant level of 7 paramedics should

be employed; but the exact method recognises that during the first two periods where

7 paramedics are on duty, considerably more than 60% of patients are responded to

within the target response time, so less paramedics are required for the following

period as there is less congestion in the system at its commencement. Figure 6.5

illustrates how one may compensate for the effective ‘overstaffing’ of one period (which

may considerably affect system performance in practice as staff levels can only be

incremented in discrete steps, meaning the minimum service level can be considerably

exceeded in some periods), by employing less staff than would otherwise be required

in the following period. Figure 6.5 displays the transient probability of an acceptable

wait given the time-dependent arrival rates between 12:00-15:00 (the highlighted
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period in Figure 6.4) when 7 staff are employed between and 12:00-14:00 and 6 staff

between 14:00-15:00 (denoted 7, 7, 6) as recommended by the numerical approach,

against the steady-state evaluations provided by the SIPP approach for the same

employment of staff and when one additional paramedic is employed in the 14:00-15:00

period (7, 7, 7). The SIPP approach generates requirements independently for each

period and thus recommends that 7 staff are employed for the full three hours, since if

the system were to operate under steady-state conditions within each hour, only 51%

of patients would be reached within the target response times between 14:00-15:00

with a reduced fleet of vehicles. Yet since the transient method recognises that there

is little congestion in the system at the start of the 14:00 period, it finds that the

service level may be kept just above the required standard throughout the 14:00-15:00

period with only 6 paramedics. Despite these shortfalls, the overall model fit of the

SIPP approach is reasonably appealing, given the efficiency of the technique to rapidly

approximate requirements. In fact, if the approximate approach is sufficient, consider-

able time savings can be made as investigations reveal that whilst SIPP can generate

minimum hourly staffing requirements for a 3 month horizon within a few seconds

(on a 3GHz machine with 2.96GB RAM), the Euler method requires around 6 minutes.
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The remainder of this section is dedicated to the consideration of methods used to

adjust the arrival rate function prior to the application of the SIPP technique in

attempts to improve the approximations.

Revisions investigated for different scenarios by Green et al. (2001) include Lag Avg

which is reliable and efficient when relative amplitude is low and planning periods

are short; or SIPP Max / Lag Max which provide reliable results in situations where

the amplitude is relatively large or planning periods are long. Lag Avg attempts

to account for the lag between the arrival rate curve and the probability of delay

curve that commonly occurs in operational service systems when service times are

longer (so customers being served in period t, may be those that arrived in period

(t− 1)). The idea is to estimate the required staffing level based on an average arrival

rate calculated from shifting the arrival rate function by L units (estimated as the

average service time) in an attempt to incorporate a suitable estimation of the lag.

Green et al. (2001) state that through giving a more realistic view of the system,

Lag Avg usually produces better results that standard SIPP, while using the same

number of staff hours. Green et al. (2001) also comment that SIPP often leads to

understaffing, and suggest that an alternative way to improve it’s performance could

be to use the maximum arrival rate over each period, rather than the average value

in a method known as SIPP Max. Yet, as the small section of data considered in

the example above shows that SIPP overstaffs as well as understaffs, this research

investigates the SIPP Mix which is a compromise of the standard SIPP and SIPP

Max methodologies. It uses the average planning period arrival rate in all periods

where the arrival rate is strictly increasing, and the maximum arrival rate otherwise

(calculated as 1.2 × average rate, based on preliminary investigations), to avoid the

problem of understaffing.

Table 6.1 evaluates the potential of SIPP, Lag Avg and SIPP Mix methodologies

to approximate staffing levels for each hour of each of the first 28 days of July and

December i.e. the staffing levels for 24 × 28 = 672 hourly periods of each month.

It reports the RMSE (defined in Section 4.3.1, where yn is the requirement given

by the exact approach, en is the approximation and we have N predicted values)

for each of the variants of the standard SIPP technique. Cells where the calculated

RMSE is greater than 1 are printed in bold text. All methods perform better for

the month of July than December which is subject to more volatile demand. This

coincides with the findings in the literature that SIPP performs better for lower
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loads, although the planning period duration, service rate and waiting time targets

are taken to be identical for both methods, and the relative amplitudes are very similar.

Table 6.1: SIPP, Lag Avg and SIPP Mix accuracy

RMSE
Hour λ SIPP July/Dec Lag Avg July/Dec SIPP Mix July/Dec

0 7.1 / 8.1 0.45 / 2.96 0.77 / 2.85 1.33 / 2.78
1 6.1 / 6.9 0.33 / 0.63 0.87 / 1.09 1.18 / 1.48
2 4.9 / 5.6 0.27 / 0.33 0.80 / 0.78 0.89 / 0.87
3 4.0 / 4.5 0.42 / 0.00 0.80 / 0.73 0.78 / 0.94
4 3.1 / 3.5 0.46 / 0.57 0.82 / 0.93 0.91 / 0.98
5 2.9 / 3.3 0.27 / 0.27 0.27 / 0.60 0.50 / 0.71
6 3.1 / 3.8 0.63 / 0.38 0.57 / 0.00 0.65 / 0.53
7 4.2 / 5.2 0.71 / 0.50 0.00 / 0.76 0.71 / 0.50
8 5.9 / 7.2 0.80 / 0.98 0.46 / 0.46 0.80 / 0.98
9 7.4 / 9.1 0.78 / 0.93 0.27 / 0.19 0.78 / 0.93
10 7.7 / 9.4 0.63 / 0.60 0.60 / 0.50 0.98 / 1.07
11 7.8 / 9.5 0.46 / 0.57 0.46 / 0.53 0.93 / 1.17
12 8.0 / 9.1 0.60 / 0.00 0.38 / 0.46 0.68 / 1.68
13 7.8 / 8.8 0.50 / 0.27 0.70 / 0.27 1.32 / 0.96
14 7.8 / 8.8 0.42 / 0.19 0.42 / 0.19 1.10 / 0.82
15 7.8 / 8.8 0.42 / 0.42 0.38 / 0.42 0.93 / 0.98
16 7.7 / 8.7 0.33 / 0.50 0.50 / 0.50 1.15 / 1.15
17 7.7 / 8.7 0.46 / 0.50 0.42 / 0.50 1.04 / 1.02
18 7.8 / 8.8 0.38 / 0.33 0.38 / 0.33 0.85 / 0.68
19 7.8 / 9.0 0.53 / 0.65 0.50 / 0.73 1.00 / 1.21
20 8.0 / 9.2 0.63 / 0.46 0.46 / 0.46 0.78 / 0.60
21 8.3 / 9.5 0.63 / 0.63 0.50 / 0.60 1.00 / 1.20
22 8.0 / 9.1 0.42 / 0.33 0.63 / 0.65 1.04 / 1.41
23 7.8 / 8.9 0.50 / 0.50 0.57 / 2.96 1.12 / 2.90

MEAN 6.6 / 7.7 0.52 / 0.96 0.56 / 1.01 0.96 / 1.23

The standard SIPP approach provides the best results overall, with identical results

to the numerical method in 489
672

= 73% of cases for July and 457
672

= 68% of cases for

December. The periods for which it obtains larger RMSEs unsurprisingly correspond

to the periods throughout which the demand steadily increases (around 6am-10am):

since SIPP assumes the system reach steady state in each period, it fails to recognise

that it takes time for the congestion in the system to build up to a high enough level to

justify the employment of an extra paramedic. The technique conversely understaffs

the hours near to midnight in December as it fails to account for the congestion in
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the system arising between 22:00-00:00 (when it is not unusual to see higher demand

levels, likely resulting from Christmas celebrations).

Whilst the SIPP Mix approach produces inferior results to the standard methodology,

possibly due to the relatively long service times and tendency to overstaff the hours

across which the demand rate falls (as SIPP is sufficient alone to avoid the problem of

overstaffing for the majority of cases in this case study); the approximations generated

using Lag Avg are very similar to standard SIPP. Lag Avg incorporates a time-lag

to account for the disparity between peak arrivals and peak congestion, enabling

it to successfully produce more accurate requirements throughout the morning

interval, but this is compromised by inferior results for other periods. The reliability

of the Lag Avg approach is reduced by the long service times, and it’s failure to

significantly improve upon the standard results may also be partly attributed to the

fact that the relative amplitude is larger than the ‘safe’ quantity of 0.5 in some periods.

The RMSE penalises overestimation and underestimation equitably. In the EMS in-

dustry, it is of utmost importance to have a sufficient fleet of vehicles to allow rapid re-

spond to life threatening emergencies. Thus the weighted RMSE for a given τ ∈ [0, 1]R

is defined as:

RMSEτ =

√√√√ 2

N

(
(1− τ)

∑

yn<en

(yn − en)2 + τ
∑

yn>en

(yn − en)2

)
(6.16)

This modifies the RMSE measure to weight underpredictions by a factor of τ , and

overpredictions by a factor of (1−τ), so whilst a value between 0.5 and 0.8 may be most

desirable for evaluation purposes in the EMS industry, substituting τ = 1 in equation

(6.16) only penalises underpredictions and τ = 0 only penalises overpredictions. The

standard RMSE may be recovered by taking τ = 0.5 to normalise the measure.

Figure 6.6 presents the overall RMSEτ for various levels of τ (calculated at 0.05

increments between 0 and 1) for the month of July. It demonstrates that the standard

SIPP approach and Lag Avg perform better than SIPP Mix for all values of τ except

τ = 1 (i.e. when only underpredictions are penalised, since SIPP Mix inflates the

estimated demand it avoids the error of a single underestimation for the entire 28-day

prediction period throughout July). The fact that RMSEτ is a strictly decreasing
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function for increasing levels of τ shows that the approximation models overpredict

the counts considerably more than they underpredict. The performance of the SIPP

and Lag Avg approaches are very similar, but as Lag Avg attempts to account for

the lag that exists between peak arrival rates and peak congestion, it understaffs less

often. Thus if the goal is to minimise under-staffing the standard SIPP approach is

marginally more favorable as it attains a lower RMSEτ for τ < 0.7.

Figure 6.6: Weighted RMSE for various levels of τ ∈ [0, 1]R

Figure 6.7 highlights how the behaviour of RMSEτ changes for different periods,

depending on whether SIPP is prone to overestimate or underestimate the staffing

level in that period. The first chart refers to the approximations generated for the

00:00-01:00 period. All the approximation methods commonly overstaff this period in

July (unlike December), but the methodology followed by SIPP Mix makes it more

likely to overstaff, so it is always considered to be the inferior method. Since the

approximation methods never understaff this period, they are only equivalent (with

no error) when overstaffing is not penalised.

The second chart displays the values calculated for RMSEτ for the 08:00-09:00 period.

Since this period is commonly overstaffed by SIPP and SIPP Mix, the resulting error is

decreased as the a more lenient penalisation is applied to overstaffing. However, since
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Lag Avg attempts to incorporate for the time-lag that exists between peak demand and

peak congestion, it sometimes understaffs this period, and is therefore more favourable

if policy makers decide to penalise overstaffing more harshly than understaffing.

Figure 6.7: Weighted RMSE for various levels of τ ∈ [0, 1]R at 00:00 and 08:00

A recognition that customers arriving in a particular period may affect subsequent

periods motivated the development of the revisions suggested above. However, the in-

ability of both revisions investigated to improve upon the results of the standard SIPP

approach suggests that a slightly different adjustment is needed for the data employed

in this case study. The above analysis demonstrates that queues often build up at a

slower rate than SIPP expects (under the steady-state assumption) during the periods

in which demand is significantly increasing, and that less congestion at the start of peri-

ods when demand is decreasing means that fewer staff than otherwise estimated can be

required in the following period, especially when demand is decreasing. These observa-

tions suggest specific revisions related to such characteristics may be more appropriate.

In light of the analysis, the following revisions are investigated for their potential to

improve the SIPP technique:

i. Producing a modified arrival rate for each period where the original rate differs by

more than 20% to the rate expected in the preceding period. Two variants of the

arrival rate are considered: one resulting from taking an average of the current

and preceding period, and another calculated as a weighted average (25%/75%

in favour of the current period). This revision aims to incorporate the effect

of previous arrivals in each period, and avoid the problem of over/understaffing
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where the approximation methods fail to recognise that it takes time for the

queue to increase/decrease significantly.

ii. Given the staffing levels as output by the original SIPP model, scaling the arrival

rate within each period where the expected proportion of patients seen within

the acceptable time is considerably greater than the minimum proportion re-

quired, before re-running the model to provide revised requirements. For the

data employed in this case study, the arrival rates are scaled by a factor of 0.9 for

periods where over 70% of patients are seen within the acceptable time following

preliminary investigations. Given the discussions surrounding Figure 6.5 it ap-

pears logical to only investigate if the reduced demand rate can be satisfied with

one less paramedic if there is little congestion in the pervious period. However,

adding this constraint to the model produces marginally inferior results for the

test data.

iii. Reducing the staffing levels output by the original SIPP model by one member

in periods where the expected proportion of patients seen within the acceptable

time is considerably greater than the minimum proportion required. Again, for

the case study data it appears sensible reduce the requirement by one paramedic

if over 70% of patients are expected to be reached within the acceptable waiting

time. Consideration is also given to the expected congestion in the system in the

previous period, but find that this extra consideration fails to improve the model

performance for the test data.

The results of the above revisions are summarised in Table 6.2. The parameters that

are chosen for each of the revisions in this table are those that provide the best results,

selected from a wider set of parameters initially considered. The ‘SIPP’ column

serves as a reminder of the RMSEs achieved by the standard SIPP approach, and the

remaining columns present the revised RMSEs for the variants of SIPP described above.
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Table 6.2: SIPP Revised Reliability (RMSEs)

If 20% change in λ SIPP re-run Modified SIPP
Hour of
day

SIPP λ
′ = 0.5λ(t− 1)

+ 0.5λ(t)
λ
′ = 0.25λ(t−1)

+ 0.75λ(t)
If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.7,
λ′ = 0.9λ

If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.65 and
P (Wq(p − 1) > x)
> 0.65,
λ′ = 0.9λ

If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.7,
RRVs’ = RRVs− 1

If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.65 and
P (Wq(p − 1) > x)
> 0.7,
RRVs’ = RRVs− 1

0 0.45 / 2.96 0.45 / 2.96 0.45 / 2.96 0.45 / 2.93 0.42 / 3.19 0.49 / 2.97 0.59 / 3.22
1 0.33 / 0.63 0.53 / 0.89 0.42 / 0.80 0.60 / 0.33 0.46 / 0.57 0.68 / 0.57 0.63 / 0.87
2 0.27 / 0.33 0.63 / 0.68 0.46 / 0.60 0.57 / 0.57 0.46 / 0.65 0.68 / 0.65 0.68 / 0.53
3 0.42 / 0.00 0.57 / 0.53 0.53 / 0.38 0.46 / 0.53 0.46 / 0.46 0.82 / 0.84 0.50 / 0.68
4 0.46 / 0.57 0.63 / 0.91 0.50 / 0.82 0.38 / 0.00 0.38 / 0.19 0.63 / 0.53 0.85 / 0.50
5 0.27 / 0.27 0.27 / 0.46 0.27 / 0.27 0.42 / 0.53 0.38 / 0.38 0.78 / 0.76 0.60 / 0.63
6 0.63 / 0.38 0.57 / 0.00 0.57 / 0.00 0.38 / 0.87 0.42 / 0.00 0.60 / 0.78 0.65 / 0.71
7 0.71 / 0.50 0.27 / 0.00 0.46 / 0.00 0.38 / 0.60 0.42 / 0.00 0.27 / 0.57 0.46 / 0.76
8 0.80 / 0.98 0.00 / 0.19 0.60 / 0.63 0.42 / 0.46 0.57 / 0.60 0.27 / 0.46 0.60 / 0.68
9 0.78 / 0.93 0.27 / 0.38 0.60 / 0.85 0.00 / 0.65 0.33 / 0.53 0.00 / 0.65 0.50 / 0.42
10 0.63 / 0.60 0.63 / 0.60 0.63 / 0.60 0.38 / 0.00 0.46 / 0.33 0.38 / 0.00 0.65 / 0.42
11 0.46 / 0.57 0.46 / 0.57 0.46 / 0.57 0.53 / 0.19 0.60 / 0.46 0.53 / 0.19 0.65 / 0.46
12 0.60 / 0.00 0.60 / 0.00 0.60 / 0.00 0.33 / 0.38 0.57 / 0.38 0.33 / 0.38 0.71 / 0.50
13 0.50 / 0.27 0.50 / 0.27 0.50 / 0.27 0.27 / 0.63 0.19 / 0.65 0.27 / 0.63 0.53 / 0.38
14 0.42 / 0.19 0.42 / 0.19 0.42 / 0.19 0.42 / 0.68 0.50 / 0.91 0.42 / 0.68 0.63 / 0.65
15 0.42 / 0.42 0.42 / 0.42 0.42 / 0.42 0.50 / 0.57 0.53 / 0.80 0.50 / 0.57 0.63 / 0.63
16 0.33 / 0.50 0.33 / 0.50 0.33 / 0.50 0.50 / 0.76 0.50 / 0.87 0.50 / 0.76 0.53 / 0.78
17 0.46 / 0.50 0.46 / 0.50 0.46 / 0.50 0.50 / 0.71 0.53 / 0.78 0.50 / 0.71 0.53 / 0.68
18 0.38 / 0.33 0.38 / 0.33 0.38 / 0.33 0.38 / 0.57 0.46 / 0.89 0.38 / 0.57 0.60 / 0.80
19 0.53 / 0.65 0.53 / 0.65 0.53 / 0.65 0.42 / 0.19 0.53 / 0.38 0.42 / 0.19 0.57 / 0.68
20 0.63 / 0.46 0.63 / 0.46 0.63 / 0.46 0.60 / 0.65 0.63 / 0.63 0.60 / 0.65 0.71 / 0.68
21 0.63 / 0.63 0.63 / 0.63 0.63 / 0.63 0.42 / 0.19 0.50 / 0.42 0.42 / 0.19 0.65 / 0.60
22 0.42 / 0.33 0.42 / 0.33 0.42 / 0.33 0.57 / 0.53 0.57 / 0.50 0.57 / 0.53 0.81 / 0.53
23 0.50 / 2.71 0.50 / 2.71 0.50 / 2.71 0.57 / 2.99 0.54 / 2.71 0.63 / 2.99 0.60 / 2.73

MEAN 0.52 / 0.96 0.49 / 0.96 0.50 / 0.96 0.45 / 0.98 0.48 / 1.02 0.52 / 1.03 0.63 / 1.06
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Surprisingly, Table 6.2 demonstrates the consideration of the expected wait in

the previous period fails to improve the results, and that the adjustment of the

methodology based on the proportion of patients seen within the maximal allowed

waiting time being greater than 70% (revision (ii) above) improves the SIPP ap-

proach most. However, method (i) also produces results of an identical/ marginally

improved accuracy. The performance of all the methods appears strongly dependent

on the particular dataset, and no revision succeeds to improve the accuracy of the

predictions for December, so there is not strong enough evidence to support the

use of a particular revision over another. Since the SIPP technique is an approxi-

mation method, it will always produce erroneous results for certain periods, and in

particular those where the dependence on the behaviour of the system at the end of

the previous period has a considerable impact on the performance of the current period.

The particular datasets investigated in this section possess low presented loads (around

0.65) and relatively low amplitudes (around 0.5); thus they exhibit the main charac-

teristics required for SIPP to perform well (Green et al., 2001). Tables 6.1 and 6.2

demonstrate that the standard methodology provides fairly reliable requirements for

the given demands, suggesting that if the main assumptions of SIPP are met, revi-

sions of the technique are unlikely to generate significantly improved predictions. If

more a more accurate staffing profile is desired under such a scenario, this research

recommends consideration of numerical methodology.

6.4 Summary

Motivated by a problem facing WAST to set staffing levels that provide adequate

responses to Category A incidents arising within SE Wales, this chapter has considered

methods capable of finding staffing requirements for M(t)/M/s(t) systems that, if

followed, provide a specified level of service. The primary performance measure for

responses provided to Category A emergencies at WAST is the fraction of calls reached

within 8 minutes. Since the performance of this service level cannot be evaluated

over time by means of a closed-form formula, the research has considered numerical

(Euler) and approximation (SIPP) methods that are commonly used in the literature

to analyse time-dependent systems. Numerical methods can provide high degree of

accuracy at the expense of computation speed whilst approximation methods are

fast, but often inaccurate. The accuracy challenges associated with each approach

have been highlighted, and extensions suggested to the models that contribute to the
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literature of time-dependent queues and promote improved analysis of such systems

over time.

The chapter began with an overview of the SIPP methodology, which included

an outline of the main assumptions required by the technique to approximate the

behaviour of time-dependent systems. Despite its widespread use (see Kolesar et al.

(1975); Green and Kolesar (1991); Green et al. (1991); Green and Kolesar (1997);

Green et al. (2001, 2006, 2007) and Ingolfsson et al. (2007)), SIPP does not always

produce reliable requirements as it assumes that staffing may be determined for

consecutive periods independently of each other, the system reaches steady-state con-

ditions within each planning period and the arrival rate remains consistent within the

planning period. (This third assumption also holds for the way the Euler methodology

has been implemented in this chapter; thus no errors highlighted in the empirical

analysis should be attributed to this factor). Hence SIPP should only be used in

restricted situations, such as to determine staffing levels in systems comprised of short

planning periods with low presented loads and low relative amplitudes. However in

situations where the assumptions are met, the benefit of the approximate approach

is considerable as it can provide a fairly accurate staffing profile at a rapid rate; for

example, whilst the Priority Euler method requires around 100 minutes to generate

minimum hourly staffing requirements for a 3-month horizon on a 3GHz machine with

2.96GB RAM, Priority SIPP can offer an approximate solution in around 10 minutes.

The main contribution of this chapter lies in the in-depth analysis presented in relation

to the numerical Euler methodology. The research defines novel shift boundaries

that allows for the appropriate tracking of the system behaviour across dummy

shift boundaries (where a proportion of the staff may exit the system) and true

shift boundaries (where all staff end their duty and are replaced by an entirely

new set of employees). Case studies are included that demonstrate the effect of

the application of the various type of boundaries to hourly periods and set shifts,

illustrating that the incorporation of the varying boundary types considerably impacts

on the performance of the system immediately after the boundary, but that the

effect weakens over time as steady state conditions are approached. Considerable

research is also devoted to the calculation of the probability of an excessive delay, and

adjustments of the formula needed to compute this measure are derived which allow

the accurate tracking this performance measure over shift boundaries. The probability

of an excessive delay is the primary measure of interest to many operational service
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systems today, and whilst it has received much interest in the literature (Ingolfsson,

2002; Ingolfsson et al., 2007; Green et al., 2007; Izady and Worthington, 2012), this

study represents the first time that appropriate revisions have been proposed for

dummy shift boundaries where staff operate under the exhaustive discipline. Whilst

the performance has been heavily studied in time-dependent systems, equivalent

formulae has not been developed for commensurate purposes in priority queueing

systems. Thus the methods discussed in this chapter serve as a precursor to Chapter

7 which details extensions that can be applied to each of the approaches to determine

staffing levels in priority systems, with particular attention devoted to the evaluation

of an excessive wait over shift boundaries; so the minimum number of ambulances re-

quired to respond to Category A and Category B calls can be computed simultaneously.

When selecting an appropriate method to construct period requirements, practitioners

will likely want to know if the method assumptions are appropriate for the system, how

difficult the method is to implement and how accurate the method is. This chapter

has provided guidance on such issues and demonstrated that whilst SIPP can generate

reasonable predictions with little computation time and effort for some systems, it

is imprecise for some parameter values. Since the case studies have demonstrated

that the technique occasionally generates requirements that considerably exceed

the the targeted performance level, the headline message to managers determining

staffing levels according to the SIPP methodology is to proceed with caution. If the

assumptions of SIPP are not met or poor requirements are generated, several simple

modifications that can be applied to the approach may improve its performance (see

Table 6.2). Revisions such as Lag Avg, SIPP Mix, SIPP Max or Lag Max can also

be used; but are unlikely to improve the accuracy of the standard SIPP predictions

if the system already possesses the components for which are expected to allow the

technique to perform well. When deciding the most appropriate revision, consideration

should be given to particular system characteristics. Whilst Lag SIPP is commonly

found to improve SIPP performance due to it’s incorporation of the time-lag that

commonly exists between peak arrival and peak congestion in service systems, it fails

to significantly improve the results investigated in the case study (unless the primary

goal is to minimise overpredictions).

Whilst this chapter has outlined many of the fundamental issues relating to the

evaluation of time-dependent queueing systems, it leaves several issues unresolved

that will be explored in the remainder of this thesis. Firstly, the techniques are
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extended to cope with priority queueing systems in Chapter 7, in order to provide

minimum period requirements that will ultimately be used to inform the development

of optimal shift patterns and translated into actual work schedules in Chapter 9. It is

undoubtedly essential to schedule employees in an optimal fashion at WAST where it

is of upmost importance to have an adequate response team to rapidly respond to any

life-threatening emergency (supporting the argument to consider the weighted RMSEτ

measure when evaluating the models). Chapter 7 explores the development of meta-

heuristic approaches to obtain staffing rosters that match the staffing requirements

generated by the techniques discussed throughout this chapter to optimise resource

allocation within WAST. This is achieved using a two-step approach where shifts are

first scheduled in an optimal fashion and employees are subsequently assigned to shifts.



Chapter 7

Computing service levels in

M (t)/M/s(t)/NPRP systems

7.1 Introductory remarks

This chapter demonstrates how the approximate and numerical time-dependent

queueing theory techniques discussed in Chapter 6 may be extended to model

a multi-server priority system with a time-varying arrival rate, which has only

been investigated in a restricted capacity to date. Whilst the characteristics of a

single server priority system have been well understood since the 1950’s (Cobham,

1954), its multi-server counterpart is far less tractable for reasons described in

Chapter 5. Most papers analysing multi-server priority queues are based on two

priority classes with a Poisson arrival process and exponential service times; and

the focus is generally on how the mean response times vary amongst the priority

classes compared to those in single server systems under steady-state conditions.

This research responds to the need for methods to evaluate further performance

measures in time-dependent priority systems, and in particular the waiting time

distribution. Expressions are developed that provide the probability of an excessive

wait for each class of customer, and particular devotion is awarded to the examine

the change in this probability, as servers enter and leave the system at shift boundaries.

This chapter considers a time-dependent dual-class priority service system with s

servers and an unrestricted waiting line, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. Customers are

triaged instantaneously when they arrive and processed according to the head-of-the-

line priority rule (see Chapter 5.4), so HP items join the front of the a queue if there is

130
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no server available upon arrival, to be seen by the first available server. HP customers

arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λH and LP customers arrive with rate

λL; so the rate of customers arriving for service is λ = λH + λL. Service times are

independently and exponentially distributed (not class-dependent) with mean time 1
µ
.

All servers have identical capabilities, operate under the exhaustive service discipline,

and if multiple servers are available to process a job, each available server has equal an

probability of taking on this job.

Figure 7.1: A schematic diagram of the priority queueing system

The research performed in this chapter is motivated by a problem facing WAST

to set staffing levels for EAs in the Cardiff area (a subsection of the SE Region).

EAs are required to serve both HP patients (those with Category A life-threatening

conditions) and LP patients (those exhibiting Category B/C type injuries) and WAST

is interested in determining the number of crews necessary to to ensure that 95% of

HP and LP patients are reached within 14 minutes by an EA i.e. Targets 1 and 2

outlined in Chapter 1. The current literature only allows an approximate answer to

this question, as the numerical techniques described in Chapter 6, which accurately

track the behaviour time-dependent systems over time and allow evaluation of the

probability of an excessive wait over shift boundaries, have seemingly not been

extended to priority queueing systems. This chapter accordingly considers how the

techniques can be adjusted to determine the probability of an excessive wait in generic

time-dependent priority queueing systems in Figure 7.1, before applying the developed

methodology to the particular problem facing WAST.

The analysis is structured in the following way. First, Section 7.2.1 considers ap-

propriate extensions to the SIPP approximation technique and demonstrates how the

probability of an excessive wait may be computed under steady-state conditions for

two customer classes. Complementing this research, Section 7.2.2 presents extensions
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to the Euler numerical method described in Chapter 6, through constructing balance

equations to accurately track the movement of customers through the system and de-

voting close attention to the adjustments necessary to account for the behaviour of

departing servers over shift boundaries. Since the presence of a time-dependent arrival

rate makes numerical analysis of the system computationally expensive, methods to

increase the efficiency of the Euler solver in finding the minimum quantity of staff nec-

essary to keep the expected proportion of unacceptable waits below a given threshold

are considered in Section 7.2.3. The techniques are ultimately applied to the particular

WAST scenario described above in Section 7.3, which includes an evaluation of the

methods in terms of their accuracy and efficiency. A short summary of the chapter

concludes this analysis in Section 7.4.

7.2 Approximation and numerical methods

This section presents extensions that can be applied to the approximation and nu-

merical methods considered in Chapter 6 to enable their employment within priority

systems subject to time-dependent demand.

7.2.1 Approximation methodology

Since exact analysis of systems with time-varying demand is extremely difficult, approx-

imation methods are commonly used to approximate the time-dependent behaviour.

The SIPP methodology can easily be extended to approximate the time-varying be-

haviour of a dual-class priority queueing system by computing stationary measures in a

set of stationary systems which are subsequently adjoined by the technique, as outlined

in the following steps:

i. Segment the time period into distinct intervals

ii. Find the average arrival rate of HP and LP customers within each interval

iii. Assume the system reaches steady-state within each interval, so each interval

may be modelled as a M/M/s/NPRP/∞/∞ system

iv. Use mathematical expressions to evaluate performance measures in each interval

and use these to set staffing levels based on system quality

Hence by assuming that the behaviour of the system in consecutive intervals is

statistically independent and that the system reaches steady state within each one (so
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ρH + ρL < s); stationary measures may be used to approximate the system behaviour

and recommend minimum staffing levels that ensure that given performance metrics

are kept below acceptable thresholds. Whilst equivalent methodology has been consid-

ered to set staffing levels in Chen and Henderson (2001), the paper did not distinguish

the application of the approach from its application within M/M/s/FIFO/∞/∞
systems. To avoid confusion with the application of SIPP in Chapter 6, the approach

outlined in the steps above shall be referred to as ‘Priority SIPP’ herein.

In cases where the performance measure of interest relates to overall system

performance, in place of targets distinctly specified for HP and LP customers,

mathematical expressions that evaluate stationary performance measures in simpler

M/M/s/FIFO/∞/∞ systems are sufficient to evaluate the overriding steady-state

performance of equivalent M/M/s/NPRP/∞/∞ systems. The total number of

customers in the system may of course be computed from the state probability vector

for a non-priority system (where pn, n = 0, 1, ... is given in equation (5.3)). Closed-form

formulae to evaluate other system characteristics of M/M/s/FIFO/∞/∞ systems

also hold and may be evaluated by substituting the value for λ with λH + λL.

However, if a particular level of service quality is specified for either HP and/or LP

customers, the expressions necessary to evaluate performance measures are generally

more complex.

Expressions that provide the expected total quantity of HP and LP customers in

priority service systems have been developed using various approaches (see Chapter

5). Knowledge of this basic summary measure aids evaluation of further performance

measures, such as the probability that a customer experiences an excessively long wait

in the queue. The expected number of customers of each class in the queue may be

evaluated using generating functions, described for a head-of-the-line priority queueing

system in equation (7.1). Further details regarding the derivation of the formulas

are provided in Cohen (1956) and the notation used below closely follows that given

within the paper.

Let g(h, l) denote the probability that there are h HP customers and l LP customers

in the queue. If all servers are busy, the probability generating function Fy(d) of state

g(h, l) is therefore defined as Fy(d) =
∞∑
l=0

g(h, l)dl and given by:

Fy(d) = γy
1

(s−r)Es(r)
(s−r)+rEs(r)

1−d
1−γ2d

(7.1)
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where
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γ1
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1 +
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rL
s
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+
rL
s
(1− d)

}2

− 4
rH
s

]1/2]
,

Ns(r) =
s∑

i=0

ri

i!
,

Es(r) =
rs/s!
Ns(r)

,

rH = λH

µ
, rL = λL

µ
and r = rH + rL

Using equation (7.1), Cohen (1956) shows that the probability that all servers are busy

may be calculated as:

P (All servers busy) = sEs(r)
(s−r)+rEs(r)

(7.2)

and if not all servers are busy, the probability of the number of customers in the system

may be calculated from:

pn = (s−r)
(s−r)+rEs(r)

× rn/n!
Ns(r)

(7.3)

The average waits in the queue, WqH and WqL, for HP and LP customers respectively,

are given as:

WqH = µ
s−rH

P (All servers busy)

WqL = sµ
(s−rH)(s−r)

P (All servers busy)
(7.4)

Equations (7.2 - 7.4) may all be embedded into the Priority SIPP methodology pro-

posed above to approximate the performance of time-dependent priority systems. How-

ever, priority systems are often evaluated by more complex performance metrics than

those such as the average waiting time, and closed-form expressions only exist for a

limited set of performance standards. Thus whilst Priority SIPP may perform effi-

ciently for some systems, the computational cost for its execution is higher for systems

such as WAST, where quality is measured as a function of the waiting time distri-

bution. The following section nevertheless proposes how Priority SIPP may be still

employed in such systems. It outlines the previous research performed in this area and

derives formulae that allows computation of the probability of an excessive wait for

head-of-the-line priority systems.
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7.2.1.1 Virtual waiting time distribution

For the case where the service rates are identical across classes of customers, Davis

(1966) derived LSTs for the waiting time distribution of customers of different classes

(see Chapter 5). Kella and Yechiali (1985) have since shown that the LST for the

waiting time presented for HP customers may be inverted. Using WqH to denote the

time that a HP customer waits in the queue before commencing service, the probability

this quantity is greater than the acceptable waiting time, xH , may be simply expressed

as:

P (WqH > xH) = P (All servers busy)e−(sµ−λH )xH . (7.5)

Yet the equivalent inversion is analytically intractable for LP customers. Whilst

Abate and Whitt (1995) show that this quantity may be determined using a numerical

transform inversion, the calculations require considerable computational resources and

are thus unsuitable to be embedded within SIPP, which seeks to provide a quick and

efficient approximation.

Chen and Henderson (2001) suggest that simple inequalities may be used to obtain a

bound on waiting time performance for LP customers, for example the probability that

an LP customer waits less than time xL in the queue, P (WqL > xL), may be bounded

using:

P (WqL > xL) ≤ min
(

WqL

xL
,
WqL

2

x2
L

)
(7.6)

This bound provides a conservative estimate of waiting time in the queue; thus if

implemented as part of a wider SIPP model to evaluate performance measures and

recommend minimum staffing levels, it will provide staffing levels that will ensure the

required performance target will be certainly met in M/M/s/NPRP/∞/∞ service

systems, given the assumptions of SIPP are met. However whilst the staffing levels it

recommends will always be sufficient, they may be higher than necessary. The research

contained in the remainder of this section provides derivations of alternative formula-

tions to compute the proportion of HP and LP customers waiting excessive times in the

queue. By means of computing the expected number of customers of each class in the

queue, and using equations (7.7) and (7.10), the risk of setting staffing schedules with

unnecessarily high staff quantities which may be result from equation (7.6) is overcome.

The developed formulae are extensions of the basic expression given in equation (6.1),

which provides the probability of an excessive wait for customers in M/M/s systems.

The key observations that enable the expression to be extended to priority systems
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are that an arriving HP customer is effectively presented with a M/M/s queue with

λ = λH (as its priority status allows it to advance in front of any LP customers

currently waiting in the queue, so is unaffected by their presence); and an arriving

LP customer sees a M/M/s queue where the s servers must first serve all of the

customers currently in the system, in addition to any HP customer arriving while the

LP customer is awaiting service.

Hence the probability of an excessive wait for a HP customer may be computed by

considering the number of HP calls in the system and the number of LP customers

in service (i.e. it is not necessary to account for LP customers in the queue as HP

customers are served before of these, so their presence has no effect on the system

behaviour). Letting ñ represent the cumulative number of LP customers in service and

HP customers in the system (i.e. all customers in the system excluding LP customers

in the queue), pñ denote the probability that the system is in each state, and W ñ
qH

denote the waiting time for HP customers that arrive to find ñ people in the system

ahead with s servers on duty; the probability that a HP customer waits longer than

the acceptable time in the queue is given by:

P (WqH > xH) =
∞∑

ñ=s

P (W ñ
qH > xH)pñ (7.7)

pñ may be evaluated using equation (7.3) for ñ < s, and the generating function in

equation (7.1) for ñ ≥ s; and P (W ñ
qH > xH) can be evaluated for each ñ using the

formula presented in equation (6.9), adjusted for a stationary system i.e.:

P (W ñ
qH > xH) =





ñ−s∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if ñ ≥ s,

0 if ñ < s.

(7.8)

where a = µsxH since a HP customer will wait greater than the acceptable waiting

time threshold xH if there are ñ− s or fewer departures over this interval.

Combining these results yields:

P (WqH > xH) =





∞∑
ñ=s

ñ−s∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
pñ if ñ ≥ s,

0 if ñ < s.

(7.9)

A similar approach can be followed to compute the waiting tail probability for LP
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customers, but for such customers it is necessary to consider the probability distribution

of the number of HP arrivals during the acceptable waiting time threshold, in addition

to the number of LP and HP customers in the system since any HP customers arriving

within this interval are required to be served in advance of the arriving LP customer.

Thus letting W n
qL denote the waiting time for LP customers that arrive to find n people

in the system ahead with s servers on duty; P (WqL > xL) may be computed as:

P (WqL > xL) =

∞∑

n=s

P (W n
qL > xL)pn (7.10)

where

P (W n
qL > xL) =





∞∑
f=0

P (f HPs arrive in xL)×
n−s+f∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s,

0 if n < s.

(7.11)

Here a = µsxL and since HP customers are assumed to arrive in a Poisson fashion, the

probability of f HP arrivals in time xL may be calculated as:

P (f HPs arrive in xL) =
(λHxL)

fe−(λHxL)

f !
(7.12)

Thus combining these results yields:

P (WqL > xL) =





∞∑
n=s

(
∞∑
f=0

(λHxL)
f e−(λHxL)
f !

n−s+f∑
b=0

abe−a

b!

)
pn if n ≥ s,

0 if n < s.

(7.13)

Whilst the expressions presented for HP and LP customers in equations (7.9) and

(7.13) are logical formulations of the computations required to evaluate the probability

of excessive waits, the calculation for HP customers requires knowledge of the number

of HP or LP customers in the queue, which in turn necessitates consideration of

the generating function given in (7.1). Thus whilst it is useful to appreciate the

formulation of the metric in this context, the closed-form version of the formula given

in equation (7.5) requires less computational effort, and is accordingly employed in

the Priority SIPP methodology herein.
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Contrastingly, the equivalent LP formula given in equation (7.13) only requires

knowledge of the probability vector denoting the total number of customers in the

system (which may be evaluated using the steady-state probabilities for a stationary

system provided in (5.3)) and the evaluation of equation (7.11). Thus the additional

computational effort needed to evaluate the probability accurately is negligible

compared to effort required to compute the bound proposed by Kella and Yechiali

(1985) (see equation (7.6)).

In summary of the above analysis, balancing the need to achieve reasonably accurate

analysis in a computationally efficient manner, the equations that shall be used within

the Priority SIPP methodology to calculate the probability of an excessive wait for HP

and LP customers (to ultimately find the minimum staffing levels necessary to achieve

specific service targets) are equations (7.5) and (7.13), i.e.:

P (WqH > xH) = P (All servers busy)e−(sµ−λH )xH .

and

P (WqL > xL) =





∞∑
n=s

(
∞∑
f=0

P (f HPs arrive in xL)×
n−s+f∑
b=0

abe−a

b!

)
pn if n ≥ s,

0 if n < s.

Although inclusion of the revised LP formula means the SIPP approach is slightly less

efficient, it still possesses the key benefits that it requires less computation than the

numerical technique, and allows the system performance to be computed efficiently at

any independent time point, in place of the requirement to continually track the system

behaviour over time. Thus whilst the implementation of SIPP Priority requires more

computational time for systems where quality is measured as a function of the waiting

time distribution compared to measures which may be computed using a closed-form

formulae, it may still be implemented in a reasonably efficient manner.

7.2.2 Numerical methodology

Following the argument outlined in Section 6.2.2 which presents the Euler method as

a comprehensive numerical technique, this section considers the potential of the Euler

approach to accurately evaluate system performance and provide a benchmark to
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evaluate the Priority SIPP results. The Euler method has been investigated in several

papers dealing with M/M/s/NPRP/∞/∞ systems (see Gail et al. (1988) and Wagner

(1997)); and the following analysis extends the technique so is suitable for use in

time-dependent priority systems i.e. M(t)/M/s(t)/NPRP/∞/∞ systems, where staff

operate under the head-of-the-line service discipline. This research devotes particular

attention to the behaviour of the system at shift boundaries and additionally derives

formulae to calculate the excessive wait probabilities for both priority classes over time.

Priority queueing is difficult to analyse in a multi-server setting because customers of

different classes may be in service at the same time; thus to know which customer will

leave in a time interval, it is necessary to know the exact composition of the customers

being served within the interval and those awaiting service in the queue. Hence the

Markov chain representation of the multi-class, multi-server queue requires tracking

the number of customers of each class through the system, meaning the Markov chain

is infinite in k dimensions (where k = 2 in this research, is the number of priority

classes). In the formulae presented to analyse the system below, i and j represent

the number of HP and LP customers in service respectively; and h and l are used

to denote the number of HP and LP customers in the queue respectively. Hence the

inequalities i, j, h, l ≥ 0 and i + j ≤ s(t) must hold at all times. In cases where it is

relevant to track the total number of customers in the system, n is used to represent

the cumulative total of HP and LP customers.

For computational efficiency, Chapter 5.3.2 stated that numerical analysis of a

M(t)/M/s(t)/FIFO/∞/∞ system requires the approximation of the infinite capacity

system with its finite equivalent, with a limit imposed on the number of customers

considered in the system that is large enough to allow accurate analysis whilst ensuring

that the dimension of the Markov chain is finite. The same approximation is clearly

required for the numerical analysis of M(t)/M/s(t)/NPRP/∞/∞ systems, and

following similar reasoning to the case presented by Izady (2010) for non-priority sys-

tems, this research recommends this upper limit be chosen such that PG(t) ≤ 10−6 ∀t.

In order to accurately track the movement of all customers through the system, it

is necessary to compute the number of customers of types i, j, h and l in the system

over time, represented by the quadruple S = (i, j, h, l). Following the methodology

presented by Gail et al. (1988), it is easily shown that the description of this state

space quadruple S = (i, j, h, l) may be reduced to:
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• S = (i, j) if at least one server is idle (as both h and l must both be null, since

there will be no customers in the queue)

– For example, in a service system staffed by 5 servers with 2 HP customers

and 2 LP customers in service, one server would be idle and no customers

would be in the queue. Thus the state space could be represented using the

notation S = (2, 2) in place of the extended version S = (2, 2, 0, 0).

• S = (i, h, l) if all servers are busy (since j may be derived from the description

of the other parameter values)

– For example, a service system staffed by 5 servers with 4 HP and 1 LP cus-

tomer in service, and 2 LP customers in the queue, could be represented us-

ing the notation S = (4, 0, 2) in place of the extended version S = (4, 1, 0, 2)

since element j may be calculated directly from knowledge of the total num-

ber of servers in the system and the number of HP customers in service i.e.

j = 5− 4 = 1.

As such, this convenient notation simplifies the state space description and increases

the computational efficiency of the numerical solver.

Further to the methodology outlined by Gail et al. (1988), this research considers

head-of-the-line priority systems where time-variable and stochastic demand is served

by a time-varying number of servers (permitted to change at the beginning of each

planning period), in order to maintain a consistent level of service throughout the

period of service operation. The numerical solution of the balance equations for such

a system, presented in the following two pages, are determined using the Euler method.
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For the case where at least one server is idle (i.e. i + j < s(t)) the balance equations

are:

(λ(t) + (i+ j)µ)P (i, j) =λH(t)P (i− 1, j) + λL(t)P (i, j − 1) for 0 < i, 0 < j,

+(i+ 1)µP (i+ 1, j) + (j + 1)µP (i, j + 1), and i+ j < s(t)

(λ(t) + iµ)P (i, 0) =λH(t)P (i− 1, 0) + (i+ 1)µP (i+ 1, 0)

+µP (i, 1), for 0 < i < s(t)

(λ(t) + jµ)P (0, j) =λL(t)P (0, j − 1) + (j + 1)µP (0, j + 1)

+µP (1, j), for 0 < j < s(t)

λ(t)P (0, 0) =µP (1, 0) + µP (0, 1), otherwise

(7.14)

For states in which all servers are busy, and only LP customers are in service (i.e.

i = 0), (7.14) becomes:

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (0, h, l) =λH(t)P (0, h− 1, l) + λL(t)P (0, h, l− 1), for 0 < h, 0 < l

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (0, h, 0) =λH(t)P (0, h− 1, 0), for 0 < h

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (0, 0, l) =λL(t)P (0, 0, l− 1) + s(t)µP (0, 0, l + 1)

+µP (1, 0, l+ 1), for 0 < l

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (0, 0, 0) =s(t)µP (0, 0, 1) + µP (1, 0, 1)

+λL(t)P (0, s(t)− 1), otherwise

(7.15)
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The next set of balance equations define the probabilities for scenarios where all servers

are busy and at least one HP and LP customer is in service. To aid interpretation

of the formulae, Figure 7.2 overleaf illustrates the possible system states which may

result in S = (i, 0, 0), when i = 2 and s(t) = 3.

If all servers are busy and at least one HP and LP customer is in service (i.e. 0 < i <

s(t)):

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (i, h, l) =λH(t)P (i, h− 1, l) + λL(t)P (i, h, l − 1)

+iµP (i, h+ 1, l)

+(s(t)− i+ 1)µP (i− 1, h+ 1, l), for 0 < h, 0 < l

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (i, h, 0) =λH(t)P (i, h− 1, 0) + iµP (i, h+ 1, 0)

+(s(t)− i+ 1)µP (i− 1, h+ 1, 0), for 0 < h

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (i, 0, l) =λL(t)P (i, 0, l− 1) + iµP (i, 1, l)+

(s(t)− i+ 1)µP (i− 1, 1, l)

+(s(t)− i)µP (i, 0, l + 1)

+(i+ 1)µP (i+ 1, 0, l + 1), for 0 < l

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (i, 0, 0) =iµP (i, 1, 0) + (s(t)− i+ 1)µP (i− 1, 1, 0)

+(s(t)− i)µP (i, 0, 1) + (i+ 1)µP (i+ 1, 0, 1)

+λH(t)P (i− 1, s(t)− i)

+λL(t)P (i, s(t)− i− 1)

[See Figure 7.2 for diagrammatic illustration], otherwise

(7.16)

Finally, if all servers are busy, and only HP customers are in service (i.e. i = s(t)), the

balance equations are:

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (s(t), h, l) =λH(t)P (s(t), h− 1, l) + λL(t)P (s(t), h, l− 1) for 0 < h

+s(t)µP (s(t), h+ 1, l) + µP (s(t)− 1, h+ 1, l), and 0 < l

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (s(t), h, 0) =λH(t)P (s(t), h− 1, 0) + s(t)µP (s(t), h+ 1, 0)

+µP (s(t)− 1, h+ 1, 0), for 0 < h

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (s(t), 0, l) =λL(t)P (s(t), 0, l − 1) + sµP (s(t), 1, l)

+µP (s(t)− 1, 1, l), for 0 < l

(λ(t) + s(t)µ)P (s(t), 0, 0) =s(t)µP (s(t), 1, 0) + µP (s(t)− 1, 1, 0)

+λHP (s(t)− 1, 0), otherwise

(7.17)
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REPRESENTATION OF SYSTEM AFTER SHIFT BOUNDARY

S = (i,0,0)

2 HP & 1 LP in service; 0 in queue. 

s1

s2

s3

POSSIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF SYSTEM BEFORE SHIFT BOUNDARY

S = (i,1,0)

s1

s2

s3

2 HP & 1 LP in service; 1 HP in queue.

1 HP completes service.

S = (i - 1,1,0)

s1

s2

s3

1 HP & 2 LP in service; 1 HP in queue.

1 LP completes service.

S = (i,0,1)

s1

s2

s3

2 HP & 1 LP in service; 1 LP in queue.

1 LP completes service.

S = (i+1,0,1)

s1

s2

s3

3 HP in service; 1 LP in queue.

1 HP completes service.

S = (i-1,s(t) - i)

s1

s2

s3

1 HP & 1 LP in service; 0 in queue.

1 HP arrives.

S = (i, s(t) – i - 1)

s1

s2

s3

2 HP in service; 1 LP in queue.

1 LP arrives.

Figure 7.2: State spaces that may result in S = (1, 0, 0) after shift boundary when
i = 2 and s(t) = 3. (Red and green circles denote HP and LP customers respectively)
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The probabilities of the various combinations of HP and LP customers in the system

fluctuate over time according to the above equations, and may be tracked using a Euler

solver. The complicating factor is how these probabilities evolve at the start of each

planning period, where the arrival rates and number of servers on duty may change.

The transformation of the probability vector depends on type of shift boundary (i.e.

true or dummy), and further upon if the servers are busy when scheduled to leave in

the case of the dummy shift boundary. Such scenarios have not been investigated for

priority systems to date; thus the work below contributes to the research in this area

through defining the mappings and transition probability matrices separately for each

case. The notation used is a logical extension of the above to convert the standard

probabilities to time-dependent likelihoods, such that if a new shift begins at epoch t,

P (i, h, l)(t) = P{i HP in service, h HP in queue and l LP in queue at time t},
P (i, j)(t) = P{i HP in service and j LP in service, no customers in the queue and

at least one server idle at time t},

Further, P (i, h, l)(t)− = limr→tz P (i, h, l)(r) and P (i, j)(t)− = limr→tz P (i, j)(r) are

the probability vectors immediately before the shift boundary (i.e. at time points

where t = tz); and s(t)− and s(t)+ represent the number of servers on duty for the

shifts preceding and following the boundary respectively.

7.2.2.1 Mappings of state probability vector across shift boundaries

The precise transformations required to appropriately track the number of customers

remaining in the system after true and dummy shift boundaries, where departing

servers operate under the exhaustive discipline, are defined below. Figure 6.1, which

was used to provide a visual representation the effect of applying each type of shift

boundary on the number of customers in the queue for a non-priority time-dependent

system in Chapter 6, is also useful to aid the comprehension of the analysis below

since the same idea applies to time-dependent priority systems; only here all HP cus-

tomers move ahead of LP customers in the queue to be seen by the first available server.

Case A: True shift boundary

At the end of a planning period bordered by a true shift boundary, all customers

in service are ejected from the system under exhaustive discipline rules; thus the

probability vector mappings are identical for all adjustments made to the number
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of servers on servers on duty (i.e. independent of whether this number increases,

decreases or remains the same). The new servers begin serving the customers in the

queue at the immediate commencement of their shift, so all customers at the front

of the queue move into service. Recalling that LP customers are only served when a

server becomes free if there are no HP customers in the queue, then the mappings

that define the instantaneous transitions of the probability vectors may be expressed as:

For 0 ≤ h + l + s(t)+ ≤ G, i <= s(t)+(if i = s(t)+ then P (i, h, l)(t) is only defined for

h = 0):

P (i, h, l)(t) =

s(t)−∑

u=0

P (u, h+ i, l + (s(t)+ − i))(t)− (7.18)

And the transitions for the dual state vectors, defined for the case where i+ j < s(t)+

are:

For i+ j = 0 :

P (i, j)(t) =
s(t)−∑
u=0

P (u, 0, 0)(t)− +
s(t)−−1∑
u=0

s(t)−−1−q∑
q=0

P (u, q)(t)−

For 0 < i+ j < s(t)+ :

P (i, j)(t) =
s(t)−∑
u=0

P (u, i, j)(t)−

(7.19)

Due to the way in which an artificial limit G is placed on the number of customers

considered within the system to allow computational of the solution in reasonable

time, there will be some cases where the revised probability vectors will be assigned

zero values (for example, if h+ l + s(t)− > G then P (i, h, l)(t)− will not be defined).

Case B: Dummy shift boundary

When dealing with a dummy shift boundary, the probability vector mappings depend

on the nature of the change made to staffing levels over the boundary. In the case

where the number of servers remains the same or is increased, the probability vectors

require little or no modification, since the same set of staff are assumed to work

both shifts (thus each server may continue working without disruption). The only

potential modification that needs to be accounted for by a mapping is the movement

of customers from the head of the queue into service that receive service from any

additional employees who join the team at the shift boundary.

However, if the number of servers is reduced over the shift boundary, the behaviour of
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the system is additionally dependent on the current occupation of the servers who are

selected to leave. Thus the precise mappings necessary for each of the three scenarios

are separately defined in cases B1 - B3 below.

Case B1: Number of servers remains the same

If the number of servers on duty over two consecutive shifts remains consistent, then the

Markov process evolves as a continuous time Markov chain, as each server is available

to work at all times across the shifts. Thus all probability vectors remain identical

across the shift boundary, and may be defined as follows:

P (i, h, l)(t) = P (i, h, l)(t)− for 0 ≤ i ≤ s(t)+, 0 ≤ h+ l + s(t)+ ≤ G

P (i, j)(t) = P (i, j)(t)− for 0 ≤ i+ j < s(t)+
(7.20)

Case B2: Number of servers is increased

For the case where more servers are supplied in the period following a dummy shift

boundary, vector mappings are required to account for the fact that customers at the

front of the queue move into service to be attended to by the additional servers who

commence their duty at time t. Using sc = (s(t)+ − s(t)−) to represent the change

in the number of servers, which in case B2 will always be positive; the instantaneous

transitions may be defined for the triple state probability vector as:

For i = s(t)+, 0 ≤ h+ l + s(t)+ ≤ G :

P (i, h, l)(t) = P (i− sc, h+ sc, l)(t)
−

For i < s(t)+, 0 ≤ l + s(t)+ ≤ G :

P (i, 0, l)(t) =
min(i,sc)∑

u=max(0,i−s(t)−)

P (i− u, u, l + sc − u))(t)−

For sc ≤ i < s(t)+, 0 < h, 0 ≤ h+ l + s(t)+ ≤ G :

P (i, h, l)(t) = P (i− sc, h+ sc, l)(t)
−

(7.21)

Concurrently the dual state space probability vectors remain identical, except for extra

states which may arise if the number of customers in the queue is less than the quantity
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of additional servers joining at the boundary. Thus for 0 < i+ j < s(t)+:

For i+ j < s(t)− :

P (i, j)(t) = P (i, j)(t)−

For i+ j = s(t)− :

P (i, j)(t) = P (i, 0, 0)(t)−

For s(t)− < i+ j < s(t)+ :

P (i, j)(t) =
min(i,sc,i+j−s(t)−)∑
u=max(0,i−s(t)−)

P (i− u, u, i+ j − s(t)− − u)(t)−

(7.22)

Case B3: Number of servers is reduced

The transitions for the case where the number of servers is lower in the shift following

the dummy shift boundary are generally more complex to define, since additional to

the requirement in Section 6.2.2 which illustrates that it is necessary to specify the

probability that a busy or idle server leaves; it is also necessary to determine the proba-

bility that a busy server selected to leave is serving a HP or LP customer at that epoch.

The number of customers ejected from the system can be seen to follow a series of hyper-

geometric distributions, similar to the distribution discussed in Section 6.2.2; only here

after initially calculating the probabilities of various numbers of busy servers departing

(equivalent to the total number of customers ejected) using a specific hypogeometric

distribution, calculations are performed to compute the various compositions of HP

and LP customers that could comprise this total quantity. Recalling that s(t)−, i and

j denote the total number of servers on duty, number of HP customers in service and

number of LP customers in service before the shift boundary respectively; and letting

δn represent the total number of customers ejected from system and δs represent the

total number of servers leaving at shift boundary; then the probability that δi HP

customers are ejected from the system is defined for:

max(0, i+ j −s(t)+) ≤ δn ≤ min(δs, i+ j)

and max(0, δn− j) ≤ δi ≤ min(δn, i)

and given by:

ϕ(δn; δi; s(t)−, i+ j, i) =
(i+j

δn )(
s(t)−−i−j

δs−δn )
(s(t)

−

δs )
× ( i

δi)(
j

δn−δi)
(i+j

δn ) (7.23)
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Equation 7.23 can be used to compute the dual state probability state vectors. Con-

sidering the different ways in which each of these states may arise, it directly follows

that the transitions are given by:

For i+ j < s(t)+ :

P (i, j) =
δs∑

δn=0

δn∑
δi=0

ϕ(δn; δi; s(t)−, i+ j, i+ δi)P (i+ δi, j + (δn− δi))− (7.24)

For all cases where i + j ≥ s(t)+, probabilities are derived by considering the triple

state vectors, as defined below.

The triple state probability vectors P (i, h, l) are defined at the dummy shift boundary

for cases where all servers are busy. The probability that δi HP customers are ejected

from the system is somewhat simpler to define for this scenario, since it is certain that

all departing servers will each eject a customer from the system, so it is only necessary

to take into account the probability that those ejected are HP or LP customers. If there

are no idle servers, it can be easily shown that the probability that δi HP customers are

ejected from the system follows a hypergeometric distribution. Following the notation

given in equation (6.4), this is given by:

θ(δi; δs, s(t)−, i+ j) =

(
i+j
δi

)(
s(t)−−i−j

δs−δi

)
(
s(t)−

δs

) (7.25)

One may observe that the number of HP and LP customers in the queue remain iden-

tical over the dummy boundary: since staff numbers decrease, there are no additional

servers available to accept new customers at the commencement of the new shift. Thus

the only parameter value to experience a transition in the triple state vector over the

shift boundary is i (representative of the number of HP customers in service). Section

6.2.2 demonstrated that if servers depart at the shift boundary, the non-priority prob-

ability vector experiences an instantaneous transition according to P (t) = P (t)−B(t).

The same methodology is applied here to model the instantaneous transitions, giving:
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For 0 < h+ l, 0 ≤ s(t)+ + h+ l ≤ G :

P (i, h, l)(t) =
s(t)+∑
u=0

P (u, h, l)(t)−B(t)
(7.26)

where transition matrix B(t) has the following non-zero entries:

bn,n−δi = θ(δi; δs, s(t)−, n)





for n = 0, 1, ...s(t)− − 1 and

max(0, n− s(t)+) ≤ δi ≤ min(δs, n)
(7.27)

Equation (7.24) is valid for i + j < s(t)+. Yet it also gives the probability for the

boundary state for the case when all idle servers leave the system, leaving no customers

in the queue, but all remaining servers busy. Thus the triple state probability vector

defining the case where there are no customers in the queue additionally needs to take

into account this event, so the transition may be defined by:

For i ≤ s(t)+ :

P (i, 0, 0) =
δs∑

δn=0

δn∑
δi=0

ϕ(δn; δi; s(t)−, i+ j, i+ δi)P (i+ δi, j + (δn− δi))−

+
s(t)+∑
u=0

P (u, 0, 0)(t)−B(t)

(7.28)

7.2.2.2 Virtual waiting time distribution

Whilst Green et al. (2007) devote much attention to the computation of time-

dependent waiting time probabilities in M(t)/M/s(t) queueing systems, recognising

the wide variety of service systems which are evaluated based on functions of this

measure (usually waiting tail probabilities); equivalent mathematical expressions have

not been derived in the literature to allow such meaningful analysis of priority systems

despite their widespread applicability in industry. Gurvich et al. (2010) recently inves-

tigated the minimum number of servers required to limit the fraction of abandoning

customers by means of considering the steady-state fraction of abandonments as a

random variable; but the majority of previous papers investigating waiting times in

a priority systems have based their analysis on the probability of delay or the mean

waiting time experienced by customers (see Kao and Wilson (1999), Gail et al. (1992)).
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The derivation of the waiting tail formulae presented below contributes to the

literature through proposing expressions that allow the probability of an excessive

wait to be accurately evaluated in time-dependent head-of-the-line priority systems.

The derivations closely follow those presented in Section 6.2.2.2 which extended the

standard formulae to deal with staffing changes over shift boundaries - only here the

adjustments are applied to the distinct expressions which evaluate the probability of

an excessive wait for HP and LP customers at specific time instances t, presented in

equations (7.9) and (7.13). Whilst these equations are slightly more complex than the

equations for systems with a single class of customer, the adjustments that need to

be applied to take account of changes over shift boundaries are effectively identical.

Cases A and B1 - B3 below define the expressions required to evaluate the probability

of an excessive wait if the number of servers changes over a true or a dummy shift

boundary. As defined in Section 6.2.2.2, a = µs(t)−∆t + µs(t)+(x − ∆t) is the mean

departure rate over [t, t + x] (where x may be adjusted to xH or xL accordingly);

and s(t)− and s(t)+ denote the number of servers on duty before and after the shift

boundary respectively. For a visual representation of the specific events accounted

for by the expressions, the reader is directed to Figure 6.1 which illustrated the case

for a single customer class in Chapter 6. Due to the equivalence in the adjustments

for systems with one and two priority classes, the same diagram may be used to

aid comprehension of the extensions to the waiting time formulae for HP and LP

customers described below.

Case A: True shift boundary

At a true shift boundary where servers operate under the exhaustive discipline, all

customers in service are ejected from the system. Hence following the formulation of

the expression derived for the non-priority case, since all servers leave the system and

are replaced by an entirely new set, one may observe that only one standard adjustment

is needed to account for all possible changes in staffing levels (i.e. an increase, decrease

or equal levels); giving:

P (WqH(t) > xH) =
∞∑

ñ=s(t)−+s(t)+
P (W ñ

qH(t) > xH)pñ(t), where

P (W ñ
qH(t) > xH) =

ñ−s(t)−−s(t)+∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if ñ ≥ s(t)− + s(t)+

(7.29)
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And

P (WqL(t) > xL) =
∞∑

n=s(t)−+s(t)+
P (W n

q L > xL) pn(t), where

P (W n
q L > xL) =

∞∑
f=0

P (f HPs arrive in xL)
n−s(t)−−s(t)++f∑

b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)− + s(t)+

(7.30)

Case B: Dummy shift boundary

Case B1: Number of servers remains the same

If the number of servers remains unchanged over the shift boundary, the same formula

may be used to calculate the probability of an excessive wait as if no boundary was

imposed, since the servers are unaffected by the occurrence of the shift boundary and

continue working as normal. Note that as s(t)− = s(t)+ = s, they may be used

interchangeably within the expression:

P (WqH(t) > xH) =
∞∑

ñ=s(t)+
P (W ñ

qH(t) > xH)pñ(t), where

P (W ñ
qH(t) > xH) =

ñ−s(t)+∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if ñ ≥ s(t)+

(7.31)

And

P (WqL(t) > xL) =
∞∑

n=s(t)+
P (W n

q L > xL) pn(t), where

P (W n
q L > xL) =

∞∑
f=0

P (f HPs arrive in xL)
n−s(t)++f∑

b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)+

(7.32)

Case B2: Number of servers is increased

If the number of servers increases at time t + ∆t, so s(t)+ > s(t)− the waiting tail

probabilities P (W n
q H(t) > xH) and P (W n

q L(t) > xL) may be calculated as:

P (WqH(t) > xH) =
∞∑

ñ=s(t)+
P (W ñ

qH(t) > xH)pñ(t), where

P (W ñ
qH(t) > xH) =

ñ−s(t)+∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if ñ ≥ s(t)+

(7.33)
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And

P (WqL(t) > xL) =
∞∑

n=s(t)+
P (W n

q L > xL) pn(t), where

P (W n
q L > xL) =

∞∑
f=0

P (f HPs arrive in xL)
n−s(t)++f∑

b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)+

(7.34)

Case B3: Number of servers is reduced

Finally considering the case where the number of servers decreases at time t+∆t, i.e.

s(t)+ < s(t)−, the probability of an excessive wait may be computed as:

P (WqH(t) > xH) =
∞∑

ñ=s(t)−
P (W ñ

qH(t) > xH)pñ(t), where

P (W ñ
qH(t) > xH) =

ñ−s(t)−∑
b=0

abe−a

b!
if ñ ≥ s(t)−

(7.35)

And

P (WqL(t) > xL) =
∞∑

n=s(t)−
P (W n

q L > xL) pn(t), where

P (W n
q L > xL) =

∞∑
f=0

P (f HPs arrive in xL)
n−s(t)−+f∑

b=0

abe−a

b!
if n ≥ s(t)−

(7.36)

7.2.3 Hybrid methodology

Analysis of time dependent systems is often performed for the purpose of developing

low-cost employee schedules that guarantee that the service level is always at or above

a specified minimum level. Accurate recommendations of such quantities necessitates

iterative analysis of system performance with varying staffing levels to determine the

minimum quantity of staff, s, that allow the target to be achieved; and Figure 7.3

demonstrates that the approximate methodology is capable of recommending staffing

levels that are close to these requirements, but often not identical. In recognition of

the fact that the approximation methodology is sometimes unreliable, whilst the nu-

meric technique allows accurate analysis at the system at the expense of computation

time (which can be especially long in priority systems), this research proposes a hy-

brid approach which considers using the staffing levels generated from approximate

methodologies as initial staffing levels for each period, to be accurately analysed with
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numerical techniques. Under the assumption that the approximated levels are fairly

close to the correct quantities; by directing the methodology to consider staffing levels

just below those suggested by approximate methods (if numerical analysis finds that

the approximate predictions are sufficient) or just above those suggested (if they are in-

sufficient) it is hypothesised that considerable time savings could be made, especially if

the quantities of staff significantly vary in different periods or if the demand continually

rises in several consecutive periods, meaning a large number of staff quantities would

otherwise need to be iterated through using the numeric approach before a sufficient

number could be found to allow the required service level to be achieved. Empirical

analysis supports this approach in the case study included in Section 7.3.3.
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Figure 7.3: Approximate and numerical staffing requirements for EAs in the Cardiff
region, 1st July 2009

7.3 Application to WAST data (Cardiff area)

This section investigates the potential of the aforementioned methods in terms of

both accuracy and efficiency, to compute patients’ virtual waiting times in the WAST

priority system, with the objective of setting minimum staffing levels to limit the
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proportion of patients waiting longer than targeted times. As discussed in Section 1.4,

WAST responds to emergencies of a life-threatening nature (Category A calls) with

precedence over all other injuries and thus typifies a head-of-the-line priority queueing

system, meaning that ambulances may only attend to a Category B/C incident if

there are no Category A incidents logged in the system awaiting a response. However,

once an ambulance has been assigned to attend a Category B/C call, it cannot be

re-routed to attend one of a more serious nature until it completes its service with

the current patient. Hence if a Category A call is reported when all ambulances are

busy, this incident will be placed on the waiting list with precedence above all other

Category B/C calls within the system.

The response time target for Category B/C calls varies throughout Wales, and is set

for different regions according to their population density. Thus in order to impose

a consistent target in the analysis, when evaluating various methods to approximate

state probabilities for the queueing system, the data employed in this case study

is confined to demand arising within the Cardiff area only (a subsection of the SE

Region) for which a consistent target is imposed that 95% of Category B and C calls

should be responded to by an EA within 14 minutes. The same 14 minute target also

applies for EA responses to Category A emergencies in the region, concurrent with the

target that a RRV should arrive at the scene within 8 minutes. There are situations in

which the first response to a Category A call is an EA rather than a RRV - in reality,

such a call would not require an additional EA to attend within the 14 minutes, but to

simplify the situation for this analysis, it is assumed that exactly one EA is required

to attend all Category A, B and C incidents. One may model the queue for EAs

as a M(t)/M/s(t)/NPRP/∞/∞ queue i.e. a queue with non-preemtive priority, a

time-varying number of servers (practicing the exhaustive discipline) and two classes

of customers, each with their own exponential time-varying arrival rate. The class

of each patient is determined by the calltaker who classifies their degree of injury

according to the AMPDS as described in Chapter 6. This analysis refers to those

classed as suffering from Category A conditions as HP customers, and those with

Category B or C symptoms as LP customers. The precise problem, data inputs and

constraints that are used to determine the optimum staffing levels are as follows:

• This investigation is concerned with determining the minimum number of crews

required to man EAs, to ensure that 95% of all emergency calls arising within

the Cardiff area are reached within 14 minutes for July and December 2009 (i.e.
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to attain the EA requirements specified by Target 1 and Target 2 presented in

Chapter 1).

• The queueing model is based on the assumption that exactly one EA is required

to attend each incident reported to WAST. Whilst every EA is required to be

staffed by two ambulance officers, it is assumed that the two officers are paired for

the purpose of constructing coverage requirements; thus the investigations design

minimum staffing levels for each pair of officers (referred to as ‘crew’). If a crew

is assisting a patient when their shift is due to end, they must follow exhaustive

service discipline rules and first complete their service before finishing duty.

• Category A calls are classed as HP; whilst Category B and C calls are considered

LP. HP calls have head-of-the-line priority over LP calls, i.e. if a EA is unavailable

when an emergency is reported, then that emergency is placed in the virtual queue

for assistance, irrespective of its urgency; and queued LP calls are only dealt with

after all queued HP calls have been allocated a responder.

• The expected number of HP and LP emergencies requiring EA assistance for each

period of each day in the scheduling horizon are obtained from SSA forecasts (see

Chapters 3 and 4) based on historic demand data, known ,from 2005.

– Following the guidance provided in Chapter 4, the first 20 components and a

window length of 1,367 are selected to construct the forecasts, and to reduce

the risk of understaffing, the predicted counts are uplifted by 10%.

– Individual counts are predicted for the total number of unique incidents

requiring emergency assistance for each shift, pre-defined by WAST as 6am-

12pm, 12pm-7pm and 7pm-6am (see Chapter 2.4).

– SSA is initially applied to the the time series recording all EMS calls, and

in order to estimate the proportion calls within each shift that are HP or

LP, the technique is subsequently re-applied to the time series recording

the proportion of HP calls for the period of known historic demand (with 6

components and a window length of 1,367). The forecasted series specifying

the expected number of HP and LP calls in each shift is ultimately obtained

by applying the projected proportions to the projected counts.

– Finally the expected counts per shift are converted to expected counts per

hour by analysing the typical distribution of calls for each shift for each

weekday throughout 2008 (to gain a relatively recent representation of the
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system), and applying the average determined proportions to each shift

projection. Distinct proportions are specified for each weekday to improve

the forecast quality, since a two-way ANOVA reveals that the expected

hourly demands are not equal for all weekdays (p < 0.05).

• All parameter values employed in the analysis are evaluated from 2008 data alone

to capture the most recent representation of the service. Since the travel times

are found to be significantly different for HP and LP responses; the acceptable

waiting times set in the program are adjusted to be:

xH = 14− 8.27 (average travel time) = 5.73 minutes for HP incidents; and

xL = 14− 9.21 (average travel time) = 4.79 minutes for LP incidents.

Hence although the response time targets are identical for HP and LP calls;

the acceptable times that a patient should wait before an EA is mobilised are

different.

• Similar analysis provides an average service time of µ = 54.55 minutes which is

applied to all call categories in the analysis.

• Minimum crew requirements are sought for one-hour planning periods throughout

the scheduling horizon. Within each period, requests for assistance are assumed

to arrive according to a homogeneous Poisson process with the forecasted mean

rate for that hour, and all servers are assumed to have independent exponentially

distributed service times, with the same mean length (independent of the category

of incident they are responding to).

Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 describe the implementation of the numerical and approxi-

mation methods that have been developed throughout this chapter, to determine the

probability of an excessive wait for each category of call (i.e. a wait greater than the

response time targets), and ultimately recommend the minimum number of EA crews

required to ensure that this probability is no more than 95%. Similarly to Chapter 6,

the analysis assumes that the minimum service level must hold for every time point

in the scheduling horizon (rather than being considered as an aggregate service level

that is to be achieved on average across all hourly periods in the scheduling horizon),

to ensure a consistent quality of service is provided.
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7.3.1 Numerical requirements

This section demonstrates how the extensions that have been proposed for the

numerical method throughout this chapter (i.e. to map the probability state vector

over shift boundaries, and accurately evaluate the probability of an excessive wait over

time), may be applied to real-life data and generate minimum staffing requirements.

Modelling the system described above as an MDCTMC, the Euler method may be

readily implemented to analyse system performance. Discussions surrounding the

importance of incorporating the appropriate type of shift boundary in the analysis

have previously been provided in Chapter 6.2.2.2. Since the ultimate aim of the

analysis is to construct hourly coverage requirements for the purpose of informing

the shift scheduling model, a dummy boundary with exhaustive service discipline is

applied to every period boundary, similarly to the approach described in Chapter 6.3.1.

For computational efficiency, the infinite capacity M(t)/M/s(t) system is approxi-

mated by a finite equivalent, with a cap of G = 40 imposed on the number of patients

considered in the system at any specific time instance; and following the discussion

surrounding the selection of appropriate calculation intervals presented in Chapter

5.3.2, calculation periods are selected as δc = 0.04 hours (i.e. 2.4 minutes) which is a

common divisor of the length of the planning periods δpp = 1 hour. To ensure that

dynamic steady state is reached (see Heyman and Whitt (1984) for a definition and

conditions for achieving dynamic steady state), the service quality is also computed

for a one-day warm-up period, using the forecasted demand data for the first day in

the scheduling horizon, before meaningful analysis of the system is performed.

The computation time required to implement Euler in a priority time-dependent service

system is however considerably longer that that required for one with a single class of

customer. For example, it takes around 120 minutes to produce hourly requirements

a 3 month scheduling horizon on a 3GHz machine with 2.96GB RAM, compared to

6 minutes for a system without priorities. Approximation techniques can generate

estimates in a far more efficient manner; but are only suitable if they can produce

results within a reasonable accuracy. The staffing requirements generated by Euler are

accordingly used as a benchmark to evaluate the potential of SIPP and its variants to

approximate minimum EA crew requirements in the Cardiff area in Section 7.3.2.
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7.3.2 Approximate requirements

This section evaluates the potential of the Priority SIPP, Priority Lag Avg and

Priority SIPP Mix methodologies to construct hourly requirements for the minimum

number of EAs required within the Cardiff region for first 28 days (i.e. 672 hourly

periods) of July and December, consistent with the periods selected in Chapter 6.

The Priority Lag Avg and Priority SIPP Mix approaches are direct extensions of the

standard Lag Avg and SIPP Mix approaches described in Chapter 6: Priority Lag

Avg estimates the required staffing level based on the average arrival rates predicted

for the relevant period shifted back by L units (estimated as the average service time)

in an attempt to incorporate a suitable estimation of the lag; and Priority SIPP Mix

uses the average planning period arrival rates in all periods where the overall arrival

rate is strictly increasing, and the maximum arrival rates otherwise (calculated as

1.2 × average rate, based on preliminary investigations), to avoid the problem of

understaffing. Thus the Priority SIPP methodology remains consistent in all cases

and the only adjustments are those made to the arrival rate function prior to the

application of the technique.

For the scheduling horizons investigated, the average expected hourly demands are

4.2 and 4.6 for July and December respectively; and the average minimum number

of EAs recommended are 7.5 and 8.0 with an average service time of 54.6 minutes.

This in turn means there is a relatively low server utilisation rate, which is favourable

for SIPP. Supplementary analysis however uncovers that there are come periods with

relatively high relative amplitudes which is potentially problematical.

Table 7.1 displays the average relative error associated with the staffing requirements

generated for each hour of each day by the approximate methods when compared

with the Euler requirements, where periods with a RMSE greater than or equal to

1 are highlighted with bold text. The results show that the Priority SIPP approach

performs well for the scheduling horizons investigated. This corresponds with the

conclusions drawn in Green et al. (2001) that standard SIPP should perform well

in systems with low relative amplitudes and low presented loads. It appears logical

that the technique requires the same conditions as its non-priority counterpart to

generate accurate results, since the steps followed by the methods are analogous: the

sole differentiating factor is the computation required to evaluate the performance

measure. As this research has uncovered a suitable method to allow the probability of

an excessive wait to be calculated in a time-dependent priority system, it has enabled
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the SIPP technique to be aptly applied.

Table 7.1: Pri SIPP, Pri Lag Avg and Pri SIPP Mix accuracy

RMSE
Hour λH + λL Pri SIPP July/Dec Pri Lag Avg July/Dec Pri SIPP Mix July/Dec

0 4.8 / 5.1 0.37 / 0.62 0.83 / 0.72 1.29 / 1.35
1 4.5 / 4.8 0.42 / 0.38 0.68 / 0.80 0.82 / 0.65
2 3.8 / 4.0 0.33 / 0.33 0.78 / 1.00 0.89 / 1.00
3 3.1 / 3.3 0.46 / 0.65 0.96 / 1.41 0.85 / 1.25
4 2.2 / 2.3 0.53 / 1.05 1.21 / 0.73 0.63 / 0.87
5 1.9 / 2.0 0.53 / 0.60 0.76 / 0.57 0.76 / 0.73
6 3.2 / 3.5 0.76 / 0.94 1.13 / 1.13 0.76 / 0.94
7 3.8 / 4.2 0.85 / 0.73 0.38 / 0.68 0.93 / 0.82
8 5.4 / 5.9 1.00 / 1.10 1.25 / 1.16 1.00 / 1.10
9 6.9 / 7.4 0.98 / 1.05 0.85 / 0.78 0.98 / 1.05
10 7.7 / 8.3 0.93 / 0.82 0.38 / 0.71 0.93 / 0.82
11 7.5 / 8.1 0.63 / 0.65 0.73 / 1.27 1.68 / 1.74
12 2.9 / 3.2 2.43 / 2.34 3.07 / 3.16 1.77 / 1.52
13 3.1 / 3.5 0.65 / 0.38 0.38 / 0.27 0.65 / 0.38
14 3.1 / 3.5 0.00 / 0.50 0.53 / 0.19 0.76 / 0.89
15 3.0 / 3.4 0.38 / 0.42 0.76 / 0.46 1.00 / 0.78
16 3.1 / 3.4 0.46 / 0.42 0.57 / 0.42 0.96 / 0.85
17 3.0 / 3.3 0.60 / 0.19 0.73 / 0.46 1.04 / 0.80
18 3.2 / 3.5 0.00 / 0.00 0.65 / 0.38 0.53 / 0.53
19 4.9 / 5.3 1.00 / 0.87 1.13 / 1.20 1.00 / 0.87
20 4.9 / 5.3 0.53 / 0.65 0.53 / 0.93 0.76 / 1.00
21 5.3 / 5.7 0.57 / 0.42 0.80 / 0.42 1.25/ 0.82
22 5.1 / 5.4 0.50 / 0.38 0.76 / 0.91 0.98 / 1.30
23 5.0 / 5.3 0.19 / 0.33 0.57 / 0.73 0.68 / 0.73

MEAN 4.2 / 4.6 0.78 / 0.80 1.00 / 1.03 1.00 / 1.00

The standard Priority SIPP approach provides the best results overall, with identical

results to the Euler method in 404
672

= 60% of cases for July and 397
672

= 59% for

December. Whilst these results are less accurate than those found for the non-priority

case presented in Table 6.1, the results can be seen to be more consistent across the

two investigated months. Similarly to case study presented in Chapter 6, the main

problem with the SIPP approach is that it overstaffs a number of periods in this case

study. For example, SIPP overestimates 227
672

= 34% of the hourly periods for July

(although never by more than a single crew), and underestimates 41
672

= 6% of the

hourly periods (18 of which are underestimated by a single crew, 11 by two crews, 10
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by three crews and 2 by four crews). Thus although Priority SIPP overestimates the

requirement frequently, the quantity that it overestimates by is never prodigious.

Table 7.1 reveals that periods which SIPP fails to produce reliable requirements for are

predominantly the 08:00-09:00 and 12:00-13:00 periods. The main problem in using

SIPP to construct requirements for the 08:00-09:00 period is that it fails to recognise

the link with previous periods and account for the fact that it takes time for the queue

to build up to a level great enough to employ additional crew. Contrastingly, the error

associated with the 12:00-13:00 period is mainly attributable to underpredictions,

since the demand exhibited in this period is considerably lower than the previous

period. Whilst the Euler methodology recognises that more crews are required from

12:00-13:00 to deal with the backlog of demand remaining in the system from previous

periods, by assuming the requirements can be generated independently for each

period, SIPP estimates that far fewer crews are required.

The results for the adjusted SIPP approaches are inferior: this is as expected for the

case study, since Lag Avg and SIPP Mix are unreliable when relative amplitude is

high (as is the case for a large portion of the data). SIPP Mix additionally commonly

understaffs when the arrival rate is decreasing, and thus attributes even greater errors

in these periods; although it does reduce the error associated with overstaffing from

12:00-13:00. It appears logical that in order to generate accurate results, each of the

Priority SIPP extensions require the same conditions to hold as their non-priority

equivalent, i.e. Priority Lag Avg and Priority SIPP Mix are expected to be reliable

if the RA is low (around 0.1 - 0.5) and planning periods are short (around 0.25 -

0.5 hours). Since neither of these conditions are strictly met in this case study, it

is not surprising that they fail to improve the results of the standard Priority SIPP

approach, which already performs quite well, and understaffs just 6% of periods in July.

In recognition of the varying impacts arising from overpredictions and underpre-

dictions in differing service industries, it can be more useful to consider a modified

measure of the RMSE, RMSEτ , defined in Chapter 6.3.2 which allows overstaffing

and understaffing to be penalised accordingly, using weights that may be prudently

selected by management. Figure 7.4 presents the overall RMSEτ for various levels of

τ for the month of July. It demonstrates that the standard Priority SIPP approach

achieves around the same error, no matter what the value selected for τ , since although

the method overestimates demand more frequently than it underestimates, the periods
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that it understaffs are understaffed by larger quantities, meaning it is penalised for

overstaffing and understaffing in similar quantities. On the other hand, Priority Lag

Avg and Priority SIPP Mix both overstaff more frequently; and thus are evaluated

more favourably for larger values of τ (when underpredictions are penalised more

harshly). They however only perform better than Priority SIPP if overpredictions are

virtually ignored in the error calculation. Priority Lag Avg and Priority SIPP Mix

achieve less error than the standard approach for values of τ ≥ 0.95 and τ ≥ 0.79

respectively.
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Figure 7.4: Weighted RMSE for various levels of τ ∈ [0, 1]R

Since SIPP more commonly overstaffs than understaffs, the potential revisions

suggested in the literature (such as Lag Avg and Lag SIPP) are unsuccessful in

improving the predictions. It appears that the revisions proposed in Chapter 6.3.2

to adjust the arrival rate prior to the application of the approximation technique are

more suitable, and Table 7.2 illustrates their potential to improve the quality of the

predictions. The adjustments applied to the arrival rates are of an identical format

to those proposed in Chapter 6.3.2, but some of the parameter values used in the

techniques are adjusted to reflect the different targeted performance standards applied

in this specific investigation.
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The revisions that are investigated are:

i. Producing a modified arrival rate for each period where the original rate differs by

more than 20% to the rate expected in the preceding period. Two variants of the

arrival rate are considered: one resulting from taking an average of the current

and preceding period, and another calculated as a weighted average (25%/75%

in favour of the current period). This revision aims to incorporate the effect

of previous arrivals in each period, and avoid the problem of over/understaffing

where the approximation methods fail to recognise that it takes time for the

queue to increase/decrease significantly.

ii. Given the staffing levels as output by the original SIPP model, scaling the arrival

rate within each period where the expected proportion of patients seen within the

acceptable time is considerably greater than the minimum proportion required,

before re-running the model to provide revised requirements. For the data em-

ployed in this case study, the arrival rates are scaled by a factor of 0.9 for periods

where over 97.5% of patients are seen within the acceptable time following pre-

liminary investigations. Given the discussions surrounding Figure 6.5 in Chapter

6, it appears logical to only investigate if the reduced demand rate can be satis-

fied with one less paramedic if there is little congestion in the pervious period.

However, adding this constraint to the model produces marginally inferior results

for the test data.

iii. Given the staffing levels as output by the original SIPP model, directly reduc-

ing the number of staff recommended to be deployed by one member in periods

where the expected proportion of patients seen within the acceptable time is

considerably greater than the minimum proportion required. Again, for the case

study data it appears sensible reduce the requirement by one paramedic if over

97.5% of patients are expected to be reached within the acceptable waiting time.

Consideration is also given to the expected congestion in the system in the pre-

vious period, but find that this extra consideration fails to improve the model

performance for the test data.

The results of the above revisions are summarised in Table 7.2. The ‘Pri SIPP’ column

serves as a reminder of the RMSEs achieved by the standard SIPP approach, and

the remaining columns present the revised RMSEs for the variants of Priority SIPP

described above. The results show that the adjustment applied to the arrival rate as
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described in Method (i) is highly successful in improving the accuracy of the Priority

SIPP requirements, but Methods (ii) and (iii) yield similar results. Table 7.2 reveals

that Method (i) considerably improves the accuracy of the requirements produced

for both months investigated, which ever weighting measure is selected (-whilst

the results for July are slightly better using the average rate from the current and

previous period, the results for December are slightly better when a weighted average

(25%/75% in favour of the current period) is computed). Although the same method

only generated results of roughly equivalent accuracy as the SIPP approximations

for the non-priority case presented in Table 6.2; this is likely because the necessary

characteristics for SIPP to perform well were present in the system investigated.

The findings reported in Table 7.2 support the use of Method (i) as a practical tech-

nique to improve the approximate approach, and directly demonstrates how improved

requirements can be generated in systems where the assumptions of Priority SIPP are

not met. Due to the methodology followed by the technique, it is equally capable

of improving Priority SIPP staffing requirements in systems where overstaffing or un-

derstaffing are shortfalls of the standard approach, if the error is attributable to the

failure of the technique to recognise the impact of staffing levels and arrival rates in

previous periods. Since the methodology is only applied to periods in which the arrival

rate differs considerably to that in the preceding period, meaning the earlier arrival

rate will likely impact on the service level in the current period (as the system will

take longer to reach steady state), it is expected to perform better than the Lag Avg

approach which is applied to all periods, regardless in the change in system behaviour.

Since the particular version of the technique that computes an average arrival rate

between two consecutive periods is essentially modified version of Lag Avg approach,

and is demonstrated to perform well, it shall be promoted as a perspicacious variant

of the SIPP approach, referred to as Modified Lag Avg (or Priority Modified Lag Avg

if it is applied within priority systems). The technique is expected to be more robust

to higher RA than the standard SIPP/Priority SIPP techniques, due to its capacity

to prudently adjust the arrival rate in consecutive periods with widely differing arrival

rates, and also more robust in systems with longer service rates, as it considers the

effect of the time-lag that exists between arrival and service times. The technique

is also expected to offer improved predictions if staffing requirements are desired for

moderately longer planning periods than 0.25 or 0.5 hours (required by SIPP/Priority

SIPP), as it accounts for the effect of arrivals in earlier periods in its calculations, and

is shown in this case study to offer improved predictions for planning periods of 1 hour
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Table 7.2: Priority SIPP Revised Reliability (RMSEs)

If 20% change in λ SIPP re-run Modified SIPP
Hour of
day

Pri SIPP λ
′ = 0.5λ(t− 1)

+ 0.5λ(t)
λ
′ = 0.25λ(t−1)

+ 0.75λ(t)
If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.975,
λ′ = 0.9λ

If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.965 and
P (Wq(p − 1) > x)
> 0.965,
λ′ = 0.9λ

If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.975,
EAs’ = EAs− 1

If P (Wq(p) > x) >
0.965 and
P (Wq(p − 1) > x)
> 0.975,
EAs’ = EAs− 1

0 0.37 / 0.62 0.53 / 0.62 0.53 / 0.62 0.53 / 0.00 0.42 / 0.00 0.00 / 0.56 0.62 / 0.56
1 0.42 / 0.38 0.63 / 0.38 0.46 / 0.38 0.46 / 0.19 0.38 / 0.19 0.42 / 0.60 0.57 / 1.07
2 0.33 / 0.33 0.42 / 0.33 0.33 / 0.33 0.33 / 0.50 0.53 / 0.42 0.50 / 0.71 0.65 / 0.57
3 0.46 / 0.65 0.46 / 0.76 0.27 / 0.71 0.27 / 0.68 0.38 / 0.73 0.78 / 0.65 0.60 / 0.65
4 0.53 / 1.05 0.53 / 0.50 0.00 / 0.78 0.00 / 0.76 1.35 / 0.65 0.91 / 1.35 0.82 / 1.21
5 0.53 / 0.60 0.65 / 0.50 0.53 / 0.42 0.53 / 0.53 0.50 / 0.76 0.65 / 0.68 0.91 / 0.76
6 0.76 / 0.94 0.68 / 0.38 0.19 / 0.19 0.19 / 0.38 0.53 / 0.27 0.00 / 0.38 0.78 / 0.71
7 0.85 / 0.73 0.53 / 0.38 0.65 / 0.60 0.65 / 0.53 0.57 / 0.53 0.60 / 0.53 0.65 / 0.57
8 1.00 / 1.10 0.53 / 0.19 0.53 / 0.87 0.53 / 0.76 0.93 / 0.53 0.53 / 0.93 0.46 / 0.94
9 0.98 / 1.05 0.38 / 0.19 0.65 / 0.73 0.65 / 0.73 0.89 / 0.68 0.65 / 0.71 0.57 / 0.94
10 0.93 / 0.82 0.76 / 0.63 0.93 / 0.63 0.93 / 0.76 0.42 / 0.71 0.76 / 0.33 0.78 / 0.63
11 0.63 / 0.65 0.63 / 0.65 0.63 / 0.65 0.63 / 0.68 0.38 / 0.63 0.68 / 0.33 0.42 / 0.53
12 2.43 / 2.34 1.20 / 1.07 1.22 / 1.07 1.22 / 2.76 2.88 / 2.62 2.76 / 3.05 2.94 / 2.83
13 0.65 / 0.38 0.65 / 0.38 0.65 / 0.38 0.65 / 0.27 0.27 / 0.53 0.38 / 0.27 0.76 / 0.78
14 0.00 / 0.50 0.00 / 0.50 0.00 / 0.50 0.00 / 0.63 0.65 / 0.53 0.65 / 0.68 0.65 / 0.68
15 0.38 / 0.42 0.38 / 0.42 0.38 / 0.42 0.38 / 0.53 0.5 / 0.38 0.53 / 0.57 0.53 / 0.91
16 0.46 / 0.42 0.27 / 0.19 0.27 / 0.19 0.27 / 0.60 0.33 / 0.46 0.71 / 0.50 0.46 / 0.53
17 0.60 / 0.19 0.60 / 0.19 0.60 / 0.19 0.60 / 0.50 0.42 / 0.50 0.50 / 0.60 0.57 / 0.68
18 0.00 / 0.00 0.00 / 0.00 0.00 / 0.00 0.00 / 0.00 0.19 / 0.38 0.65 / 0.53 0.42 / 0.57
19 1.00 / 0.87 0.00 / 0.38 0.53 / 0.42 0.53 / 1.00 0.85 / 0.85 0.78 / 0.71 0.76 / 0.76
20 0.53 / 0.65 0.53 / 0.65 0.53 / 0.65 0.53 / 0.38 0.00 / 0.46 0.38 / 0.38 0.53 / 0.63
21 0.57 / 0.42 0.65 / 0.19 0.57 / 0.42 0.57 / 0.00 0.50 / 0.27 0.00 / 0.60 0.57 / 0.63
22 0.50 / 0.38 0.42 / 0.19 0.50 / 0.19 0.50 / 0.60 0.33 / 0.71 0.68 / 0.60 0.60 / 0.60
23 0.19 / 0.33 0.19 / 0.33 0.19 / 0.33 0.19 / 0.68 0.50 / 0.82 0.82 / 0.68 0.63 / 0.63

MEAN: 0.78 / 0.80 0.55 / 0.48 0.54 / 0.55 0.54 / 0.79 0.82 / 0.77 0.82 / 0.88 0.86 / 0.93
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durations. However, the technique should not be used in systems with planning periods

spanning several hours, or which exhibit low presented loads, since such systems are

more likely to reach steady state within each planning period, so the modifications

considered by the technique would be unsuitable to improve the accuracy of predictions.

The real benefit of approximate techniques lies in their ability to generate estimated

requirements at a rapid rate. For example, whilst the Euler method requires around

120 minutes to generate hourly staffing requirements for a 3 month forecasting horizon

on a 3GHz machine with 2.96GB RAM; Priority SIPP can offer an approximate

solution in around 10 minutes, and the additional time required by the variants of the

Priority SIPP technique is only that required to obtain adjusted arrival rate functions.

When deciding if it is appropriate to use a numerical or approximate technique, the

client should therefore importantly consider this factor, in conjunction with accuracy

considerations.

In situations where accuracy is of upmost importance, the numerical method should

always be selected, since the approximate methods will always be susceptible to a

certain degree of error. In an attempt to reduce the computation time required by the

Euler method to generate accurate staffing requirements, Section 7.3.3 investigates the

potential of hybrid approaches to increase its computational efficiency.

7.3.3 Hybrid Approach

This section examines the potential of various hybrid approaches to increase the com-

putational efficiency of the Euler method to produce minimum staffing requirements

for hourly periods, that ensure emergencies are responded to within the targeted times

outlined in Targets 1 and 2 (see Chapter 1). When applied in its standard format, the

Euler method begins by considering the performance that would be achieved in each

period if two staff were to be employed. It computes the relevant performance measure

at computation intervals of length δc across the period, and if the measure is below

the required level at any given point, the method returns to the start of that shift to

re-start the calculations with one additional member of staff. The method continues to

iterate through staffing levels (incremented in integer steps) for each period in this way,

until a sufficient quantity is found to satisfy the response time targets. Three methods

are considered to increase the efficiency of finding the minimum required staffing levels,

and discussions surrounding why they are/are not appropriate:

i. Using the staffing levels generated from the Priority SIPP approach (or one of
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its variants) as initial staffing levels for each period, to be accurately analysed

with numeric methodology. If numerical analysis finds that the Priority SIPP

predictions are sufficient, the Euler method can be used to test if the perfor-

mance measure could in fact be achieved with a lower quantity, by decrementing

the Priority SIPP suggested staffing levels for each period in integer steps and

recomputing the performance measure for all calculation intervals throughout

the period, until a staffing level is reached that violates the waiting time tar-

gets. If the converse is true and the initial quantities are found to be insufficient,

the minimum required staffing levels can be obtained by incrementing the initial

quantity in integer steps until a sufficient number is found.

• Applying this methodology to generate staffing requirements for the month

of July 2009 actually requires greater computation time (45 minutes on a

3GHz machine with 2.96GB RAM) than the standard methodology (40 min-

utes). Closer inspection finds that this is primarily due to periods in which

Priority SIPP accurately predicts or overpredicts the staffing requirement. If

Priority SIPP generates the correct requirement, the methodological steps

outlined above means that the Euler method must first be employed to

compute the performance measure at all calculation intervals throughout

the period with the suggested level to find that it is sufficient. It must then

re-perform these calculations with one fewer staff member until the calcu-

lation interval is reached where the staffing quantity fails to achieve the

targeted level. If Priority SIPP however overpredicted the staffing level, no

such interval will exist, so at least part of the period must further be investi-

gated with two fewer staff members until an infeasible calculation interval is

found. This can take considerably longer than iterating through all staffing

levels using the standard Euler methodology, since the low staffing levels

will often be found to be insufficient for a calculation interval near the start

of the period, so very few computations may be required for such levels. The

shortfall of this method motivates the investigation of the proposed Method

(ii) below.

ii. Using the same approach as described above, but with the initial staffing levels

considered in each period being one below those suggested by Priority SIPP (or

one of its variants).

• Applying this methodology to generate staffing requirements for the month

of July reduces the computation time from 40 to 34 minutes on a 3GHz
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machine with 2.96GB RAM. Whilst this is a small saving for this dataset, a

15% reduction in time could become quite considerable if requirements are

requested for longer periods. The approach is particularly successful for the

July dataset, as Priority SIPP frequently overstaffs. However, due to the

requirement of the methodology to consider lower staffing levels even when

the prediction is correct, it is also found to require fewer computations in

many periods where Priority SIPP correctly predicts the minimum required

staffing level. Even if Priority SIPP understaffs a period, the methodology

increases the computational efficiency of the Euler method since it no longer

needs to consider the excessively low staffing quantities that are below those

predicted by Priority SIPP. The sole extra time required is that necessary

to calculate the initial approximate requirements, but this is relatively small

in comparison (around 3 minutes for the month of July).

iii. Using the staffing levels suggested generated from the standard SIPP approach

(or one of its variants) with an aggregate arrival rate λ = λH + λL and average

allowable waiting time x = xH+xL

2
as initial staffing levels for each period, to be

accurately analysed with the numeric methodology. The true minimum required

staffing level can subsequently be confirmed by directing the Euler methodology

to consider staffing levels just below those suggested by SIPP (if numerical anal-

ysis finds that the SIPP predictions are sufficient) until the waiting time targets

are violated, or to consider quantities just above those suggested (if they are

insufficient), until a sufficient number is found.

• Although standard SIPP requires less computation time than Priority SIPP

(a few seconds for a one month scheduling horizon, compared to a few min-

utes), it is not always suitable for generating approximate staffing require-

ments for priority service systems, since the two priority classes cannot be

treated as a single class. Even if the service requirements are the same for

each class, the requirement that it must be achieved for both classes can

require more servers than if it were only needed to be achieved on average

for the two customer classes. Although the approximated staffing level can

be reasonably close to those suggested by Priority SIPP if the waiting time

targets are reasonably similar for each class of customer (as is the case with

this investigation), the methodology marginally increases the computation

time by around one minute, and if the targets are very different for each

customer class the methodology would be less suitable again.
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Figure 7.5 graphs the initial requirements suggested by each of the methods discussed

above. It illustrates that the initial requirements suggested by Method (ii) (i.e. those

one below the requirement estimated by Priority SIPP), match or fall just below the

Euler requirements, providing motivation for this approach to be used as an efficient

hybrid method.
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Figure 7.5: Initial staffing levels suggested by approximate approaches

It is observable that the approach would allow even greater time savings if it were ap-

plied to periods of longer durations, especially in epochs with increasing arrival rates,

since the standard Euler approach could require the computations to be performed

at several calculation intervals until one was found that failed to satisfy the perfor-

mance target, for each incremented staffing level. A different approach to consider in

increasing the efficiency of the Euler method could also involve increasing/decreasing

the staffing level in a step function from requirement produced for the previous period,

depending on if there is an increase/decrease in the average arrival rate. However,

supplementary analysis finds this to be less efficient for the July data (in the order

of a few minutes) than the proposed hybrid methodology, and it is also recognised as

less appropriate for staffing scheduling horizons with greatly fluctuating demands from

period to period. Therefore, this research recommends the hybrid approach outlined
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in Method (ii) that uses staffing levels one below those suggested by the Priority SIPP

methodology as initial staffing levels to be considered for each period, as the most

appropriate technique to increase the efficiency of the Euler method.

7.4 Summary

This chapter has extended standard techniques commonly used in the literature to

evaluate performance measures in time-dependent systems, so they may be applied to

multi-server priority systems subject to time-dependent demand. It has demonstrated

that with small revisions, both the approximation and numerical approach may

be duly adapted to evaluate more complex priority systems, which are widespread

throughout industry and commonly evaluated against a set of minimum performance

standards. To date, staffing requirements have only been generated for multi-server

priority systems with time-varying arrival rates using approximation methods, and

whilst this study has furthered the work by Chen and Henderson (2001) in this area

through providing greater insights into the Priority SIPP approach and proposing

variations which increase the accuracy of its predictions; its real contribution to the

literature lies in the extensions it proposes to the numerical approach. This chapter

has explained how mappings may be derived to accurately track the probability state

vector detailing the composition of customers in the system over shift boundaries, and

proposed formulae to accurately evaluate the probability of an excessive wait for two

customer classes. To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the first time

that such analysis has been applied to a time-dependent priority system.

Section 7.2.1 noted that SIPP could be extended and efficiently applied to priority

systems that are evaluated according to performance metrics for which closed-form

formulas exist (such as the average expected waiting time for each priority of customer)

by means of the methodology outlined by Priority SIPP. However, it is more laborious

to apply the technique to systems where the performance measure of interest is a

function of the waiting time of customers in the queue. In such systems, this research

has confirmed the method proposed by Chen and Henderson (2001) to compute the

probability of an excessive wait for HP customers using the inverted LST as an

efficient technique, and developed formulae to predict the probability of an excessive

wait for LP customers more accurately than the bounds presented in the same paper.

Whilst greater computation time is required to compute the performance measure for

two customer classes, meaning the approximation methodology is not as efficient as
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for the non-priority case, Priority SIPP still has the benefit that it can be applied

independently to any period of the day/week so no lengthy tracking of the system

is required over time to recommend a minimum staffing levels for a particular shift,

and also performs far more efficiently than the corresponding numerical method. In

scenarios where the assumptions of Priority SIPP (i.e. low presented loads, relatively

low RA) are broken, a method known as Priority Modified Lag Avg has been proposed

to offer improved predictions. Whilst the method is not expected to improve the

standard Priority SIPP performance in systems if the planning periods are excessively

long or the presented loads are low, it is expected to be more robust in systems with

higher loads and higher RA.

With regards to the numerical technique, this chapter investigated the Euler method-

ology, consistent with the work presented in Chapter 6. The notation first derived by

Gail et al. (1988) was used to represent the composition of customers in the system,

along with the extended balance equations to track the movement of customers

through the priority system. The research has extended the work of Ingolfsson (2002)

who defined the instantaneous transitions necessary to apply to track the movement

of customers across shift boundaries in M(t)/M/s(t)/FIFO/∞/∞ systems, to track

the composition of customers present in priority service systems over shift boundaries

where servers operate under the exhaustive discipline. Not least has the approach been

extended to define the transitions for a head-of-the-line priority system, but transitions

have also been defined for both dummy and true shift boundaries. Furthermore,

this research has devoted particular attention to further approaches followed by

Green et al. (2007) and Ingolfsson (2002) to derive distinct waiting time formulas for

HP and LP customers and to evaluate the probability of an excessive wait for both

dummy and true shift boundaries.

Section 7.3 demonstrated how a subsection of WAST could be accurately modelled

as a time-dependent priority system using the techniques developed throughout the

chapter. In particular, the case study evaluated how close the staffing levels predicted

by the Priority SIPP technique compared to those generated by the Euler solver, and

illustrated that whilst the predictions were reasonably accurate, they were erroneous

in certain periods, and could be improved by a method proposed as Priority Modified

Lag Avg. The main conclusion that can be drawn from this work is that when com-

putation speed is important, the approximate method is preferable; but the numerical

method should always be used if accuracy is important. In situations where the
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numerical method is selected, this research has offered an advanced hybrid approach

which enables the accurate Euler requirements to be produced with improved efficiency.

All the models presented in this chapter have been logical extensions of the existing

literature; and are both simple and practical to implement in a spreadsheet model

that could be adopted by WAST. The workforce capacity planning tool developed in

conjunction with this thesis and discussed in Chapter 10 directly demonstrates how

both the Priority SIPP and Euler techniques can be incorporated into a practical tool

to construct minimum staffing requirements, that can ultimately be used to inform

the production of optimised staff schedules and rosters. The tool includes options to

construct staffing requirements using either the approximate or numerical approach;

so for each specific investigation, the client may choose if the approximate method is

sufficient or if greater accuracy is required. If accuracy is of upmost importance, the

investigations contained in this chapter have provided evidence to support the use of

the hybrid approach over the standard numerical methodology, since the outputs are of

equivalent accuracy - simply generated at different speeds. In future work, it would be

useful to add the option to allow requirements to be generated using one of the variants

of SIPP to the tool; however if this option were to be provided to an organisation, it

would need to be accompanied by clear guidelines specifying the appropriate conditions

under which each variant should be performed.



Chapter 8

Literature review (part 3):

Scheduling and rostering

8.1 Introductory remarks

The term ‘labour scheduling and rostering’ collectively combines all techniques in-

volved in the process of constructing work timetables for staff. Since many organisa-

tions (call centres, airlines, the NHS, etc) desire staffing levels that consistently match

time-varying demands in order to remain competitive and meet minimum performance

standards, it is imperative that staff are scheduled effectively. Whilst models that

promote effective staffing and employee scheduling have a long history in the litera-

ture, there has recently been a major effort to develop the theory and application of

the models to reduce the ever-increasing labour costs associated with the accelerat-

ing growth and development of the service sector (Atlason et al. (2008), Izady (2010)

and Petrovik and Berghe (2012)). The models are primarily developed for systems

subject to various constraints and stochastic conditions, and are concerned with two

central issues (a) scheduling shifts optimally; and (b) assigning employees to shifts.

These essentially mirror steps (iii) and (iv) of the typical process to schedule employ-

ees (Buffa et al. (1976) (see Chapter 1)) listed as:

i. Forecast demand

ii. Convert demand forecasts into staffing requirements

iii. Schedule shifts optimally

iv. Rostering: assign employees to shifts

172
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Accordingly, most approaches to schedule employees assume that period-by-period

staffing requirements are known or estimated (from step (ii) or otherwise), and

focus on determining the lowest cost schedule that provides the required number of

employees in each period.

This review explains the major research directions and modelling techniques investi-

gated in the literature to schedule and roster employees in a range of service industries;

highlighting the benefits and limitations in the methods. For a wider appreciation

of the full scope of the scheduling literature, the reader is referred to Ernst et al.

(2004) which provides a comprehensive summary of around 700 references in the area

of personnel scheduling and rostering, classifying the methods according to the type

of problem addressed, the application areas covered and the techniques used. The

authors report that integer programming and constructive heuristic approaches are by

far the most popular methods used to solve the staffing problem (each implemented

in around 20% of the papers).

This chapter provides an overview of the common approaches, focussing on problems

solved via integer programming, which is later considered to solve the WAST schedul-

ing problem in Chapter 9 and incorporated in the workforce capacity planning tool

discussed in Chapter 10. In particular, investigations that have developed schedules

with the specific goal of achieving a minimum level of customer service at all times are

described, since the techniques used to schedule WAST employees must meet compa-

rable performance standards. Before beginning the review, the primary terminology

used in the scheduling literature and this thesis is defined in Table 8.1:

Table 8.1: Glossary of terms used in scheduling and rostering

Scheduling models
Labour staffing Attempts to optimise the size and composition of the work-

force for a medium planning horizon (e.g. a month / year)
Labour scheduling Labour staffing for a shorter horizon (e.g. a day / week)
Shift scheduling Constructing a work schedule for a given day
Tour scheduling Constructing a work schedule for a given week
Constraints
Hard constraints Restrictions that must be satisfied at all costs
Soft constraints Restrictions that are desirable but which may need to be vi-

olated in order to generate a solution
Working Time
Directives (WTD)

The contract that defines allowable working hours for WAST
personnel
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Time intervals
Period The basic time interval for which planning typically occurs

(e.g. 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, etc)
Shift A set of consecutive periods that represents a work schedule

for an employee for a specific day
Shift length The total quantity of time covered by the shift
Tour A set of shifts that represents a work schedule for an employee

for a week
Performance measures
Service level The percentage of customers served within a specific waiting

time limit
Aggregate
threshold level

The percentage of customers arriving within the duration of
the entire planning horizon that management wishes to be
served within the specified waiting time limit

Minimum
acceptable service
level

The lowest level of service that is acceptable in any planning
period

Desired staffing
level

The minimum quantity of staff required to allow the aggregate
threshold level of service to be achieved for each period

Demand inputs
Flexible demand Future demand that is not known in advance, but may be

predicted using forecasting techniques
Task based
demand

Demand that is obtained from lists of individual tasks to be
performed, which are usually defined in terms of a starting
time and a duration, or a time window within which the task
must be completed

Shift demand Demand that is obtained directly from a specification of
staffing requirements for different shifts

The main sets are defined as:

• I: the set of planning intervals

• T : the set of allowable tours

The optimisation models require the constants:

• ct: the cost of assigning an employee to work tour t

• ri: the desired staffing level in interval i

• bβi : the limit on the bounded shortage of employees in interval i

• bΠi : the limit on the bounded surplus of employees in interval i
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• cα: the cost of the unbounded shortage of employees, per employee-interval of

shortage

• cβ: the cost of the bounded shortage of employees, per employee-interval of short-

age

• cΘ: the cost of the unbounded surplus of employees, per employee-interval of

surplus

• cΠ: the cost of the bounded surplus of employees, per employee-interval of surplus

• ati =




1, if interval i is included in tour (shift) t

0, otherwise

And the variables:

• xt: the number of employees working tour t

• αi: the unbounded shortage of employees in interval i

• βi: the bounded shortage of employees in interval i

• Θi: the unbounded surplus of employees in interval i

• Πi: the bounded surplus of employees in interval i

If both bounded and unbounded surpluses/shortages of employees are defined, then

lower costs may be imposed for quantities falling within the pre-specified bounds.

8.2 Scheduling review

Shift scheduling involves selecting a sequence of shifts to be worked from a potentially

large pool of candidates, and assigning a set number of employees to work each shift

in order to satisfy the staffing requirements for each period. The classic formulation

of the tour and shift labour scheduling problem was first addressed by Dantzig (1954)

who approached the problem using linear integer programming (IP). The formulation

of Dantzig’s Labour Scheduling Model (DLSM) is given by:

Minimise,

Z =
∑

t∈T

ctxt (8.1)
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Subject to constraints

∑

t∈T

atixt ≥ ri for i ∈ I,

xt ≥ 0 and integer for t ∈ T.

(8.2)

Thus DLSM attempts to minimise the total labour cost (8.1) by allocating shifts

subject to the constraint (8.2) that sufficient employees are present in all periods.

In traditional scheduling models, the desired staffing levels for each period are set

as the minimum number of staff who are able to provide the desired service level -

(recall from Section 8.1 that the percentage of customers served within a set number

of minutes after their arrival, constitutes the service level of interest in this study). In

Chapters 6 and 7, formulations of SIPP and Euler methodologies were demonstrated

that could be used to provide period-by-period staffing functions in line with this goal.

The basic form of the DLSM model may be extensively adapted to allow various

constraints to be adhered to, such as restrictions imposed by management policy,

working time directives or those that specify minimum service standards; and most

current models used to solve the labour staffing or scheduling problem today are based

on adapting formulations of this model. The adaption to Keith’s Labour Scheduling

Model (KLSM) (see Keith (1979)) has become a popular alternative that allows staff

shortages and surpluses in certain periods. KLSM is formulated as:

Minimise,

Z =
∑

t∈T

ctxt +
∑

i∈I

(
cααi + cββi + cΘΘi + cΠΠi

)
, (8.3)

Subject to constraints

∑

t∈T

atixt + αi + βi −Θi − Πi = ri for i ∈ I,

βi ≤ bβi for i ∈I,
Πi ≤ bΠi for i ∈I,

xt, αi, βi,Θi,Πi ≥ 0 and integer for t ∈ T.

(8.4)

KLSM allows staff shortages and surpluses to occur in all periods (subject to

penalisation costs), and so the objective function aims to minimise the weighted costs
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of staff wages and deviations from the desirable employee requirements. Lower costs

may be imposed for shortages/surpluses falling within pre-specified bounds, meaning

KLSM solutions often recommended staff numbers that deviate from the original

requirements, but not by quantities so large that they exceed the two bounds.

The unique characteristics of service industries have lead to the investigations of

numerous IP models in the literature, and several adaptions of the DLSM and KLSM

have been proposed to account for particular settings relevant to various organisations.

These include methods to account for periodic workforce requirements (Lin et al.,

2000; Mason et al., 1998) part-time staff considerations (Burns and Carter, 1985),

consecutive days off scheduling (Alfares, 1997), various break definitions (Aykin,

1996), complex working time directives (Beaumont, 1997a) and non-homogenous

workforces (Lin et al., 2000). In recognition of the longer convergence time required

by the models to solve problems with large constraint sets, research has been invested

in developing more sophisticated methods to solve the underlying IPs by reducing the

number of variables (Aykin, 1996; Brusco, 1998) and using cutting planes (Brusco,

1998; Jarrah et al., 1994).

Further revisions have also been applied to the objective function, such as those

that allow staff to preference longer shift durations, achieve an even yearly workload

distribution (see Beaumont, 1997b) and that consider the cost of customer incon-

venience due to understaffing (Bailey, 1985). It is however not always possible to

assign a monetary value to the cost of customer inconvenience; and in such situations

management often aim to deliver a pre-specified service level as inexpensively as

possible (e.g. through specifying target response times for WAST vehicles in the

AOF targets (see Chapter 1.4)). The remainder of the review on the shift scheduling

problem focusses on problems which schedule a flexible workforce in line with this goal,

since the ultimate aim of the thesis is to roster WAST shifts that allow a consistent

service quality to be provided, whilst minimising labour costs.

Although extensive studies have generated schedules based on formulations of DLSM

and KLSM, these models have limitations as they often provide a level of service

greater than the preferred level (since they are designed to ensure that every period

delivers at least the aggregate level of service, rather than every shift). Also, if the

period requirement is reduced to satisfy a minimum rather than aggregate level of

service to overcome this problem, there is nothing to ensure that the aggregate level
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is delivered for the entire shift.

Thompson (1993) further notes that managers are also often willing to reduce the

staffing levels in some periods if this allows the overall labour scheduled to be

considerably reduced. Such a reduction is usually performed manually and with little

regard to the effect on service that the staff reduction may cause. Moreover, as DLSM

and KLSM deliver staffing functions based on minimum staffing requirements for

each period, approximations involved in previous steps to generate these requirements

can sometimes lead to infeasible or suboptimal schedules. The problem arises as

the staffing algorithms generally set the number of servers in each staffing interval

independently of other periods, but in reality the service quality in each period is

related to the staffing in previous and subsequent periods. To overcome the problem,

iterative approaches have been proposed in the literature that integrate steps (ii) and

(iii) of the typical process to schedule employees (see Section 8.1)).

The iterative approaches all switch between a schedule generator and a schedule

evaluator, but differ in their approaches to obtain these components, and also in

the way new constraints are added. The schedule generator searches for good shift

schedules using exact or heuristic algorithms and the schedule evaluator estimates the

service quality of the proposed schedules. Each time the service quality is evaluated,

constraints are added to the schedule generator for periods where the service quality

is below the specified targets. The iterative process continues until the service quality

is met for all staffing intervals.

The Controlled Labour Scheduling Models (CLSM) described in Thompson (1993)

avoid the limitations of the basic models through allowing both the number of employ-

ees needed in each period and the labour schedule, to be determined simultaneously.

They also allow for the identification of the pareto frontier between service cost and

service level. The first of the two revised models, the CLSM-CST, investigates the

development of a staffing function that provides a pre-specified aggregate level of

service to be provided as inexpensively as possible. The model includes one constraint

that ensures that the minimum number of staff are provided for each period, and

another to ensure that the aggregate level of service is provided over the duration of

the operating period. As such, the constraint set enables the model to avoid the afore-

mentioned limitations of the DLSM and KLSM. The second model, the CLSM-SRV,

addresses the same problem but for situations where the workforce size or labour cost
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is fixed. In place of minimising labour costs, the objective is formulated to maximise

the proportion of customers served within the designated waiting time limit, whilst

constraints are added to ensure that the minimum number of staff are provided for each

period and that labour costs/labour size are below threshold levels specified by man-

agement. Both the CLSM-CST and CLSM-SRV offer advantages over the basic DLSM

formulation and deliver the minimum acceptable level of service in all planning periods.

The investigation performed in Atlason et al. (2008) employs a simulation-based ana-

lytic center cutting-plane method. The study approaches the problems of determining

minimum staffing levels while computing the best assignments to cover these staffing

levels simultaneously; alongside queueing methods that compute the required staffing

levels first and the shift assignments afterwards (using the staffing levels as input). In

a different approach, Ingolfsson et al. (2010) uses an IP for the schedule generator, a

randomization method for the schedule evaluation and adds constraints assuming the

service quality is an exponential function of the number of servers. Whilst the method

does not guarantee optimality (as do no others discussed above), it provides a good

feasible solution with a lower bound on the minimum cost.

A more practical approach to the personnel scheduling problem is presented in

Isken and Hancock (1991). Their approach successfully provides near-optimum

solutions to large optimisation problems by combining a range of mathematical

programming and heuristic techniques: the authors first relax the integer constraints

in the scheduling model, secondly solve the resulting linear program, subsequently

use a simple rounding heuristic to find a feasible solution to the integer program, and

finally improve on the feasible solution found using a simulated annealing algorithm.

The proposed model aims to provide a practical approach to difficult scheduling

problems and is designed to complement current commercially available hospital staff

scheduling systems.

Alternative approaches including staffing algorithms based on non-stationary infinite-

server queues have also been investigated in the literature. These algorithms use the

square root staffing formula (as discussed in Chapter 5.3) with an offered load equal

to the mean number of busy servers in an associated time-dependent infinite-server

system. Jennings et al. (1996) discover that this approach provides accurate results

when generating staffing requirements for systems in which the delay probability

(the probability a customer must wait before entering service) is the performance
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measure of interest. Izady and Worthington (2012) further combine time-dependent

infinite-server networks, the square-root staffing law, and use simulation to set staffing

requirements in accident and emergency departments, modelled as time-dependent

queueing networks.

Whilst the task of shift scheduling has been extensively studied in the literature,

the particular application of the techniques to schedule ambulance crew shifts has

surprisingly only recently been given more attention with three papers (Li and Kozan,

2009; Erdogan et al., 2010; Hari et al., 2011) which follow on from earlier studies by

Trudeau et al. (1989) and Ernst et al. (1999).

The first study to simulate all operations of the ambulance service is presented in

Trudeau et al. (1989); it investigates crew scheduling to satisfy the demand forecasts

segmented into three-hour time blocks, combined with the investigation of optimal

location of waiting points and a simulation model to account for the actual dispatch.

Shifts are scheduled with the goal of minimising costs subject to a set of service-level

constraints. The findings of this study are complemented by the descriptions in

Ernst et al. (1999) of various network algorithms used to develop rosters for crew

members, such as the shortest path algorithm and alternative network algorithm for

cyclic rosters.

Li and Kozan (2009) investigate a two-stage approach to develop schedules with the

particular goal of minimising the total number of shifts worked (essentially personnel

costs) over a four-week planning horizon. In the first stage they develop a determin-

istic IP model to select shift start times and the requirement for ambulances in each

shift, followed by an allocation model to assign ambulance officers to set shifts. An

ambulance location model is also presented in Erdogan et al. (2010), complemented

by two alternative IP models (with slightly different objective functions), both aiming

to maximise expected ambulance coverage with probabilistic response times. Recently,

Hari et al. (2011) also investigated a two-stage integrated approach for ambulance

deployment and crew shift scheduling. For the sub-problem of shift scheduling, an IP

model is formulated to determine optimal crew schedules, using the solution obtained

from the first stage as input. The researchers ultimately develop optimal weekly

schedules for ambulance crews from a pool of potential candidate shifts starting at

various times of day and ranging from 10, 12 and 14 hour durations; and formulate

an objective function, weighted by shift lengths, to minimise the number of shifts
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scheduled subject to providing sufficient crew. The study discovers that solutions with

multiple shift lengths weighted according to their shift lengths generate minimum

slack solutions. Computational investigations show that the model and the algorithm

are consistent, fast and provide optimal or near optimal solutions.

Much of the work discussed above is concerned only with the problem of deciding

how many staff should be employed and when they are scheduled to work. However

after solving any of these problems, it remains to assign individual staff to specific

shifts. Ernst et al. (2004) comment that it is not usually computationally practical

to deal simultaneously with all the elements needed to construct a roster, though

such an approach is desirable from the perspective of achieving optimal rosters.

When rostering to flexible demand, second order effects may arise as a result of

selecting a particular roster. For example, it is not usually possible to exactly

match the quantity of staff on duty for every period with the number required when

employees are employed to work shifts that comprise several consecutive periods.

Consequently, there may be certain periods with considerably higher staff numbers

than the minimum recommended levels. If the congestion in the system is signifi-

cantly reduced in these periods, it could lead to lower queue levels in later time periods.

In many settings staff assignment is performed manually through a consultive process

or based on seniority (Ernst et al., 2004; Silvestro and Silvestro, 2000). In situations

where this is not the case, the rostering depends on several factors, such as the type of

demand forecast and the extent to which days off scheduling, line of work construction

and task assignment are integrated. In contrast to the scheduling of EMS shifts (which

has been extensively studied in the literature), the rostering of ambulance officers to

these shifts has been given notably less attention as neither Erdogan et al. (2010) or

Hari et al. (2011) consider this topic in their investigations. The following overview of

the rostering literature thus focusses on applications of the methodology within other

service industries. Particular attention is devoted to the nurse rostering problem that

shares many parallels with the task to roster WAST employees, and has contrastingly

become an attractive area of research.

8.3 Rostering review

Personnel rostering involves assigning human resources to a sequence of duties

spanning a longer-term period of time (typically ranging from a week to a month),
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subject to a set of given constraints (Petrovik and Berghe, 2012). The problem is often

complex since it can contain a number of conflicting objectives and constraints; it is

in these situations that automated approaches hold significant potential for improving

the quality of those timetables. Mathematical or heuristic approaches can be used to

generate several potential solutions, report upon the quality of schedules and attempt

to divide the work evenly among personnel. One of the most significant benefits of

automating the personnel scheduling process is a very considerable time-saving for the

administrative staff involved (Burke et al., 2004).

There are a number of different line of work models, including cyclic rosters, acyclic

rosters or stint-based rosters. Cyclic rosters develop timetables in which all employees

of the same task perform an identical sequence of work, but begin their first shift

at different times; and are thus generally developed for systems subject to repeating

demand. Acyclic rosters are generally more applicable to hospitals, EMS and call

centers as they allow greater flexibility in the construction of the timetable, which

in turn allows fluctuating demand levels to be met through selecting independent

lines of work for individual employees. Stint based rosters are also popular in service

industries which operate over 24 hours a day since they only allow certain shift

sequences called stints (Ernst et al., 2004).

Most rosters are significantly constrained by a number of legal, managerial and staffing

requirements which govern allowable working patterns for individual employees. For

example, such rules may impose limits on the total number of hours to be worked

by an individual over a week, the number of sequential night shifts to be worked

or the number of consecutive hours off between two shifts. For a nurse rostering

problem, typical shift types include early (E), day (D), late (L), night (N) and off

(O) shifts, but only certain sequences of stints may be allowable. Stint based rosters

are thus popular in this setting as they may be used to prevent nurses from working

certain shift sequences (e.g. two night shifts in a row (NN)) or to ensure that staff are

awarded at least two consecutive days of within a week (OO) (Burke et al., 2004). A

distinction must also be made between hard and soft constraints.

Once shifts are defined, various approaches can be used to assign lines of work to staff:

the primary methods are shift assignment and roster assignment. Shift assignment

involves allocating individual shifts to employees and roster assignment deals with

the allocation of completed lines of work to staff members. If the assignment takes
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place as the line of work is constructed then it is common to include individual staff

preferences as part of the process. A number of approaches have been considered

to allow for such preferences that include bidding systems in airline crew rostering

(Gamache et al., 1998) or methods to formulate preferences made by staff as hard or

soft constraints in nurse rostering.

Heuristics and metaheuristics have often been employed in the literature to solve staff

scheduling problems since they allow complex objectives to be investigated, and can

often produce a good feasible solution (although not necessarily optimal) in a limited

amount of running time. Popular versions applied to scheduling and rostering include

simulated annealing (SA) using swap and interchange based neighbourhood search

heuristics. Constraint programming (CP) however tends to produce better solutions

for more highly constrained problems; and some studies have further improved the

proficiency of the approach by combining the methodology with traditional OR

techniques (Ernst et al., 2004). In order to solve extremely complex set covering

problems two primary methods have been suggested: one generating a limited number

of columns to generate a reasonable sized formulation (Graves et al., 1993), and

another partially generating all possible columns using column generation approaches

(Lavoie et al., 1988; Ernst et al., 2004).

The major rostering focus in health systems has been in nurse scheduling, centering on

the importance of the nature of the work and the difficulty in constructing timetables

that can deal with complex individual work preferences. Whilst mathematical

programming approaches are dominant in many areas of rostering such as call

centers (Thompson, 1997) and retail (Haase, 1999), a wide range of sophisticated

heuristic approaches have additionally been developed to construct good rosters for

nurses. Some papers have approached the problem using goal programming (which

extends general linear programming methods to consider multiple objectives, see

Ozkarahan and Bailey (1998)) with weighted coverage and shift satisfaction terms

in the objective function and the constraints to enforce hard rules; whilst others

have used iterative algorithms to generate cyclic rosters, attempting to distribute the

workload fairly (Smith, 1976). Millar and Kiragu (1998) further advance the previous

methods considered in the literature by applying mixed IP models and optimisation

techniques. Alternatively, tabu search has recently received attention in the literature

(Bilgin et al., 2012) and has been shown to obtain optimal and near optimal solutions

to a wide variety of classical and practical scheduling problems (Glover, 1990). Tabu
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search is a particular type of metaheuristic which uses a local search procedure to itera-

tively move from one potential solution to another solution in the neighbourhood, until

the stopping criterion is met. The unique feature of tabu search is that the exploration

of the search space is governed by a set of rules which prevent all recently considered

solutions from being repeatedly considered by the algorithm. The conditions for

constraining and freeing the search process can be adapted by varying the number of

iterations of the algorithm for which the solutions are retained in the memory function.

The primary difference between nurse and EMS rostering relates to the issue of service

standards that are specified for the EMS in the form of targeted response times. The

key paper published specifically related to the rostering of ambulance officers is that

by Ernst et al. (1999). The approach taken to roster officers over a one year period

is to first consider the allowable patterns of D, N and O shifts, together with annual

leave periods. The authors use a transition matrix to specify which stints may follow

each other and a shortest path algorithm to construct rosters, with a multi-objective

function considering aspects such as demand coverage and an fair spread of workload

across employees. A similar problem is considered in Taylor and Huxley (1989) to

schedule police officers so that undercover is minimised. Shift patterns are fixed, but

may be selected to start at different times, and improved rosters are generated using a

local search heuristic with tabu restrictions.

8.4 Summary

The rostering process represents the final stage for optimising the efficiency of a

service system; this commonly follows a sequence of previous steps (such as demand

modelling, the specification of the work to be performed and the construction of

optimised shift schedules). Although the modules are generally executed in a step by

step procedure, in some implementations several of the modules may be combined into

a single procedure. As can be seen from this review, a large amount of work has already

been performed surrounding rostering and personnel scheduling as optimised staff

schedules are recognised to provide enormous benefits and a contented workforce, since

good rosters can minimise overtime, maximise coverage, and maximise satisfaction of

personal preferences.

Much of the published work in the area of personnel scheduling has been shown

to focus on a combination of heuristic and mathematical approaches. A summary
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of the DLSM, which has become one of the most widely used and varied method

for scheduling, has been provided in Section 8.1. Several alternative formulations

of the model explored in the literature that have allowed improved performance

in various settings have also been overviewed; and iterative approaches have been

described that avoid infeasible or suboptimal solutions that may otherwise result from

approximations. The next chapter proceeds to develop specific formulation of this

model to optimise the scheduling of shifts for ambulance officers in WAST through

refining the objective function and formulating constraints relevant to the Trust. An

important issue when constructing schedules is if the service level constraints should

apply at all times or be aggregated over a longer period: the decision should be taken

carefully for each setting and may have a significant impact on the staffing required.

In the second part of the review, it was demonstrated that whilst little research has

been invested in the application of the rostering literature specifically to the EMS, a

large number of papers have investigated different approaches to particular rostering

problems in other industries or sets of similar problem instances. Until recently staff

assignment has commonly been performed manually, and even with today’s technology

it is a formidable task to efficiently solve complex linear integer programs whose

search space may grow exponentially with the number of variables and constraints.

Thus whilst it is often impossible to find an optimal solution, several approaches

including metaheuristics, column generation and constraint programming have been

used to provide good solutions. In cases where optimisation using a single one of

these techniques proves inefficient, studies have attempted to combine heuristics with

traditional OR techniques to solve extremely complex set covering problems.

Chapter 9 proceeds to apply a selection of the techniques discussed throughout this

review to real-life data, and as such investigates the final stage in improving the ef-

fectiveness and efficiency of WAST. Whilst there is a wealth of material on labour

scheduling, the majority of the research to date has notably focussed on developing a

fixed work schedule for an employee to be repeated on a cyclical basic and this the-

sis attempts to narrow the gap in the literature through investigating methods that

incorporate time-dependent demand to provide more flexible solutions.



Chapter 9

Scheduling and rostering

9.1 Introductory remarks

The main objective of this chapter is to develop the analytical models discussed in

Chapter 8, in order to analyse staffing issues at WAST and determine the matching of

personnel resources to fluctuating demand requirements. The first part of this process

involves investigating the potential of IP models and heuristic search techniques to

optimise the shift schedule and determine the minimum number of staff required

to provide sufficient coverage for a monthly (four week) period, as inexpensively

as possible. Secondly, a simple rostering model is proposed that assigns a set of

ambulance staff to appropriate shifts.

As explained in Chapter 1, calls to the ambulance service in Wales have tripled over

the last 20 years which has placed a tight constraint on resources. Coupled with the

typical urgency of patient requirements for EMS assistance, proper staffing is critical

to providing quality care. Yet staff scheduling is no easy task given the uncertainty of

demand and the magnitude of staffing options, and this chapter accordingly investigates

analytical methods to aid the resource allocation process. Whilst this research devotes

significant effort to the development of high quality shift schedules, and addresses the

problem using similar approaches to those summarised in Chapter 8; less focus is given

to the construction of an optimised roster since the investigation of the entire list of

methods considered in Chapter 8.3 lies outside the scope of this study, and a simple

heuristic is shown to be capable of generating a feasible and effective result that adheres

to various legal and managerial requirements. It would however be useful for future

studies to explore the potential of a selection of the methods discussed in Chapter 8.3

to further optimise EMS rosters.

186
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To demonstrate the application of the methodology developed in this chapter, the

techniques are applied to a subsection of WAST data, namely EA responses in the

Cardiff region (identical to the dataset used in Chapter 7). Following the approach

described for the previous case study, the two ambulance officers required to staff each

EA are assumed to be paired; thus the scheduling investigations that follow design

joint schedules for each pair of officers, referred to as ‘crew’.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 9.2 considers methods that may be

employed to solve the shift scheduling problem when it is formulated in terms of an IP

model; followed by Section 9.3 which constructs an IP to roster ambulance crews to

shifts. In both sections, the models are formulated prior to being applied to real-life

WAST data in case studies that investigate the potential of heuristic approaches to

generate high quality solutions. In cases where it is possible to solve the IP optimally,

the optimal solutions are used to evaluate the heuristic performances. Finally, Section

9.4 summarises the performance of all approaches discussed above and suggests future

areas for research.

The previous chapter demonstrated that numerous studies have developed models

to schedule shifts, including several that are appropriate for an EMS (Li and Kozan,

2009; Erdogan et al., 2010; Hari et al., 2011). Thus Section 9.2 delves immediately

into the investigation to develop suitable comparative models to optimally schedule

EA shifts in the Cardiff region. Conversely, papers investigating the rostering of

ambulance crews to shifts are not as common in the literature (with the exception

of recent papers by Li and Kozan (2009) and Hari et al. (2011)). Hence the methods

developed in this research to assign crews to shifts are first overviewed and discussed

in Section 9.3 prior to investigation of the case study.

However, it is not the intention of this section to consider the ‘best’ method to construct

a roster (considered outside of the scope of this thesis), but more to develop a simple

and practical algorithm that may be embedded within the workforce capacity planning

tool to ultimately assign shifts to employees in a reasonable fashion.

9.2 WAST shift scheduling model

Practically all EMS agencies plan their crew shifts in advance, although shift lengths

vary by agency (Hari et al., 2011). The Cardiff branch of WAST currently use 11 pre-
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defined shifts (detailed in Appendix A.4) that last for a combination of 5, 9, 11 or 12

hours, and start at various times of the day. The number of crews assigned to each of

the shift currently varies on a daily basis, but this assignment is repeated identically

for each week throughout the year. This section formulates a suitable IP model to

construct a flexible shift schedule (i.e. one that specifies a unique selection of shifts

for each day) that aims to minimise the total labour hours required whilst providing

sufficient coverage. After considering a practical heuristic solution approach to the

problem, the model is also solved optimally, which permits criticism of the heuristic

solutions.

9.2.1 The IP model

Using the minimum number of EA crews required for each period generated from the

Priority SIPP methodology in Chapter 7.3 as input, this section outlines the formula-

tion of an IP model to determine the number of crew to assign to each shift type, to

minimise the total number of labour hours required (essentially cost). The approach

can fundamentally be considered as an adaptation of the DLSM, which was outlined in

Chapter 8. The model formulation is broken down into two stages: the model is firstly

presented in a generic format in order to describe the notation which is minimally re-

vised from that discussed in Chapter 8 (to facilitate the formulation of the constraints

in the following step); and this is followed by a specific parametrisation that provides

optimised schedules for WAST. Defining the sets and variables as:

• D: the set of days of the week

• P : the set of periods in a day

• S: the set of allowable shifts

• xsd: the number of crews working shift s on day d

• rdp: the desired crew requirement in period p of day d

• cs: the cost of assigning a crew to work shift s

• asp =




1, if period p is included in shift s

0, otherwise

Then the general scheduling model can be written as:
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Minimise,

Z =
∑

s∈S

∑

d∈D

xsd (9.1)

Subject to constraints

∑

s∈S

xsdasp ≥ rdp for p ∈ P, d ∈ D, (9.2)

xsd ≥ 0 and integer for s ∈ S, d ∈ D. (9.3)

The objective function presented in equation (9.1) attempts to minimise the number

of crews assigned to each shift by allocating shifts subject to the constraint (9.2) so

that sufficient employees are present in all periods. However, equation (9.1) simply

minimises the total number of shifts, which implies that all shifts are weighted equally.

Observing that WAST shifts are comprised from a combination of durations, in order

to minimise the true cost (i.e. number of labour hours required), a more effective

staffing model can be achieved by weighting each of the shifts in equation (9.1), either

directly by shift lengths:

Z =
∑

s∈S

∑

d∈D

xsd

∑

p∈P

asp (9.4)

or by pre-defined weights cs, s ∈ S:

Z =
∑

s∈S

∑

d∈D

xsdcs (9.5)

The weights proposed in equation (9.5) provide a more versatile approach, since they

can either be chosen to directly reflect the shift length, or some other quantity of

interest relating to the selection of each particular shift.

For the specific problem of generating an optimised shift schedule for EA crews in the

Cardiff region, it is important to note that although the staffing requirements obtained

from Priority SIPP (to be entered as the right-hand sides of the key constraints

in equation (9.7)) exhibit some seasonality, for reasons as indicated in Chapter 2;

they still vary to some extent from week to week, and significantly vary throughout

the year. For this reason, it is the researcher’s choice to allow greater flexibility in

the model when investigating the potential of the model to produce an optimised

shift schedule for the first four weeks of July (mirroring the period investigated in
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Chapters 6 and 7), through permitting different shifts to be scheduled every day rather

than repeated on a cyclical basis as is commonly seen in the literature (Bard et al.,

2003; Ernst et al., 2004; Hari et al., 2011). The specific scheduling model to optimise

the tour of shifts selected for the first 28 days of July may accordingly be formulated as:

Minimise,

Z =

11∑

s=1

28∑

d=1

xsdcs (9.6)

Subject to constraints

11∑

s=1

xsdasp ≥ rdp for p = 1, 2, . . . , 24, d = 1, . . . , 28,

xsd ≥ 0 and integer for s = 1, 2, . . . , 11, d = 1, 2, . . . , 28.

(9.7)

Note that s = 1, . . . , 11 to represent the 11 potential shifts currently used by WAST.

Whilst the weights assigned to the shifts are designed to be flexible for each specific

formulation of the problem; for the purpose of this investigation, weights are selected

that reflect both the duration and preference of each shift, such that:

cs = ls × ps (9.8)

where ls represents the length (hours) of each shift (
24∑
p=1

asp) and

ps =





0.95, if shift s operates for less than 9 hours

1, if shift s operates for exactly 9 hours

1.05, if shift s operates for more than 9 hours.

Hence the weights are defined as a product of the shift length and a factor which

favours longer shifts. For example, the first shift listed in Appendix A.4 is defined as

06:00-15:00 (9 hours duration) and so c1 = 9× 1 = 9.

Using the weights as defined above, the model to schedule EA crews to respond to all

emergency requests in the Cardiff region for July 2009 becomes:
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Minimise,

Z =

11∑

s=1

28∑

d=1

xsdlsps (9.9)

Subject to constraints

11∑

s=1

xsdasp ≥ rdp, ∀ p = 1, 2, . . . , 24, d = 1, . . . , 28,

xsd ≥ 0 and integer, ∀s = 1, 2, . . . , 11, d = 1, 2, . . . , 28.
(9.10)

9.2.2 Solving the IP heuristically

This section considers heuristic search techniques that can be exploited to solve the

shift scheduling problem defined above. Whilst commercially available IP solvers such

as CPLEX or XPress-MP are often employed for this purpose, specialised software is

not always available. In such cases, heuristics are often used to produce good quality

solutions in a small amount of time; however they usually lack the ability to find

an optimal solution (Abramson, 1991). This research is ultimately concerned with

methods that may be integrated as part of the workforce capacity scheduling tool

to be offered to WAST employees; thus whilst the ability of standard IP solvers to

generate solutions for specific problem instances is acknowledged (and will later be

investigated in Section 9.2.3), the research focus is centered on algorithms which may

be embedded within the Excel software.

Local search is a general strategy for heuristic optimisation that involves iteratively

applying small changes (moves) to a candidate solution, attempting to improve its

quality by evaluating the effects of the move and then deciding whether to accept

or reject the change. The criteria used for choosing a move and then deciding

whether to accept or reject the move is the distinguishing feature between the various

heuristic techniques. The random descent approach is the simplest type of local

search: here a randomly chosen move is only accepted if it produces a solution at

least as good as the current solution. SA is more sophisticated in that it may accept

worsening moves with a certain probability. A comprehensive review of the theory

and applications of this technique is contained in Laarhoven and Aarts (1987). The

primary benefit of this methodology is that there is a lower probability of becoming

stuck in a local optimum, as the probability of accepting a worsening move (given
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in equation (9.11), where ν is the cooling parameter), is lowered during a run of

the algorithm at a rate defined by the cooling schedule. The performance of SA is

highly dependant on the choice of parameters such as the starting temperature, which

may be adapted for each particular problem (Pirlot, 1996). The way in which the

temperature is altered is critical to the success of the algorithm. Whilst decreasing

the temperature more gradually allows worse solutions to be accepted with a higher

probability for a greater number of iterations, it widens the exploration of the search

space to a larger degree; giving an even greater probability of reaching the global

optimum eventually through higher computational effort (Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987).

e−
∆c
ν , ∆c = Solution Scorenew − Solution Scoreold (9.11)

The construction of both a random descent and SA algorithm to find an approximate

solution to the shift scheduling problem is explained below. The algorithms are

implemented in Excel VBA (the package which also implements the methodology of

the previous sections) and allow a flexible formulation of the scheduling problem. For

both algorithms, the initial feasible schedule is produced using a greedy algorithm:

taking shifts in order of starting times as presented in Appendix A.4, the shift which

first includes coverage of this period is scheduled as many times as required to provide

sufficient coverage for this period. Shifts are continually assigned in this way until all

periods have sufficient coverage.

In the algorithms, a swap operator is employed as the move operator. This operates

by randomly selecting a shift xs1d1 (s1 ∈ S, d1 ∈ D) in the schedule such that

xs1d1 > 0, and reducing the number of staff scheduled to work shift xs1d1 by one. If all

constraints remain satisfied after the removal of the shift from the schedule, then no

further action is needed. Otherwise, if the reduction in the number of shifts scheduled

causes
∑12

s=1 xsdasp < rdp for some p = 1, 2, . . . , 24, d = 1, . . . , 28 (i.e. a violation of

constraint (9.2)), then to maintain integrity of the solution, a corrective procedure

is applied which randomly selects other shifts xs2d2 , xs3d3 , . . . that each resolve the

violation of this constraint for at least one period, to add to the timetable until all

periods regain sufficient coverage. It should be noted that due to the manner in which

shifts are added and removed, there may be some iterations in which no new shifts

are added, and others where several additional shifts may need to be assigned (if the
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first shift added does not resolve the violations for all periods).

There are a vast number of different proposals in the literature regarding the stopping

criterion of a heuristic algorithm (see Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987; Pirlot, 1996;

Rayward-Smith et al., 1996). These include terminating the algorithm after a set

number of iterations or if the expected improvement in cost, if the algorithm were to

be continued, is small. The SA method may alternatively be terminated if the cooling

parameter reduces to a particular quantity (Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987). For the

purpose of this investigation, the neighbourhood operator is repeatedly applied for a

set number of iterations. With regards to the selection of appropriate temperature

values, Rayward-Smith et al. (1996) propose that the initial temperature be selected

by choosing a very high temperature and cooling it rapidly until about 60% of

worsening moves are being accepted: this forms the real starting temperature, found

equal to 14 for the IP model presented in equation (9.9). Further experimentation

finds that by applying a cooling parameter of 0.92 after every 500 iterations, it is

ensured that enough iterations are performed so that the system stabilises at each

temperature, whilst allowing its reduction to a small quantity in reasonable time.

Before the results of the heuristics are presented in Section 9.2.4, the problem of solving

the problem optimally is considered.

9.2.3 Solving the IP optimally

This section presents the optimal results for the IP model presented in equation (9.9),

solved using XPress-MP optimisation software (Dash Optimization Inc, 2004). As the

software however requires all constraints to be coded formally (i.e. as a full IP model,

in place of heuristics which may apply simple feasibility checks in conjunction with a

well-coded objective function), the formulations of specific constraints first requires

further consideration.

Recall that in the formulation of model (9.9), s = 1, . . . , 11 to represent the 11 potential

shifts currently used by WAST. However, as the scheduling process is concerned with

assigning shift to ‘days’ considered as running from 6am-6am, then the 10pm-7am shift

(which is the only shift to overlap the day boundary) must be formulated as comprising

of two separate shifts (namely 10pm-6am (the 11th shift input) and 6am-7pm (the 12th

shift input)). Subsequently, the model must instead specify s = 1, 2, . . . , 12 with the
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additional constraints:

x11,d = x12,d+1, ∀ d = 1, 2, . . . , 27 (9.12)

x12,1 = 0 (9.13)

Constraint (9.12) ensures that any crew assigned to work the last shift on day d

(10pm-6am) must also work for the first hour on day d + 1 (6am-7am) because these

two work stints technically form the same shift. Also, because the model schedules

shifts for the 28 day period independent of the period immediately preceding and

following this epoch, it is necessary to impose constraint (9.13) since the staffing

function is considered to begin at 6am on day 1 (so there are assumed to be no staff

previously working in the system, meaning the system is assumed empty for the last

shift on day ‘0’).

Hence the model to schedule EAs to respond to the all emergency requests in the

Cardiff region for July 2009 becomes:

Minimise,

Z =

12∑

s=1

28∑

d=1

xsdlsps (9.14)

Subject to constraints

12∑

s=1

xsdasp ≥ rdp, ∀ p = 1, 2, . . . , 24, d = 1, . . . , 28,

xsd ≥ 0 and integer, ∀ s = 1, 2, . . . , 12, d = 1, 2, . . . ., 28,

x11,d = x12,d+1, ∀ d = 1, 2, . . . , 27

x12,1 = 0.

(9.15)

The results of model (9.14), solved using XPress-MP within the region of a few seconds

on a 2002 operating system with 3GHz and 2.96GB of RAM, are displayed in Figure

9.1.
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Figure 9.1: EA coverage for each period using optimised schedule from pool of original
Cardiff shifts, July 2009. (For clarity, results are displayed for the first 168 periods (1
week) only)

The model suggests that staffing levels fairly accurately match the requirement for

each period. However, due to the inconvenient overlapping times of some of the shifts

currently used at Cardiff, Figure 9.1 demonstrates that there are some periods with

an oversupply of resources. The main time periods subjected to this oversupply are

highlighted as those between 12:00-14:00 in Figure 9.2.

In light of the results displayed in Figure 9.2, it can be noticed that a simple modifi-

cation to the first shift entered in the candidate pool from 06:00-15:00 to 06:00-12:00

(see Appendix A.4), could allow a far lower optimal cost to be achieved. Figure 9.3

illustrates the improvement resulting from this change, followed by the optimised

schedule of shifts in Table 9.1. Using the particular weights outlined in equation (9.8),

the optimal achievable cost is reduced by 7% from 6,481 to 6,051.
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Figure 9.2: EA oversupply arising from scheduling original Cardiff shifts, July 2009.
(The number of EAs supplied/required represent the cumulative number for all days
in the first four weeks of July 2009)
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Figure 9.3: EA oversupply arising from scheduling revised Cardiff shifts, July 2009.
(The number of EAs supplied/required represent the cumulative number for all days
in the first four weeks of July 2009)



Table 9.1: Optimal shift assignments, July 2009

Shift
Type

Total
Number of crew enrolled for each day of July

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 160 6 5 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 6 6 6 5 6
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 59 1 3 1 1 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 2 3 3
4 124 5 4 5 6 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 4 3 4
5 8 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
6 19 1 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
7 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
8 52 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 1
9 172 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 5 6
10 25 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 1
11 131 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4
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It is of course possible to further reduce the cost by offering a different pool of

shifts for selection. For example, the oversupply of resources in periods 06:00-07:00

and 17:00-19:00 in Figure 9.3 suggests that further reductions could be gained from

adjusting the start and finish times associated with shift 4 and shift 9 which overlap

these periods. However, Figure 9.4 demonstrates that the resulting reduction in the

optimal cost for model (9.14) is marginal compared to the practical implications that

are likely to be associated with changing additional shifts. Thus for the remainder

of the investigations, the shifts input to the models are identical to those originally

proposed for Cardiff, except for the single modification outlined above for shift 1.
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Baseline Revise shift 1 Revise shifts 1 & 9 Revise shifts 1, 4 & 9

Figure 9.4: Total cost for various shift pools, July 2009. (Shift 9 is revised from
6:00-18:00 to 7:00-16:00 and shift 4 is revised from 8:00-17:00 to 9:00-17:00)

The final staffing schedule given in Table 9.1 suggests that the crew numbers employed

for the 1st, 9th and 11th shift should remain fairly consistent on a daily basis; but the

lowest labour cost is achieved by allowing the numbers employed for the 3rd, 4th, 6th,

8th and 10th to fluctuate to a greater extent depending on the daily demand. The

2nd, 5th and 7th shift are rarely selected by the model; but are nevertheless retained

as they are considered ‘acceptable’ by WAST and their removal would increase the cost

marginally, even if not by a significant quantity.
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9.2.4 Evaluation of heuristic approaches

The ability of both a random descent and SA algorithm for finding an approximate

solution to the shift scheduling problem as formulated in equation (9.9) with con-

straints (9.10) is explored below. The techniques are evaluated according to how

well they schedule shifts using the data and revised shift patterns (determined at the

conclusion of Section 9.2.3 and listed in Appendix A.4), and their performance is

measured through their ability to reach the optimal cost achieved by the IP model.

Figure 9.5 reports the results of the two heuristic algorithms in constructing a

desirable schedule for the July data. The improvement made to the solution over

80,000 iterations is depicted, which reqires around 2 minutes of computation time

on a 2002 operating system with 3GHz and 2.96GB of RAM. Using the IP solver,

the best cost achievable for this scenario was found to be 6,051 in Section 9.2.3;

hence the heuristics may be evaluated by computing the rate at which the solutions

converge to this optimal solution. It is clear that the SA method can be used to

produce near optimal solutions if the algoirthm is run for a sufficient number of

iterations, and Figure 9.5 demonstrates that the solution comes within 3.7% and

0.8% of the optimal solution after 20,000 iterations and 60,000 iterations respectively.

The random descent method makes rapid improvements to the initial solution, but

only marginal improvements after around 10,000 iterations until it reaches a local

optimum. In summary, although the random descent may be used to quickly pro-

duce a reasonable quality solution, the SA technique provides the best overall schedule.
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Figure 9.5: Rate at which heuristics converge to optimality (averaged over 50 runs)

Whilst IP solvers may be utilised to quickly generate solutions for small instances, as

has been shown above, such software is not always available and is unsuitable to be

be incorporated in the workforce capacity planning tool. Heuristic approaches also

have the benefit that they may be applied to large problem instances, to problems

with intricate objective functions that can be difficult to fomulate in the structure

required by IP models, and can further cope with complex constraints. Moreover

whilst IP solvers require constraints to be coded formally (so a different formulation

is needed for every set of shifts, and additional consideration must be awarded to

constraints that need to be added due to the definition of the working day such as

constraint (9.12)), heuristics may be readily adapted to construct desirable schedules

for organisations with different problem instances.

After solving any of the above shift scheduling models, it remains to assign individual

schedules to specific personnel. This problem is addressed in Section 9.3.
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9.3 WAST crew allocation model

Rostering ambulance officers is a highly constrained optimisation problem. As

outlined in Chapter 8, when constructing a roster, healthcare institutions must

take into account various legal, management and staff requirements. The imposed

requirements are described by a large set of constraints which are usually divided into

two categories: hard constraints (that must always be satisfied) and soft constraints

(which are desirable to be met, but may be violated with a penalisation cost in certain

circumstances). The set of constraints differs from Trust to Trust, and those relevant

to WAST are discussed in the WTD which are outlined in the in the ‘Agenda for

Change’ handbook (The NHS Staff Council, 2011).

Chapter 8 demonstrated that a large number of methods have been developed to

solve rostering problems. IP approaches have been considered for simple cases such

as assigning a small selection of shifts to a group of equally skilled employees over a

limited time period (Li and Kozan, 2009), but exact methods are often not appropriate

for larger and/or more complex problems. In general, heuristic or meta-heuristic

searches are needed to solve real-world problems addressing requirements concerning

shifts, work regulations, part time work, skill categories, legal constraints, personal

requirements, etc. Rostering problems are often formulated as optimisation problems.

Numerous objective functions have been formulated which generally attempt to

address the subjective viewpoints, often including minimising the total number

of workers, minimising the number of constraint violations, minimising overtime,

maximising coverage and maximising satisfaction.

This research considers optimisation models that may be employed to roster EA crews

in the Cardiff region in order to provide sufficient coverage, and to minimise labour

costs. A heuristic approach to roster staff is developed and evaluated. It aims to

produce a feasible and good quality timetable, although this is not guaranteed to be

optimal. Since IP solvers are only capable of solving small instances, the rostering of

crews is investigated for a limited one-week period, selected as the first week of July

2009. While the heuristic approach may be refined to consider numerous constraints (as

they do not need to be strictly coded as formal entries to an IP model), the formulation

of the model required by the IP solver means it is only capable of considering limited

criteria; hence in order to evaluate the ability of the heuristics to produce good quality

solutions, both the IP model and heuristics are initially developed for the limited set
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of criteria outlined below as a subset of the rules imposed by the WTD. The list

of constraints outlined by the WTD are given in terms of ‘acceptable’ working hours

when averaged over a yearly period; hence the rules listed here are based upon a logical

interpretation of the guidelines to clarify the components considered necessary for a

feasible weekly timetable:

• Coverage requirements: The minimum number of crews that must be assigned

to particular shifts (obtained from the outputs of the shift scheduling model in

Section 9.2) or to particular periods (obtained from Priority SIPP methodology

in Chapter 7) on specific days.

• Max weekly work: The standard hours of a full time worker is 37 1
2
hours. Each

worker must not work more than 42 hours in the 7-day period.

• Night work: Each worker must work no more than 8 hours of night-time work

(i.e. periods from midnight-5am inclusive) in the 7-day period.

• Min rest between shifts: Each worker must be allocated 11 hours of continuous

rest between shifts.

A feasile schedule is one in which the coverage constraints are satisfied at all given

times, and crews are allocated shifts that satisfy the WTD. A desirable schedule is

one that further achieves a low cost (which may be defined in terms of working hours,

crew size or the number of violations of soft constraints). Given the typical require-

ments for EAs in the Cardiff region, a typical problem requires the consideration of

around 40-50 crews. It is common to develop timetables based on step-by-step proce-

dure (Buffa et al., 1976), so the coverage requirements are taken as the outputs from

the shift optimisation model provided in Section 9.2. Whilst this approach is consid-

ered desirable from the perspective that it provides good quality solutions to highly

constrained problems in reasonable time, the separation of the tasks can result in the

failure to find the global optimum; and a case study is presented to illustrate this issue

in Section 9.3.3.

9.3.1 The IP model

The simplest version of the crew allocation IP model takes the coverage requirements

generated from the optimised shift schedule reported in section 9.2 as input, and aims

at reducing costs by rostering staff in such a way that the size of the workforce is
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minimised. The following notation is needed in extension to that in Section 9.2.1:

Sets:

• J : the set of ambulance crew

The decision variable x is revised from a 2-dimensional to a 3-dimensional variable such

that:

• wjsd =




1, if crew j is works shift s on day d

0, otherwise

A dummy variable is needed to denote if a crew is employed at any point during the

week, i.e.:

• crewj =




1, if crew j is assigned at least one shift

0, otherwise

The following model formulation investigates this approach to roster EA crews in the

Cardiff region for the first week of July 2009. 50 staff are potentially offered to the

model for selection, as preliminary investigations show that the quantity needed to

satisfy the demand requirements should be far lower than this quantity.

Objective function

Adhering to the shift coverage requirements (as output from Section 9.2), the model

directly minimises the total number of crew to effectively minimise cost. The objective

function accordingly may be stated as:

Minimise,

Y =
50∑

j=1

crewj (9.16)

Constraints

The model must primarily ensure that enough crew are assigned to each shift to satisfy

the coverage requirements:

50∑

j=1

wjsd = rsd, ∀s ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 12, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 7 (9.17)
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Each crew also contributes a set of individual constraints (max hours, hours of night

work etc) to the model, as each shift is created to fit a single crew. Recalling that
24∑
p=1

asp

represents length of each shift, equation (9.18) ensures that the maximum number of

hours worked in the 7-day period does not exceed 42 hours:

12∑

s=1

(
7∑

d=1

wjsd

24∑

p=1

asp

)
≤ 42, ∀j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50 (9.18)

The total night hours worked by each crew should not exceed 8 hours per 7-day period.

Recalling that night work includes periods from midnight-5am inclusive (i.e. periods

19-24 for a day considered to operate from 6am-6am), equation (9.19) ensures that this

constraint is upheld:

12∑

s=1

(
7∑

d=1

wjsd

24∑

p=19

asp

)
≤ 8, ∀j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50 (9.19)

The more complex constraint to account for in the IP model is the rule specifying

the minimum rest hours that must be awarded to employees between shifts. Due

to the allowable shift types detailed in Appendix A.2, it is observable that a simple

constraint to ensure that ambulance staff do not work more than one shift in a day

(i.e.
∑12

s=1wjsd ≤ 1, ∀s ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 12, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 7) would not appropriately deal

with this constraint as certain shifts within the same ‘day’ may in fact be assigned to

the same crew whilst still upholding the condition. In order to allow the particular

assignment of such shifts to the same crew requires constraints in (9.20) to be added

to the model ∀ j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 7:

10∑

s=1

wj,s,d ≤ 1

11∑

s=2

wj,s,d ≤ 1
(9.20)

Additional tour types that violate the rest time constraint must be also be disal-

lowed. The discovery of the precise tours that violate the constraint first requires

the enumeration of all possible combinations of shifts, followed by a study to find

those that require removal from the allowable pool. The addition of the constraints

in equation (9.21) ensures that the rest break rules are upheld for this case study.
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∀ i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 6:

11∑

s=5

wj,s,d +

2∑

s=1

wj,s,d+1 ≤ 1

11∑

s=6

wj,s,d +

5∑

s=1

wj,s,d+1 ≤ 1

11∑

s=10

wj,d,s +

8∑

s=1

wj,1,d+1 ≤ 1

wj,d,11 +

9∑

s=1

wj,s,d+1 ≤ 1

(9.21)

Constraint (9.22) ensures that the same crew is assigned to the 11th shift on day d and

12th shift on day d+ 1 (essentially the same shift):

wj,11,d = wj,12,d+1, ∀d = 1, 2, . . . , 7 (9.22)

Finally, the dummy variable to count the number of staff employed for at least once

shift over the 7-day period may be constructed as:

crewj ≥ wjsd ∀ j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50, s ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 12, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 7 (9.23)

with the specifications:

wjsd ∈ 0, 1 ∀j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50, s ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 12, d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 7;

crewj ∈ 0, 1 ∀j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50.
(9.24)

The IP model can be adapted to produce revised schedules based on alternative

shift assignments, coverage requirements and objectives by revising its formulation.

Since individual crews are not able to work several tours of the pre-optimised shifts

output from Section 9.2 due to the complex staffing constraints and WTD, it is

observable that a better solution may be achieved if all allowable shift types are

considered for selection in the formulation of this model, although it increases the

model complexity. Hence by introducing the constraints attributed to each crew at

the outset of this problem and listing the period-by-period coverage requirements in

place of the shift requirements, it is possible to further reduce the size of the workforce.

Furthermore, recognising that methods employed to construct good quality rosters
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should simultaneously seek to reduce the total size of the workforce and total labour

hours; this research proposes a new objective function which considers the assignment

of overtime hours as a violation of a soft constraint, and hence penalises any such

assignment with an additional cost in the objective. The revised formulation presented

in equation (9.25) aims to minimise a weighted function of the total crew size and the

number of overtime hours assigned to staff members.

Minimise,

Y = 25

50∑

j=1

crewj +

50∑

j=1

overtimej (9.25)

where overtimej represents the number of overtime hours assigned to each crew j

(j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 50).

The WTD specify that a full time worker should work an average of 37 1
2
hours per

week, but as the duration of all the shifts detailed in Appendix A.4 are integer mul-

tiples of hourly quantities, it is impossible to construct a 37 1
2
hour schedule for an

independent week; therefore overtime is calculated as any quantity over 38 hours. Since

the WTD specify that employees should not work more than 42 hours per week, each

crew may be assigned between 0-4 hours of overtime. The coefficient in front of the

crewj variable may be adjusted to appropriately preference the goal of reducing the size

of the workforce over the number of overtime hours assigned. The objective function

given in equation (9.25) is built upon the assumption that overtime hours are paid at a

rate 1.5 times higher than the standard wage; so as the standard working week consists

of 38 hours, the weekly pay for 1 full member of staff should be equivalent to around

25 overtime hours.

9.3.2 Solving the IP heuristically

This section presents a practical approach to finding an approximate solution to

the rostering problem by considering the potential of a SA algorithm to obtain

near-optimal solutions to the IP model in reasonable time. Whilst other techniques

overviewed in Chapter 8 such as column generation, CP or graph colouring may be em-

ployed to produce high quality rosters, these techniques have already received a great

deal of attention in the literature and it is not the intention of this section to consider

the ‘best’ method to construct a roster (considered outside of the scope of this thesis),

but more to develop a simple algorithm that may be embedded within the workforce
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capacity planning tool to ultimately assign shifts to employees in a reasonable fashion.

The algorithm considered in this chapter offers a practical approach to solving the

personnel scheduling problem, in that it may be executed to generate a good quality

staffing function in reasonable time on a personal computer. In order to evaluate the

technique against known optimal solutions, the heuristic is initially constructed for

the problem described by the IP model in Section 9.3.1, adhering to an identical set

of constraints. However since heuristics may use simple feasibility checks to determine

whether certain constraints are upheld (rather than requiring them to be formally

coded in IP formulations), these approaches are capable of considering additional

WTD constraints than the limited set considered by the IP model, and an example

of this is given in an extension of the model discussed at the conclusion of Section 9.3.4.

The heuristic approach presented below aims to find a set of meritorious solutions to

the objective function defined in equation (9.25) which concerns the goal to simulta-

neously reduce cost in terms of the total workforce size and number of overtime hours

required. In order to generate good quality solutions, two SA algorithms are combined

(one considering total labour hours and another examining the overall cost); yet if

only one variable is of interest in the objective (e.g. in cases where the composition of

the workforce is pre-defined or employees work overtime at the same rate of pay) then

individual subsections of the heuristic may be sufficient to provide good solutions.

It is the decision of the researcher to outline the most complex heuristic in detail

below, to be followed by discussions surrounding simplified versions for less complex

objectives in the evaluation of the technique (see Section 9.4). The comprehensive

model additionally permits the shifts allocated to crews to differ from those selected

by the optimised shift schedule model, although the execution of the heuristic is aided

by the provision of a reasonable selection of shifts to allocate initially (taken as the

set of shifts generated by the SA model in section 9.2.2, when no improvement has

been made to the cost for 1,500 iterations).

The initial feasible schedule is produced using a greedy algorithm as follows: taking

shifts in chronological order, assign each one to the first crew (ordered in terms of

desirability) that is able to work this shift without breaking any of the constraints

imposed, until all shifts are assigned to crews.

The neighbourhood operator attempts to reduce the number of crews from the number

output by the greedy algorithm using several processes (swapping of both the shifts
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themselves and the assignment of shifts to employees) and permitting the changes to

be accepted/rejected according to SA criterion at two points within each iteration. The

approach is outlined in the following steps:

i. Select a random shift allocated to an employee wj1d1s1 and delete this shift from

the timetable

ii. Test if the deletion of the shift violates the coverage constraint for any given

period

• If the coverage constraint is met (so
50∑
j=1

12∑
s=1

wjsdasp ≥ rdp ∀ p =

1, 2, . . . , 24, d = 1, . . . , 7) then no corrective procedure is necessary. Go

to step (iii)

• If the coverage constraint is violated, then to maintain integrity of the solu-

tion, select a random shift to add to the schedule that resolves the violation

of this constraint for at least one period, and assign this shift to the first

crew in the list who is feasibly able to work this shift. Continue adding

other shifts xj3s3d3 , xj4s4d4 , . . . in this fashion until the coverage constraints

are re-satisfied

iii. SA 1: If the total labour hours are less than or equal to those required previously,

accept the new solution as the updated current solution. If not, accept the new

solution as the current solution with some probability

iv. When the set of shifts has been selected, the operator progresses to swap shifts

between crews in an attempt to provide sufficient coverage with a smaller work-

force. In order to widen the search space and rapidly reduce the number of crews

employed, the neighbourhood operator considers the potential to re-assign every

shift in the timetable in the following order:

• Crews are listed in ascending order of total weekly working hours. (The idea

of first considering shifts assigned to the crew working the fewest number

of hours is that the re-assignment of all of their work to other crew mem-

bers generally requires the least effort. If all their work can be re-allocated

to other crews already in the schedule, the size of the workforce may be

immediately reduced)

• Within each crew, shifts are listed in descending order of shift durations.

(The longest shifts are considered first, under the assumption that longer

shifts are potentially harder to re-allocate)
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• Alternative crews are investigated for their potential to take on each shift

in order given at the outset of the investigation (so more ‘desirable’ staff are

considered first)

• If an alternative crew is able to work the shift, it is re-allocated; otherwise

the assignment remains unchanged and the next shift is considered

• After all shifts belonging to a particular crew have been considered, the

remaining staff are re-ordered in terms of total weekly working hours (since

this is likely to change with the re-assignment of shifts), before the remaining

shifts are considered

• The process continues until all shifts have been considered for re-allocation

v. SA 2: If the current cost is lower than or equal to cost selected in step (iii),

the new solution is accepted as the updated current solution. If not, it may be

accepted with some probability

vi. The algorithm terminates after 2,000 iterations

The swapping function defined in step (iv) which swaps shifts between crews in an

attempt to actively reduce the crew size, may additionally be applied to the initial

solution before the main heuristic is executed. This single swap algorithm generally

makes a vast improvement to the cost, and hence provides a good quality starting

solution. The heuristic can then be applied to seek marginal improvements in an

attempt to provide a better staffing solution. Yet to mirror the fact that a good

solution is provided at the outset of the algorithm, the SA parameters must be

adjusted accordingly to only accept a small proportion of worse solutions (to avoid

nullifying the work of the initial swap function). In order to concurrently ensure that

a large range of alternative feasible solutions are considered, an advantage is seen in

allowing the cooling rate to be re-set to higher temperatures if no improvement is

made to the cost in a set number of iterations, say after 200 if the algorithm is run for

a total of 2,000 iterations.

Similarly to Section 9.2, consideration is now devoted to solve the problem optimally;

before the results of the two approaches are displayed and compared in Section 9.3.4.
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9.3.3 Solving the IP optimally

The result of the IP model formulated above to roster EA staff in the Cardiff region

using the pre-optimised shifts output from Section 9.2 and the simple objective

function given in equation (9.16), is presented in Table 9.2. As shown in the table, a

weekly roster has been established using 39 ambulance crews, with each crew working

an average of 38.56 hours (so a total of 3,008 labour hours are required to provide this

coverage for the first week of July in total).

When the model is revised to allow the selection of all shifts given in the revised po-

tential pool (see Appendix A.4) to satisfy the period-by-period coverage requirements,

the IP solver finds that sufficient coverage may be provided with 38 crews, rather

than the 39 required by the model based on the pre-optimised shift schedule. The

benefit gained from the removal of a crew from the timetable is however compromised

by an increase in the total labour hours assigned to staff, as the solution with 38 staff

requires a total of 3,066 labour hours (2% more than previously).

However, standard IP models often fail to provide optimal solutions to sizeable

problems which include variables that penalise the violation of soft constraints, since

their formulations are generally more complex. For example, the standard XPress-MP

MIP model often runs out of memory before successfully finding the optimal solution

as its default strategy is best-bound search. For the objective function given in (9.25),

with period-by-period coverage requirements, the best solution found by XPress-MP is

1,002; yet this cost is not necessarily optimal. The LP relaxation of the problem gen-

erates a lower bound of 600 which is far below the best cost found for the full IP model.

Restrictions of IP solvers

Whilst the above study demonstrates that IPs may be employed to rapidly find optimal

solutions to small problem instances with relatively simple objectives, they are generally

not utilized to optimise crew rosters due to several shortfalls as outlined below:

• IPs lack the power to find optimal solutions for rostering problems with more

complex objectives

• The models cannot be flexibly adjusted to consider new shift types as a unique

formulation is generally required for different problem instances

• Complex constraints cannot always be formulated in the format required by the
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Table 9.2: An example schedule for Cardiff EA staff, first week of July 2009

Crew
Shifts assigned to each crew for each day of July
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

1 9 - 3 4 11 12 9
2 1, 11 12 11 12 4 5 -
3 4 1 11 12 4 - 8
4 - 1 5 4 1,11 11,12 12
5 - 3 8 - 6 8 -
6 2 - 1,11 11,12 12 - 3
7 - 1 1,11 11,12 12 1 4
8 1 - 4 10 9 - 4
9 11 11,12 12 4 3 - 4
10 9 - 1 11 12 4 9
11 1 - 9 10 - 4 6
12 - 8 - 4 9 9 -
13 1 4 - 1 - 10 9
14 11 12 4 9 - - 9
15 6 - 10 9 - 1 6
16 - 11 12 3 1 3 1,11
17 - 4 - 4 4 1,11 11,12
18 - 9 9 - 9 - 3
19 - 8 9 - 4 9 -
20 4 11 12 8 - 3 1
21 - 9 - 1 9 9 9
22 3 9 - 9 8 - -
23 11 12 1 1,11 12 3 4
24 4 - 9 - 1 - 11
25 8 11 12 - 1 6 -
26 1,11 12 1,11 12 1 6 -
27 1 - 4 - 10 9 -
28 9 11 12 1 3 9 -
29 - 1 4 1,11 12 1 1,11
30 9 9 9 9 - - 1
31 - 1 10 - 1 4 9
32 8 6 - 8 - - 1
33 9 - 8 - 9 - 3
34 4 3 1 9 - - 10
35 9 9 - 1 11 12 -
36 4 - 8 8 - 1 -
37 - 9 9 9 9 - 1
38 - 4 4 9 9 11 12
39 4 3 - 4 11 11,12 12
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models. For example, the discovery of all tours disallowed by WTD may initially

require complete enumeration of all possible shift combinations to eliminate

those that violate certain constraints. Whilst this is not unreasonable for some

problems (e.g. nurse rostering which commonly involves rostering nurses to a

combination of four shifts (E/D/L/N), or to find the tours that violate the 11

hour rest hour constraint above), it is impractical to enumerate all possible

tours for the data employed in this case study to allow the addition of the WTD

constraint which specifies that employees should be awarded 35 consecutive

hours of rest in a weekly period.

Although the investigation required to outline all the infeasible tours arising from the

35 hour constraint is intractable, it may be noted that the constraint is upheld for

the majority of employees in the example timetable created in Table 9.2 anyhow, as

the additional constraints specifying the maximum working hours (constraint 9.18)

and minimum rest periods between shifts (constraints 9.20-9.21) only allow a limited

number of tours which allocate more than 4 shifts to workers (as at least one of these

must be less than 5 hours due to constraint 9.18). Further rules to then specify allowable

days-on and days-off patterns could further be formulated to avoid the limited selection

of such tours that still violate the 35 hour constraint; but the task becomes intractable

if there are too many complex constraints to consider. In such cases, another technique

known as the ‘pattern approach’ is sometimes considered which involves outlining a

number of feasible tours to allocate to staff (in place of unique shifts); but this is again

not so practical for this case study, due to large number of shift types offered in the

allowable pool.

9.3.4 Evaluation of heuristic approaches

This section presents the results of the heuristic to produce a staff roster based on

reducing the cost in objective function (9.25) subject to constraints (9.17-9.24). In

light of the above IP restrictions, together with the need for specific software to

efficiently find optimal solutions to the rostering problem, this research promotes the

use of the proposed heuristic to construct desirable rosters. The heuristic benefits from

being flexible in approach; so features such as shift times, the number of allowable

shifts, etc can all be flexibly adjusted and entered into the model without requiring its

re-formulation. Moreover it has the ability to consider constraints that are difficult to

formulate in the format required by IP models, and may be ultimately embedded as
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part of an Excel workforce capacity tool in line with the final goal of this thesis.

Figure 9.6 shows the average path taken by the algorithm on its journey to convergence

over 50 runs, highlighting there are several points at which worsening moves are

accepted. The parameter values used for the initial temperatures and cooling rate in

the SA schedule presented in the chart are based upon the findings of preliminary

investigations. In the final model, the initial temperatures are set as 20 and 7 for

the labour hours and cost functions respectively, and are lowered by multiplying the

current temperature by corresponding factors of 0.9 and 0.9995 after each iteration of

the algorithm. However, if no improvement is made to the the cost function in 200

iterations, the temperature is raised (capped at a lower level each time the procedure

is invoked) to allow a greater exploration of feasible solutions.
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Figure 9.6: Rate at which heuristics converge to optimality (averaged over 50 runs)

Figure 9.6 shows that the optimal cost selected by the model after 2,000 runs is 1,061,

although average best solution found for each run is actually far lower than this (equal

to 1,054, SD=8.9), since the best solution is not necessarily the cost selected at the

termination point of the SA algorithm. The vast majority of the improvement to the

solution quality actually occurs with the first application of step (iv) to the initial
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solution (which reduces the cost from around 1,250 to 1,080); and Figure 9.6 shows

that the main algorithm proceeds to marginally reduce this cost by investigating

alternative feasible solutions. The average optimal cost value obtained of 1,054 is

actually within 5% of the best solution found by the IP model (recall that this was

found as 1,002 in Section 9.3.1). In terms of computation time, the execution of 2,000

iterations of the heuristic method on a 2002 operating system with 3GHz and 2.96GB

of RAM requires in the region of 30 minutes; and whilst XPress-MP continally seeks

better solutions until it runs out of memory (after around 12 hours), it finds solutions

of a similar quality to the heuristic in 1-2 minutes.

The real benefit of the heuristic lies in its ability to produce good quality rosters for

complex objective functions and to consider complex constraints. The spreadsheet

model is also flexible to consider alternative shifts and produce rosters for different

durations based on varying constraints. Shifts may be changed/added to the potential

pool; and parameter values for constraints such as maximum working hours, maximum

night hours allowed, coverage requirements, etc, may be all directly adjusted by

the user. These changes are possible due to the precise coding used to execute the

algorithm which allows these new conditions to be automatically accounted for when

constructing a roster, so no new formulation is needed (other than to update the

objective function itself or add new types of constraints). Whilst the WTD constraint

which specifies that employees should be awarded 35 consecutive hours of rest in a

weekly period proved intractable to include in the IP model, it can be easily coded

and embedded in the heuristic model to produce appropriate schedules. When this

constraint is added to the heuristic model, the average best solution found over

50 runs of the model is 1,060: illustrating that it is indeed possible to produce a

desirable staffing function with a very similar cost if staff are chosen in an effective way.

When the heuristic is applied to the same instance investigated for the IP model with

the objective function (9.16) to simply minimise the size of the workforce adhering

to constraints (9.17-9.24), it generates a roster requiring an average of 40 crews (sd

= 0.64) over 50 runs. This is a significant improvement upon the initial solution

generated by the greedy algorithm which uses around 46-48 crews. The execution of

the swap function (prior to the execution of the main algorithm) subsequently reduces

this quantity to around 43 crews, and the remainder of the improvement is made using

the SA heuristics. Recall that the IP model found that the optimal timetable required

38 crews. Hence the case study demonstrates that the heuristic is capable of finding a
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good quality solution, but not necessarily optimal.

Further investigations discover that the algorithm performance improves with simpler

shift structures. Moreover, if set shifts are entered to the model (for example, the

optimised shifts selected from the shift scheduling model), and the problem is simply to

allocate the shifts to crews, then only steps (iv) - (vi) of the main algorithm are required.

For example, for the simple cost function to reduce the size of the workforce given in

equation (9.16) using the set of optimised shifts output from the scheduling model in

Section 9.2.3, the objective cost is reduced from around 48 to 40 crews (compared to

the optimal value of 39) in a single application of the swap function outlined in step

(iv) alone. Thus if the objective is simply to find a good quality solution, the heuristic

approach may be more appropriate for reasons such as it allows complex objective

functions and constraints to be considered; can be flexibly adjusted; and is practical

to be embedded into a spreadsheet model to produce good quality solutions to a large

scale optimisation problem in reasonable time on a personal computer. Due a certain

quantity of unavoidable uncertainty associated with future demand levels, it also seems

sufficient for approximate solutions (not necessarily optimal) to be generated at this

stage, and fine-tuned when short-term decisions are made that allow extra personnel

to be added to the schedule based on updated information.

9.4 Summary

This chapter has analysed the problem of scheduling ambulance crews to shifts in

order to reduce personnel costs whilst providing sufficient period-by-period coverage

requirements as determined from the queueing models developed in earlier chapters.

Whilst the majority of previous papers have analysed the issues of optimising shifts

schedules and assigning crews to shifts as two separate problems (or ignored the latter

problem completely), this chapter has acknowledged the benefit in constructing the

shift schedule in conjunction with the allocation of shifts to specific crews, due to

complex WTD constraints which prevent crews from working particular tours of the

optimised shift schedule.

Prior to the consideration of allocating specific shifts to employees, the shift scheduling

problem was considered in its own right. Both exact and heuristic approaches were

considered to offer solutions to the problem; and the advantages and limitations were

discussed for each. Whilst an IP solver was demonstrated to offer an optimal solution
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to the case study, the SA heuristic was shown to produce a solution that came close to

the optimal with the advantage that it may be embedded within a workforce capacity

planning tool without requiring specialised software, and may be flexibly adjusted by

the user to allow the consideration of different shift types.

Both an exact and heuristic method were also developed and compared to solve the

rostering problem, and evaluated for their potentials to offer a good quality solutions.

Whilst common IP solver packages such as XPress-MP were demonstrated to offer

optimal solutions for simple cases, complex constraints and objectives were explained

to be sometimes intractable to formulate, and the IP solvers were found to run out of

memory on hard instances (since their default strategy is best-bound search). For such

cases, a practical heuristic approach was proposed to provide good quality solutions,

but not necessarily optimal, in a reasonable amount of time on a personal computer.

The main challenge that has been highlighted in this chapter is the challenge to

integrate the separate steps of the rostering process into a single problem. When

the stages are merged, the problem can become NP-hard, but the heuristic method

proposed in this chapter has offered a practical approach and illustrated how ap-

proximate solutions can be generated to difficult problem instances. Chapter 10

shows how the proposed heuristics can be further incorporated as part of a workforce

capactiy planning tool to produce efficient schedules and rosters. The resulting rosters

produced by the tool will not necessarily be optimal, but nevertheless enable managers

to avoid extreme undesirable understaffing an overstaffing situations.

There are a number of directions for future studies. If time permitted, the logical

areas to progress this work would be to investigate iterative approaches to the problem

to the rostering problem, to study the solutions generated from alternative techniques

discussed in the literature review, to investigate alternative models formed by varying

the objective function and set of constraints considered, and to investigate the benefit

that could be gained from rostering each employee individually rather than as a paired

‘crew’ unit.
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Workforce capacity planning tool

10.1 Introductory Remarks

This chapter illustrates how each of the three components (forecasting, scheduling

and rostering) investigated in this thesis are brought together in the final product. It

contains a description of the workforce capacity planning and scheduling tool that has

been produced in conjunction with the research, which allows the automation of the

processes necessary to effectively allocate resources at WAST. The tool incorporates

functions that allow future demand to be forecast, period requirements to be set

in accordance with the response time targets, shift schedules to be optimised and

rosters to be formulated following the methodology that has been discussed and

developed throughout this thesis. The model is embedded within Excel software,

and the algorithms and methodology to optimise the resource allocation process are

implemented in VBA. The Excel VBA package has primarily been selected for the

reason that it combines a programing language with a simple interface that is widely

available within many organisations.

The workforce capacity planning tool is currently populated with historic data relating

to requests for WAST EMS assistance arising in the SE region of Wales between April

2005-June 2009 and it is set up to optimise ambulance crews for EAs for the first

week of July 2009, mirroring the test period investigated in several of the case studies

contained within this thesis. The assumptions required by the model (such as the

assumption that one paired EA crew is required to attend every incident reported,

and the precise waiting time targets) stand as outlined in Chapters 1 and 2. The tool

is nevertheless designed to cater to flexible requests so the default parameter values

that have been programed in the tool can be adjusted by the user. For example,
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different time periods can be investigated, various staff regulations and shifts can be

considered, and different targets can be applied.

Further details regarding the individual functions offered by the tool are provided

in Section 10.2. After outlining information regarding the general implementation

of the tool, the section details the full range of adjustable parameters (see Section

10.2.1), and outlines the structure of the VBA programs (see Section 10.2.2). Whilst

the tool is designed to be user-friendly and simple to operate, it is recommended that

the section first be read by the user to gain familiarity with the tool and appreciate

the range of functions that it offers. Section 10.3 ultimately concludes the chapter

with a summary of the benefits of the tool and intentions for its development to allow

independent resource optimisation within WAST.

The only function programed in the spreadsheet tool which requires an additional

license to run is the SSA component, which allows forecasted demand values to be

generated based on historic data. Since a licence needs to be purchased to execute the

Dynamic Link Library (DLL) embedded in the code, the tool assumes by default that

the SSA forecast has been computed externally and accordingly opens to display the

sheet where the hourly demand forecasts can be input directly by the user, prior to the

execution of the optimisation programs. However if the user possesses a licence, it is

possible to compute the forecast within the tool itself by selecting to ‘Compute Revised

Demand Forecast Data Using SSA’. Once the demand forecasts have been generated,

a range of optimisation programs are available (i.e. options to compute hourly period

requirements, schedule shifts optimally, roster staff efficiently, or to execute a combi-

nation of these functions). Figure 10.1 displays a screenshot of the available functions,

which can be accessed by selecting to view the main ‘Scheduling Options’ from any

sheet within the spreadsheet tool.
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Figure 10.1: A screenshot of the main menu options

10.2 Functions offered by the planning tool

The spreadsheet tool is designed to be user-friendly and contains options to produce

various staffing profiles (in terms of hourly period requirements, shift requirements or

complete rosters). The options provided under the main menu form presented in Figure

10.1 are self-explanatory, and further details are given for each function below:

• Perform all operations: Once the period requirements have been generated,

this option executes all the subsequent steps necessary to produce an efficient

roster. It executes the VBA programs that convert the forecasted demand values

into crew requirements using the priority queueing theory methodology developed

in Chapter 7, and that produce a desirable roster using the shift scheduling and

rostering heuristics developed in Chapter 9.

However, if only a subsection of the staffing functions are required, these can be selected

using the options:

• Find period staffing requirements alone: This option executes the priority

queueing theory methodology that converts the forecasted demand values into

crew requirements for each shift.
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• Find period staffing requirements and schedule shifts: This option runs

the priority queueing theory methodology as above, and also produces an opti-

mised shift schedule that details the number of crews that should be employed

for particular shifts, based on the hourly requirements.

The particular version of the workforce capacity tool that has been supplied in conjunc-

tion with this thesis has been developed strictly for testing and exploratory purposes.

It has been pre-populated with data relating to the forecasted demand for the first

week of July 2009, and historic data from April 2005 (i.e. all known data before the

forecasting period), with options to ‘Restore Original Forecasted Demand Data’ if the

data is overwritten when different functions are viewed and explored. However, this

option would not be included in a functional tool provided to an organisation: it is

strictly present for test purposes. In general, the user may enter data for different

forecasting periods and durations by selecting:

• Enter New Forecasted Demand Data: This option opens a new sheet where

the user may manually enter the forecasted demand data (if this has been gener-

ated externally), or run the SSA algorithm within the tool itself to compute the

forecasted values. If the option to ‘Compute Revised Forecast Demand Forecasted

Demand Data’ is selected, the user should first select to ‘Revise Historical De-

mand Data’, secondly populate the spreadsheet with all known historic data (in

the time periods required by the model) and finally select to ‘Compute Demand

Forecast Based on Historic Data And Export Forecast To Period Requirements

Table’, where further staffing operations may be performed. The SSA algorithm

is set up to run with several default parameters, which are discussed in the pa-

rameter list in Section 10.2.1, and can be changed via the option to ‘Change

Default Parameter Values For SSA Model’. Observations for any number of days

may be included in the historic demand time series or forecasted for future dates -

the only restriction is that each day considered must be considered in its entirety

(and not in fractions) due to the structure of some constraints in the staffing

modules.

The remaining options provided in the form in Figure 10.1 allow the user to view the

various outputs provided by the optimisation programs. When a program is executed,

the output of the final stage is automatically be displayed, but it can be desirable to

view other aspects of the staffing profile (i.e. to view how the period requirements fit

in with the overall roster). Each of the viewing options displays the following output:
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• View Forecasted Demand Data: This displays the forecasted demand data

for which the staffing profiles have been/will be generated for. Within this sheet,

there is also the option to revise these forecasts manually or by using SSA.

• View Period Staff Schedule: For each crew considered in the staffing heuristic,

this table allocates a row populated with a 0/1 binary variable indicating whether

the crew is off/on-duty for each period.

• View Summary Staff Schedule: For each crew considered in the staffing

heuristic, this table allocates a column populated with a 0/1 binary variable in-

dicating whether the crew is off/on-duty for each shift. Three summary measures

are also provided for each crew: (i) the total number of hours for which they are

employed, (ii) the number of night hours they are scheduled to work, and (iii)

the number of overtime hours they are scheduled to work (i.e. any hours worked

above standard 38 hours permitted per week).

• View Summary Shift Schedule: The table displayed in this sheet summarises

the number of shifts of each type scheduled for each day included in the scheduling

horizon.

By selecting any of the above options, the user may choose to view certain tables and

consider how they relate to each other. Within each sheet, there are also options to

execute further staffing functions based on the output of the preliminary programs

(e.g. shift schedules can be developed around outputted period requirements; or

a previously outputted shift schedule can be used to create an initial solution for

a roster) so there is no need to re-start the rostering algorithm from scratch and

re-calculate the period requirements based on the forecasted demand values if these

have already been computed.

Since the user may select to only execute certain procedures, shift schedules and

rosters will not always be developed around the period requirements. Hence in order

to ensure that the outputs displayed in each sheet always coincide with each other,

when the preliminary functions are performed, the outputs displayed on all other

sheets (resulting from previous executions of the shift scheduling/rostering heuristics)

are deleted.

The workforce capacity scheduling tool is programed in such a way that optimised

staffing profiles may be generated for up to 8,000 hourly periods (around 4 months
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of data, depending on the calculation interval chosen for the Euler methodology (see

Chapters 5 - 7)). The only restrictions are that the working day is considered as run-

ning from 6am-6am, and due to the nature of the staffing constraints, days must be

considered in their entirety (i.e. all 24 periods must be accounted for on every day

entered into the model). It is however worth noting that the parameters are currently

optimised for a scheduling horizon of 1 week, and that additional days entered into

the model considerably increase the time required for it’s execution. As an indication

of the rough timings required to execute each of the staffing programs using the de-

fault parameter values programed in the model, Table 10.1 contains a summary of the

approximate times required for the various functions when run on a 2002 operating

system with 3.00GHz and 2.96GB of RAM:

Table 10.1: Run times required to execute programs for various forecasting horizons

Program
Forecasting horizon
1 week 3 months

Generate SSA demand forecast 3 mins 5 mins
Compute period requirements (Approximate) 0.3 mins 10 mins
Compute period requirements (Numerical) 10 mins 120 mins
Compute period requirements (Hybrid) 8 mins 100 mins
Produce optimised shift schedule 0.5 mins 7 mins
Produce optimised roster (2,000 iterations) 50 mins 180 mins
Produce optimised roster (200 iterations) 15 mins 120 mins

Thus as the scheduling horizon is increased the run times required to execute each of

the programs considerably lengthen. Whilst the accuracy of the period requirements

output for longer scheduling horizons should not be compromised, the quality of

the shift schedule and roster are potentially poorer unless the parameter values are

adjusted accordingly. (For example, the average cost achieved by 50 shift schedules

developed heuristically using the default parameter values for a 1 week period were

only 0.5% higher than the true optimal, where as the average cost achieved for

schedules developed for 3 month periods were around 3% higher).

Table 10.1 also highlights that for all forecasting horizons, the programs to produce

optimised rosters require considerably longer run times when 2,000 iterations are

executed in place of 200. Whilst 2,000 iterations allow better quality rosters to be

developed, the improvement is small in comparison to the additional time required. In
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fact, in a test of 50 runs of the algorithm for a 1 week forecasting horizon, the average

cost achieved for the roster was only 2% lower after 2,000 runs compared to 200. Due

to the considerable time savings observed for lower number of runs, the heuristic in

the test model is programed to run for a total of 200 iterations and the temperature is

reset to a higher level if no improvement is made to the cost in 30 iterations (to simply

illustrate the methodology followed by the approach). However, it is recommended

that 2,000 runs should be used in a version of the tool provided to an organisation for

practical purposes, with an increase in temperature if no improvement is made to the

cost in 200 iterations.

The workforce capacity planning tool has been specifically developed to provide flexible

scheduling options, and although it has been populated with several default parameter

values, the majority of these can be adjusted by the user. The entire list of adjustable

parameter values is replicated in Section 10.2.1 below. Once new values are input for

these parameters, these hold until the default values are re-submitted. The user forms

which contain the options to adjust the parameter values display the default values

every time the form is viewed: thus the default values may be re-submitted very easily.

There are however a few parameters which are adjusted directly in the spreadsheets

rather than via user forms, and a hidden sheet included in the test version of the

workforce capacity planning tool (entitled ‘DefaultValues’) so these default values may

be conveniently reviewed and restored as desired.

10.2.1 List of adjustable parameters/variables

SSA Parameters

The SSA spreadsheet requires historical demand data to be input for three periods per

day (namely Morning (6am-12pm), Afternoon (12pm-7pm) and Night (7pm-6am)) as

are pre-defined byWAST and have been discussed in Chapter 2. Whilst the spreadsheet

could equally be set up to consider hourly demands, the structure associated with the

demands exerted in each of these three slots aids SSA to exploit the periodic patterns

in the data and generate superior forecasts. The demand forecasts for each of these

three slots are subsequently apportioned into hourly periods using tables populated

with proportions which define the expected distribution of the demand across each of

the hourly slots (based on historic demand). Different proportions are applied different

days of the week as a two-way ANOVA reveals that the proportions are not all equal

(p < 0.05). The default values used in these tables can be updated by selecting ‘Change
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Default Parameter Values For SSA Model’ from the SSA sheet. This sheet also contains

options to update several parameter values as follows:

• Window Length: This component represents the number of non-overlapping

vertical windows the trajectory matrix X is subdivided into, defined as L in

Chapter 4. For an accurate series reconstruction, this value should lie between 1
3

and 1
2
of the number of known historic data points and should be proportional to

any known periodicity (e.g. a multiple of 7 to account for the weekly periodicity),

but smaller values can be desirable for forecasting purposes.

• Number of components used for reconstruction: Discussed in Chapter 4,

the number of principal components used to reconstruct the time series can be

prudently selected by visually inspecting a plot of the logarithms of eigenvalues

and noting the point at which the series plateaus. When the model is populated

with 4-5 years of data, the default value entered for this parameter (20) is fairly

robust for different forecasting horizons.

• Number of days to forecast ahead: The user may request a forecast to be

generated for any forecasting horizon.

• Uplift: Given the responsibility of WAST to respond to potentially life-

threatening emergencies, it is arguably favourable to have an oversupply rather

than undersupply of resources; thus the option to ‘uplift’ the estimated demand

forecasts is offered before the staffing profiles are generated. By default, the

forecasted demand figures are inflated by 10%, but by making this parameter

adjustable in the model, the ultimate decision lies with policy makers to choose

how risky they wish to be.

Response Time Targets
The response time targets set by the government for WAST responses have been out-

lined in Chapter 1, and the average observed response and service times for EA re-

sponses within the SE Region have been given in Chapter 7. The default values that

are programed in the tool can be revised by selecting ‘View Scheduling Options’ →
‘Change Default Values’ → ‘Change Response Targets/Service Time’, and are currently

programed as follows:
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Table 10.2: Default values for response targets and average service rate

Parameter Default value
Acceptable wait for category A incidents (hours) 0.0955
Acceptable wait for category B/C incidents (hours) 0.0799
Target proportion for Category A incidents (hours) 0.95
Target proportion for Category B/C incidents (hours) 0.95
Average service rate (patients per hour) 1.0989

Parameters for Queueing Theory Model
The tool allows the period requirements to be generated using either of the ap-

proximate (Priority SIPP), numerical (Euler) or hybrid approaches as described in

Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis. Whilst the SIPP approach provides rough solutions

rapidly, the numerical method is capable of producing accurate predictions at the

expense of computation speed. The hybrid approach offers a method that increases

the efficiency of the standard numerical Euler solver by suggesting initial staffing levels

for each period. It shortens the computational time required to achieve an accurate

staffing profile by around 15%, which can represent a significant quantity of time for

larger problem instances and should thus always be selected in place of the standard

numerical method. The standard method is however included in the test version of

the tool supplied with this thesis, to complement the research discussed within it.

Instead of being presented in a user form which is accessed via the option to ‘Change

Default Values’, the option to select an appropriate technique to generate the staffing

requirements is presented to the user every time the staffing program is executed;

along with the option to view the probability of an excessive wait for patients

calculated at the last interval of each period with/without the dummy shift boundary

transition applied. The standard probability (i.e. the measure computed prior to the

application of the transition matrix) provides a more realistic view of the probability

of an excessive wait for patients towards the end of each period, but there may be

situations in which it is preferable to obtain the exact probability of an excessive wait

at the commencement of the next period. Whilst various types of shift boundaries

have been investigated in this thesis, a dummy boundary has been applied to all

periods considered in the test model, since the requirements are generated for hourly

periods (which may be ultimately be used to form any of the shifts presented in the

potential pool).
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If the numerical or hybrid approach is selected, the user may adjust the parameter

values used in the methodology by selecting ‘View Scheduling Options’ → ‘Change

Default Values’ → ‘Change Parameters For Numerical Methodology’. The parameters,

and default values, are presented in Table 10.3 below:

Table 10.3: Default values for numerical methodology

Parameter Default value
Limit on the number of Cat As considered to arrive in
Cat B/Cs waiting time

10

Limit on total number of emergencies considered in the
system, G

40

Calculation interval, δc 0.04

Allowable Shifts

The default pool of potential shifts that may be scheduled have been provided in

Appendix A.4 and this mirrors those currently used by WAST in the SE Region. The

default pool can however be changed to include any number of shifts (lasting between

1-13 hours in duration) by selecting ‘Change Default Values’ → ‘Change Allowable

Shifts’. The start and end times may be adjusted for any of the shifts currently

entered in the model, or entire shifts can be added/deleted from the potential pool

directly. Only the start and end times need to be adjusted manually, since the number

of shifts, shift durations, and number of ‘night time’ hours included in each shift

is computed automatically within Excel. The only restrictions to the set of shifts

allowed for selection is that they must ensure that every period of the day is covered

by at least one shift, and one shift must begin at 6am to allow the demand for the

first periods on the first day to be covered. The reason for this is that the model

considers ‘days’ to run from 6am-6am; and as the scheduling period is considered

independently from the preceding previous days, the tool assumes that no excess staff

remain in the system from shifts starting on days prior to the scheduling period. The

shifts scheduled for the last day of the model are accordingly allowed to be truncated,

to ensure that no excess staffing is scheduled for following periods.

The shift scheduling heuristic additionally allows various preference weights to be

assigned to shifts of different lengths that are included in the allowable pool. The

weights, which may be adjusted by the user by selecting ‘View Scheduling Options’ →
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‘Change Default Values’ → ‘Change Allowable Shifts’ → ‘Adjust Cost’, are recorded

in Table 10.4 below:

Table 10.4: Default values for shift preference weights

Shift length Preference weight
≤ 8 hours 1.05
9 hours 1
> 9 hours 0.95

Parameters for Shift Scheduling Heuristic
The shift scheduling heuristic is developed following the SA methodology as discussed

in Chapter 9. The default values presented in Table 10.5 are those selected to produce

an optimised schedule for WAST resources for the first week of July 2009 in Section

9.2.2, but they can be adjusted by the user if shift schedules are desired for different

problem instances via the options to ‘Change Default Values’ → ‘Change Parameters

For Shift Schedule Heuristic’.

Table 10.5: Default parameter values for shift scheduling heuristic

Parameter Default value
End heuristic if no improvement to cost seen in x iterations 1,500
Reduce temperature after every x iterations 250
Starting temperature 8
Cooling rate 0.86

Crew Constraints
Rostering ambulance officers is a highly constrained optimisation problem. As

outlined in Chapter 8, when constructing a roster, healthcare institutions must take

into account various legal, management and staff requirements. The set of constraints

(and the default parameter values) presented in the table below that are considered

in this spreadsheet tool are identical to those investigated to those in Chapter 9.3.2.

Recall that ‘night time’ hours are those covering hourly periods from midnight-5am

inclusive. However, the default values may be adjusted within acceptable bounds, if

different regulations are to be considered via the options to ‘Change Default Values’
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→ ‘Change Crew Constraints’.

Table 10.6: Default parameter values for crew constraints

Parameter Default value Allowable values
Available crew 100 0 - 300
Max work hours per week 42 0 - 60
Max night hours per week 8 0 - 40
Min rest hours between shifts 11 0 - 25
Continuous rest hours per week 35 0 - 72

Parameters for Rostering Heuristic

The rostering heuristic is developed using the SA methodology as discussed in Chapter

9. The default values presented in Table 10.7 are those selected to produce an

optimised schedule for WAST resources for the first week of July 2009 in Section

9.3.2, but they can be adjusted by the user if rosters are desired for different problem

instances via the options to ‘Change Default Values’ → ‘Change Parameters For

Rostering Heuristic’.

Table 10.7: Default parameter values for rostering heuristic

Parameter Default value
End heuristic after x iterations 200
Starting temperature 20
Cooling rate 0.90
Increase temperature if no cost improvement after x iterations 30
Crew coefficient in objective function 25

10.2.2 VBA Code

This section provides a brief overview of the functions coded in Excel VBA and a

description of what each of them achieves. Three modules are included in the VBA

tool: namely ‘Commands’, ‘SSABasic’ and ‘StaffingAllocation’. The macros compiled

in each of these modules is discussed in turn below.

The ‘Commands’ module contains macros which enhance the user-friendliness of the

tool. The macros primarily define which sheets are displayed when different functions
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are selected, and outline the options to hide and display each of the menu forms. For

testing purposes however, a further macro ‘Testing’ is also included at the end of the

module that allows some of the hidden sheets within the tool to be viewed by the user.

The ‘SSABasic’ module contains the functions required to generate SSA forecasts

of future demand levels. The historic demand is read in for three daily pre-defined

slots (6am-12pm, 12pm-7pm, 7pm-6am), and the forecasts produced for each slot

are subsequently apportioned into hourly demand estimates taking into account the

day-of-week effects. Hence the forecasted time series is ultimately output at the hourly

level to capture fine-scale dependence in addition to long-term structure.

The ‘StaffingAllocation’ module contains the programs which deal with staffing issues,

including the programs to produce period-by-period requirements, optimise shift sched-

ules and roster staff. The key macros are ‘SIPP’, ‘Euler’, ‘OptimiseShifts’, ‘Swap1’,

‘Assignstaff’, ‘SwapStaff’ and the remaining macros define which programs should be

executed for specific options and how they link together. These macros are discussed

in turn below:

• SIPP: This program executes the Priority SIPP methodology (outlined in Chap-

ter 7) to provide approximate crew requirements for hourly periods, according

to the specified waiting time targets. This program is also run to produce initial

period requirements for the hybrid approach.

• Euler: This program executes the Euler methodology (outlined in Chapter 7)

to provide approximate crew requirements for hourly periods, according to the

specified waiting time targets. Before the period requirements are calculated,

the data for the first day is initially used as a warm-up period, so the main

program is operated from suitable dynamic steady state conditions. Dummy

shift boundaries are applied to all periods considered in the model, as the Euler

methodology is employed to produce hourly requirements that will later be used

to create efficient shift schedules. The program outputs the probability of an

excessive wait for each category of patient when the recommended minimum

staffing profile is used, and also includes the option to view the probabilities over

the shift boundary, when the transition matrix is applied to account for the effect

of any departing servers at the end of each period. This program is also executed

if the hybrid methodology is selected, and calculates period requirements using

the recommendations obtained from the Priority SIPP methodology as initial
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solutions.

• OptimiseShifts: This program contains the code required to produce an initial

shift schedule, that is subsequently optimised using the ‘Swap1’ macro. It reads

in all allowable shift types that may be included in the schedule, and selects

particular shifts to produce a greedy feasible shift schedule.

• Swap1: This program executes the shift scheduling heuristic as described in

Chapter 9.2.2 to produce an optimised shift schedule. It is programed to continue

running until it fails to make an improvement in the cost in x iterations (1,500

by default).

• AssignStaff: This program assigns crews to the optimised shift schedule pro-

duced using the ‘Swap1’ algorithm in a greedy fashion.

• SwapStaff: The code contained in this module takes the initial solution pro-

vided by the ‘AssignStaff’ program and considers deleting/adding certain shifts

to the schedule, in addition to swapping shifts between crews, using the heuristic

presented in Chapter 9.3.2. A specific number of iterations can be specified by

the user as suitable stopping criteria for this algorithm, and whilst the heuristic

presented in Chapter 9.3.2 is run for 2,000 iterations, it is notable that a good

quality solution is obtained in the first few iterations. Hence to illustrate the

methodology followed by the heuristic in a quick run time, the test program

has been set up to run for 200 iterations, although 2,000 are recommended for

operational purposes.

Each of the macros discussed above additionally include several ‘check’ functions within

them, to reduce the risk of attempting to produce solutions for incomplete or unsuitable

scenarios input by the user. For example, the SSA macro produces an error messages

if executed on a computer lacking the necessary software; the macros coded within the

‘StaffingAllocation’ module check that for every day included in scheduling horizon,

demand data has been forecasted for all 24 periods; and if the user selects to change the

shifts allowed in the potential pool for selection, the shift scheduling heuristic ensures

that every period throughout the day is covered by at least one allowable shift.

10.3 Summary

This chapter has summarised the main features incorporated in the workforce capacity

planning and scheduling tool that has been produced in conjunction with this thesis.
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It has brought together the three main components investigated in the research and

illustrated how they can be linked together in a single tool to offer efficient solutions

to resource allocation problems.

While forecasts can of course be progressively updated, the inability to instantly sum-

mon crews implies that WAST has to schedule shifts and roster staff several weeks

in advance; and this tool offers functions that generate potential solutions to complex

problem instances. It is nevertheless important to remember that the version of the

workforce planning tool supplied with this thesis has been developed strictly for illus-

trative purposes, and whilst it contains several features that would require fine-tuning

before it was offered as an operational tool, it has been the intention of this chapter to

outline its potential to produce optimised staffing profiles for a wide range of scenarios.

Moreover, its user-friendly interface is intended to increase is suitability to be offered

as an operational tool to organisations such as WAST, to inform staffing decisions and

ultimately enable planners to optimise resources independently.



Chapter 11

Conclusions and future research

11.1 Introductory remarks

This final chapter concludes the thesis by drawing together the main results presented

in the previous ten chapters, discussing the novel contributions offered and suggesting

opportunities for future research. It is structured as follows: Section 11.2 summarises

the key findings and conclusions in relation to the seven research questions posed in

Chapter 1; Section 11.3 outlines the key contributions; and Section 11.4 discusses some

of the limitations of this work, with suggestions for further research.

11.2 Key findings and conclusions

This research has demonstrated how OR techniques may be applied to promote

effective and efficient management of EMS. This thesis has introduced a method for

finding staffing requirements, while simultaneously selecting shifts that cover these

requirements, that minimise costs and achieve pre-defined performance standards. The

problem of staffing a multi-class multi-type call centre is recognised as notoriously hard

even when demand rates are perfectly predictable (Gurvich et al., 2010); therefore this

thesis has adopted a macro view utilising stochastic modelling techniques as and when

necessary, to approach this task efficiently. The distinct techniques have ultimately

been integrated into a workforce capacity planning tool, that is intended to provide

organisations with the necessary tools to independently optimise their resources.

The research contained in this thesis has been motivated by problems facing WAST,

who provided the real-life context for developing the operational models. WAST

232
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receives emergency calls of varying urgency that are triaged by the call taker according

to the AMPDS. Category A calls have head-of-the-line priority over Category B and

C calls, i.e. if an emergency response vehicle is unavailable when an emergency is

reported, then that emergency is placed in a virtual queue for assistance, irrespective

of its urgency; and queued Category B and C calls are only dealt with after all queued

Category A calls have been allocated a responder. Minimum acceptable response time

targets to each category of call are specified by the Welsh Government, which stipu-

late minimum proportions of requests for assistance to be served within set time frames.

This research has addressed the staffing problem facing WAST, who are primarily

interested in determining minimum coverage requirements, optimising shift schedules

and constructing desirable rosters for EA and RRV crews, in order to satisfy the

response time targets. The service level standards are in effect proxies for the

underlying goals of saving lives and preventing suffering; but high costs are associated

with the provision of staff and resources, so it is a problem of substantial economic

and social interest to manage EMS systems efficiently. Due to the seriousness of the

incidents WAST is required to deal with, rules specify that a paramedic serving a

patient when he is scheduled to finish duty, must first complete the service currently

in operation. Hence the techniques that have been developed throughout the thesis

concern the exhaustive discipline (see Chapter 5). Whilst the methods have been

primarily developed for WAST, they are nevertheless applicable to all time-dependent

multi-class, multi-server systems operating under the head-of-the-line priority and

exhaustive service disciplines (such as the police service, call centers that process two

types of work and breakdown cover organisations, to mention just a few).

In developing the various models, this thesis attempted to satisfy the research

objectives defined in Chapter 1 while answering seven research questions. Discussions

surrounding how well the objectives have been addressed in this thesis are provided

below.

The research was geared towards developing an integrated workforce capacity planning

tool that:

(a) Incorporates time-series methods that adequately account for the stochastic nature

of demand to produce accurate forecasts of future demand.

The tool forecasts demand for EMS assistance using SSA, since by taking
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account of trend, periodic components and structureless noise, the technique

is capable of simultaneously accounting for several factors believed to affect

demand. The SSA technique has further been shown to offer forecasts of a

superior quality to those generated by conventional time-series techniques,

such as ARIMA and Holt-Winters in Chapter 4, and it is not constrained by

parametric assumptions common-place in traditional forecasting methods.

(b) Provides both accurate and approximate evaluations of system performance over

time.

The tool offers functions that allow approximate and accurate staffing require-

ments to be generated by appropriately analysing the system using Priority

SIPP and Euler methodologies discussed in Chapters 5-7, which have been

extended to time-dependent priority service systems in this thesis. Whilst the

hybrid approach has been shown capable of generating the Euler outputs at a

faster rate, both the hybrid and standard Euler approach are offered as viable

approaches in the planning tool to compliment the research in Chapter 7.

(c) Permits a certain service quality to be met as inexpensively as possible by gener-

ating an efficient staffing function that accurately matches resources to fluctuating

demand levels.

Akin to many service systems where the interests of the customer and server

are not mutual (so it is difficult to assign a monetary value to the cost of

waiting), WAST is evaluated according to the fraction of customers waiting

‘unacceptable’ times for service, as specified by governmental targets. Whilst

the approximation method has previously been considered to set staffing lev-

els based on such service standards in time-dependent priority systems (see

Chen and Henderson (2001)), the numerical approach has not been developed

for such purposes. In addition to proposing suitable formulae to calculate this

metric to be embedded within numerical methodologies, with adjustments to

account for the effect of departing/arriving servers over shift boundaries, this

thesis has proposed an adjustment to the approximation approach which al-

lows the performance measure to be computed for LP customers with greater

accuracy. By incorporating the expressions in SIPP and Euler methodologies,

the tool generates minimum staffing requirements that match fluctuating de-

mand levels and satisfy the governmental response time targets.

(d) Generates an optimised shift schedule.
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Considering the shift scheduling problem in terms of an IP model, the tool

generates a schedule using a SA heuristic that has been shown capable of pro-

ducing close to optimal solutions (see Chapter 9). The heuristic approach has

the advantage that it may be embedded within a workforce capacity planning

tool without requiring specialised software, and may be flexibly adjusted by

the user to allow the consideration of different shift types.

(e) Assigns staff to shifts in an efficient manner, whilst adhering to governmental

regulations and working time directives (WTD).

A heuristic is programmed within the tool that provides good quality rosters,

but not necessarily optimal, in a reasonable amount of time on a personal

computer. The case study included in Chapter 9 has demonstrated that the

heuristic is capable of generating a feasible and effective solution that adheres

to various legal and managerial requirements.

(f) Is user-friendly and practical; so it could be used to inform WAST’s staffing deci-

sions and readily adopted by planners to optimise resources independently.

The workforce capacity planning tool has been designed with a user-friendly

interface, providing results based on calculations that are easily implemented

in a spreadsheet setting (hidden from the user in VBA code). The tool is

embedded within Excel for the reason that this computer package is widely

available in many organisations and managers are generally familiar with

the software. It is nevertheless important to remember that the version of

the workforce planning tool supplied with this thesis has been developed

primarily for illustrative purposes, and the discussions provided in Chapter

9 have outlined its potential to be fine-tuned to produce optimised staffing

profiles for a wide range of scenarios. Specifically, this flexibility increases its

desirability as a practical workforce planning tool.

In addition, the following research questions were posed:

(I) Is it possible to improve the accuracy of demand forecasts, by adequately ac-

counting for seasonality in the data?

Whilst scheduling models rely heavily on accurate demand forecasts to per-

form well, the arrival rate is often not known with certainty, either because
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it varies randomly over time or simply due to a lack of information. In

either case, the uncertainty in the arrival rate has major implications for

the validity of traditional performance measures and consequently on the

quality of staffing decisions. Obviously inaccurate forecasts are very costly

because they result in a mismatch of supply and demand (Matteson et al.,

2011).

Current practice for forecasting call arrivals is often rudimentary. For in-

stance, WAST currently estimates arrival rates for future periods based on

peak call rates observed in the past; but Chen and Henderson (2001) have

identified three sources of potential error in estimating the arrival rate in

this fashion: (i) estimation error arising from taking the average of a finite

number of random variables, (ii) failure to detect nonstationarities that

could be present in the data, and (iii) the presence of a random arrival rate

(which may be a function of external factors e.g. weather conditions). In

particular, their research revealed that the presence of a random arrival rate

can lead to overpredictions of service performance; therefore if one ignores

randomness, the risk of underestimating the number of staff required to

achieve a given performance level is increased.

By decomposing and reconstructing the time-series considering the trend,

periodic components and structureless noise, SSA overcomes many of the

above shortfalls. It captures the effect of nonstationarities, seasonalities,

trends and random fluctuations in the forecasts, and allows the count-valued

arrivals per hour to be directly modelled.

Motivation for the utilisation of SSA as a tool to accurately predict Welsh

ambulance demand has been provided in Chapter 4, with empirical results

demonstrating that it produces superior longer-term forecasts (especially

helpful for EMS planning), and at least comparable short-term forecasts to

well-established methods. The benefit of the SSA technique is however not

only in its ability to forecast; but in its capability to recognise periodicities

in the data and be flexible in approach. The incorporation of the technique

into the workforce capacity planning tool, discussed in Chapter 9, illustrates

how the SSA forecasts could ultimately be used to inform scheduling models

and allow realistic simulation of the system.

(II) Can time-dependent queueing theory be extended to appropriately model system

behaviour as servers enter and leave the system in differing fashions across shift
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boundaries?

This thesis has demonstrated that the Euler methodology may be duly

extended to track system behaviour in time-dependent priority systems,

using dual and triple state vectors to represent the composition of cus-

tomers within the system. The research contained in Chapters 6 and 7

has furthered the work of Ingolfsson (2002) (who defined the instantaneous

transitions necessary to apply to track the movement of customers across

shift boundaries in M(t)/M/s(t)/FIFO systems), to track the composi-

tion of customers present in priority service systems over shift boundaries

where servers operate under the exhaustive discipline. Not only has the

approach been extended to define the transitions for a head-of-the-line pri-

ority system, but transitions have also been defined for various types of

shift boundaries.

Ingolfsson (2002) showed that the incorporation of an exhaustive discipline

has a considerable impact on performance levels; but the research contained

in Chapter 6 has demonstrated that this boundary discipline is not adequate

for the purpose of generating minimum period requirements that ultimately

lead to the development of an optimised shift schedule. A case study pro-

vided justification for the creation of an alternative boundary (proposed as

a ‘dummy’ shift boundary) that is able to take account of additional staff

who join the workforce at the boundary, excess staff who leave, and staff

who continue to work as normal both sides of the boundary; by demonstrat-

ing the widely differing performance levels arising in periods following the

application of the two boundaries. The instantaneous transitions necessary

to track the composition of customers in the system over the dummy and

true period boundaries where staff operate under the exhaustive discipline

have further been defined within the thesis.

(III) To what degree do staffing levels in one period affect another? Can guidelines

be provided regarding situations under which it is appropriate to approximate

time-dependent behaviour, how accurate the approximations are, and if steps

can be taken to increase their accuracy?

In addition to the insights listed in (II) regarding the impact of various shift

boundaries on service levels in subsequent periods, this thesis has evaluated

the potential of various approximation methods used in the literature in de-
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termining staffing levels to match the workload in service systems subject

to time-varying demand. The main simplifying assumption in the approxi-

mate approach is that the staffing requirements for a particular period can

be determined independently of the staffing in previous periods. The extent

to which this assumption is valid determines whether it is reasonable to use

it, and formal guidance accompanying case studies have been included in

Chapters 6 and 7, illustrating that whilst the approach will always be sub-

ject to a certain degree of error, it can provide reasonable approximations

at speed. However, in situations where the SIPP approach is justified, then

it should be used because it is has a much lower computational cost than

the numerical approach. In general, SIPP and Priority SIPP should provide

reliable results in systems with short planning periods, high service rates,

low presented loads and relatively low RA. In cases where the standard

approach is unreliable, revisions have been suggested to improve the accu-

racy of its predictions, including Modified Lag Avg SIPP which has been

proposed for the first time in this thesis, and is expected to be more robust

in systems with higher loads and higher RA.

Greater insights regarding the impact of staffing levels in one period upon

another have been provided in Chapters 6 and 7. In particular, Figure

6.5 has demonstrated that in periods where the arrival rate changes dras-

tically, or where it continually increases/decreases over several consecutive

periods, the failure to account for staffing levels in previous periods can

considerably affect the staffing profile generated. Additionally, Figure 6.3

has shown the that the incorporation of the truly exhaustive shift boundary

can greatly impact on customers expected waiting time in the system for a

short duration after the boundary, since it suggests that greater numbers of

customers are served by paramedics working past their scheduled end time,

meaning lower staffing quantities are needed. However, the degree of these

effects could possibly be considered as second order for WAST, since for the

case study included in Chapter 6 around 7-10 crews were found sufficient

for each hourly period, but the approximate and numerical requirements

rarely differed by more than 1 crew. The decision over which performance

evaluation method to use is therefore ultimately left to the client. To guide

their decision, this thesis has attempted to outline the suitability of each

approach with information detailing the degree of accuracy offered, when

the assumptions of the method appropriate for the system and the compu-
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tational time required to produce the staffing requirements.

(IV) Can time-dependent and approximate queueing theory techniques be extended to

compute waiting-time probabilities in time-dependent multi-class, multi-server

systems?

Building on non-stationary networks of finite server queues, this thesis has

developed waiting time formulae to calculate the probability of excessive

waits for both HP and LP customers over time. Whilst suitable formu-

lae have previously been developed for the Priority SIPP approach (see

Chen and Henderson (2001)), this research has proposed an alternative ex-

pression which allows the probability of an excessive wait to be calculated

for an LP customer with a greater degree of accuracy.

The real contribution of this thesis however lies in the extensions of the

waiting time formulae presented for the numerical method, since whilst the

methodology required to limit the quantity of unacceptable waits in time-

dependent queueing systems has been well studied in literature (Ingolfsson,

2002; Ingolfsson et al., 2007; Green and Soares, 2007); transient analysis of

the probability of an excessive wait has not been investigated for priority

systems, despite their high prevalence in industry. Not least has this the-

sis extended the waiting time formulas to enable their application within

such systems, but it has further devoted particular attention to extend

approaches followed by Green et al. (2007) and Ingolfsson (2002) to evalu-

ate the probability of excessive waits for HP and LP customers over both

dummy and true shift boundaries.

(V) Is it possible to increase the efficiency of numerical methods to accurately eval-

uate system performance?

For situations when the client requires particularly accurate analysis of sys-

tem performance, this thesis has proposed a hybrid method that enables the

accurate requirements generated by the numerical method to be produced

at a quicker rate.

The hybrid approach produces staffing requirements by considering a func-

tion of the staffing levels output from approximate methodologies as initial

staffing levels for each period. Under the assumption that the approximate

levels are close to the numerical requirements; by considering staffing lev-

els just below those initially suggested (if the approximate predictions are
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found to be sufficient with numerical analysis) or just above those suggested

(if they are insufficient), the case study included in Chapter 7 has shown

that considerable time savings can be achieved.

(VI) Is it possible to develop suitable heuristics to optimise shift schedules and rosters

that minimise cost and ensure satisfactory customer service?

Whilst this thesis has awarded less focus to the construction of optimised

shifts and rosters (which itself could potentially be a whole research thesis in

its own right), it has presented a practical approach to the problem through

developing heuristics that produce good quality solutions, though not nec-

essarily optimal, in reasonable computation time. Both exact and heuristic

approaches have been considered; and whilst IP solvers have been demon-

strated to offer optimal solution to the shift scheduling problem, common

IP solver packages such as XPress-MP were found to run out of memory

on hard rostering instances, and complex constraints were sometimes in-

tractable. In light of these shortfalls, this thesis has provided justification

for the use of SA heuristics to produce close to optimal solutions that can be

embedded within the workforce capacity planning tool, without requiring

specialised software, and flexibly adjusted by the user to consider different

shifts.

The main challenge that has been highlighted in this research is the chal-

lenge to integrate the separate steps of the rostering process into a single

problem. The investigations performed within Chapter 9 have shown that

it is advantageous to consider solving the shift scheduling and rostering

problem simultaneously, rather than as two separate problems which can

result in sub-optimal rosters.

(VII) Can the individual forecasting, modelling and optimisation techniques be com-

bined into a generic integrated workforce planning tool to optimise staffing sched-

ules in stochastic environments that must consistently deliver a certain service

quality?

The workforce capacity planning and scheduling tool developed in conjunc-

tion with this thesis has ultimately combined the individual steps required

to produce an optimised shift schedule into a single integrated user-friendly

workforce planning tool; allowing automation of the process to optimise
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resources in time-dependent multi-class, multi-server service systems oper-

ating under the head-of-the-line priority and exhaustive service disciplines.

The tool contains numerous options which may be flexibly adjusted to

model various scenarios, and is therefore applicable to a wide range of organ-

isations that are interested in determining minimum staffing requirements,

to ensure that a given fraction of customers are seen within pre-specified

‘acceptable’ time frames as inexpensively as possible. The models have

been tested, and shown to perform well in case studies related to specific

problems facing WAST, and are accordingly expected to promote efficient

resource allocation within other M(t)/M/M(t)/NPRP/∞/∞ systems.

11.3 Novel contributions

In light of the research questions addressed above, the main contributions of this re-

search may be summarised as follows.

i. The research has incorporated the forecasts generated by SSA (which is a power-

ful nonparametric technique, that appropriately deals with the stochastic nature

of demand), as input to staffing models. Whilst many successful applications

have been made of SSA, this study seemingly represents the first application

of SSA to EMS data. Numerous studies have recently highlighted the need for

more accurate forecasts (see Chen and Henderson (2001), Gurvich et al. (2010),

Matteson et al. (2011)) due to their important role in operations, serving as a

critical input for both resource acquisition and resource deployment decisions.

This research has illustrated that SSA is capable of achieving this goal through

accounting for seasonalities in the data, directly modelling the count-valued ar-

rivals per hour and producing superior forecasts to well-established conventional

methods.

As demand for EMS assistance is rising in Wales, it is becoming ever more critical

to ensure accurate demand forecasts are input to WAST scheduling models, as

use of inaccurate parameter estimates in these models can result in poor resource

allocation. Underpredictions can lead to understaffing and low performance,

whilst overstaffing can involve unnecessary personnel costs. The workforce ca-

pacity planning and scheduling tool discussed in Chapter 10 has illustrated how

the SSA technique may be ultimately embedded into a spreadsheet model, and

directly used to inform the scheduling functions integrated within it.
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ii. The research has proposed approximate methodologies for converting demand

profiles to minimum period requirements in time-dependent priority systems, so

that the fraction of customers waiting greater than acceptable times for service

is limited to a threshold level. Whilst the approximation methodology has been

considered for such purposes in Chen and Henderson (2001), this research has fur-

ther developed the methodology, permitting the probability that a LP customer

experiences an excessive wait to be evaluated to a greater degree of accuracy,

resulting in the risk of overstaffing being minimised.

Guidelines have additionally been provided which outline the characteristics re-

quired for the approximation methods to perform well, suggest adjustments that

may be applied to improve the accuracy of the approximate approaches if some of

the assumptions are broken (including a proposition of a new Modified Priority

Lag Avg approach), provide insights regarding the computation time required,

and also give an indication of the accuracy of the results generated.

iii. With regards to the numerical approach, this thesis has demonstrated that the in-

corporation of a truly exhaustive boundary at hourly intervals across the schedul-

ing horizon is insufficient for the purpose of developing minimum staffing require-

ments that lead to the development of a shift schedule. This is primarily because

only excess staff leave the system at such intervals in reality, in place of all staff

on duty, as suggested at a truly exhaustive boundary. The research has accord-

ingly defined a new type of shift boundary (a ‘dummy’ boundary), along with

relevant mappings, to appropriately account for the behaviour of staff at the

end of hourly periods (where some staff may leave the system, others may join

the workforce and a base set continue to work as normal, to match the demand

level changes as closely as possible). The transitions necessary to account for the

effect of departing/additional staff at such intervals have been defined for both

standard time-dependent and priority time-dependent systems, allowing for ac-

curate numerical analysis of system behaviour at all times, including across shift

boundaries.

iv. Whilst the methodology required to limit the quantity of unacceptable waits in

time-dependent queueing systems has been well studied in literature (Ingolfsson,

2002; Ingolfsson et al., 2007; Green and Soares, 2007), transient analysis of the

probability of an excessive wait has not been investigated for priority systems;

despite their high prevalence in industry. Not only has this thesis extended the

waiting time formulas to enable their application within such systems, but it has
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further devoted particular attention to extend approaches taken by Green et al.

(2007) and Ingolfsson (2002), to evaluate the probability of an excessive waits for

HP and LP customers over both dummy and true shift boundaries.

v. In situations where the client requires accurate analysis of system performance,

this thesis has proposed a hybrid method that enables the numerical requirements

to be produced at a quicker rate.

vi. The research has developed practical heuristic algorithms that can be embedded

in a spreadsheet tool, to produce feasible and desirable schedules and rosters.

vii. In the consideration of all the above functions this research has devoted par-

ticular attention to the development, solution and validation of sufficiently de-

tailed stochastic models for time-dependent multi-server systems with varying

service types, which can be ultimately employed to optimise resource alloca-

tion. Through integrating the steps involved in the rostering process into a single

problem, the workforce capacity planning tool developed in conjunction with this

thesis has essentially provided a macro view of multiple techniques required to

optimise staffing profiles in complex systems.

11.4 Research limitations and directions for future

research

Although this research has satisfied the objectives discussed in Section 11.2 and offers

numerous benefits from previous studies in the field, the research has some limitations.

This section demonstrates how some of these limitations may potentially be seen as

areas for future research.

11.4.1 Errors associated with demand modelling techniques

Whilst the SSA forecasts allow several sources of errors arising from demand based on

average demand rates experienced during specific periods in the past to be overcome,

some sources of error still remain, since the arrival rates are random and not perfectly

predictable. For instance, the staffing models assume that the HP and LP arrival rates

follow inhomogeneous Poisson processes with mean arrival rates taken from SSA pre-

dictions for each hour, but demand within each hour is realistically far from stationary.

Since the arrival rates are random, the analysis presented in this thesis essentially
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produces requirements that ensure that the expected fraction of customers waiting

longer than the targeted times are less than the threshold levels, where the expectation

is taken with respect to the distribution of the arrival rates. Another possibility could

be to consider that the constraint is met on some pre-specified fraction of the ar-

rival rate values, to allow the standards to be violated on a small quantity of realistions.

It would also be interesting to investigate the quality of the forecasts for certain

sub-categories of demand (such as falls, breathing problems or traffic accidents);

and within different areas across Wales. The demand for assistance for certain

sub-categories may possibly be linked to specific external factors, such as weather

conditions, school holidays or the time of day; and to this end, it could be useful to

consider the benefit of Multivariate SSA (MSSA). This considers the benefit of using

causal time series, such as weather and climatic data, to improve forecasted ambulance

demand.

Since the forecasts are ultimately used to inform staffing models, it would also be

beneficial to provide some sort of estimate of the forecasting error, to be considered

when making staffing decisions. For instance, whilst the forecasts are currently uplifted

by 10% before being input to the scheduling models, in order to avoid the likelihood

of understaffing, it could be more useful to allow this uplift to be some function of the

confidence interval bounds.

11.4.2 Time-dependent and priority queueing theory

This research has illustrated the potential of numerical techniques to analyse time-

dependent priority systems by considering the methodology followed by the Euler

technique, and used variants of SIPP to illustrate how approximate techniques may

be used to achieve the same goal. Whilst these have been sufficient to provide insights

into the impact of staffing levels in one period upon service levels in following periods,

several other methods have been developed for similar purposes in the literature. It

would be useful to consider the potential of some of these other approximate (e.g. PSA,

MOL) and numerical (e.g. randomisation, DTM) approaches to evaluate service qual-

ity in time-dependent priority systems. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to test the

proposed Modified Priority Lag Avg approach on a number of test cases, with varying

characteristics to confirm the conditions hypothesised in this thesis, under which it is

expected to perform well.
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When rostering to flexible demand, second order effects may also arise from the choice

of shift schedules. For example, it is usually not possible to exactly match the staff on

duty to a demand that varies on an hourly basis when using shifts that span several

hours. As a result, there may be times when higher numbers of staff are on duty than

the minimum required. This may lead to considerably lower queues in certain periods,

which could create artificially lower demand in later time periods as it takes time for

the queue to build back up to reach the steady-state level, and further cause the num-

ber of customers considered to have been ejected from the system at each hourly period

over a dummy shift boundary to be somewhat artificial. In cases where the knock-on

effect is considerable, its impact may be suitably reduced by applying a small number

of iterations between the rostering modules and the (consequent) demand distribution

(see Ingolfsson et al. (2010)). Since the iterative approach is not incorporated in

the workforce capacity planning tool, it could suggest higher staffing quantities than

necessary for some shifts. An additional simplifying assumption required for the

system to operate along the principles of the exhaustive shift boundary is that there

aren’t any resource constraints over period boundaries (as discussed in Chapter 6.2.2).

If this assumption is unrealistic, then an alternative queue discipline should be applied.

The approximate and numerical methodologies could potentially be extended to appro-

priately model scenarios where HP and LP customers require different service times,

or where more than two categories of customers may be present. Moreover, the work-

force capacity and scheduling tool could be improved to offer variants of the SIPP

methodology to construct minimum period requirements. However this would also re-

quire additional guidance to be provided in conjunction with the tool, outlining the

circumstances under which each approach is expected to provide the best results.

11.4.3 Improving the quality of the roster

The shift scheduling and rostering problems have been given less focus in the thesis,

and have been approached using heuristics. These heuristics have been shown capable

of generating good quality, feasible solutions; but these solutions are not necessarily

optimal. The heuristics are simple and practical to implement within a spreadsheet

model; however more appealing rosters could potentially be achieved if additional hard

and soft constraints were added to the models (e.g. to take account of crew prefer-

ences), or if rosters were constructed for individual members with varying competency

levels. The quality of the ultimate rosters could also be improved if more appropriate
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methods, such as column generation (see Lavoie et al. (1988); Ernst et al. (2004)), were

considered to solve the problem. The range of potential methods that may be investi-

gated to roster staff efficiently is however so large that the study could be performed

as a separate freestanding investigation.

11.4.4 WAST specifics

The workforce capacity scheduling tool that is provided in conjunction in this thesis

has been primarily designed to illustrate the potential of the tool to optimise resources

for various scenarios, but the representation of WAST provided by the model is a

simplified version.

To simplify the analysis, whilst developing approximation and numerical techniques

to deal with priority demand, the research has assumed that a singular average

measure of service time µ may be applied to both customer classes. The preliminary

analysis contained in Chapter 2 has however shown that the service time does differ

between the two categories of patients at WAST. Following the argument presented

in Ingolfsson et al. (2007) that the service rate typically changes more slowly than

the arrival rate, this analysis has additionally assumed that the service rate is not

dependent upon time, which may be unrealistic; as is the failure of the model to

incorporate patient abandonments.

Another factor that could be taken into account to provide a more realistic represen-

tation of the system is the distribution of vehicles needed to attend each emergency.

The case studies performed within this thesis have assumed that exactly one EA is

required to attend all emergency calls, and a single RRV is additionally required to

attend each Category A call; but the full model is more complex in reality. It would

be interesting to collaborate further with WAST to explore more scenarios and refine

the models.

The response time targets applied to WAST are regularly updated, and the latest set

of National Ambulance Performance Standards are more focused on improved clinical

outcomes for patients. Thus the research contained in this thesis is already slightly

outdated. It has however been necessary to impose consistent targets throughout in

order not to constantly recalculate scenarios. At the commencement of this research,

hard targets were distinctly specified for three three main patient groups requesting
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WAST assistance: Category A; Category B/C; and urgent requests. Since December

2011, Category B has however been removed and emergencies are now classified into

two main types (for further details, see Appendix A.2): (i) Category A patients

(including the most serious Category B calls and urgent requests from health care

professionals) and (ii) Category C patients (including the less serious Category B

calls, urgent and planned demand). Since the workforce capacity planning tool is

already set up to deal with two categories of demand, if new data were to be provided,

it could be instantly updated to produce revised staffing requirements in accordance

with the current standards. If clinical outcomes were also recorded, it would be

beneficial to perform greater exploratory analysis to obtain insights regarding the

degree of association between efficient response times and positive patient outcomes,

to compliment current work on survival functions for patients requesting emergency

transportation (see Knight et al. (2012)).

In summary, the problems that have been solved within this thesis are specific

instances of WAST’s staffing problem, but because no assumptions have been made on

the arrival rate prior to functions programmed within the workforce capacity planning

tool, and the other parameters are all adjustable within the tool, it seems that the

methods could be employed for a wide range of scenarios. Given that most countries

adopt a similar system of ambulance deployment, the tool could in fact be picked

up and populated with local data in principle by any EMS. Patient abandonments,

new targets, and the consideration of distinct service rates for different vehicles/call

categories are all relevant for EMS systems, and it would be interesting to investigate

these issues in further work. Of course, there is always a balance to be struck on what

occurs in reality and what can be modelled mathematically, but by accounting for both

random and predictable sources of demand in the models, and developing modelling

techniques to simultaneously deal with time-dependent and priority demand, the

ultimate workforce planning tool produced as a result of this research is believed to

outperform many of the existing models in the literature.

Facing ever increasing pressures to provide rapid responses, WAST is keen to develop

new initiatives to overcome the wide range of challenges that are impeding their abil-

ity to meet the response time targets, and have been auspiciously keen to learn of

the research findings resulting from the investigations within this thesis. The Trust

have been enthusiastic to discuss issues for investigation as and when they have arisen

through the investigation phase, and to recommend directions for research (as detailed
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in Chapter 1.4). As a result of this consolidated relationship, it is anticipated that

the models proposed in this thesis will soon begin to be incorporated alongside current

practice as a pilot study. The Welsh Government have further expressed interest in this

work and in particular the Head of Unscheduled Care (Roger Perks) and the Senior

Emergency Care Policy and Performance Manager (Aled Brown) have stated their wish

to oversee the implementation of the developed tools to support WAST going forward.
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Appendix A

Supporting documents

A.1 Annual response performance 2010/11

Table A.1: WAST performance statistics, by month, December 2010 - November 2011
(Source: StatsWales (www.statswales.wales.gov.uk), accessed 09/11/2012)

Standard2 A8 A14/18/21 B14/18/21 U15

Dec-103 47.2 74.9 62.1 61.7
Jan-11 59.6 87.5 74.3 70.1
Feb-11 67.5 92.4 78.4 74.6
Mar-11 70.7 93.2 80.2 76.6
Apr-11 68.4 89.0 77.6 74.6
May-11 71.2 93.7 82.2 76.1
Jun-11 70.0 92.7 79.5 72.8
Jul-11 71.2 93.2 81.3 74.3
Aug-11 71.2 93.2 81.3 76.1
Sep-11 69.3 92.2 79.2 76.5
Oct-11 68.7 92.0 77.1 74.1
Nov-11 70.0 93.3 79.1 75.4
Average 67.1 90.6 77.7 73.6
Target 65 95 95 95

2The first character refers to the call category (A=Category A; B=Category B and U=Urgent)
and the number refers to the number of minutes in which the percentage of calls are reported to have
arrived within

3Severe weather conditions affected most of Wales in December 2010
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A.2 Changes to National Ambulance Performance

Standards

In March 2011, the Welsh Government published National Ambulance Performance
Standards that are more focussed on improved clinical outcomes for patients. Only
the most serious calls, classed as Category A (immediately life-threatening), are now
guaranteed an emergency blue light response. All other calls receive an appropriate
response, either face-to-face or telephone assessment, based on clinical need. In order
to comply with the National Ambulance Performance Standards, the following changes
to the ambulance service in Wales were introduced on 5th December 2011:

• Category B (serious but not immediately life-threatening calls) has been removed;

• Immediately life-threatening calls (where there is an imminent threat to life)
continue to be identified as Category A calls but now include the most serious of
the former Category B calls;

• Urgent and planned calls (serious but not life threatening and/or neither serious
nor life threatening) are identified as Category C (urgent and planned) calls, but
now also include the majority of the former Category B calls; and

• Calls to the ambulance service from health care professionals to order an am-
bulance for patients on an urgent basis for admission to hospital (previously
called ‘GP urgent patient journeys’) are now included in the calls data. These
calls are prioritised and classified as Category A or C in the same way as emer-
gency 999 calls, although those classified as Category C have additional time
bands/standards.

A.3 Proof: Calculation of δc

Section 6.2.2 recommends that δc be chosen such that δc =
1
2v
. The following description

outlines how v may be computed, as in Izady (2010).
Considering a continuous time Markov chain with finite state space S = {0, 1, ..., K}
and letting E = {e1, e2, ..., eJ} denote the set of all types of events that may occur in this
process; then for each ej ∈ E, there corresponds two vectors: rj(t) = (rj0(t), ...r

j
K(t))

(a transition rate vector corresponding to all types of events that may occur in the
process) and mj = (mj

0, ...m
j
K(t)) (a target state vector). When the process is in state

k at time t, rjk(t) is the rate at which event ej will occur and consequently put the
system in state k + mj

k for j = 1, 2, ..., J . Thus vk represents the total rate at which
the process ‘leaves’ state k at time t, calculated as

vk(t) =
J∑

j=1

rjk(t)

Letting v(t) = (v0(t), ...vK(t)) and v = sup0≤t≤T {max |vk(t)|}, it follows that δc = 1
2v
.
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A.4 Cardiff EA shifts

Table A.2: Pool of potential shifts to be assigned to Cardiff EA crews

Shift number Current (revised) shifts Shift duration, hours

1 06:00 - 15:00 (06:00 - 12:00) 9 (6)
2 06:00 - 18:00 12
3 07:00 - 16:00 9
4 08:00 - 17:00 9
5 09:00 - 20:00 11
6 15:00 - 00:00 9
7 16:00 - 01:00 9
8 16:00 - 04:00 12
9 17:00 - 02:00 9
10 21:00 - 06:00 9
11 02:00 - 07:00 5
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Appendix B

Publication: Predicting ambulance
demand using singular spectrum
analysis

B.1 Introductory remarks

This section contains a paper written in partnership with Professor Paul Harper, Dr
Jonathan Gillard and Dr Vincent Knight that is to appear in JORS (Vile et al., 2012).
It summarises the work discussed on demand forecasting in Chapter 4 of this thesis,
demonstrating that the research is a topic of current interest and exemplifying how it
contributes to the literature on advanced operational forecasting techniques.

Abstract

This paper demonstrates techniques to generate accurate predictions of demand
exerted upon the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) using data provided by the
Welsh Ambulance Service Trust (WAST). The aim is to explore new methods
to produce accurate forecasts which can be subsequently embedded into current
OR methodologies to optimise resource allocation of vehicles and staff, and allow
rapid response to potentially life-threatening emergencies. Our analysis explores
a relatively new nonparametric technique for time series analysis known as Sin-
gular Spectrum Analysis (SSA). We explain the theory of SSA and evaluate the
performance of this approach by comparing the results with those produced by
conventional time series methods. We show that in addition to being more flexible in
approach, SSA produces superior longer-term forecasts (which are especially helpful
for EMS planning), and comparable shorter-term forecasts to well established methods.
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1 Introduction

The provision of an effective and efficient Emergency Medical Service (EMS) is a
significant challenge in many developed nations. A particular difficulty for EMS
planners is to allocate often limited resources whilst managing increasing demand
for services, in a way to ensure high levels of geographical coverage and to improve
key performance targets (Channouf et al., 2007; Setzler et al., 2009). To aid with the
decision of the number of ambulances and paramedics to deploy, intensive OR has
been conducted in the fields of optimal fleet size and vehicle deployment strategies;
yet for these deployment schemes to be effective, the values used for forecasting future
EMS demand must be accurate (Setzler et al., 2009).

Fildes et al. (2008) comment that from its foundation, OR has made many substantial
contributions to forecasting as practitioners continue to recognise that the accuracy
of predictions is important to their organisations; yet the authors note that major
research opportunities still remain in forecasting, though they require a shift away from
traditional statistical analysis. In this paper, we contribute to furthering such research
by considering the ability of Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) to predict the arrivals
of emergency incidents requiring EMS assistance. The forecasts can subsequently be
embedded into a range of current OR methods such as queueing theory, simulation
and optimisation, which will allow EMS managers to assign resources in a way that
achieves a balance between service efficiency and service quality. By linking the
effectiveness of a novel forecasting method to the organisational context in which it
will be applied, we offer a unique contribution to forecasting through OR.

We motivate our investigations with a case study of ambulance demand in Wales.
Akin to many developed nations, demand for EMS in Wales is increasing year on
year and in particular is growing at a rate faster than the UK average. The country
experiences a comparatively high number of emergency calls per head of population
with above average proportions requiring patient transportation, impeding the Welsh
Ambulance Service Trust’s (WAST) ability to meet key performance targets set
by the Welsh Assembly Government (Lightfoot Solutions, 2009). A recent review
of the service found that WAST’s performance relating to the target to respond
to 65% of Category A4 calls within 8 minutes significantly improved between 2007
and 2009; but there was little improvement in the Category B and Category C 5

14/18/21 minute standards (i.e. to respond to 95% of Category B calls within 14,
18 or 21 minutes in urban, rural or sparsely populated areas respectively; and if
the first response to a Category A call is not a fully equipped ambulance, to follow
up with such an ambulance within the same time intervals). The report attributed
this underperformance to insufficient staffing levels and a high reliance on overtime
to fill core shifts, with estimated costs of employing additional staff to meet the
performance targets surpassing £3,000,000 (Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust,

4Category A calls are immediately life-threatening calls
5Category B and C calls represent all other emergency calls
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2007). Such extreme operational costs coupled with increased demand levels and
public expectation have intensified the need for accurate forecasts to optimally deploy
emergency response vehicles and personnel.

With increased demand and pressure for efficient EMS, many studies have investigated
ways to improve the effectiveness of the service with much OR invested in the area
of ambulance deployment to minimise response times and personnel scheduling (see
Brotcorne et al., 2003; Goldberg, 2004; Li and Kozan, 2009). Whilst the models
created each differ in complexity, they all require accurate predictions of demand
to perform effectively; yet despite its fundamental importance less study has been
directly invested in the forecasting aspect (as reported in Kamentzky et al. (1982) and
Goldberg (2004)). The focus of this paper is how to effectively generate such forecasts.

We consider the ability of SSA and standard time series techniques to estimate
and forecast the daily number of incidents reported to WAST and evaluate the
prediction accuracy of the formulated models by inspecting the root mean squared
errors (RMSEs) associated with the models. As the data analysed in this paper
relates to national demand, we choose to predict daily demand levels. However, the
SSA technique could be easily adjusted to predict demand levels on a shift-by-shift
basis if these were required to make operational decisions for individual districts
throughout Wales. SSA has been shown to be an effective method of time series
analysis (see Broomhead and King, 1986; Broomhead et al., 1987; Vautard and Ghil,
1989; Yiou et al., 1996; Golyandina et al., 2001; Hassani, 2007) but this is the first
time the technique has been applied to emergency demand. The advantage of SSA is
that we do not need to fit a parametric model to the time series, but may apply the
technique to any complex series with a potential structure (Hassani, 2007). Whilst
traditional time series models require restrictive distributional and structural data
assumptions, these assumptions are not required by SSA.

The organisation of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews previous research and
Section 3 discusses the data used in the investigations with preliminary analyses. Sec-
tion 4 explains the theory of the SSA technique, followed by a comparison of the model
performance with ARIMA and Holt-Winters models in Section 5. The paper ends with
conclusions and proposed directions for future research.

2 Previous research

OR investigations of EMS systems have developed considerably since the late 1960’s
when intensive research into the operations of the service was initiated (Setzler et al.,
2005). Comprehensive reviews of OR models built for the deployment of emergency
service vehicles are contained in Goldberg (2004) and Green and Kolesar (2004).

Whilst the most intensive research has been conducted in the fields of optimal
fleet size and vehicle deployment strategies, EMS forecasting models have been
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developed and are comparable to those designed for fire service and police services
(see Holcomb and Sharpe, 2007). The initial models were very simplistic and had
many shortcomings. The earliest used basic statistics to determine daily demand but
failed to account for daily or weekly trend data, or other causal factors (Hall, 1971).
Other early models were based on least squares regression, but were often performed
on incomplete data sets with outdated socioeconomic and population covariates.
Despite the data used in Aldrich et al. (1971) being subject to such errors, they
successfully developed a model to predict total demand using 31 independent variables
reflecting socio-demographic characteristics. Several similar investigations followed
using standard regression techniques and variables to adjust for certain variations in
demand. Sets of regression equations achieving high R2 values were developed in Siler
(1975) and Kvalseth and Deems (1979), whilst Kamentzky et al. (1982) successfully
explained the variation in demand with only four independent variables, namely: area
population, area employment rate, percentage of the population white and married,
and housing units per area resident. More recent work using regression techniques has
been performed by McConnel and Wilson (1998) who gave particular focus to the age
distribution of the population.

A new collection of models were established at the end of the 1980’s. Conventional
time series models were successful in overcoming some of the shortfalls of regression
techniques (such as multicollinearity, autocorrelation and the difficulty of selecting
valuable covariates). Goal programing was used in Baker and Fitzpatrick (1986) to
choose the optimal smoothing parameters in a Holt-Winter’s exponential smoothing
model (described in Section 5) to separately forecast the daily volume of emergency
and non-emergency calls, whilst Channouf et al. (2007) recently developed and
compared time series models to generate daily and hourly forecasts of EMS calls in
Calgary, Alberta. The paper investigated the ability of autoregressive and ARIMA
models to predict daily demand levels and concluded that regression models with
residuals following the autoregressive process were able to forecast a few days into the
future with a higher degree of accuracy than doubly seasonal ARIMA models.

The early demand prediction models were parametric in nature and required re-
strictive distributional and structural assumptions, such as stationarity of the data.
Whilst these traditional methods proved useful for upper-level capacity planning
and budgeting, recent advances in location analysis allowing ambulance deployment
strategies to become more flexible and dynamic in nature, call for more responsive
predictions of demand and model-free methods to predict call volumes. Some more
recent methods developed to produce forecasts have proven to be successful, such as a
feasible approach developed by Setzler et al. (2009) allowing forecasts to be developed
on an hourly basis and for smaller areas through the consideration of Artificial Neural
Networks as a viable alternative to standard causal forecasting. In this paper we
investigate the model-free technique of SSA to predict demand levels which allows us
to exploit the trend and seasonality patterns exhibited in the data. The problems
inherent with the traditional methods are not present in SSA as it is able to expose
important characteristics of the time series without requiring either a parametric
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model, or assumptions concerning the signal or white noise (Golyandina et al., 2001).

SSA has been shown to be a powerful and effective nonparametric technique for time
series analysis and forecasting in many diverse areas. From its origins associated
with the papers Broomhead and King (1986) and Broomhead et al. (1987), SSA has
been applied to many practical problems ranging from physics and meteorology to
economics. Within the physical sciences, SSA has already become a standard tool in
the analysis of climatic, meteorological and geophysical time series; see, for example,
Yiou et al. (1996); Ghil et al. (2001) (climatology), Weare and Nasstrom (1982)
(meteorology) and Colebrook (1978) (marine science). SSA has also recently been
used to model of Cholera outbreaks in accordance with the El Niño cycle (Rodo et al.,
2002). In the socio-economic sciences, SSA has been used to predict daily exchange
rates and the volatility of the financial market (Thomakos et al., 2002; Hassani et al.,
2010) . Whilst many successful applications have been made of SSA, to the best of
our knowledge this study represents the first time the technique has been applied to
emergency demand within an OR framework. Before we outline the SSA methodology,
a brief description of the data will be given.

3 Data analysis

We analyse data provided by WAST from 1st April 2005 to 31st December 2009. The
primary database contains information relating to the time and date of each incident
reported to the service, the location of the incident, the assessed call priority, nature of
call and data relating to the emergency vehicles sent in response. There are numerous
cases in the dataset where an emergency call is logged but no ambulance is deployed
e.g. deemed unnecessary due to a minor injury. In other cases several emergency
response vehicles are dispatched. For the purpose of this paper, we consider daily
demand to be the number of unique emergencies reported to the service which require
the deployment of at least one emergency response vehicle.

An average of 1011 incidents (standard deviation 68.43) are reported to WAST each
day, although the number reported fluctuates from 697 to 1485, as highlighted in Fig-
ure 1. Preliminary analysis of the data reveals daily, weekly and yearly periodicities;
special-day effects; autocorrelations and a positive trend. Linear regression analysis
applied to daily demand against time yields a significant slope coefficient of 0.045. All
four high extreme values occur on January 1st, representing the repeating pattern of
extreme demand for the service following annual New Year’s Eve celebrations. The
notable troughs occur on 21st March 2006, 31st October 2007 and 18th May 2009.
There is no obvious reason for these low counts.
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Figure 1: WAST daily demand (01/04/2005 - 31/12/2009)

Figure 2 displays the average number of daily calls requiring EMS assistance received
by WAST each month over the same period. One can see a marked peak in demand
for December in all years and a steady increase in demand levels over the five-year
period.
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Figure 2: WAST average monthly demand (01/04/2005 - 31/12/2009)
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Figure 3 displays box plots of daily demand volumes for each month of the year and
day of the week. December is the busiest month with a median of 1063 incidents
requiring WAST mobilisation a day. Higher demand is generally demonstrated during
the winter months of November, February and October, although the lowest median
demand occurs in January (984) despite the extreme peak each New Year’s Day.
Clear weekday effects are notable with larger volumes of incidents observed on Fridays
and Saturdays. All such observations will become of key importance when designing
schedules for ambulance crews.
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Figure 3: Box plots of demand volumes for each month and each day of week

In summary, we observe an increase in demand levels for EMS between 2005-2009,
and note that demand is more volatile on weekends and in months associated with
school holidays, such as July and December. Before applying SSA to the data, we will
initially outline the theory. Further details concerning the theoretical underpinning of
the method may be found in Golyandina et al. (2001).

4 SSA theory

SSA decomposes a time series into a sum of time series. Each component within this
sum might be a trend component, periodic component, quasi-periodic component or
noise. The main stages of SSA are as follows:

Stage 1: Decomposition

{
Step 1: Embedding

Step 2: Singular value decomposition (SVD)

Stage 2: Reconstruction

{
Step 1: Grouping

Step 2: Diagonal averaging
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This Section will outline these stages for a real-valued nonzero time series with N
observations YN = (y0, . . . , yN−1).

4.1 Decomposition: Embedding

The first step of SSA is to map the given time series YN to a multidimensional series
of L-lagged vectors X1, . . . , XK . Here Xi = (yi−1, . . . , yi+L−2)

T for i = 1, . . . , K where
K = N − L+ 1. The parameter L is known as the window length and is an integer
such that 2 ≤ L ≤ N . Usually L is selected so that it is proportional to the periodicity
within YN and lies between N

3
and N

2
. Some advice is given to the choice of L in

Golyandina et al. (2001) and Hassani (2007).

The trajectory matrix X is formed:

X = [X1, . . . , XK ] =




y0 y1 y2 · · · yK−1

y1 y2 . .
.

. .
.

yK

y2 . .
.

. .
.

. .
. ...

... . .
.

. .
.

. .
. ...

yL−1 yL yL+1 · · · yN−1




∈ R
L×K

X is a Hankel matrix as all elements along the anti-diagonals are identical.

4.2 Decomposition: Singular value decomposition (SVD)

Let λ1, . . . , λL denote the eigenvalues of XXT (ordered by magnitude such that
λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λL ≥ 0) and U1, . . . , UL denote the orthogonal system of the eigenvectors
of the matrix XXT corresponding to λ1, . . . , λL.

If we denote Vi =
XT

i Ui√
λi

for i = 1, . . . , d then the SVD of the trajectory matrix can be

written as
X = X1 + . . .+Xd (B.1)

where d = rank(X) = max(i : λi > 0) and Xi =
√
λiUiV

T
i . The matrices {Xi,

i = 1, . . . , d} have rank 1. The collection (
√
λi, Ui, Vi) is called the i-th eigentriple of

the matrix X .

4.3 Reconstruction: Grouping

Carefully selecting sets of the matrices within {Xi, i = 1, . . . , d} will give vari-
ous trend or periodic components of YN . The grouping procedure partitions the
set of indices {1, . . . , d} (obtained in expansion (B.1)) intom disjoint subsets I1, . . . , Im.
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Let I = {i1, . . . , ip}. The resultant matrix XI is defined as XI as XI = Xi1 + . . .+Xip .
This is computed for I = I1, . . . , Im and leads to the decompositionX = XI1+. . .+XIm .
For example, let d = 10 and m = 2. Then the set of indices is {1, . . . , 10}. Let
I1 = {1} and I2 = {3, 4}. Then X = XI1 +XI2 where XI1 = X1 and XI2 = X3 +X4.

Auxiliary information may help us select particular components. For example, if it
is known that there is a monthly periodicity within our time series, we may wish to
identify the component(s) that reflect this. A plot of the singular values identifies the
number of components to be taken (in a similar manner to principal component analy-
sis, see (Jolliffe, 2008)). Explicit plateaux in the singular value spectra indicates pairs
of components that are likely to be important. Pairwise scatter plots of components
allow the visual identification of the components corresponding to harmonic elements
of YN . Analysis of the periodograms from the original series, and of its components,
will inform of the frequencies that need to be considered to reconstruct the time se-
ries. The “art” of SSA is in the selection of the subsets I1, . . . , Im, and further details
are provided in Golyandina et al. (2001). As more and more indices from {1, . . . , d}
are selected, then more of the original signal is reconstructed. If too few indices are
selected, then the reconstructed signal might not adequately explain the variation in
YN (this might be sufficient to describe the overall trend of the series, however). If YN

is a noisy time series, then taking too many indices would result in the noise forming
part of the reconstructed signal.

4.4 Reconstruction: Diagonal averaging

Selecting I1, . . . , Im and computing X = XI1 + . . . + XIm results in a matrix that
is not of Hankel structure. In order to find the approximated time series, X must
be transformed into a Hankel matrix. This may be done via diagonal averaging.
Generally diagonal averaging can be described as follows.

If zij is an element within a matrix Z, the k-th term of the resulting time series
is obtained by averaging zij over all i,j such that i + j = k + 2. This diagonal
averaging operates on an L×K matrix Z (L ≤ K) in the following way. For i+ j = s
and N = L+K−1 the element z̃ij as a result of the diagonal averaging of Z is given by:

z̃ij =





1
s−1

∑s−1
l=1 zl,s−l 2 ≤ s ≤ L,

1
L

∑L
l=1 zl,s−l L+ 1 ≤ s ≤ K + 1,
1

K+L−s+1

∑L
l=s−K zl,s−l K + 2 ≤ s ≤ K + L.

4.5 Forecasting

SSA uses linear recurrent formulae (LRF) in order to forecast future time series points.
LRFs are extremely flexible; if a series is representable by a LRF then it may also be
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represented as a product of exponentials, polynomials and harmonics (and vice versa).
Technical details are provided in Golyandina et al. (2001). YN satisfies a LRF (of order
q) if

yi+q =

q∑

k=1

akyi+q−k 1 ≤ i ≤ N − q + 1

The eigenvectors of XXT provided in the SVD step yield the coefficients a1, . . . , aq.

Confidence intervals for such forecasts can be obtained by bootstrapping (for further
information see Efron and Tibshirani, 1993).

4.6 Measures of accuracy: root mean squared error

As a measure of prediction accuracy and to compare the goodness of fit of the models,
we report the root mean squared errors (RMSE) for various models and for different
forecast lags, defined in out case as:

RMSE =

√∑N
n=1(yn − pn)2

N

where yn is the observed value, pn is the predicted value and we have N fitted points
in the time series. The RMSE is a commonly used forecast-accuracy metric in time
series analysis to report how close forecasts or predictions are to the known data
(Channouf et al., 2007; Matteson et al., 2011). Similar conclusions may be drawn from
the results if the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) or Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE) are used, but we choose to report the RMSE as in addition to overcoming
the common problem encountered with the MAPE that the percentage error may
become inflated if the actual value yn in the denominator is relatively small compared
to the forecast error; this performance measure also gives relatively higher weight to
large errors, which are particularly undesirable for an EMS.

We will now apply this theory to the data described in Section 3, and compare the
model fit against ARIMA and other standard time series models.

5 Model comparison

In this Section we compare the SSA technique with the well-established ARIMA and
Holt-Winters forecasting methods based on the precision of the model fits as reflected
by the RMSE. All the models are formulated using the first 51 months of data (1st
April 2005 - 30th June 2009) and the forecasting error is measured using the data from
the following six months. Figures 2 and 3 show that July and December are volatile
months, and are thus expected to be harder to forecast, so we also individually report
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the errors for these months positioned at each end of the six-month horizon. We show
that whilst all methods produce reasonably accurate results for certain time periods,
SSA is superior for the longer forecasting horizons. Sections 5.1 - 5.3 briefly outline
the well-known forecasting algorithms of the conventional models, which are used to
benchmark the forecasting accuracies.

5.1 SSA model formulation

As discussed in Section 4, the choice of the number of components to retain in the
methodological process requires careful consideration. As a series of pure noise gener-
ally produces a slowly decreasing sequence of singular values, further guidance may be
obtained by checking for breaks in the plot of logarithms of the eigenvalues. Explicit
plateaux in the plot correspond to the components representative of clear periodicities
within the data (because harmonic components with different frequencies produce two
eigentriples with close singular values) and elbows in the chart demonstrate points
at which retaining a larger number of components in the data explains little extra
variation within the original series. When the data is truncated at various points
of the post-sample period, we note an elbow in the chart commonly corresponding
to the 14th eigenvalue, and thus choose to construct the SSA model using the first
14 components and a window length L = 581 (between 1

3
and 1

2
of the series). All

of the results and figures in the following application are obtained by means of
Caterpillar-SSA 3.30 software (available from www.gistatgroup.com).

Figure 4 shows the first two components generated from the SVD of the trajectory
matrix obtained from the data. The majority of the variation (99.6%) is captured
in the trend element accounted for by component 1, whilst the second plot reveals a
periodic component in the data.
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Figure 4: Principal components related to the first 2 eigentriples. [The second graph
depicts up to the 300th lagged vector only, to allow the periodicity to be clearly visible].

Analysis of the pairwise scatter plots and their corresponding periodograms allows
visual identification of the harmonic components. Figure 5 depicts an example scatter
plot and periodogram corresponding to the second and third components. The 7-sided
polygon and spike at x = 7 in the periodogram demonstrate that these components
account for the 7 day (weekly) periodic effect. Other periodicities are accounted for
by the remaining components; by retaining all significant components in the series
reconstruction we account for the main periodicities in the data and build an accurate
representation of demand.
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Figure 5: Scatter plot and periodogram of paired eigenvectors (2-3)

5.2 ARIMA model

ARIMA models, originally described by Box and Jenkins (1970), provide a class of
models to approximate a time series after allowing the time series to be stationarised
using transformations such as differencing and logging. These models account for
temporal dependencies using autoregressive (AR) terms, which are lagged observations
of the dependent variable and moving average (MA) terms, which are lagged error
terms, as explanatory variables. Selection of the appropriate AR, MA and differencing
terms to include in the model is usually considered subjective, but it does not have to
be (Hyndman and Khandakar, 2008) as many attempts have been made to automate
the ARIMA process. To select the optimal parameters, we use the ‘forecast’ package
in R as described in Hyndman and Khandakar (2008). For all models built to forecast
demand starting on the 1st day of the month between July-December 2009, the
optimal model is ARIMA(1,0,1)(1,0,1).

5.3 Holt-Winters (HW) forecasting method

Exponential smoothing is a simple, but one of the most widely used, techniques for
adaptive time series forecasting (Gardner, 1985). The model generates forecasts using
a set of simple recursions and relies on a weighted average of historical data values, with
the more recent values carrying more weight. Given the seasonality in the data, we
consider the HW extension of the basic exponential smoothing model which includes
additional terms to account for the linear trend and seasonality exhibited in the data
(see Chatfield, 2001; Brockwell and Davis, 2002). For the purpose of this analysis, we
observe that the HW additive model predicts the historic data more accurately, and
thus select this version to forecast forward. The optimal model parameters are selected
using the time series forecasting system within SAS, which includes a completely auto-
matic forecasting model selection feature that selects the best fitting model for a time
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series and reports diagnostic check results. When forecasting for each month post June
2009, we allow the model to re-parameterise at the start of each month, and note that
the optimal values change slightly.

5.4 Results

In this Section, we evaluate the models outlined in Sections 5.1 – 5.3 in terms of their
quality of fit and forecasting performances evaluated by the RMSE. For identification
and estimation of the models we use the first 1552 daily counts (from 1st April 2005 -
30th June 2009) and reserve the last 6 months of daily counts from July - December
2009 to measure the forecasting performance of the models. We evaluate the accuracy
of the forecasts by:

i. Performing a series of 1-through-28 day step-ahead forecasts beginning with the
first ‘unknown’ observation on 1st July 2009;

ii. Updating the within-sample period by one observation and again performing a
series of 1-through-28 day step-ahead forecasts;

iii. Repeating step 2 until less than 28 post-sample observations are available for
evaluation purposes;

iv. Combining all forecasts to calculate the average RMSE for each forecasting
method.

When calculating the average RMSE for each model, we report the measure individ-
ually for 7-day, 14-day, 21-day and 28-day forecasting horizons to provide a number
of comparisons between the time series methods detailed in Sections 5.1 – 5.3. It is
desirable for EMS planners to have an estimate of forecasts one month in advance so
rosters may be finalised.

We first present the results when the models are run on a rolling basis over the
entire post-sample six month period, starting with the first ‘unknown’ observation
on 1st July 2009 and ending with the first ‘unknown’ observation on 4th December
2009 (to retain a 28-day post-sample period of known data for comparison purposes).
We allow the models to re-parameterise at the start of each new month, but whilst
the HW parameters vary slightly from month to month, the optimal ARIMA model
(found using the ‘forecast’ package in R as described in Hyndman and Khandakar
(2008)) remains consistently ARIMA(1,0,1)(1,0,1). For a fair comparison, we keep 14
components in the SSA model as the plot of logarithms of the eigenvalues suggests
that this is a reasonable number of components to retain for all months. However,
SSA does also provide flexibility for different components to be selected; hence the
SSA model may be fine-tuned if necessary.

Table 1 reports the RMSE for each forecasting horizon, averaged over the 184 model
runs between July and December. The first line of the table reports the retrospective
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error, representing the closeness of fit of the model predictions with the initial true data
used for the model construction (the period from 1st April 2005 - 30th June 2009).
One may observe that the predicted values are very close to the data for all models
considered.

Table 1: Comparison of model forecasts for daily demand (July - Dec 2009). Standard
deviations are included in brackets.

Average RMSE SSA ARIMA HW

Retrospective 6.19 (35.32) 6.11 (35.26) 6.37 (36.34)
7-day forecast 42.20 (12.92) 41.55 (13.69) 45.46 (15.79)
14-day forecast 42.86 (8.71) 44.06 (9.18) 47.47 (13.85)
21-day forecast 43.87 (7.14) 46.16 (9.50) 48.32 (12.74)
28-day forecast 45.46 (8.66) 48.75 (13.86) 51.14 (14.11)

The second part of Table 1 summarises the model forecasting performances. Values
generated using the SSA technique generally follow the data more accurately than
those predicted by the standard models, especially for the longer-term forecasts. The
standard deviations show that the forecasts are additionally of consistent high-quality
across all model runs.

Tables 2(a) and 2(b) display the segregated results when the rolling forecasts are com-
puted for the first month (July) and last month (December) separately. These months
have the highest demand levels [see Figure 3] and were noted by Channouf et al. (2007)
as the most volatile months to forecast. Whilst the models were updated and re-run
31 times throughout July, lower numbers of runs were possible for December (e.g. the
28-day forecast could only be updated and re-run on 4 occasions as the true demand is
only known until 31st December 2009). Both tables show that SSA often produces im-
proved forecasts, especially for the longer forecasting horizons, but remains comparable
at the least to other well-established methods for shorter periods. Further investiga-
tions have found that by selecting 200 components for December, far superior forecasts
can be generated (this is an example of how SSA may be modified to produce even
better forecasts for precise months). Yet we have chosen to display the results for the
simpler 14-component model in this paper; whilst selecting a higher number of com-
ponents can prove useful for forecasting the more volatile months, fewer components
provide higher quality results over the greater part of the year.
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Table 2: Comparison of model forecasts for daily demand (July & Dec 2009). Stan-
dard deviations are included in brackets.

(a) July 2009

Average RMSE SSA ARIMA HW

7-day forecast 44.77 (11.03) 44.69 (13.20) 60.12 (15.87)
14-day forecast 44.25 (4.80) 48.96 (7.84) 63.52 (13.83)
21-day forecast 45.04 (3.31) 50.75 (4.63) 60.87 (12.20)
28-day forecast 45.76 (3.02) 50.74 (3.86) 62.50 (10.73)

(b) December 2009

Average RMSE SSA ARIMA HW

7-day forecast 70.38 (35.52) 69.63 (38.26) 52.58 (29.80)
14-day forecast 70.96 (25.22) 86.32 (33.01) 63.20 (27.43)
21-day forecast 73.87 (10.87) 97.24 (13.00) 71.40 (6.98)
28-day forecast 80.85 (0.72) 105.47 (1.25) 90.19 (4.62)

An illustration of the 1-month SSA forecast beginning on 1st July is given in Figure 6.
All 1552 daily counts up to 30th June 2009 are used in the estimation of the SSA model
shown, although only the within-sample data for the month of June 2009 is displayed
in the chart (to aid with clarity). In addition to the RMSE, visual inspection of Figure
6 shows that the HW method captures some element of the periodic nature of demand,
but not the full variation of peaks and troughs throughout July. In contrast the SSA
and ARIMA forecasts follow the true demand values reasonably closely, but of the two
methods, the SSA forecast maintains the lowest RMSE when the rolling forecast is
computed until December, as shown in Table 1. 95% confidence intervals for the SSA
forecast are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6: 28-day forecasts beginning on 1st July 2009
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Figure 7: Confidence intervals for 28-day SSA forecast by the bootstrap method (1000
repetitions) beginning on 1st July 2009

For practical purposes, forecasts would additionally be updated as new demand levels
are obtained and inputted in to the system, to finalise rostering and scheduling plans.
Figure 8 illustrates the 7-step-ahead daily forecasts where the total demand levels for
the current day are used to predict the demand levels for the same day one week ahead.
In the same way, any “n-step” ahead forecast could be produced as required to allow
WAST to update forecasts as and when required, leading to our decision to evaluate
all 14-day, 21-day and 28-day forecasts in the preceding tables. One may observe
the immeasurable value of updating forecasts, as the predicted SSA values forecasted
one-week in advance in Figure 8 follow the SSA trend far more closely than those in
the 28-day ahead forecast in Figure 6. However, the clear benefit that the SSA model
provides more accurate predictions for longer forecasting horizons is a major advantage
of the technique, as it is a costly operation to change staff rosters at the last minute.
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Figure 8: Original time series with 7-step-ahead daily SSA forecasts for July 2009,
beginning with forecast when demand is known until 30th June

6 Conclusions

We have considered the ability of three time series analysis methods to model and
forecast the number of incidents reported to WAST on a daily basis. Our analysis
responds to the call by Fildes et al. (2008) to improve the accuracy of forecasts
through considering novel methods, whilst providing motivation for the utilisation
of SSA as a tool to accurately predict Welsh ambulance demand. The benefit of
the SSA technique is not only in its ability to forecast as it produces superior,
or in the least, comparable forecasts to other methods; but in its capability to
recognise periodicities in the data and be flexible in approach, with the advantage
that it may be easily implemented. SSA software may be readily obtained and
provided to WAST employees to allow automatic revisions of the forecasts as new
data becomes available, so the Trust can prepare more appropriately for future
demand. Moreover, the advanced forecasts generated by SSA can be readily em-
bedded into OR methodologies to determine the minimum number of ambulances
to be deployed at any given time (Ingolfsson et al., 2007; Green et al., 2007). To
be effective, these methods are heavily reliant on accurate predictions of demand,
which we have developed in this paper. Further work may additionally include devel-
oping rosters based on these forecasts to promote proactive management of the service.
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Ultimately, as well as investigating spatial distributions of demand using demographic
variables, it might also be desirable to investigate other contributing factors such as
links with weather conditions to further improve our predictions. In designing rosters
for crew members, it will become necessary to model the data on a shift-by-shift basis,
in line with current WAST practices (3 shifts per day) and for smaller areas, to further
the research performed by Setzler et al. (2005) in this area. To maintain accurate SSA
performance, we recommend forecasting on a shift, rather than hourly, basis to allow
for a rostering algorithm to be more readily embedded in the forecasts, retain a large
degree of seasonality in the data and reduce the number of ‘zero’ counts in the time
series. If required, the shift forecasts could further be proportioned to calculate the
expected number of incidents reported per hour.
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Appendix C

Publication: Staffing a mathematics
support service

C.1 Introductory remarks

The methods investigated within this thesis can be applied to various other scenar-
ios, as indicated by the publication contained in this section. The paper has recently
been submitted, and represents joint work completed in partnership with Dr Jonathan
Gillard, Dr Vincent Knight and Dr Robert Wilson (Gillard et al., 2012). The submitted
publication considers similar issues to those discussed in the time-dependent queueing
theory and rostering sections of this thesis, but applies the techniques to the staffing
of a mathematics support service. The scale of the problem is modest compared to the
task to efficiently manage WAST, but the paper highlights that the same principles
nevertheless apply. The research demonstrates that when the M/M/c queue consid-
ered by the SIPP methodology in Chapter 6 is substituted by a finite source queue,
the equivalent steady-state formula to compute the probability of an excessive wait
still utilised to generate appropriate staffing requirements. The small-scale database
compiled for the investigation of the maths support problem has also provided test bed
for methods considered in this thesis; and whilst the exact rostering model considers an
alternative objective, it emphasises that heuristic methods are capable of generating
good quality solutions.

Abstract

We study the problem of staffing university mathematics support centers in which stu-
dents drop in to the service (without appointment) for tutoring support. Our approach
seeks to find the minimum sufficient number of tutors (with appropriate specialities)
to present by hour and day to cover student demand with tolerable delays. We em-
ploy traditional operational research techniques to aid managers and administrators of
mathematics support services to roster their services. The machine interference type
queueing is adopted to model the number of student queries within a mathematics
support session. We define and solve an appropriate integer program to roster the
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number of tutors needed to run the service efficiently.

1 Introduction

Over the last decade the ‘mathematics problem’ (students lacking basic mathematical
skills on entry into higher education), and proposed solutions of this problem have
been debated in much detail Hawkes and Savage (2000). One approach that has been
developed to help combat this issue has been the introduction of mathematics support
services (MSSs) across higher education institutions. Such services in higher education
can be traced back to 1990 and it is thought that they were launched even earlier
in further education institutions Samuels and Patel (2010). The resources provided
by MSS’s often vary in nature but typically revolve around some form of drop-in
service, whereby students call in to the service (without appointment) to discuss their
mathematical query with a tutor.

The MSS at Cardiff University is open each weekday between 11:00 - 13:00. Many
students go to the service immediately after the completion of their previous lecture,
leading to large influxes of students arriving at 11:00 and 12:00, with fewer arrivals
throughout the remaining period. Figure 3 shows the average number of students
present at the MSS for every hour of the week between October 2010 to June 2011.

One goal of this paper is to obtain minimal staffing levels that ensure that no more
than 10% of students wait longer than 15 minutes before being seen by a tutor. When
employing queueing theoretical methods to estimate the optimum number of staff to
ensure that a given performance metric is satisfied, we consider employing a member
of staff for the two 1 hour periods throughout the two-hour session (i.e. 11:00-12:00
and 12:00-13:00). Over a given week, we thus require the staffing constraints for 10
time periods.

There is a vast quantity of literature that make use of queueing models to obtain
staffing constraints for various types of service centres (for example: emergency
departments Green et al. (2006) and police patrols Kolesar et al. (1975)). One novelty
proposed in this paper is the use of a particular queueing model (a ‘finite source
queue’) that is more often applied to the service of machinery than the service
of individuals, to predict the amount of assistance students will require within a
particular mathematics support drop-in session. Finally a mathematical program is
defined; the solution of which rosters the available tutors. A heuristic is offered that
gives an efficient approach to solving the rostering problem for larger problem instances.

To summarise the contribution of the work presented:

• A novel application of the ‘finite source queue’ is demonstrated.

• The MSS at Cardiff University is modelled using a particular queueing model to
ensure sufficient levels of staffing.
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• An integer program is developed that allows for an efficient rostering of a MSS,
a heuristic to approximate the solution of this integer program is also discussed.

• The value of OR to aid in the provision of mathematics support services is demon-
strated.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The presentation of the queueing model is
given in Section 2 and the mathematical program and heuristic are presented in Section
3. Conclusions are given in Section 4.

2 MSS as a finite source queue

2.1 The mathematical model

Most of the literature dealing with setting staffing constraints assume the service under
analysis to be an M/M/c queue. A good review of approximation approaches that are
relevant under this assumption is available in Green et al. (2007). For reasons that
become apparent in Section 2.2 we choose to use a ‘finite source queue’ (also known as
a ‘machine interference model’) to model the MSS at Cardiff University. This model
is often used to represent situations where a finite number of machines run. Such
machines run until breaking down, and consequently require repair, after which they
are set to run again Haque and Armstrong (2007). The M machines break down with
mean inter-breakdown rate λ per unit time (assumed to be negative exponentially
distributed) and are repaired at one of c repair centres with mean repair rate µ per
unit time (again assumed to have a negative exponential distribution). A diagrammatic
representation is given in Figure 1.

Machines (finite source): M 

Queue

Servers: c

Breakdown rate: λ

Repair rate: μ

Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of a finite source queue with M = 5 and
c = 2.

Let pn be the probability of having n of the M machines broken down at any point
in time (in a queue or in service). The steady state probabilities are given by
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Gross and Harris (1998):

pn =

{(
M
n

)
λ
µ

n
p0, 1 ≤ n < c(

M
n

)
n!

cn−cc!
p0, c ≤ n ≤ M

(C.1)

where p0 can then be calculated by normalising the probabilities.

Of particular interest is the actual waiting time distribution Wq(t): that is the propor-
tion of individuals spending less than t time units waiting in the queue. This is given
by:

Wq(t) = 1−
M−1∑

n=c

qn

n−c∑

i=0

cµti

i!
e−cµt, (C.2)

where

qn =
(M − n)pn

L
(C.3)

is the probability that an arrival finds the system in state n, and L =
∑M

n=1 npn is the
average number of breakdowns in the system.

The next section describes the application of this finite source queueing model to Cardiff
University’s MSS.

2.2 Application to Cardiff University’s MSS

The MSS at Cardiff University (and in many other institutions, see for example
Samuels and Patel (2010)) encourages students to work in small groups and seek
assistance from a tutor when required. As such the service can be modelled as a finite
source queueing model where the students working in groups represent machines. A
breakdown corresponds to a student requiring assistance from a tutor.

We can use (C.2) to obtain staffing levels that ensure a particular level of service. In
particular we obtain a value of c that ensures 1−Wq(.25) ≤ 0.1; the number of tutors
required that ensures that the percentage of students waiting more than 15 minutes is
less than 10%. Data has been collected that gives the breakdown rate λ as shown in
Figure 2. This gives a breakdown rate of λ = 2.19 (i.e. students seek assistance about
2 times an hour). Furthermore a service rate of µ = 6 is taken implying that a tutor
will spend, on average, 10 minutes with a student.

Data collected at the MSS at Cardiff University over the academic year 2010/2011
Harding (2011) included the following variables:

i. The time when each student arrived

ii. Number of tutor consultations the student received during the session

iii. The time duration of each tutor consultation
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iv. The length of time each student spent waiting for their tutor consultation to
begin, from the moment they requested assistance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Probability

Number of breakdowns

Figure 2: Negative exponential distribution with rate 2.19 fitted to the frequency of
breakdowns per hour.

Figure 3 contains the mean number of students present at each session of Cardiff
University’s MSS, for the two semesters of the academic year, autumn and spring.
The busiest semester was clearly the autumn semester, with a reduction in student
attendees observed in the spring semester. In the autumn semester the busiest period
was 11:00-12:00, with the following hour, 12:00-13:00 being much quieter. The busiest
period was Thursday 11:00-12:00. In the spring semester, the demand is similar across
all the time periods. There is some increase in attendance during the first hour of
service 11:00-12:00, with the busiest period being Friday 11:00-12:00.
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Figure 3: Mean number of students present by semester; autumn and spring.

2.3 Results

The staffing algorithm is implemented in Microsoft Excel (the package which also
implements the rostering algorithm of Section 3.2 is available at Knight (2011)) and
allows for an immediate calculation (using (C.2)) of the number of tutors required.
Initial results are given in Figure 4. The amount of staff scheduled reflects:

i. The increased demand during 11:00-12:00 in the autumn semester

ii. More staff needed during the busiest session of the autumn semester (Thursday,
11:00-12:00)

iii. A constant number of staff needed during the spring semester, reflecting the
demand viewed in Figure 3, with an increase in the number of staff during the
busiest session of the spring semester (Friday, 11:00-12:00).
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Figure 4: Number of tutors required by semester.

3 Optimisation of Staffing and Skill mix

3.1 Mathematical program

The task of assigning tutors to sessions is often the responsibility of the MSS
coordinator, who attempts to find a suitable number of tutors to cover all shifts,
that are additionally able to cover as many specialities (statistics, pure mathemat-
ics and applied mathematics) as possible so they may deal with all query types
efficiently. However, to reduce the burden placed on this individual, we provide
an integer program (IP) formulation of the problem which, in smaller cases, can
be solved exactly using off-the-shelf software: in our case Xpress-MP. We utilise
this method to solve Cardiff’s MSS problem exactly, and also suggest a heuristic-
based algorithm that may be used to produce a desirable timetable for larger problems.

The model assigns the correct number of tutors required to work for each shift as
determined by the machine interference model, and incorporates a constraint for the
maximum number of shifts that each tutor is willing to work during the week. Treated
as an optimisation problem, the objective is to maximise a linear cost function to
ensure that as many fields of mathematics (statistics, pure mathematics and applied
mathematics are used as examples in this paper) are covered as possible within each
shift.
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Variables:

• m: number of tutors.

• n: number of shifts.

• αi: the maximum number of shifts that can be worked by tutor i ∈ [m].

• βj: the number of tutors required for shift j ∈ [n].

• k: the number of specialties.

• C
(k)
i ∈ [0, 1]R the efficiency of tutor i in speciality k.

• Di ∈ [0, 1]R the desirability coefficient of tutor i.

We have the binary variable xij

xij =

{
1, if tutor i works in shift j

0, otherwise
for i ∈ [m]; j ∈ [n]

The desirability coefficient is a scaling factor which is multiplied by the subject scores
to scale the values to account for unreliability, or any other factor, associated with
each tutor. For example, if a particular tutor has asked that they are only scheduled
to work if there is extreme need, we can give this tutor a low desirability score.

To achieve a roster that assigns tutors to sessions in a way that all fields are covered
within each shift, the IP model representing our rostering model is given by the
following:

Maximise,
n∑

j=1

k∑

l=1

min

(
1,

m∑

i=1

xijC
(l)
i Di

)
(C.4)

Subject to constraints
n∑

j=1

xij ≤ αi for all i ∈ [m] (C.5)

m∑

i=1

xij = βj for all j ∈ [n] (C.6)

Here (C.5) is the worker constraint, representing the maximum number of shifts each
tutor is allowed to work in a week, while (C.6) details the particular number of tutors
are required per session.
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Note that due to the formulation of the objective function, we will always have:

n∑

j=1

k∑

l=1

min

(
1,

m∑

i=1

xijC
(l)
i Di

)
6 kn,

thus kn is an upper bound on the objective function.

Because we wish to maximise the number of specialities covered in each session, we
constrain each of the weighted scores within the objective function (C.4) to be at most
1. This ensures that high scores may not arise from sessions where the tutors all have
expertise in the same area of mathematics. The objective is then to maximise a cost
function composed of k expressions for each session (each representing the degree to
which a speciality of mathematics is covered within each session).

In our case, the timetable is composed of 10 one hour sessions a week, and is concerned
with ensuring that three separate specialities of mathematics are covered within each
shift; thus if we have a sufficient number of skilled tutors available, the maximum
achievable cost is 30.

3.2 Finding a roster

This section considers ways for solving the MSS rostering problem defined above.
Similar problems have been well studied in the literature since the 1960’s with
numerous heuristics, simulation approaches and graph colouring techniques suggested
to solve variants of the timetabling problem in an effective way Burke and Newall
(2002); Burke et al. (2007); Schimmelpfeng and Helber (2007); Lewis (2008);
Cambazard et al. (2010). IP formulations have also been developed to make schedul-
ing decisions Schimmelpfeng and Helber (2007), but in real-life applications where
these problems are often too large to solve using exact methods, heuristic approaches
have been shown to be successful Lewis (2008). Heuristics are acknowledged to
produce good quality solutions for such problems in a short amount of time; however
they often lack the ability to find an optimal solution Abramson (1991).

Cardiff University’s MSS has 10 one hour sessions a week, with 8 tutors available, each
with different specialities. The staff rostering problem with 10 one hour sessions and
8 tutors possesses a relatively small search space, with possibly several global optima;
thus existing IP software such as Xpress-MP can be used to solve the problem exactly.
However for larger instances (more sessions, and more tutors), we propose a simple
heuristic (descent) algorithm for finding an approximate solution.

For the descent algorithm, the initial feasible schedule is produced using a greedy
algorithm: taking the tutors in an arbitrary order, we assign as many time slots
allowed by constraints (C.5) to the first tutor, and when this limit is reached, we
consider the availability of the next tutor. Providing we have enough manpower to
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allow a feasible solution, we continue to allocate all remaining shifts in this way.

Local search is a general strategy for optimisation that involves iteratively applying
small changes (moves) to a candidate solution, attempting to improve it’s quality.
The random descent approach is the simplest type of local search; in each iteration a
potential move is randomly selected and only accepted if it produces a solution which is
at least as good as the current solution. In our algorithm, we employ a swap operator
which randomly selects an element xi1j1 in the timetable such that xi1j1 = 1 and a
secondary element xi2j2 such that xi2j2 = 0 (1 6 i1, i2 6 m; 1 6 j1, j2 6 n) and swap
the value of these elements. If j1 = j2 (i.e. both elements are in the same column) then
no further action is needed, as we will maintain constraint (C.6) which ensures that the
correct number of tutors are assigned to each session. Otherwise, to maintain integrity
of the solution, we add a corrective procedure by randomly choosing two other elements
xi3j2 and xi4j1 , (i3 6= i1; i4 6= i2; 1 6 i3, i4 6 m) and setting xi3j1 = 1 and xi4j2 = 0.
In our descent method, the neighbourhood operator is repeatedly applied to produce
new solutions for a set number of iterations, or until the upper bound kn is achieved
for the objective function. For each solution, the new assignment of tutors to shifts is
accepted if the move improves on (or maintains) the current cost.

3.3 Results

Using the IP solver, we found that the best possible cost of 30 was achievable for
the autumn semester data; and the best cost achievable for the spring semester data
was 29.52. We investigated the potential of the descent method to find good quality
solutions for each of the MSS instances and found that it produced solutions that
often came close to optimal, but not quite. In particular, the algorithm made rapid
improvements to the initial solution, and marginal improvements after around 2000
iterations. Figure 5 demonstrates that the solution came within within 0.8% and
1.3% of the optimal solution after 2000 runs for the autumn and spring semester
data respectively, and within 0.3% and 0.7% after 5000 runs. The algorithm provided
better initial solutions for the autumn semester data (as more staff were required in
each shift, it was an easier task to achieve the daily optimal score), and the capability
of the algorithm to rapidly improve on the initial solution was indicated in particular
for the spring semester data.

However, whereas heuristics are not necessary to roster Cardiff University’s MSS, or for
other instances that are small enough to optimally solve quickly and efficiently, they
are appropriate for medium-sized instances.The descent algorithm would nevertheless
take longer to find good quality solutions for large timetables; thus for such problems,
we could consider using other heuristics such as simulated annealing.
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Figure 5: Rate at which descent method converges to optimality (averaged over 50
runs)

Figure 6: Optimal timetable for given tutor profiles, autumn semester

The optimal roster for the autumn semester data displayed in Figure 6 appears visually
logical. For example, on days where only two tutors are required, tutors D and F are
consistently chosen as they are able to cover all areas of mathematics to a sufficient
level amongst themselves, and are both highly desirable.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have demonstrated that traditional operational research techniques
are likely to be of much value to administrators of MSS’s. Our approach in this paper
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was to model the amount of student queries received during a session of the MSS at
Cardiff University requiring tutor attention as breakdowns in a machine interference
model. The results generated from this model were consequently input into a specially
designed IP to ensure sufficient numbers of staff were scheduled, with a sufficient
coverage of mathematics specialities to allow for most queries to be readily dealt with
by the tutors.

The IP has been constructed with sufficient generality so that other MSS’s, with differ-
ent numbers of support sessions and staff available, each with different mathematical
specialities, may roster their own staff. We suspect that many problem instances will
be small enough to allow for an exact solution of this integer program to be found
using available IP solvers. Nevertheless, for larger problem instances where IP solvers
may take too long, we have demonstrated the potential use of a heuristic (descent
approach).
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